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PREFACE.

The many rich discoveries which have been made within a

comparatively few years in the sister sciences of Electricity and

Magnetism render it difficult to arrange, in a concise and

rudimentary form, the various phenomena of one of these

departments of physics, treated separately. Taking the term

'magnetism,' however, in its most general acceptation, the

author proposes, in the first place, to put the student in pos-

session of such elementary knowledge as bears directly on that

species of force, peculiar to ferruginous matter, by which one

particle of iron is observed to attract another particle at very

sensible distances,— but without entering further into the

combined sciences of electricity and magnetism than may be

requisite to an adequate exposition of weU-attested facts. It

will also be desirable to combine with this statement a general

history of the subject, considered as a distinct branch of

physics. Secondly, it is proposed to describe the various

magnetical instruments and manipulations necessary to the

further prosecution of this wonderful and interesting subject ;

—thus completing the two Parts of the present Treatise.

In a Supplementary Treatise it is proposed to apply the

knowledge thus acquired to a more extended investigation of
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the great natural phenomena presented to us in the magnetic

action of the earth, and to a further elucidation of certain

practical benefits resulting from such inquiries. The work

thus completed will be, as it professes, essentially rudimentary,

but, nevertheless, without in any way compromising its scientific

character. Its object is to illustrate and explain, theoretically

and practically, and as familiarly as the nature of the subject

will permit, a large class of natural phenomena intimately

connected with the system of the world.

W. Snow Harris.

Plymouth, August, 1850.
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RUDIMENTARY MAGNETISM.

I.

The Natural Magnet or Lodestone— Its general History
—Nature and

Properties
—Communicative Power—Directive Power—Terms by which

the Magnet has been characterized by various Nations—Magnetic Poles

or Points of greatest Attraction—The Armed Magnet—Reciprocal Polar

Attractions and Repulsions
—Views of the Ancient Philosophers on the

Nature of Magnetic Attraction—Modem Views.

1. The earliest scientific records notice the operations of a

subtle natural agency, peculiar in many respects to bodies

containing iron, and acting more especially on iron and steel :

by this agency ferruginous particles are drawn together, and

frequently remain suspended one from the other in opposition

to the force of gravity.

Notices of such phenomena are found in very ancient

manuscripts, especially in those of China, and also in the

writings of the Greek and Roman philosophers,
— Thales,

Pjrthagoras, Plato, Aristotle, Lucretius, Cicero, Pliny, and

several others.

2. The existence of this subtle agency was first observed as

a property of a mineral substance of a greyish or reddish

black colour. The Greeks obtained it from the province of

Magnesia, in Lydia, and termed it the magnesian stone, also

fioyvrfs (magnes), from whence the modem terms magnet and

magnetism, the one designating the mineral substance itself, the

other, the pecuUar agency supposed to reside in it. Hence

also the term magnetic attraction, employed to characterize

the power or force in operation.

3. The magnesian stone, or native magnet, abounds in

various parts of the earth, especially in iron mines, where it is

A
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found massive, frequently crystallized, and occasionally in beds

of considerable thickness. Its constituents are, for the most

part, oxygen and iron under the form of two oxides, the black

and red. In 100 parts we have about 73 parts iron and 27

oxygen: it has been termed magnetic iron ore. Its colour

varies from a reddish black to a deep grey. Native magnets
from Arabia, China, and Bengal are commonly of a reddish

colour, and are powerfully attractive. Those found in Germany
and England have the colour of unwrought iron ; those from

Macedonia are more black and dull.

The specific gravity of magnetic iron ore is about 4^ times

that of water, and affords, when worked, excellent bar iron.

The magnet is sometimes found in the form of small grains,

constituting what has been termed magnetic iron sand. Mag-
netic sand abounds in the Isle of Sky, and in Fifeshire in

Scotland. We find also in the iron mines of Norway a thick

black earthy powder possessing magnetic properties.

4. This remarkable substance has not only the power of

drawing apparently towards itself small particles of iron, and of

holding suspended from various parts of its surface light rings

and other small masses of iron or steel, but, as the ancients

observed, it has also the important property of communicating
or propagating, as it were, its own attractive power through a

series of such rings or masses, so as to cause them to hang one

on another in a sort of linked chain.

Exp. 1. In the annexed fig. 1, let the

mass M be an irregular block of magnetic
iron ore, mounted on any convenient sup-

port T
; there will be found certain points,

'

n s, on its surface so powerfully attractive

as to sustain a series of short needles of

iron no, or a. series of soft steel rings s t,

which may be suspended successively one

from the other solely by the force im-

parted to them from the magnet m.

5. In the celebrated philosophical poem 'De Rerum Natura,'
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by the Roman poet Lucretius, who flourished about 60 years

before the Christian era, we find the magnet, together with these

illustrations of its power, very beautifully treated. Dr. Busby,

in his translation of this poem, thus renders the passage :

" Now, chief of all, the magnet's power I sing,

And from what laws the attractive functions spring:

The magnet's name the observing Grecians drew

From the magnetic region where it grew ;

Its viewless potent virtues men surprise,

Its strange effects they \-iew with wondering eyes.

When, without aid of hinges, links, or springs,

A pendent chain we hold of steely rings

Dropt from the stone—the stone the binding source,—
Ring cleaves to ring, and owns magnetic force :

Those held superior, those below maintain,

Circle 'neath circle downward draws in vain,

Whilst free in air disports the oscillating chain."

6. The attractive force of the magnet, as shown in tliis

experiment, is found to reside principally in opposite points of

its surface. These points have been termed poles, from another

wondrous property of the magnet said to have been known to

the inhabitants of China from time immemorial, but with

which the philosophers of Greece and Rome were certainly

not acquainted.

If the magnet be suspended by a deUcate sUk line from

some point between the surfaces of attraction, so as to admit

of its turning freely on that point, the mass will rest only in

one position: this position will be such as to place its poles

either in the hne of the meridian, or very near it : one of the

surfaces of the mass will have turned towards the north, and

the opposite surface towards the south, and, if drawn aside

from this position, will continue to vibrate backward and for-

ward unril it again rests in the same position.

In some very irregular and peculiar pieces of magnetic iron

ore, several such poles have been observed, but they are always
in opposite points of the mass

; the native magnet, however,

has generally two poles only.
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Fiar. 2.

Exp. 2. Immerse a piece of magnetic iron ore in fine

iron or steel filings ;
the particles will be attracted, and will

collect principally in separate and aggregated knots on

certain opposite points of its surface.

Exp. 3. Having ascertained the position of the poles or

points of greatest attraction, as at n s, fig. 2, trim the

specimen in the direction of their axis or line n s, supposed
to traverse the mass from one point

to the other, so as to give it a

somewhat oblong regular form, as

represented in the figure. Sus-

pend the mass by a fine thread of

silk ct in some point c, intermediate

and as central as possible between

the poles n s ;
the mass will turn

and rest in such a position as will

place the extremities of the axis

N s either in the direction of the

meridian, or in a line varying from

it by a given angular quantity either east or west, depending

on the particular locality of the experiment, so that one of

the poles, n, will have turned towards the north, and the op-

posite pole, s, towards the south, from which circumstance n

has been called the north, and s the south pole of the magnet.

7. The property by which the magnet is caused to assume

this particular position has been called magnetic polarity or

directive power, and when the magnet is free to move into

this position it is said to traverse.

A plane perpendicular to the horizon and passing through

N s, the poles of the magnet whilst in their directive position

is called the plane of the magnetic meridian. The line N s

has been termed the direction of the magnetic meridian. The

angle made between the line n s, or direction of the magnetic

meridian, and the line of the true meridian of the place in which

the magnet is suspended, has been termed the variation or

declination of the magnet, or simply the magnetic declination.
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8. The narive magnet appears to have been known in almost

every country, and at remote periods. The Jews were evi-

dently acquainted with it. In the Talmud it is termed
'

achzhab'th,' the stone which attracts, and in their ancient

prayers it has the European name magnes. The term em-

ployed in different languages to designate the magnet, is, as

may be readily imagined, commonly based upon its supposed
"
love of iron." Thus in the Chinese we have the term

'

thsu-chy
'

or love stone, also '

hy-thy-chy,' the stone which

snatches up iron. In the Siamese we have the term *me-lek,'

that which attracts iron. In the Sanscrit the magnet is

termed 'ayaskanta,' loving toward iron. Euripides terms it

•

lapis Herculaneus,' the Herculean stone, from its power over

iron. Amongst the European languages we find in the French
' I'aimant

'

or the loving stone
;
in the Spanish

' iman.' In

Hungarian we have again the term 'magnet ko,' the love

stone ; and so of a variety of others.

In several remarkable instances the magnet has been ch^,-

racterized by its directive property (6) : thus in the Chinese

we have the term '

tchu-chy,' the directing stone. In Tonkiniu

we have the term '

d'anamtchum,' the stone which shows the

south. In Swedish we have '

segel-sten,' the seeing stone.

In Icelandic '

leiderstein,' the leading stone, after the Saxon of

'Isedan,' to lead, from whence the Enghsh name 'loadstone'

or 'lodestone,' and by which term the magnet is commonly
known in England. In a similar way we derive the term
'
lodestar

'
or guiding star, as applied to the star of the

pole ; ako the term lode, as appUed to the leading vein in

mining.

In a few instances the magnet has been named after the

great hardness of its structure. The Greeks subsequently
termed the magnet icoXa/xtray, from whence the word ' kalamit

'

and calamita used by the early French writers, and employed

by the ItaUans, and by some other European nations at the

present day. In the Hebrew also we find occasionally the

term 'kalmithath' and 'khalamish,' signifying hard, callous.
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rocky. In the Roman we have the word 'adamas,' after the

Greek dBdfxaa, signifying unmalleable.*

9. The attractive force of the lodestone or natural mag-
net cannot generally be considered as of any great amount.

Native magnets in their rude state will seldom lift their own

weight, and with some rare exceptions their power is limited

to a few pounds. The smallest magnets appear to have the

greatest proportionate power. Sir Isaac Newton is said to

have possessed a small magnet set in a ring, the weight of

which was only 3 grains, but which supported by its attractive

power on iron 700 grains ; such instances, however, are by no

means common. A native magnet presented by the Emperor
of China to King John V. of Portugal, the weight of which

was about 38 lbs., was found in February, 1781, to sustain

above 200 tts., or above five times its own weight.

10. The effective power of the lodestone may be consider-

ably improved by means of what is termed an armature, which

consists of small pieces of very soft iron applied to the opposite

polar surfaces of the stone, and projecting a little below it on

each side. The attractive force is thus transmitted to the

small projecting or artificial poles of iron (4) : this is found

not only to augment the power, hut also to enable the ex-

perimentalist to bring both the poles to bear upon any given

mass at the same instant.

In arming a lodestone in this way, care must be taken to

select a piece of magnetic iron ore having two poles (6) and

possessing some considerable power. The opposite faces p n,

fig. 3, in which the poles reside, should be squared off by a

lapidary's wheel, and made smooth and regular, and in some

cases it may be desirable to trim the specimen and give a

regular form to the whole block, keeping the distance of the

poles p N or axis n s, fig. 2, as great as possible.f

* For a valuable and comprehensive dissertation on this subject by
T. S. Davies, Esq., F.R.S., see Thomson's '

Scientific Annual' for 1837,

page 250.

t The native magnet being of a callous and close texture, sufficiently
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Fig. 4.

The pieces intended for the
Fig. 3.

armature should be made of very

soft iron, and each formed with

a vertical face about ith to ^th
of an inch thick, vrith a pro-

jecting solid foot below, as at ajj :2iS^^^ j

and b n, fig. 3 ;
the vertical face ^ ' '

being closely apphed to the polar

surfaces, and the mass allowed to rest on the projecting feet

p n, forming the artificial poles. Things being thus arranged,

the whole is bound firmly together by a cap of silver or brass,

or by plain metallic bands, as represented in a b and c d, fig. 4.

A ring R is usually fixed in the

upper part of the cap for the con-

venience of raising the whole mass,

and a transverse piece of soft iron k,

termed a keeper or lifter, furnished

with a central hook g, is placed across

the artificial poles pn, so &s to unite

them. This keeper is found to pre-

serve and increase the attractive force

of the poles, especially if the magnet
be suspended by its upper ring r, and

weights be attached to the hook g,

and by which its power may be roughly estimated.

If the armed magnet be thus suspended, and a small scale-

pan attached to the keeper k, an additional weight may be

added daily for a considerable time : the lodestone thus armed

may be caused to sustain from twenty to thirty times its own

weight.

When an armed lodestone is employed for particular ex-

perimental inquiries or other purposes, the keeper k may be re-

moA-ed, but it should be replaced when the magnet is not in use.

hard to afford sparks when struck against steel, is difficult to work with

common tools. It may, however, be trimmed into form by means of a

lapidary's wheel, or other wheels employed in cutting and grinding glass.
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1 1 . Although the attraction of the magnet for iron may be

considered as its most general and characteristic property, yet

this property has not been found so universal as to be without

very remarkable exceptions ; the exceptions being such as to

involve what at first appears a totally opposite and different

kind of power. Pliny, in the 36th book of his Natural

History, has an obscure allusion to such a power :
" There is

(he says) a kind of stone in Ethiopia, which will not abide

iron, but repulses and driveth iron away from it." *
Marcellus,

an empirical physician, who flourished under the Emperor
Theodosius, about the year 400 of our era, alludes to the

magnet as the attractor and repulsor of iron.

It is, however, very doubtful whether the ancients were

fully acquainted with the properties of magnetic repulsion,

such as now observed. Lucretius, who was certainly well ac-

quainted with the history of science up to his time, is quite

silent upon this subject. The discovery, therefore, of the

repulsive power of the magnet is, in all probability, of very

modern date.

If we suspend a magnet by •^S" ^'

a fine silk fibre over another

magnet, or near another mag-
net also suspended, the poles of

thesemagnets will arrange them-

selves in such a way as to bring

the opposite poles together ; the

similar poles are found so power-

fully and reciprocally repulsive,

as not to allow the masses to

rest with their similar poles in

juxtaposition.

Exp. 4. Procure two small

masses of magnetic iron ore,

* " Alius rursus in eadem Ethiopia noii procul mons gignit lapidein

tbeamedem, qui ferrum omne abigit respuitque."
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and having determined the position of the poles (6), pre-

pare the pieces as before described (6), and suspend one

over the other, as in the annexed figure 5. The north

poles N N will be found to arrange themselves immediately-

opposite the south poles s s, and so decidedly, that the sus-

pended magnet n s will not rest in any other position.

12. "W'e perceive, then, bv this experiment that a repellent

magnetic force is attendant on magnetic polarity, and that con-

sequently any mass of iron having fixed polarity (7) would

be repulsed by the magnet whenever the hke poles were op-

posed to each other. Now the polarity of the lodestone is

altogether dependent on the iron it contains ; and we should

therefore expect to find common iron possessing, in certain

instances, similar properties to those of the magnet. Such

cases would be attended by the development of a new and

opposite force, not observed in the ordinary operations of the

magnet on ferruginous matter. It is well known that pieces of

common iron, which have been for a great length of time in

one fixed position, or underground, acquire considerable po-

larity,
— in fact, become magnets: this very frequently^ hap-

pens with old turret vane-spindles, and the old rusty bars of

abbey windows. In the * Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences'

for 1731, we find an account of a large bell at Marseilles

having an axis of iron : this axis rested on stone blocks, and

threw off from time to time great quantities of rust, which,

mLxing with the particles of stone and the oil used to facilitate

the motion, became conglomerated into a hardened mass : this

mass had all the properties of the native magnet. The bell is

supposed to have been in the same position for 400 vears.

This curious fact not only serves to elucidate the earlv ob-

servations of the magnet's repulsion for iron, but it throws

further Ught on the probable source of the polarity of the

magnet itself.

13. The views of the ancient philosophers respecting the

immediate source of the power of the magnet were such as, on

a first acquaintance with the phenomena, might have been

a5
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anticipated. Directing their attention to occult causes, they were

driven to assume the existence of a peculiar essence or effluvium,

which, being emitted by the magnet, dragged the iron, as it

were, into its embrace. Lucretius advances a step further upon
this crude idea, and supposes that the magnetic effluvium

drives the air out of the space existing between the magnet
and a piece of steel or iron, and, by thus producing a vacuum,

causes the iron to be pressed towards the magnet. In his

poem we find the following lines, as translated by Busby :

" Soon shall we trace by what mysterious laws.

What secret energy, what latent cause,

Steel, the strong magnet, actuates and draws.

First, then, my loved illustrious Memnon, know,
Ceaseless effluvia from the magnet flow,

—
Effluvia, whose superior powers expel

The air that lies between the stone and steel.

A vacuum formed, the steely atoms fly

In a link'd train, and all the void supply ;

While the whole ring to which the train is join'd,

The influence owns, and follows close behind."

Thales, the celebrated philosopher of Miletus, conceived the

magnet to be endowed with a sort of immaterial spirit, and to

possess a species of animation.

14. Leaving for the present, however, all such metaphysical

speculations, it will be sufficient to recognize the important

fact, that whatever be the hidden cause of magnetic phe-

nomena, it may with safety be inferred, from the attractions

and repulsions of similar and dissimilar poles just described

(11), that the direct practical consequence of magnetic po-

larity is the development of two dissimilar and distinct forces,

repulsive of themselves, but attractive of each other. It is

with these two forces, and the laws of their action, that the

experimentalist and mathematician is more immediately con-

cerned : they have been accordingly considered as positive

and negative forces, and have been characterized by the po-

sitive and negative signs. These forces have been also termed
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north and south polarities, or magnetism, as expressive of their

mutual relations to the directive property of the magnet. The

following simple formula expresses concisely the fundamental

law of their reciprocal action,— "Similar polarities repel,

opposite polarities attract each other."

15. The student will perceive, that in assuming the exist-

ence of these opposite forces, he is merely expressing a fact

totally independent of all metaphysical speculation.

From whatever source the forces may arise, that would in

no way affect their existence as mechanical qualities. In look-

through the operations of other hidden principles of nature,

we find in all of them what may be considered as opposite or

antagonistic quaUties. Thus we have light and darkness, heat

and cold, gravity and levity, action and reaction, &c. Now,

although it be proved that no positive principles, such as

darkness, cold, levity, &c. have existence, yet, taken as the

negatives of light, heat, gravity, &c., we could, if it were re-

quisite, represent and employ darkness, cold, levity, &c. as so

many antagonistic forces. If I mix a certain quantity of hot

water with a certain quantity of ice, I may, in a certain sense,

be said to mix heat aud cold together ; and the resulting tem-

perature would be either a neutral temperature, as referred to

a given standard, or it would be in excess or defect of such a

standard, and might be faithfully characterized either by zero

or by the positive or negative signs, to denote the excess or

deficiency in relation to this standard. In the present im-

perfect state of our knowledge of the cause of electrical and

magnetic forces, it is at least useful and convenient to consider

these forces under this form, with a view of better representing

to the mind the laws of magnetic action, and Unking into an

intelUgible chain the several phenomena presented to us.
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The Artificial Magnet—How produced—Various Forms and Methods of

Magnetizing
—

Properties of a Magnetic Bar—It assumes a definite Posi-

tion of Direction and Inclination— Its Force variable in different points

of its Length—Magnetic Centre, Axis, and Poles—Attraction and Re-

pulsion of the opposite Polar Forces—Lines of Magnetic Force—
Reciprocal Action of Magnetic Bars on each other—Magnetic Induction

or Influence—Reactive Force of Iron on Magnets.

16. The communicative property of the lodestone (4) may
be considered as the great source of the advances and of

many of the grand modern discoveries achieved in this in-

teresting department of science ; for although the attractive

property communicated to soft iron or steel by contact with

the lodestone (fig. 1, p. 2) commonly vanishes so soon as the

iron is removed from the magnetic pole, yet in many remark-

able instances the attractive povFcr, together with all the pro-

perties of the original magnet, remain, and we obtain what has

been termed an artificial magnet.

Exp. 5. Procure a small bar of steel about 8 inches in

length, :|^th of an inch wide, and |^th of an inch thick, or a

piece of common steel wire of commerce of about the same

length and from l^th to ^yth of an inch in diameter. Let

the steel be well hardened and tempered by plunging it at a

cherry-red heat into cold water; when cold and polished,

apply each extremity in succession to the opposite poles of

an armed magnet (10), fig. 3,

first touching with gentle a '2' "

b

friction one extremity of the
' m) I I l^

M
bar, or one of the poles and

the opposite extremity on the

other pole, or, which is better,
_

draw the bar a 6, fig. 6, a Q)
few times, in the direction of
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its length, across the two poles m n of the magnet m, as

represented in the figure, and in such a way as not to pass

either extremity, a b, beyond or off the opposite poles m n ;

finally, bring the bar a 6 so as to rest with its extremity

a b equally distant from each pole m n ; that is to say,

bring the poles m n at the centre of the bar, or as nearly as

may be. In this position remove the bar from the poles.

The bar will now be found attractive of particles of iron,

common steel needles, and other ferruginous matter : when

suspended it will arrange itselfin the direction of the magnetic
meridian (7), and will, in fact, have all the properties of the

lodestone (6, 10, 11), including the important property of

imparting or exciting a magnetic condition in tempered steel.

£xp. 6. Take a small bar of steel which has been ren-

dered magnetic by the process just described (Exp. 5),

apply it with shght friction to a piece of hard steel wire or

a similar bar, and in such way that the opposite extremities

of each bar may have contact attended by a shght degree of

friction : this second bar or wire wiU be found also to have

acquired a similar magnetic condition to the first
; and this

process may be continued from the second to a third wire of

steel, and so on without limit.

The propagation of magnetism from one bar of steel to

another, as illustrated in this experiment, enables the experi-

mentahst to obtain artificial magnets to any given amount ;

and since the form and magnitude of the steel has not been

found to interfere with the generality of the result, we are

further enabled to obtain magnets of any required figure or

magnitude.

17. It is to be especially observed that the polarities (14)
excited in the opposite portions of a steel bar by this artificial

process of magnetizing (16) are the reverse of those of the

magnetic poles to which these portions have been apphed (16).

Thus in Exp. 5, fig. 6, if the extremity b of the steel ab,
rest on the north or positive pole « of the magnet m ; the

polarity induced in that extremity b, will be a south or
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negative polarity (14). Eeciprocally, if the extremity n be

brought to rest on the negative or south pole m, then the

polarity induced in that point of the steel will be a positive or

north polarity.

This result may be conceived to depend upon the general

principle already explained (14), viz. that the north mag-
netism of the pole n of the magnet repels the similar or

north magnetism of the bar, and attracts the south,— and

reciprocally the south magnetism of the pole m repels the

similar magnetism of the bar, and attracts the north : hence

the two positive and negative elements (14) resident in the

bar have become disunited, and caused to appear as two

separate and distinct forces. Hence it has been found de-

sirable for practical purposes to mark one extremity of an

artificial magnet with a small file cut, carried round the bar :

the marked end is generally that extremity which points north

when the magnet is suspended. This means of distinguishing

the two poles is found of great importance in practical mag-
netism.

18. Magnetized steel was in all probability first obtained in

the way just described (16), as may be inferred from several

terms used by the Chinese and other Indian nations to desig-

nate the magnet. One of these, used by the Chinese and

Japanese, refers to the magnet as the * stone for rubbing the

needle ;' others call it the * stone for the steel needle :' the

native magnet, however, is not the only source of magnetism
in steel ; it is now found that a magnetic condition may be

excited in hard steel by various mechanical processes, such as

filing, hammering, drilling, and the like ;
also by changes of

temperature, as in the heating and cooling of iron; likewise by
mere position alone ; finally, by Voltaic or common electricity.

19. We have now arrived at a complete notion of an artificial

magnet, which, as we see (16), consists of a mass of hard

steel possessing all the properties of the lodestone, and which

have been imparted to it by artificial means.

Artificial magnets, as just observed, may be of any re-
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^ ^

Fig 8.

Kg. 10.

quired form, or of almost any dimensions, according to the

particular views of the experi-

mentalist : for general purposes Fig. 7.

they are limited to straight

bars, such as represented in

fig. 7, or otherwise to bars bent

into a curvilinear form, resembling a horse -shoe, as in

fig. 8 ; the branches cp and

c n being longer, and the ex-

tremities p n nearer than in the

common horse -shoe. Many
such bars, either straight or

curved, form, when combined,

what is termed a compound magnet, such, for example, as that

represented in figs. 9 and 10.

The combination of several com- ^^S- ^•

pound magnets with projecting ^^u
armatures (10) constitutes a p i

;

|

magnetic battery or machine.

The dimensions well adapted to

magnetic bars, either straight or

curved, are such as to give the

breadth about y\fth or ^th of

the length, and the thickness

something less or not exceeding -

one-half of the breadth. 4j J"
20. Although the simple me-

-

thod of magnetizing we have

just described (16, Exp. 5), is sufficient for small bars, plates,

or cylinders of steel, yet it is not equally applicable when

required for the production of a high degree of power in

artificial magnets of considerable magnitude. To obtain this,

several methods of magnetizing, to be hereafter noticed, have

been proposed : it may, however, be at present sufficient to

describe the following,
— the best perhaps of any for general

practical purposes.
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Let it be required, for example, to magnetize two straight

bars of highly tempered steel,

fig. 7. Place the bars p s,
^'

p' s', fig. 11, on a flat

board between two pieces

of soft iron, p s', p' s, about

6 inches in length, and of the

same breadth and depth as

the bars, and in such a way
that the opposite marked ex-

tremities, pp', may be in op-

posite angles of the parallelogram pp'. This arrangement be-

ing made, and the parallelogram secured in its position, apply

an armed magnet, or, what is better, a combination of mag-
iietical horse-shoe bars m, to one end, s, of either of the

haxs ps, taking care, on the principle explained (16), to place

the compound magnet m on the bars in such a way that its

marked pole will rest next the unmarked extremity, s, of the bar,

or conversely if placed on the marked extremity, p, of one of

the bars ; then the opposite or unmarked pole of the compound

magnet m may rest next the marked pole p. Things being

thus arranged, continue to slide the magnet upon the bar, car-

rying it completely round the whole parallelogram in one

direction, sp, s' p', and stopping finally in the centre, c, of

one of the bars. Repeat this process on each face of the bars,

and a very high degree of force will be found to have been

produced ; the whole parallelogram will hang together, and

each bar, on separating the keepers,^*', sp', will have acquired

a liigh amount of permanent magnetism.
To magnetize a bar of tempered steel, fig. 8, curved

into the horse-shoe form, fix the bar, fig. 12, on a flat

board, with its extremities, p s, against a straight piece

of soft iron, ps, of the same thickness and width as the

bar. Having secured the whole in this position, place a com-

pound magnet m, or an armed native magnet, on one of the

extremities, s, of the curved bar, taking care that the opposite
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or marked and unmarked ends are in contact with each other.

Contmue as before to eUde the
1

• J Fig- 12.

magnet m several times round

the whole series, and in the

same direction, scp, finally

stopping in the centre, c. Re-

peat this process on each face

of the bar, when a high de-

gree of power will have be-

come developed ; so much so,

that the iron or keeper p s

cannot be directly pulled away without considerable force,

and in some instances cannot be conveniently removed except

by sUding it ofi".

In order to preserve effectually the magnetism thus excited

in bars of steel, it is requisite, when not in use, to keep their

opposite poles united by means of pieces of soft iron ; that is,

in the same way precisely as in the process of magnetizing

shown in figs. 11 and 12.

21. Properties of a magnetic har. If a bar of tempered
steel be carefully prepared, and poised upon a central point so

as to be indifferent as to position, and farther be so balanced

and suspended as to be at hberty to move in a horizontal

plane, then, on being rendered magnetic (16), it will be no

longer indifferent as to position, but will gradually settle in a

plane either passing immediately through the meridian of the

place or differing from it by a given angular quantity : if turned

aside from this direction, and again set free, it will continue to

oscillate across the meridian backwards and forwards, until it

again rests in the same position, as in the case of the native

magnet (G). If the bar be also at hberty to move in a ver-

tical plane, then, whilst turning into this meridional plane, it

will at the same time incline or dip one of its extremities below

the horizontal line, which in these latitudes amounts to an

angle of nearly 70 degrees. The extremity which thus dips,

is, in latitude north of the equator, turned towards the north
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<^ m ^

pole ofthe earth, and, in latitudes south of the equator, towards

the south pole of the earth. The inclination increases as we

proceed north or south from a certain great circle of the sphere

traversing the equatorial parts of our globe, and in which the

inclination is nothing.

Exp. 7. Take a perfectly straight and even bar of steel,

p s, fig. 13, suffi-

ciently hard to retain Fig. 13.

a magnetic state. It t

may be 7 inches long,

^th of an inch wide,

and Yoth of an inch

thick. Drill a clean

hole through the cen-

tre of the wide sur-

face, and then pass y'
*-

an extremely fine drill

also through the cen-

tre transversely to *.-''

this hole, across the

thickness of the bar, edgewise, and so accurately as to pass

through the centre of gravity of the mass, or as nearly as

possible ; proceed now to complete the equilibrium of the

bar upon a fine needle as an axis, and in such a way as to

render it indifferent as to position in a vertical plane or

nearly so, and that whether it be placed with one or the

other face uppermost. Let the bar be now magnetized

(IG), and then mounted on its central axis; run the axis

through a small silver stirrup c r, and suspend the whole

by a fine silk fibre r t, attached to a fixed point t ; the

bar p s will be observed gradually to assume a definite and

oblique position, p n, inclining in these latitudes its north

pole, p, nearly 70 degrees below the horizontal line, turning

at the same time into a plane deviating from the plane of the

meridian by a given angular quantity ; the lower extremity

having turned towards the north, and the other extremity
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towards the south ; and it may be Ukewise observed, on the

principle already stated (1 7), that the extremities which have

thus turned the one towards the north and the other towards

the south, will have been derived from the opposite poles of

the lodestone or magnet by which it has been magnetized.

22. This experiment requires considerable mechanical skill

and care in the preparation and balance of the bar, so as to

poise it accurately about its centre of gravity : a very straight

piece of cylindrical steel wire, which is generally sufficiently

hard to retain polarity, may be employed for the purpose, or

the steel of which the bar is made may be also rendered

sufficiently hard to retain a magnetic state by simple ham-

mering on the anvil, and yet admit of its being drilled and

worked. The process of hardening after the requisite balance

has been effected is hable to warp the steel and vitiate the

experiment. We may, if we thought it desirable, harden the

extremities only, by dipping them at a cherry-red heat into

cold water ; but for this and the following experiments it is

desirable to employ naturally hard steel.

23. If the bar be again applied to the lodestone or magnet,
but in a direction the reverse of that by which its previous

magnetic condition was excited (16, Experiment 5), that is to

say, if the north pole of the bar rest on the north pole of the

lodestone, and the south pole on the south pole of the lode-

stone, then if the experiment be carefully made, we may
totally and exactly destroy the magnetism previously excited,

or, by continuing the magnetizing process (16), reverse the

poles and magnetize the bar in the opposite direction, that is

to say, induce a north pole in the extremity which was before

a south pole, and a south pole in the extremity which was

before a north pole.

Exp. 8. Let the bar be rendered neutral by an equal and

reverse process of magnetizing (16) ; replace it on the axis

as before. Experiment 7 : it will be again indifferent as to

position, and will remain perfectly horizontal,

Exp. 9. Pass the bar across the poles of the lodestone
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(16) so as to magnetize it in an opposite direction to that

in the former experiment (7) ; replace the bar on its axis,

the phenomena before observed (21) will re-appear, but the

extremity which before inclined and pointed north, will now

be raised and will point south, and conversely the extremity

which was before raised and pointed south, will now be

inclined and will point north.

It is not difficult, after a little experience, to destroy exactly

the previous magnetism by an equal and reverse process of

magnetizing (16) : it may be minutely affected by small final

contacts with the similar pole of the lodestone, so as to cause

the similar polarities to repulse and destroy each other (14) ;

the neutrality may be considered as having been sufficiently

effected if on plunging the ends of the bar into soft iron

filings, the filings do not adhere magnetically to the poles.

24. As the perfect success of the preceding experiments

requires very great mechanical skill in the construction and

adjustment of the needle or bar, it may be desirable to

describe a less difficult means of observing the mere facts of

the dip and direction by two distinct and simple processes.

It will be convenient, for experiments of this kind, to employ
a stand or support, the altitude of which may be varied, such

as is represented in the annexed figure

14, in which ^^ is a light tube of brass,

sliding with friction within a second

tube^ T. The extremity g of the sliding t

part gives support to a fine vertical and

pointed needle g m, upon which a hori-

zontal magnetic bar c d may be deli-

cately suspended ;
and also to a short

horizontal arm, also terminating in a

short, fine, and pointed needle, upon
which a bar p h may be suspended so

as to traverse in a vertical plane. The

whole is supported on a firm foot t.

Exp. 10. Poise a light steel bar <ph, fig. 14, similar to

Fig. 14.
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that employed in the former experiments, on the short

horizontal axis, the pivot-hole passing nearly but not quite

through the bar edgewise, and in such way as to rest

horizontally with either face upwards.

Prepare a second similar bar c d, and having magnetized

it, balance it horizontally on the fine needle g m ; the bar^ b

being removed, this bar c d wiU arrange itself in the direction

of the magnetic meridian (7), with all the attendant cir-

cumstances before described (16). The direction cd being

determined, turn the stand until the arm y ^ is at right

angles to the direction c d ; remove the magnetized bar e d,

and magnetize and place the balanced bar pb on the fi.ue

pivot axis ; the bar will then assume an oblique position,

and all the general phenomena of the inclination may be

observed as before described. Experiment 7.

This dip or incUnation, together with the direction of the

magnetic needle, is not every where ahke, especially the dip,

which varies from the equatorial parts of our globe where it is

0, to the polar regions where it is a maximum or 90°. The

direction is less variable, it being in some places a little to the

east of the north, in others a little to the west, and in some

points of the earth's surface there is no variation.

25. The force developed in a bar of steel rendered magnetic

by artificial means, is greatest at the two extremities or poles

of the bar, from whence it is found to decrease toward the

centre, or some point intermediate between the two poles in

which the force is no longer apparent.

Exn.W. Take a powerful „. „
magnetic bar n s, fig. la, ^ ^ ^ ^, ^
about 2 feet in length, auj,-:

inch wide, and -^ths of an

inch thick. Let this bar be

equally hardened throughout
its length, and be imiformly

magnetized. Place it on an

elevated point of support c, as
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represented in the figure. Apply now at each extremity

N s, and at any given points a h, and a' b', intermediate

between the extremities n s, and the centre c, a series of

small rings of soft iron wire, varying from f of an inch to a

\ of an inch in diameter, and formed of wire of ^th to yV^
of an inch in thickness. The number of rings of equal size

which may be thus suspended in series (4), will vary

throughout the distance between the centre c, and either

extremity n s, of the bar. The number which can be

sustained at the poles n s, being greater than at points a a',

nearer the centre, and the number which can be supported

at certain points a a', will be greater than the number which

can be supported at other points b b', within these, nearer

the centre c, and so on until we arrive at a point c, in which

no attractive force is apparent.

The variable attractive force between the centre and poles

of the magnetic bar may be very beautifully observed by the

simple balance, described at page 34, fig, 29. By passing the

bar from point to point under the suspended iron, and re-

gulating the distance to the same point by a divided scale, the

increased attraction on each point, as we approach either pole,

may be minutely determined. We have only to select such

distances as will enable us to observe the increasing force

without oversetting the beam of the balance.

26. The points in which the force is absolutely at zero will

be found in a line passing across the surface of the bar trans-

versely to its length, and, if the bar have been carefully

magnetized (16), will divide it into two equal parts. It will

consequently be at the centre of the bar. This line has been

termed the mean or neutral line of that surface. In a similar

way the points of greatest attraction will be found in two

similar Unes parallel to the mean line and at each extremity of

the bar : these lines have been termed the lines of the poles.

A line passing longitudinally through the centre of the mean

and polar lines, and dividing the bar into equal longitudinal

parts, has been termed the axial line of that surface. The
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point of intersection of the axial and mean lines has been

termed the magnetic centre, and of the axial and polar lines,

the magnetic poles of that surface.

If each surface of the bar be similarly magnetized (20), so

that the magnetism of the opposite and homologous points is

equally and similarly developed, then all these points and

lines on each surface may be taken to coincide and concentrate

in the substance of the bar, giving to the bar an ideal trans-

verse and longitudinal magnetic axis, or a magnetic centre and

two magnetic poles.

The term pole, it is to be observed, has been occasionally

employed in other senses
; each half of the bar, for example,

has been termed a pole. It has been also used to designate

a sort of ideal point within each extremity of the bar, in which

all the forces may be conceived to be collected, and to be the

same as if proceeding fi-om every point of each polar half of

the bar,
—much in the same way as we conceive the existence

of a point of concentration of force within any material sub-

stance, and which we term the centre of gravity.

27. In magnetizing a bar of hardened steel by artificial

magnets (21), it is requisite to touch each surface in precisely

the same way, and stop the process exactly at the centre (21) ;

that is, if we require each surface to be alike and the bar to

be rendered uniformly magnetic from its centre to the ex-

tremities : in fact, the superficial boundaries of a bar of steel,

of very sensible thickness, may be considered, when magnetized
in the common way (21), as so many distinct laminae, each of

which may be taken magnetically as separate systems, so that

the centre and poles of the one surface may fall diflPerently to

those of the other. It is by no means easy to obtain a

magnetic bar extremely perfect as an experimental agent.

We require, in the first place, steel of a uniform texture and

equally hard in every point, and to be magnetized in such

way as to render the magnetic condition of each surface

identical aud coincident.

28. The position of the magnetic qentre and poles of each
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Exp. 14. Change the position of one of the bars, so as to

oppose two similar poles x n, fig. 1 8 ; the lines offeree will then

appear to be conflicting lines
; the repulsive forces will cause

a straight line a b to

appear on the open space
or field between the

poles, from which the

iron dust stands out

transversely. At this

line, the opposed forces

on either side are appa-

rently struggling with

each other, being exerted in repulsive directions from

the opposed poles.

We have in these phenomena satisfactory visual evidence

of the existence of two distinct forces,
—of their reciprocal

attractions and repulsions, and their mutual neutraliza-

tion.

29. A light magnetic bar n s, fig. 19, or a small mag-
netic steel cylinder, of great comparative length, has been

termed a magnetic needle.

When delicately poised
Dn a central point c, so

lis to retain a horizontal A

position, and move freely |

in a horizontal plane, it |

lias been termed the ho-
|

rizontal needle. "When S

poised on a fine central

axis t, fig. 14, so as to move freely in a vertical plane, it has

been termed a vertical or dipping needle. If suspended as in

5g. 13, so as to have motion in both a horizontal and vertical

plane, it has been termed the horizontal and vertical needle.

Two needles n s, n s, fig. 20, precisely equal and similar,

aoised upon a fine centre c, and fixed to each other with their

opposite poles n s, s n, one immediately over the other, fomi

B

Fis-. 19.
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what is termed an astatic needle. In this oombination, the di-

rective force of the needles (7) Fig. 20.

may be considered as being al-
jj-

<' 3

togetlier neutralized, or nearly
' n— -'

so
; since it is not only exerted

in two equal and opposite di-

rections, but the dissimilar po-

larities N s, s N tend to neutra-

lize each other.

30. Instruments for ascertaining whether a substance has

polarity or not, and for detecting the presence and kind of

force in operation, have been termed magnetoscopes. The hori-

zontal, vertical, and astatic needles (29), may be considered as

instruments of this kind. The most simple kind of magneto-

scope is a small horizontal needle, about an inch in length,

delicately suspended by a fine silk fibre, or otherwise set upon
a fine point and agate centre, within a small wood or glass

case, as represented in the annexed fig. 21, f" 9i

and so set as to admit of some degree of dip

or depression of either pole, as well as a
j t

perfect motion in a horizontal plane. From

the attractive and repulsive forces of similar and dissimilar

poles (14), it is evident, from the kind of effect produced
on the poles of the magnetoscope, we may always deter-

mine the presence or kind of polarity acting on it. Thus, if

such an instrument as that just described, fig. 21, be glided

along the surface of any given substance without any attractive

or repulsive effect being apparent, such a substance may be

considered as non-magnetic. If, on the contrary, we find both

])oles of the instrument every where attracted indifferently,

then we may infer that the substance is a magnetic substance :

such would be the case with a piece of common soft iron.

Should we find certain points attractive of one of the poles of

the small needle, and repulsive of the other, then we may infer

that not only is the substance a magnetic substance, but that

it has also polarity, or is a magnet.
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RECIPROCAL, ACTION OF MAGNETIC BARS.

31. If a magnetic bar be poised horizontally on a central point

(29), and a piece of soft iron be presented to it, the iron wdl be

fonnd attractive of either pole. Such, however, is not the

case on presenting to it a piece of magnetic steel. In tlas

case, as in that of the native magnet (11), fig. 5, Exp. 4, it is

found that the similar poles, or those which, when the n»sscs

are suspended, point in

the same direction, repel

each other ;
whilst the

opposite or tlissimilar

pdes attract.

Hx-p. 15. Suspend a

magnetic bar n p, fig.

22, on a fine centre c,

and present to one of its poles p the similar pole /> of a

second bar p n, the pole p will immediately recede, and be

apparently repulsed : present the pole p to the opposite pole

N, the reverse of this will ensue,— the bar n p will be

apparently attracted.

JKrp. IG. Place a mag-
netic needle or bar n «, fig.

23, immediately over a

strongly magnetized bar

s N : the needle, as in Exp.
4 (11), with the native magnet, will rest in no other direc-

tion but that in which the opposite poles s n and « n are

opposed to each other.

32. These reciprocal attractions and repulsions may be

tak«i as further evidence of the operation of two opposite

forces, or magnetic elements, repulsive of themselves, but at-

tractive of each other (14), and which, when intimately com-

bined, exactly neutralize or compensate their respective attrac-

tions and repulsions, constituting, in their combined state,

what may be tenned the latent magnetism of the bar. When

Pig. 23.

71 : *

N^
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separate, and removed in a greater or less degree from their

reciprocal influence, they become more or less active, and are

thus in a condition to operate on the latent magnetism of

other ferruginous matter (4). The neutralization of these

forces, and their tendency to unite, is well illustrated in the

following way.

Exp.\7. Place a short piece Fig. 24.

of soft iron t, fig. 24, about ^ m / .^ T
5 inches long, in contact with ,.0
a powerful magnetic bar m,

which may be about 2 feet in length (19). Suspend from

the iron t, by the attractive force communicated to it (4),

a steel or iron ring r. Under these circumstances, let a

second sirnilar bar m'

extremity of the iron

T, and in such a way
that the dissimilar

poles n s oi the two

bars may operate on

each other through the substance of the iron : the result

will be, that the two magnetic elements will so exactly

neutralize each other as to cause the ring r to fall away,
the attractive force before imparted to the iron by the

pole of the magnet m being in this case completely de-

stroyed.

MAGNETIC INFLUENCE OR INDUCTION.

33. We have just seen (32), Experiment 17, that when a

piece of soft iron is brought into contact with a magnetic pole,

it immediately acquires an attractive power, as if the magnetism
of the pole had spread out and pervaded the iron. In fact, if

we examine a piece of iron thus circumstanced by means of

the magnetoscope (30), we find the same polarity continued

throughout the iron; it will every where attract one pole

of the magnetoscope, and repulse the opposite pole. If,

fig-
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however, we separate the iron t, fig. 24, from the magnet, and

retain it at a short distance from the magnetic pole, then a

new case appears to arise : that portion of the iron next the

magnet will have an opposite polarity to that of the pole to

which it is opposed; the two magnetic elements (14) resident

in the iron will, in fact, become separated ;
one of them will

be sensible at the extremity next the magnet, and the other at

its distant extremity,
—a result which we might expect to follow

from the repulsion of the similar elements and the attraction

of the opposite elements (14). This separation of the latent

magnetism of the iron into its constituent elements has been

termed magnetic induction. It is altogether a temporary
state or condition of the iron sustained by the influence of a

magnetic pole, and vanishes so soon as that mfluence is with-

drawn.

Exp. 18. Place the small magnetoscope (30), fig. 21, OH:

the mass of soft iron x, fig. 24, Experiment 1 7, in contact

with one of the poles of the magnet m, suppose the north

pole ;
it will be found that the similar pole of the mag-

netoscope will be every where repulsed and thrown up : and

if we pass the instrument along the side of the iron, the

opposite pole, that is to say, the south pole, will be every
where attracted. Hence (30) a north polarity pervades
the iron t, and the south polarity or dissimilar element

has been neutralized by the opposite element or power of

the magnetic pole.

Exp. 19. Let the iron x be now separated from the

magnet m by a given distance p s, as shown m the annexed

figure 26 ; then, on

applymg the mag-
^^ ^

.„_-
.,

netoscope t to the .^
!^;!:izr^~.r=r=:=^-''

-^

surface as before,
^ ^^^

it will be found that one of its poles will be repulsed by the

extremity s, and attracted by the distant extremity x : and if

we apply a ring of soft iron r to the extremity x, it will be

held up solely by the influence of the magnet operating
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through the iron r, at a distance. Let, for exfunple, the

opposed pole p he a north pole, then the near end s of the

iron will be a south pole, and will repulse the south pole of

the magnetoscope, which will be thrown up. On applyiug
the instrument to the distant extremity t, the reverse of

this •will occur
;
that extremity will be found to be a north

pole, and will repulse the north pole of the magnetoscope,
so that the north pole p of the magnet will vanish as it were

on the iron, and reappear at its distant extremity ; and the

iron will, under the influence of the magnetic pole p, become

itself a temporary magnet, ha^dng its two poles and mean

hnc, as in any other magnet of a permanent kind. A
^nilar result will be arrived at in passing the magnetoscope

along the side of the iron, as in the last experiment.

34. It is, however, to be observed, that the position of the

mean line will vary with the distance of the iron from the

magnetic pole, and will approach the centre of the iron as we

increase its distance from the pole, and conversely will ap-

proach the near extremity as we decrease its distance from the

same pole ;
so that on making contact with the magnet the

mean line vanishes, and the whole mass exhibits the same po-

larity as the pole of the magnet, resolving itself into the case

already illustrated, Exp. 18.

^.rp. 20. Place the magnetoscope on the surface of the

iron, as in the last experiment, fig. 26, and having applied

the iron at a given distance from the magnet, slide the in-

strument gradually, either towards or from the near end s

of the iron, until a point be found in which the needle ceases

to be repelled by the polarity of that extremity : if the

distance between the iron t and the magnetic pole p be

small, that point will not be far from the near extremity s.

Let the distance p s between the magnet and the iron be

now increased, the neutral point will be found to have re-

ceded from the extremity s, and to have aj)proached the

centre of the iron.

If the distance between the iron and the magnet be suffi-
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oiently great, and we allow the magnetoscope to project over

the near end s, a second neutral point will be foimd in the

space between the iron and the magnetic pole, on which neither

pole of the needle will be repelled.

35. "W'e may perceive by these experiments, that the influ-

ence of the pole p has been such as to separate the two mag-

netic elements resident in the iron, attracting and rendering

sensible, in points toward the near extremity s, the element

opposite to that of the pole p, and repulsing and rendering

sensible the similar element in points more remote and ex-

tending to the distant extremity t. The iron has thus be-

come, under the influence of p, a temporary magnet. If

therefore we neutralize the polarity of p, by presenting to it

the opposite pole of an equal and similar bar, this induced

magnetic state of the iron x will immediately vanish.

Exp. 21. Suspend, as shown in the last experiment,

fig. 26, one or more rings of steel or soft iron, at the ex-

tremity of the iron t,

and then bring the op- Fig. 27.

posite pole s of an equal

and similar bar m', fig.

27, gradually over the

pole p of the inducing

magnet m ; the ring ;•

will be then observed to

fall away from the iron

T, by the neutralization

of the opposite forces

resident in the poles p s of the two magnets m m' ; and

these actions will all take place at a distance, without any
near contact of the respective masses.

It is desirable in these experiments that the iron should be

very soft, and be in no sensible degree magnetic : it should

be of the same breadth and depth as the magnet, and may be

about one-fourth of the length. Bars about 2 feet long, \^
inch wide, and fths of an inch thick, are well adapted to these
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investigations ; they may however be successfully pursued with

much smaller bars.

36. The two magnetic forces being thus separable by induc-

tion, Exp. 19 (33), and made to appear, as it were, in different

parts of a mass of iron, it might be inferred, that if we could

remove the distant extremity of the iron t, fig. 26, whilst

under the influence of the magnet m, we should thereby ob-

tain one of the elements in an insulated state, much in the

same way as we obtain the positive or negative force in elec-

tiicity, under similar circumstances.* Such, however, is not

the case : on the removal of a distant portion of the iron, all

traces of polarity vanish.

Exp. 22. Let the iron, t, fig. 28, be constructed in two

parts ?/^ n, closely

ground together, the fig. 2$.

part 71 being about

2 inches long, and m r-~
— -.x c

3 inches long. Place
"' '*

this compound mass

under the influence of the magnet M, as in Exp. 19, so that

the extremity n may become attractive of a ring of soft

steel, and repulse or attract one pole of the magnetoscope

(30) : fix the iron t and magnet m, and then withdraw

the distant portion n. The extremity n will no longer re-

pulse one of the poles of the magnetoscope, but will operate

equally on both, showing that its polarity has vanished;

neither will it exhibit any attractive power on soft iron or

steel : the induced force has hence disappeared.

We may conclude from this experiment, that either both the

elements were always present, and had now recombined, or

otherwise that the opposite element had been derived from

surrounding matter,— a supposition scarcely tenable in the

present state of our knowledge of magnetic phenomena.

Whatever be the nature of the agency upon which these

* 'Rudimentary Electricity,' Exp. 14, page 15.
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curious facts depend, there is every ground for supposing that

the two elementary forces (14) never leave the particles
of

matter with which they are associated. Thus, in the commu-

nication of magnetism by the lodestone to hardened steel

(16), and from one piece of steel to another without Umit

(16), neither the lodestone nor the artificial magnet loses any

of its inherent power ; nothing therefore appears to be com-

municated ;
the whole result is entirely a species of molecular

excitation, or a calling into sensible acti^-ity certain forces al-

ready existing in the magnetic substance (33), and which,

under ordinary circumstances, remain in a quiescent or neutral

state. No means yet devised have ever insulated these forces

in such way as to enable us to obtain one of them only, in-

dependently of the other. We cannot, for example, produce a

magnetic bar having a single pole ;
for although we touch one

extremity of the bar only with one pole of the lodestone (16)j

still two poles will appear in the bar, although the one induced,

by the presence of the other may not be so forcible.

Exp. 23. Magnetize regularly a bar of very highly tem-

pered steel, break it into two parts exactly in its mean line

(26) or magnetic centre, on one side of which we have one

kind of polarity, and on the opposite side the reverse po-

larity (26). Examine the fractured ends of each piece by
the magnetoscope : two poles will be found to exist in the

line of fracture, that is to say, in the points which before

appeared neutral. If we again break the two parts each

into two other parts, the same result ensues, and so on with-

out limit. The only exception will be, that the magnetic

centre and mean line (26) may not fall at the centre of the

fractured parts. Such experiments are easily made with

bars very highly tempered {^1). It appears, therefore, that

in everj' instance of magnetic excitation the two forces are

present, and are both developed together.

B O
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REACTIVE FORCE OF IRON AND MAGNETS ON EACH

OTHER,

37. The influenoe of a magnetic pole in inducing in a mass

of iron a temporary magnetic state, Exp. 19 (33), being such

as to cause an opposite or dissimilar polarity to appear at the

proximate parts of the iron, and the same kind of polarity iu

the more remote or distant parts, we should expect to find a

given amount of neutrahzation of the magnetic pole or reactive

force apparent, much in the same way as if a second perma-
nent and opposite magnetic pole were opposed to the pole

of the inducing magnet (35), Exp. 21, and such is observed to

be the case.

Uj^'p. 24. Run a fine needle de, fig. 29, transversely and

perpendicularly through the centre of the opposite angle of

a light beam of clean-grained deal ab, about 14 inches

in length, and one-fourth of an inch square, so as to give

the beam a delicate axis of support. Mount this beam on

two small cheeks of glass

de, supported in any con-

venient way. Suspend a

small cylinder of iron n

from one of the arms b,

by a light silk thread, and

counterpoise it by Aveights

placed in a small scale-

pan m, suspended in a

similar way from the op-

posite arm a: the iron cylinder may be about 1^ inch

long and one-fifth of au inch in diameter : it should be

carefully constructed of very soft iron. Attached to the

centre of the beam under the axis is a light index of reed c h,

moveable over a graduated arc //.

The beam being accurately poised, and the index c A at

zero of the arc, place one of the poles of a powerfully mag-

netic bar M at such a distance beneath the suspended iron
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it, as will incline the beam a b without oversetting the

balance, and bring the index into the position of the dotted

line, that is, to a certain division of the arc. The beam

being thus inclined, oppose to the pole p a mass of soft

iron T, of equal breadth and thickness to the magnet m.

The beam wiU immediately tend to right itself, and the

index will again decline, showing the neutralizing or reactive

influence of the iron on the pole of the magnet m.

38. It will be convenient, in experiments of this kind, to

place the iron and magnet on a graduated scale resting on

a small table, the elevation of which mav be varied, so as to

measure the distance between the extremities of the magnet
and iron, and at the same time, by means of a vertical gra-

duated scale, note the distance between the magnet and sus-

})ended iron n. (See 'Philosophical Transactions' for 1831,

p. 501, Plate XIV.) See also fig. 77 (123.)

Exp. 25. This reactive force of the iron x on the

magnet m will be also apparent in placing the iron im-

mechately under the magnetic pole, as at p, fig. 29, but it

will not be so sensibly indicated as in the last case : it will

be also evident in placing the iron over the magnetic pole,

immediately between the magnet and suspended iron, in

which case, by operating more directly on the nearest

points, it is powerfully apparent. The iron has been said,

in this case, to screen off or intercept the magnetism of

the bar m,—a result commonly attributed to a sort of

insulating power or magnetic opacity in the iron, but which

evidently arises solely from the annihilation of the at-

tractive force to a greater or less extent (35) ; the same

result being obtained when the iron is placed either beneath

or at the extremity of the bar. We have merely to observe

in this last case, that the iron must not be so near the

suspended cylinder, nor the magnet so near the iron, as

woidd affect the balance, by induction upon the intervening

mass (33).

39. The distance within the magriet at which the neu-
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tralizing effect of the iron is sensible when placed next its

extremity, as in Exp. 21 (37), has no limit, but is felt in

every point vip to the central parts of the bar in which the

least degree offeree can be detected.

Exp. 2G. This may be easily observed by bringing given

points of the bar under the suspended cylinders, and

opposing a mass of iron to the magnetic pole at a given

distance. The amount of neutralization depends, as may
be conceived, on the force induced in the iron, and on its

distance from the magnet. Large masses of iron up to

a certain limit, and varying with the degree of force in

the magnetic bar, have a greater neutralizing influence than

smaller masses, and it appears to be of no moment to the

experiment whether the iron be opposed to the magnet in

the direction of its length, as in fig. 29, or be placed trans-

versely to the pole.

Exp. 27. Repeat the preceding experiment with bars of

different degrees of power, and masses of iron varying in

dimensions ; the respective neutralizing effects will be easily

determined.



III.

Reciprocal Action of common Ma^etism and a Voltaic Current—Electro-

magnetic Forces—Magnetic Deflections and Rotations—Electro-mag-

netic Multiplier
—Steel magnetized by Electrical Currents—Electro-

magnets and the Laws of the Development of Magnetism by Voltaic

Electricity.

40. The next series of phenomena claiming attention, arise

oat of a property peculiar to natural and artificial magnets, by
whicli they tend, when freely suspended, to arrange themselves

in a certain relative position to a wire carrying a current of

Voltaic electricitj". These phenomena have been hence termed

electro-magnetic, and although of sufficient moment and ex-

tent to come under a separate and pecuUar branch of physical

science, yet so far demand a brief notice here, as constituting

a very important property of the natural and artificial magnet.

"With a view to a clear conception of these reciprocal mag-
netic and Voltaic actions, it is requisite to understand that two

j>lates of zinc and copper, z c, y. Rg. 30.

fig. 30, placed near each other

in a vessel of dilute acid, and

connected by a metallic circuit

c s N z', turned or directed in any

manner, give rise during the

solution of the zinc in the acid

to a pecuhar electro-chemical

action, by which a current of

electricity is supposed to flow from the zinc plate :, in the di-

rection of the small arrow, through the acid upon the copper

plate e, and from thence through the metalUc circuit c d s's :' z,

back again upon the ziuc plate z : a combination of this kind

has been termed a Voltaic circle, and the metallic circuit

c' s N y, the uniting wire.
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Exp. 28. This understood, let s n be a perfectly straight

portion of this circuit, which, as a standard of reference as to

position, we will suppose to be in the direction of the mag-
netic meridian (7). Let^ ^ be a magnetic needle suspended

by means of the arrangement, fig. 14 (24), below and

parallel to n s
; then, directly we complete the commimica-

tions N r' z— s c' c with the zinc and copper plates s c, the

needle p t varies from the meridian, and tends to place itself

across the wire n s, and in such way that whichever pole of

the needle is next the copper plate e, that pole moves to the

right hand or towards the east. If therefore, as in fig. 30,

the current flow over the needle from c to r through the

wire s n from south to north, and the observer be looking

over the wire in the same direction—then the south pole t,

next the copper plate c, turns to his right hand or to the east,

and the north pole jt, to his left hand or west. If we sup-

pose the position of the plates c and z to be changed, and

the direction of the current reversed, by connecting the ex-

tremity n with c, and the extremity s with z, so as to cause

the current to flow from north to south, then these deflec-

tions are also reversed. The south pole t now goes to the

left hand, and the north pole p to the right hand—that is

to say, the north pole ^, being now next the copper plate,

goes to the right hand.

Bxj). 29. Place the needle above and parallel to the wire

s N, then the reverse of all the former deflections will be

obtained; whichever pole of the needle is now next the copper

plate, that pole moves to the left hand or west. When the

current, therefore, flows from south to north, the south pole

t, which before went to the right hand or east, nov/ goes to

the left hand or west, whilst the north pole turns to the

right hand : if we reverse the current, and cause it to flow

from north to south, as in the last experiment, then these

deflections are again reversed
; the north pole of the needle,

being now next the copper plate of the battery, goes to the

left hand.



DEFLECTIONS BY A VOLTAIC CURRENT.

41. The following Table I. comprises, under a }>erspicuous

form, these several deflections, together with the relative po-

sitions of the needle and direction of the current :

TABLE I.

Wbe OTcr the Needle. Wire under the Needle.

Micction of
current.

Direction of
current.

(«)Soathto r

North t

(*) North to f

South 1

N. Pole to the left.

S.Pole to the right.

(c) South to

North

N. Pole to the right. ; (d) North to

S.Pole to the left. South

N.Pole to the right.
S.Pole to the left.

Pole to the left.

Pole to the right.{^v

42. That these deflections arise from a distinct and inde-

pendent action of the current on each pole of the needle at the

same instant, is evident from the following experiment :

£xp. 30. Let
j?

c n and n' c' p', fig. 31, be two light mag-
netic bars, bent so as to place one half the bar p c at right

angles to the other half n c ; balance these magnets on

fine centres cc', immediately

under a wire c z, to be con-

nected with the zinc and

copper plates of the Voltaic

circle: take c c in the di-

rection of the magnetic me-

ridian as before, and sup-

Fig, n.

%

pose the poles p a' of the magnets in the same straight line

pec! vl. We may, in this arrangement, take the distant

vertical poles n p' of these bars to be without the Umit of

the influence of any current passing through c - : connect

the wire r c at pomts z c, with the zinc and copper plates of

the Voltaic circle, fig. 30 ; both the magnets will be moved,

and in opposite directions, as specified in the above Table.

It may be seen, by reference to this Table, that the

same deflections are produced by a current flowing over the

needle from south to north (a) as by a current flowing under

the needle from north to south (d) ; and, reciprocally, a cur-
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rent flowing under the needle from south to north (c) produces

the same deflections as in flowing over the needle from north

to south (6). Hence, if in the last experiment, fig. 31, one of

the bars, ]) d n', be raised above and parallel to the wire c z,

whilst the other, pen, remains beneath it, then, on trans-

mitting a current through the wire, both the bars move to the

same side, that is, are deflected in the same direction. It is

not requisite, in these experiments, to place the bars or needle

immediately over or under the wire s n
;

it is sufficient that

the needle be near and parallel to the wire, either above or

l)elow it.

43. If the needle be immediately in the plane of the uniting

wire on either side of it, no motion is obtained in that plane ;

but if it be suspended in a vertical plane, on a horizontal axis,

by means of the apparatus described, fig, 14 (24), so as to

admit of a deflection of inclination, then it tends to place itself

across the wire as before. If the needle be on the east side of

the uniting wire, that is, on the right hand, taking the current

and direction as at first, then the south pole next the copper side

of the battery dips below the horizontal plane, and the north

pole next the zinc plate rises. If the current be reversed, the

deflections are also reversed. If the needle be placed on the

left hand or west side of the uniting wire, then the south pole

next the copper plate rises, and the opposite north pole dips :

by reversing the direction of the current, these deflections are

again reversed.

Exp. 31. Let the horizontal bar a h, fig. 14 (24), be

placed at one side and parallel to the wire s n, fig. 30, as in-

dicated in the annexed

fig. 32, in which s n

is the uniting wire

placed in the meridian
'

f ji~ °^%^

s N, and p t the bar ~ -., c
balanced on the hori-

zontal pivot, fig. 14: complete the connections with the Voltaic

plates, fig. 30, the extremity s being connected with the

Fig. 32.
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copper plate c, and the extremity n with the zinc plate s;

then the pole t, nearest the copper plate c, dips below the

wire N s if the bar be on the east side of the wire, and rises

above it if on the west side.

44. It is apparent, from the successive directions of the bar

as it becomes placed above, at the sides, or below the wire s n,

that the force affecting the magnet is a force transverse to the

pde of the bar, by which, if the bar had complete freedom of

motion in every direction, the poles would actually turn round

the wire, but in different directions ; and, conversely, sup-

posing the bar fixed and the wire s n carrying the current

free to move, then those parts of the wire parallel to the

magnet would rotate about the magnetic poles in opposite

directions, in a similar way. If both are supposed free to

move in any direction, then the wire and magnet would turn

round each other; and such is really found to happen,

giving rise to a very beautiful and most important series of

electro-magnetic actions.

Exp. 32. Let a magnetic bar m m'.

as to produce a short obhque por-

tion at the middle of the bar, with

two vertical arms m m' ; poise it on a

fine central point c, and let a wire

N s be placed near and parallel to

one of the arms, m. Then, sup-

posing a descending current to flow

from the copper plate e, fig. 30 (40),

through the wire in the direction n s

upon the zinc plate z, the magnet m
revolves about the ^^ire n s, upon the

central point c ; and if the north pole

of the bar be uppermost, the motion

will be direct, or from the left hand to the rio-ht.

Exp. 33. Conversely, if the magnet m be fixed as in the

annexed fig. 34, and the vrire n s be moveable on a fine

centre o, then, on transmitting the current as before.

fig. 33, be bent so

Kg. 33.
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Fig. 34.

through the wire n s, it immediately revolves about the

pole p of the magnet, with a di-

rect screw-motion, supposing the

current to descend the wire, and

the pole v to be a north pole. To

enable these motions to go on

without disturbing the progress of

the current and the connections

with the Voltaic plates, the move-

able parts dip into small cups and

cisterns containing mercury, and

with which the plates of the Voltaic

circle, fig. 30, communicate, as in-

dicated in the figures.

45. The tangential or transverse

force, by which a magnetic pole is caused to revolve about a

wire transmitting a current of Voltaic electricity, is equally aj)-

parent when the magnetic bar itself becomes the conjunctive

Avire of the battery ;
so that an electrical current flowing

over or
] through a magnetic bar from one of its poles to

the equator, or from the equator to either of the poles,

causes such a bar to revolve upon
its axis, the requisite mechanical

arrangements for motion being

complete.

JSxp. 34. Let a magnetic bar

s p, fig. S."), be mounted ver-

tically between two delicate

centres : the bar may be

about 18 inches in length, 1

inch wide, and
-}

of an inch

thick. Let an electrical cur-

rent (40) be caused to flow

from either of the poles p s to

the equator d, or from d to

cither of the poles p; the bar

Fig. 35.
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will immediately revolve upon its axis p s, the direction of

the motion being such that, supposing the bar to rest upon
its north pole p, the centre d being in communication

T^-ith the copper plate of the battery c, and either or both

of the poles p s in commxmication with the zinc plate z,

electrical currents will flow from the equator d to the

poles (40), and the bar will revolve from left to right, as in

the motion of the hands of a watch, or a common right-

handed screw. By reversing the communication with the

Voltaic plates, that is, placing the poles p s in connection

with the copper plate, and the centre d with the zinc plate,

the electrical current will flow from the poles to the equator

d. In this case, the direction of the motion will be the

reverse of the former ;
it will be from right to left, or

backward, as it were.

Exp. 35. If the position cX. the magnet be changed, that

is, if we place it to rest with its south pole below, then, the

communication with the Voltaic circle remaining as in the

first instance, we also reverse the motion. If now the com-

munications be changed as in the last instance, we again re-

verse the motion, and obtain, as at first, a motion from left

to right.

To facihtate the passing of the electrical current over the

magnet, the bar is supported between fine centres p s by
a light vertical column fixed on a firm base ; a small ring

or cistern of mercury </, also supported from the vertical

column, surrounds the equator of the bar: the bar turns

within this, and it is connected with the mercury in turning

by a small bent wire dipping into the cistern : the lower centre

p turns upon an agate contained in a small cup at p, con-

nected with the point z' : this cup contains a small globule of

mercur}', to keep up the metaUic connection with the magnet :

there is a similar globule in a small cavity at the upper end of

the bar for the centre s : this upper centre is supported by a

wire extending from the head of the piUar z z'. It is here

evident, that in connecting the points c z or c z' with the
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plates of the Voltaic circle (40), an electrical current will flow

between these points through c c? s z, or c dp z', the direction

depending on the respective connections with the zinc or

copper plate of the circle (40).

A recollection of the relative direction of the motions we

have been describing will be facilitated by keeping in mind

the following simple formula : a descending current moves a

north pole to the right hand, or will give rise to a direct screw-

motion : from this simple fact all other relative motions are

easily determined.

46, The reciprocal action of a magnetic needle and uniting

wire (40), together with the series of deflections in given

directions shown in Table I. (41), have led to the invention of

a very important magnetical instrument, termed the Electro-

magnetic jMultiplier, or Galvanometer, by which extremely

small magnetic and electro-magnetic forces may be detected

and measured.

It will be apparent by inspection of Table I., as already

observed (42), that a current flowing both above and below a

needle in opposite directions, deflects the needle in the same

direction : hence it follows

that if a magnetic needle « t.
°'

fig. 36, be suspended on a

delicate centre c, within the

bite of a returning \i'\XQzdc,

and the extremities r c of

the vdre connected with the

zinc and copper plates of the Voltaic circle by means of two

little cups containing mercury, then a current will flow longi-

tudinally round the needle, both above and below it, and in

opposite directions ; that is to say, in the direction c d above

the needle, and in the direction dz under it: the effect of this

will be to deflect the needle with twice the power by which it

would be deflected with a single current only, as in
fig.

30

^40).

If we imagine the wire rt/c to be several times turned lon-

-1^
Jc^
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Fig. 37.

The

Fijc. 38.

gitudinally about the needle, as in the annexed fig. 37, then the

effect would be still further in-

creased ; it would, in fact, be-

come multiplied in proportion

to the number of turns of the

wire, which would represent so

many additional currents. It

is only requisite to cover the wire with silk thread or some

other imperfect or non-conducting matter, so as to avoid

metallic communication between the coils, and oblige the

current to traverse the whole length of the wire. This

is the principle upon which the electro -magnetic multiplier

rests, and the dehcacy of the effect is such that the needle

will become deflected by the immersion of two pieces of zinc

and platinum wire less than |^th of an inch long and s^tli

of an inch in diameter, in water slightly acidulated,

annexed fig. 38 represents this

instrument under one of its most

perfect and delicate forms. Two

magneticneedles with their poles

reversed to each other are fixed

on a central rigid axis, so as to

neutralize the directive power
of the needles and render the

system astatic (29) or nearly so,

merely allowing a sufficient force

to bring the whole into the

meridian. This system is sus-

pended by two parallel threads

of unspun silk r n, one of the

needles being within a rectan-

gular coil of wire z d c, and the other needle immediately
without it, and over the upper part of the coil. The wire :c

is covered with silk thread, so that the coils may not have

metallic communication, and the extremities p q are brought
out near each other, and terminate in small cups p q, con-
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taining a little mercury, for the better convenieuce of com-

municating a current to the coil from any given source. The

coils are separated a little near the centre, to allow the axis of

the astatic system of the two needles to pass through them.

The slightest current transmitted through the coil from

p to
</,

or q to p, causes the needles to deviate from their

constant position : both the needles, as is evident, will be

impelled in the same direction ;
the lower needle being in the

position just described, figs. 36 and 37, whilst the upper

needle, its poles being reversed, is impelled in the same

direction by the upper side of the coil (41).

The threads of the double or bifilar suspension rn, in

tending to cross each other as the needles turn, give rise to a

reactive force which may be set against the deflective force

employed to measure it : for this purpose a graduated circle

«« is fixed under or round the upper needle, so that the

angle of deflection may be accurately estimated.* If the

earth's directive force be completely neutrahzed by the re-

versed positions of the needles, then this would be the c»ily

force opposed to the deflective force ; if not, then it becomes

mixed with the little directive power left in the system, but

which is generally so small as not to be of much moment.

The instrument is set upon a convenient stand, and may be

enclosed within a glass shade; the bifilar suspension being

sustained within a tube of glass.

Various forms of the electro-magnetic multiplier have been

devised : several have a single needle only, as in the arrange-

ment, fig. 37, which for all ordinary purposes answers ex-

tremely well, and is in some particular instances to be pre-

ferred.

47. The simple Voltaic circle, described fig. 30 (40), has

been hitherto the only kind of combination referred to, on

account of its simplicity; it may, however, be proper to obsenc

that we possess better and more certain forms of tliis valuable

* Phil. Trans, for 1836, Part II. page 417.
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instrument of research. The Voltaic circle, invented by
Mr. Smee, and termed Smee's battery, is well adapted, and

certainly the most convenient, for ordinary purposes. In this

arrangement a silver plate c, fig. 39, coated fj^.. zo.

with platinum, and termed platinized silver,

is substituted for the copper plate in the

original circle (40) ; this is enclosed be-

tween a double zinc plate, or between two

zinc plates z z, held firmly against a

centre block of wood at the upper edges of

the plates by a clamp and binding-screw, so

that they have metallic communication, and

act together as a single plate. The plati-

nized silver plate is prevented from touching the zinc in any

part by intermediate non-conducting matter. The current in

this arrangement flows as before ;
that is to say, the platinized

silver plate has the same relation to the zinc plate in this

circle as the copper plate in the original circle, fig. 30 (40) :

the difference is merely in the substance, arrangement, and

position.

We are indebted to Mr. Grove for the most powerful

Voltaic combination as yet produced : the metals employed
are platinum foil and zinc, coated with mercury : the exciting

liquids are concentrated nitric and dilute sulphuric acid.

It may be as well to observe, that the experiments hitherto

described have reference to a single combination only ;
that is

to say, a single Voltaic circle with two plates, or acting as two

plates only, and not to a series of such plates in cells, as in

the ordinary compound batteries : in these the course of the

current through the wires is not the same as in a battery with

a single pair.

STEEL MAGNETIZED BY THE ELECTRICAL CURRENT.

48. One of the many important results of these discoveries

is the means of imparting a high degree of magnetism to iron
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and steel, and to so great an extent as to give a soft iron rod

a lifting power of more than a ton.

We have seen (40) that the electrical and magnetic forces

are so related that the one is exerted at right angles to the

other; thus (Exp. 28) a magnetic needle tends to stand

directly across the conjunction wire. We derive from this

elementary principle a means of disturbing the latent magnetic

forces resident in magnetic substances, by which these forces

become separated, and the body rendered magnetic, precisely

in the same way as effected by the contact of an ordinary

magnet (20).

Exp. 36. Place a perfectly neutral bar of hard steel p t,

fig. 40, across a metallic wire c z,

uniting the plates of a simple ^'S- ^®-

Voltaic circle (47), and as a stand-

ard of reference as to direction

and position, let the uniting

wire c z be in the line of the ^ ^

magnetic meridian, c being its

south, and z its north extremity.

Under these conditions, draw the

bar p t forward and back several

times across the wire c z, from end to end, finally stopping

in the centre q : on removal, the bar will be found to have

acquired a strong polarity. If the current be passing from

e to z, that is, from south to north, the wire being in this

case under the bar, then the east or right-hand extremity p
will have become a north pole, and the left hand or west

extremity t a south pole, which is precisely what would

happen from the experimental facts already given (4 1 ), and

from which it must also follow, that by reversing the

direction of the current on placing the bar under the needle,

the resulting polarities would be also reversed.

Exp. 37. Place the bar t p under the wire c z, all

other things being the same, and repeat the process of

magnetizing as in the last experiment ; on removal, the west

T
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or left-hand extremity will have become a north pole, and

the east or right-hand extremity a south pole. By reversing

the current in either of these cases, Experiments 36 and 3",

so as to cause it to flow in the direction of z e, or from

north to south,—^we again reverse the polarities of each, and

may hence obtain the same polarities whether the bar p t

be placed over or under the wire c z ;
that is to say, a

current flowing from c X.o z under the bar will give rise to

the same polarities
as in flowing from r to c over the bar.

49. As it is important to remember these relative directions

and polarities, it may be as well to reduce them to a simple

tabular form.

TABLE II.—ShovAng the relative Polarities induced in a

Bar of Steel by the influence of an Electrical Current,

the Bar being at Right Angles to the vnre,fig. 40.

Current and Connecting Wire over the Bar.

Direction of the current. Relative position of the N. and S. Poles.

(a) South to

North

(4) North to

South

r Positive Pole determined to the left -^

\ Negative Pole determined to the right i

>Case 1.
r Positive Pole determined to the right

\ Negative Pole determined to the left J

Coirent and Connecting: Wire imder the Bar.

(c) South to
I
r Positive Pole determined to the right -^

North
;

I. Negative Pole determined to the left i

id) North to J Positive Pole determined to the left i

South ! \ Negative,Pole determined to the rightJ

"We see here that similar polarities may be obtained with

the bar either above or below the uniting wire, provided the

currents be reversed as in Experiments (a) and (c?), and that

in both cases the results are virtually the same as already
arrived at by means of the magnetic needle (41), Table I.

oO. If we suppose a steel bar n s, fig. 41, crossed by

several wires abed, some above and some beneath the

c
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bar, and currents passing through the wires over the bar,

all in the same direction cz, and through those under the

bar, all in the reverse direction, c' :^,
—such currents would

all conspire to determine the north polar element in one

direction, and the south

polar element in the op-
'^' "

posite direction (41), Ta-

ble I., and the bar would

be at once rendered mag-
netic. If the wires were

sufficiently numerous to

cross the bar on each point

ah c d, he, from end to

end, every point would be

acted on, and the resulting

magnetic state become thereby powerfully developed.

Hxj). 38. Let a long piece of copper wire be wound round

a piece of glass tube of about \ an inch or less in diameter,

and from 6 to 10 inches in length, so as to produce a heUx

or spiral, A b, fig. 42, and mount this spiral between two

vertical supports as

represented in the

figure. Place a per-

fectly neutral piece

ofhard steel wirej9?i,

of about -^q'Ow of an

inch in diameter, or

a large sewing needle

within the helix, and

connect the extremities a b with the zinc and copper plates

of the Voltaic circle, fig. 39, the steel p n will become im-

mediately magnetic ; in fact, each turn of the spiral causes

electrical currents to flow in reverse directions above and

below the steel, as just described, fig. 41. If the coils of

the spiral be numerous and close, they may be regarded as

parallel circles standing at right angles to the direction of

Fig. 42.

^_^A l^^^JL,
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the enclosed wire, and with which the axis of the helix may
be made to coincide. The effect of a helix of this kind on

a fine magnetic needle placed within it, is so powerful, that

with a strong Voltaic current the needle is frequently caught

up and retained on the axis of the spiral, as if Uberated from

the trammels of gravity.

51. The kind of polarity given to steel or iron thus cir-

cumstanced will, as may he inferred (46), depend on the

direction of the current with reference to the axis of the helix,

and this again will depend on the connections with the plates

of the Voltaic circle and the direction in which the helix is

turned. Now, the spiral may evidently be turned either direct,

as in the threads of a common

cork-screw, forming what is termed _'_ J^

a right-handed helix, as in the

annexed figure 43, or they may be

turned in the reverse direction, in

which case we have a left-handed
P^ ^^

helix, as in the annexed figure 44.

Exp. 39. If we suppose the helix to be a reverse or left-

handed helix, as in the annexed figure 45, the current flow-

ing from c to z,

round a small

cylindrical steel

needle or wire

p N, and the

coils standing in

the direction of the magnetic meridian d :', so that the

current may flow under the wire in the direction c' z, from

south to north, as indicated by the dotted lines, and over

the needle in direction r' c', from north to south, as indicated

by the full lines, then any one of the coils e' r' under the

wire would fcdfil the conditions of Experiment 36, and

with the wire itself be faithfully represented in fig. 38. Id

this case, as may be seen by Table II. (49), case 2 (c), and

case 1 {b), the positive pole p will be determined to the
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right hand, and the extremity p, of the wire next the copper

plate c, will be a north pole : by similar reasons the opposite

extremity n will be a south pole, and next the zinc plate of

the battery.

Exp. 40. If we take a direct or right-handed helix and

an enclosed wire p n, as in the annexed figure 4G, and

transmit the cur-

rent as before from ^°'

ctoz, then the re- I

^

verse of all this oc- ^ «'''°1C"X°X'>C^''°>C'>C'^'*=C°'''***<'

curs; the currents
(( llrffTfilrTFT^) f I

flow under the wire \M\J\J\J\^ ^^ ^^ -

from north to south i^^

in direction c' c',

and over the wire from south to north in direction c' s.

Under these conditions by Table II. (49), case 2 (d), and

case 1 («), the positive pole p is determined to the left

hand, so that the extremity p of the steel cylinder p n

next the zinc plate becomes a north pole, and, by similar

reasoning, the opposite extremity next the copper plate c,

a south pole. Supposing the current to be reversed and

to pass through a direct helix from left to right, as from

c to z, fig. 42, the copper plate of the battery being to the

left hand, and which is the ordinary form of the experiment,

the north pole will be always determined next the zinc plate,

that is, to the right hand.

52. It will be useful to the student to remember as a general

fact, that supposing, fig. 42, the observer to be facing the

north, N, and the helix a b placed transversely before him so

that its axis may lie east and west, then if the current be

descending the coils of the spiral directly before him, the

north pole is determined to the right hand, and the south

pole^^to the left. Reciprocally, if the current be ascending the

coils of the spiral directly before him, then the south pole is

determined to his right hand, and the north pole to the left.

Hence, with a direct helix, the north pole will be always found
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next the zinc plate, and with a left helix next the copper plate,

as may be easily seen by inspecting figs. 43 and 44, the di-

rection of the currents being either from left to right, or right

to left.

53. The magnetic power developed in soft iron closely sur-

rounded by heliacal coils transmitting electrical currents all in

the same direction is so great, that a curved iron rod, during
the action of the battery, may be caused to sustain an enor-

mous weight.
' The usual force of the experiment is as

follows.

Exp. 41. A cylindrical bolt of soft iron ptn, fig. 47,

about an inch or more in

diameter, and from 30 to 40

inches long, is bent into the

horse-shoe form, as indicated

in the figure. It is then

surrounded by several long

coils of copper wire ^ t e,

covered with silk or other

insulating thread, so as to

interrupt all metallic com-

munication or coil with the

other ; one set of coils is su-

perposed on another, and all

the ends of the wires p n on

each side united into com-

mon terminations z c, to be

connected with the Grove's battery (4/).
Ifwhen the currents are passing through the coils we apply

a soft iron keeper (10) p n, and cross the projecting poles, it

will be held fast with an enormous force, so that several hun-
dred weight, w, may be suspended without breaking the con-

tact. An electro-magnet of this kind may become so powerful
as to support upwards of 2 tons.



IV.

Magnetism considered as a Universal Agency—Experiments of Coulombe

and Becquerel
—

Arago's Researches— Influence of Metallic and other

Substances on the Magnetic Needle—Faraday's Researches—Magneto-

Electricity
—

Thermo-Magnetism—Supposed Magnetism of Light
—Fara-

day's Discovery of a new Magnetic Condition of Bodies—Dia-Mag-
netism—General Relation of Magnetic Agency to common Matter.

54. We have seen (32) that magnetic substances are said

to attract or are attracted by either pole of the magnet. Non-

magnetic substances neither attract nor are attracted by the

magnet. Magnetic substances are said to have polarity when

they have directive force (7), in which case they attract one

pole of a magnet and repel the other (30) .

Iron being, with rare exceptions, the only substance in which

magnetic properties are powerfully apparent, almost every

kind of matter was for a long time considered as non-magnetic ;

and hence arose an arbitrary classification, assembling
the few substances susceptible, together with iron, of being
attracted by the magnet, under the head of magnetic bodies,

other substances being classified as non- magnetic bodies.

It has, however, been made a matter of some question how

far all bodies are not to be considered as magnetic bodies, a

conclusion which has received very considerable support, by
the many brilliant discoveries of modern times in this depart-

ment of science.

Iron is undoubtedly, of all substances, the most universal

and powerful as a magnetic body ;
and when we consider

its great dispersion and admixture in a greater or less degree

with other substances, there are certainly some grounds for

inferring that the attraction of many bodies for the magnet

may depend on the small quantity of iron they contain : the

many experiments, however, made on a large class of bodies

essentially differing in their composition, and in several of
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which the presence of iron could not be well imagined, neces-

sarily led to the conclusion, that some other bodies at least,

besides iron, must be considered as magnetic substances.

The metal next to iron, which appears to afiford the most

decided evidence of pure magnetic development, is nickel,

which not onlj attracts and is attracted by the magnet, but is

further capable of retaining a distinct polaritj'. M. Biot

determined by a well - executed experiment the comparative

directive power of a magnetic needle of pure nickel, and

a steel needle of exactly the same dimensions, and found the

directive force of the needle of nickel about one-third that of

the steel : these needles were 8 mches long, and -j^ths of an

inch wide, and weighed about 5 grains. The nickel had been

carefully purified by M. Thenard.

Mr. Cavallo found that hammered brass also acquired by

hammering a great amoimt of magnetic force, although everj'

care was taken to free the brass from the presence of iron.

This philosopher further foimd, that several metals were also

attracted by the magnet. Rhodium, iridium, and antimony,
when heated, also evinced this property. Many non-metallic

minerals and earths have been found attractive of the magnet,
more especially after being exposed to the action of fire.

55. "VVe are indebted to Professor Wheatstone for a delicate

and very elegant means of observing such magnetic forces.

Exp. 42. If a fine short sewing pj- ^g

needle, n, fig 48, the eye end being
broken off, rest upon its point p, „ f
on the polar surface ^ of a very / /J^^^a 7

powerful magnet m, it will gene-
** ^ ^—'

rally take a position inclined to

the surface; but a locality may
generally be found, in which the

needle will stand nearly vertical :

this point may be ascertained

by placing a piece of unglazed

paper a c between the needle and point and the steel, and

M
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moving it about until the vertical position of the needle is

obtained. If we elevate the paper and needle above the

magnet to the greatest distance at which the needle will

remain vertical, it becomes to the last degree sensitive of

magnetic force, so that by bringing such specimens of the

metals we have named, as have the least magnetic power, or

containing iron, near the upper extremity of the needle, the

needle will be observed to incline and sway about as it were

on its point under their influence. The magnetism of nickel,

cobalt, rhodium, iridium, hammered brass, and other sub-

stances, easily becomes apparent in this way.
56. About the year 1802, Coulombe endeavoured to deter-

mine the question of a 'universal magnetism,' by delicately

suspending fine needles of various substances between the

poles of opposed compound magnets (19), and causing them

to oscillate, first, beyond the influence of the magnetic poles,

and then immediately between them: the result, as stated by

Coulombe, was, that the time of the oscillations became

sensibly decreased by the influence of the magnetic poles, and

all the substances tried finally settled in the direction of the

poles. The annexed figure, 49, represents the form of Cou-

lombe' s celebrated ex- Fig. 49.

periment ;
in which p n

are the poles of two

])owerful compound

magnets (19), -p s a

small needle ofanygiven

substance, about -j^ths

of an inch long and J^th of an inch thick, suspended between

the magnets by a silk fibre t e, attached to a small paper

ring e, in which the needle ^ * was allowed to rest : the needle

p s, and the poles p n, were covered by a glass receiver to

shield the needle from the air ; by raising the rod at t, through
the neck ofthe receiver, and to which the suspension thread i c,

and needle p s, was attached, it became easy to place the needle,

when required, beyond the influence of the magnetic poles. It
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appeared from these results, that all bodies either contained

indefinitely small quantities of iron, or were otherwise suscep-

tible of ordinary magnetic influence, or finally, that, as sug-

gested by M. Biot, the phenomena depend on some force in

nature not hitherto known.

57. With a view of detecting the presence of extremely

small portions of iron in various bodies, Covdombe resorted to

the method of oscillation : having determined the accelerating

force of a known mechanical admixture of iron with a given

substance, he found that the action of the poles of the magnet
was proportionate to the quantity of iron the admixture con-

tained; and that the presence of any quantity of iron, however

small, might be thus determined. M. Hauy sought to render

this method still more sensible, by deflecting a deUcately sus-

pended needle from the meridian by means of a magnetic bar

brought within such a distance of the needle, and in the same

right hue, as woiUd cause the needle to stand nearly perpen-

dicular to the bar, that is, east and west. A needle thus cir-

cumstanced is so sensible of magnetic force, that a very feeble

magnetic action exerted ou it by another body will cause it to

turn on its centre of suspension. M. Hauy called this the

process of ' double magnetism.'

Following out this process, Becquerel, finding that a needle

of soft iron might be substituted for the magnetic needle

employed by M. Hauy, proceeded to submit to experiment
several oxides of iron, which he enclosed in a thin paper case,

suspended in various positions at a given distance from the

pole of a common magnetic bar ; and he foimd in certain in-

stances, with an admixture of the second and third oxide of

iron, that the paper case, instead of taking the line of the pole

of the bar, as would be the result ^^ith a needle of soft iron,

and with the magnet placed beyond it in the same given posi-

tion, that the case stood at right angles to the line of the

poles ; from which he inferred that the hue of magnetism was

transverse to the direction of the poles. On repeating Cou-

lombe's previous experiment, fig. 49 (56), with needles of

c 5
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white wood and gum lac suspended very near the magnets, but

above the interval between the poles, he obtained a similar

result ;
the needles, instead of settling in the line of the poles

as observed by Coulombe, stood transverse to that line.

58, About the year 1829, M. Arago made very considerable

advances in this interesting physical question, by one of

those happy perceptions peculiar to great philosophical minds,

M. Arago thought of observing the oscillations of a magnetic
needle (6), (21), when placed in the vicinity of various sub-

stances, so as to detect thereby any force which such sub-

stances might exert on it ; and he arrived at this remarkable

fact—that the influence of substances generally on a vibrating

magnetic bar was such as to bring the needle more or less

rapidly to rest, by diminishing the ampUtude of the oscilla-

tions without at all affecting the time in which an oscillation

was performed. Metallic substances were found to have the

greatest influence on the needle. They all brought the needle

to rest more or less rapidly.

Exp. 43. A small magnetic bar a b, fig. 50, suspended

by a delicate silk fibre t c, y]?. 50.

within a ring of copper a c b,

is reduced rapidly to rest on

being allowed to vibrate freely

across the meridian : e. g. a

small bar a b, about 4^ inches

long, T^ths of an inch wide, and

-jLth thick, was suspended by a

fine fibre within a copper ring,

about \ih. of an inch thick, and

an inch deep ; the whole was

covered by a glass receiver, and the air removed by an air-

pump. The bar being drawn aside 45 degrees from the

meridian, was allowed to vibrate, and the number of vibra-

tions taken between 45 degrees and 10 degrees. The same

being determined when the copper ring was removed, it was

found, that in free space the bar performed 420 oscillations
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before it reached an arc of 10 degrees; whereas when sur-

rounded bv the copper ring, with the poles very near the inner

surface, only 14 oscillations were performed before the bar

oscillated in an arc of 10 degrees; thereby showing the

great influence of the metal. In a ring of wood, the oscilla-

tions were reduced from 420 to about 300.* This force of

metalUc bodies on the magnetic needle is so great, that plates

of copper and other metals made to revolve rapidly in a

horizontal plane, and immediately under a suspended

magnetic bar, drag the needle round, and finally set it

in rapid motion,— a result which invariably ensues with

the bodies completely sheltered from currents of air, and

placed under glass screens in the best yacuum which can

be produced by a common air-pump. There are several

methods of exhibiting this curious fact : a plate of copper or

some other metal is set in rapid movement under a mag-
netic needle, or conversely a magnetic bar is rotated imder

metalhc plates Ughtly suspended. The rotation may be pro-

duced and continued either by a train of wheels and a descend-

ing weight, or otherwise by a powerful initial impulse, as in

the method of spinning a common humming-top. The

following Experiments,

taken from the author's

papers in the * Philoso-

phical Transactions' for

1831, are perhaps as per-

fect as any yet obtained.

Exp. 44. A plate of

copper ad, about 5 or *

inches in diameter an J

\t\i. of an inch in thick-

ness, is soldered to a ring

of lead aud, about 1 inch

deep, turned true in a

lathe, anddelicatelypoised

FiK. 51.

*
Harris, 'Philosophical Transactions' for 1831, Part I.
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on a point c, resting on an agate centre ; a screen of flat

glass atdis placed over the copper disc, and a magnetic bar

m n poised on a fine centre is placed centrallj'^ on the screen :

a silk line having been wound many times round the ring of

lead u, previously to covering the disc, is attached to a train

of wheels, and the line run rapidly oiF the circumference

aud; the whole is by this contrivance set into a smooth

and very rapid motion of from 700 to 800 rotations in a

minute, which will continue for a considerable time with a

slow retardation : when the metal has been thus set in

motion, and the bodies are effectually screened from each

other in the way just stated, if the centre c be previously

secured to the plate of an air-pump p p, we may cover the

whole with a glass receiver p r p, and withdraw the air ; in

a short time the magnetic bar m n will be observed to spin

round with immense rapidity.

Exp. 4i). For exhibiting the rotation of a metallic plate

by the influence

of a magnet, we ^'^S- '*2.

may employ a

hardened and

magnetized cir-

cular steel plate

mounted on a

ring of lead, as

in the former

case, or a small

set of magnetic

bars ad, fig. o2,

set and poised in

a ring of lead u,

and mounted on

a centre c, as

before : the plate of copper m n, or other metal, is poised ou

a fine point, and placed immediately over this on a glass

screen, rapid motion being imparted to the magnetic plate
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or magnet a d, as before ; the copper plate above begins

to rotate, and finally revolves rapidly with the magnet.

59. When these novel effects were first obtained, they were

supposed to arise from the latent magnetism of matter gene-

rally, by which certain small temporary forces were induced iu

bodies in the common way of ordinary magnetic induction (33),

and that hence we had additional evidence of a universal mag-
netism. Arago, however, before attempting any explanation

of the cause of the phenomena, sought with his usual pene-

tration to resolve the force in operation into certain relative

components, and he found amongst these a vertical repidsive

force by which a long needle, suspended and poised over the

revolving disc from the arm of a delicate balance, became

thrown up : a second component consisted of a horizontal

force by which the bar over the disc rotated ; and a third was

observed to act in the direction of the radius of the disc, so

that a dipping-needle or needles of incUnation (29) became in

certain points repulsed from the centre of the disc, in other

points drawn toward it. Takiug these phenomena into con-

sideration, together with the total absence of all sensible

attraction between the magnetic needle and the copper plate

when at rest, Arago concluded that the force in operation

was not an ordinary magnetic force, but arose out of some

pecuUar and unknown agency to be yet investigated : the im-

portant fact, that only the ampUtude, not the time of the

vibrations of the magnetic needle, is affected by the presence
of a metallic or other substance, would go far in support of

this opinion, since m everv' case in which an oscillating needle

is exposed to the action of a magnetic substance, the time of

its vibrations is changed.
60. About the period of these researches, Faradav, con-

sidering that as magnetism could be derived from the influence

of ordinary electrical currents, the converse of this proposition

sliould be also true, and that magnetism should be producible

by Voltaic currents, sought by the operation of powerful

magnets on helices of wire (51) to develop currents of elec-
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ti-icity throughout the wire; and he succeeded in obtaining
such currents for a small portion of time sufficiently strong to

affect the electro-magnetic multiplier (4G), so strong as even

to produce the ordinary electrical spark, and in the following

way.

Kxp. 46. A cylinder of pasteboard x, fig. 53, was

surrounded by several

superposed helices of
o- •

copper wire a b, about

Jgth of an inch in

diameter, and cut off

from each other by silk

or some bad-conducting

matter; all the extremi-

ties were collected at

each end, a and b, and

connected with an electro-magnetic multiplier g
;
a cylinder

cd oi very soft iron was placed within the pasteboard case

T, that is, within the spirals a b, and then the extremities c d

of the cylinder were brought into contact with the opposite

poles p T of two powerful magnetic bars, or an electro-

horse-shoe magnet (53). A brief but decided electrical

current rushed through the spirals, and the needle of the

galvanometer became deflected in a given direction : here

the action apparently ceased, but, on breaking the contact

with the magnetic bars, an opposite rush of electricity was

induced in the wire, and the needle became deflected in

the reverse direction. This effect, but in a less degree, was

found to ensue by contact with the hehx only, without the

iron cylinder : in this case, however, a very powerful com-

pound magnetic battery is requisite.

Exp. 47. When a piece of copper plate was wrapped

once round the iron cylinder c d, with interposed jiaper to

prevent metalUc communication, and the edges of the plate

connected with two wires passing to the electro-magnetic

multiplier G, fig, 53
; then, on making contact with the
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poles of the magnetic bars, the needle was deflected as

before.

61. This effect has been termed magneto -electrical in-

duction, and the current itself, magneto -electricity. The

influence of the magnet in this case is considered as analogous

in its mode of action to that of a wire carrying an electrical

current on a similar secondary or passive wire placed very

near it, and in which momentary electrical currents, sensible

to the multipUer, are induced by the action of the primary

wire, but in a reverse direction,
—an effect which has been

termed Volta-electric induction.

62. The inductive influence of the common magnetic poles,

on an heliacal or convoluted wire, is also traceable in drawing
a long slip or plate of metal through a small opening between

them. Currents in this case also are induced in the metal,

which flow at right angles to the direction of the motion of the

plate, an effect which may be rendered extremely sensible in

the following way.

Exjp. 48. Moimt a circular copper disc, abhd, fig. o3,

about a foot

in diameter,
^'

andythofan
inch thick,

on an axis c,

inany conve-

nient frame,

and place

two power-
ful magnetic

poles p N on

each side of

its inferior

edge a. Let a stout grooved wire a, bearing against the

edge of the circumference of the disc, and immediately be-

tween the magnets, be connected with one of the cups of the

coil of the multipher c, and a similar wire b e, resting on the
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axis c of the plate, be made to communicate with the other

cup of the multiplier ; let the copper disc be now turned

round between the poles of the magnets p n : immediately
this is done, the needle of the multiplier is deflected, cur-

rents are induced in the disc, either flowing from the circum-

ference at a to the centre c, or from the centre c to the

circumference at a and its vicinity, according to the position

of the magnetic poles, and the direction in which the plate

is turned : these currents, returning between c and a through
the coils of the multiplier, (which may be considered as a

uniting wire) (40), deflect the needle from its position within

the coil. If we suppose the disc to revolve directly in the

line of the meridian, that is, towards the north, and the

north pole p of the magnet to be on the right hand, then

the current flows from the centre e to the circumference u

and the neighbouring parts, and back again by the multiplier

to the centre. If we reverse the motion, or change the

poles of the magnets, then we reverse the direction of these

currents.

63. It appears from these and many other similar experi-

ments, that whenever any metallic substance is passed be-

fore a single pole, or between the opposite poles of a magnet,

whether a metallic plate, slip, or even a long metallic wire,

currents are induced transverse to the direction of the motion

of the metal. Here then we have a fair explanation of this

new species of force which Arago considered to exist in his

experiments with a revolving disc and magnetic needle (58),

and which it must be allowed

difi'er materially from cases of

ordinary magnetic action. If in

the revolving disc, ( 58, ) fig.

51, we take one of the radii in

the direction of the magnetic

meridian,—suppose the radius c d

in the annexed fig. 55, c being the

south, and d the north extremity.
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and imagine that by the motion of the disc a dbs, in the direc-

tion of the arrows a b, a current of electricity sets from c to

d, immediately under the magnetic needle s d,
—then, by (c)

Table I, (41), the north pole of the needle d moves to the right

hand, and the south pole s to the left, that is to say, in the

direction of the motion of the disc. Now we may consider the

disc as made up of a succession of radii indefinitely near each

other, and hence a continued current is produced immediately

under the needle, which returns in remote portions of the disc,

and by which the needle is first deflected and finally set into

rapid motion; and thus we are enabled (41) to explain every

circumstance connected with these interesting phenomena.
Similar reasoning apphes to the case of the rotation of a

magnet under a moveable disc, it being evidently of no moment

whether we suppose the disc in motion xmder the magnet, or

the magnet in motion imder the disc ; in either case the force

is reciprocal (44).

64. "We may consider the tangential force in these cases

to be resolved into two component forces, one parallel to the

plane of rotation, and the other perpendicular to it : the first

causes the circidar motion, the last would be a repulsive force,

as observed by Faraday, and is probably the particular force

specified by M. Arago (59) ; and since without the motion of

either the disc or the needle the electrical currents would not

be induced, it further follows, that no attractive or other force

is observable when the bodies are at rest.

If we suppose the copper disc, fig. 51, to be fixed, and the

needle m n to be in osciUatiou over it, or that the needle be in

oscillation within a ring of metal, fig. 50, there would necessarily

arise a dragging or retarding force upon the needle, by which

the extent of the vibration would be continually abridged,

without the time of the vibration being affected ; and hence

the needle would be rapidly brought to rest ; for since the

disc cannot move and foUow the oscillation, it must necessarily

fetter the movement of the needle.

65. When a thick plate of iron is interposed between a
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rotatory disc and a magnetic bar revohing over it, fig. 5 1 , the

motion is completely arrested ; but mere plates of other sub-

stances were not observed to exert any influence in this way as

a screen. By subsequent researches, however, it was found,

that mass was requisite to this effect. Thus a mass of copper
about 3 inches thick and a foot square, being interposed

between a rotatory magnetic disc and a thin disc of tinned iron

poised on a centre immediately over it, completely arrested the

motion impressed on the iron. Silver, zinc, and other metals

exert a similar influence, when employed in masses of sufticient

magnitude to compensate for their respective magneto-elec-

trical energies.* It is probable that this screening effect

depends on similar principles to those already explained (38).

66. We may obtain a comparative numerical value of the

magneto-electric energies of various substances by the follow-

ing simple formula, (t
— l) ?'j in which a represents the

number of vibrations of a magnetic needle in free space, taken

between given arcs of amplitude, as, for example, between 45

degrees and 10 degrees ; b, the number of vibrations within

the same limits, under the influence of any particular substance,

r being unitj'^,
as representing a constantly retarding force.

Thus, if in free space (Exp. 43) a dehcately suspended bar

performs 420 oscillations before the arc of \-ibration is reduced

from 45 degrees to 10 degrees, and that under the influence

of two given and different metalhc substances, the vibrations

within the same hmits are 30 and 20 respectively ; then the

/420 \

energy of the one is represented by [-7^, U ^' ^"*^ ^^^®

/420 \
other by I

—— 1 ) r, that is to say, they are to each other

as 13 : 20.t

*
Harris, 'Philosophical Transactions

'

for 1831, Part II. p. 497.

t A magnetic bar or needle vilirating under the influence of any given

substance (Exp, 54) may be conceived to be reduced to rest by two
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67. By a series of experiments irhich are detailed in the

'Philosophical Transactions
'

for 1831, Part I., it appears that

the magneto-electric energy of bodies is directly as the mass

of the substance within the limit of the magnetic rafluence,

and inversely proportional to the square of the distance of any

particle from the magnetic pole. As a consequence of this, it

was found that the influence of the same substance on the

magnetic needle is directly as its density. The following

Table exhibits the relative energies of the metalhc substances

subjected to experiment, and calculated by the formiila just

given (66.)

Table III.—Moffneio-Electric Energy ofMetak.

Cast Bismath
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68. A disturbance of the equilibrium of temperature is an-

other source of electrical currents in metallic substances, and

which flow between the heated and cooled parts, so as to

deflect the magnetic needle, as in the previous experi-

ment.

Exp. 49. Let the extremities of a rectangular coil of in-

sulated wire, fig. bd, be at-

tached to the opposite ends '°'

of a bar of bismuth a h, and

a delicate needle suspended
within the coil. Then, if

heat be applied to one extremity a of the bar, the needle

is immediately deflected ; and this action is augmented if

ice or other cooling substances be applied at the opposite

extremity h.

When two different metals are united by soldering them

together, then, by heating the metals at the point of junction,

and cooling the more distant portions, this current action is

very greatly increased. The most powerful combination ap-

pears to be that of antimony and bismuth.

Exp. 50. Solder together, at right angles to each other,

four bars of antimony and bismuth, x d d e, and A B B c,

fig. 57, so as to unite two Fig. 57.

combinations of such bars

into a rectangular frame a c.

Place an astatic needle n (29)

within the rectangle, and

apply heat to one of the junctions. A, by means of a spirit

lamp, and keep the opposite angle c cool by means of ether

dropped on a thin fold of muslin wrapped round the metallic

joint. The needle n is immediately deflected from its posi-

tion, and tends to stand at right angles to the rectangle, as

in other cases of deflection (40.)

The intensity of these thermo- electrical currents increases

with the temperature, up to a certain point, about 1 20° of

Fahrenheit's scale ;
after this, that is, probably, when the

N
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heat begins to pervade the metal more equably, the intensity

of the current, in most instances, declines.

(J9. An opinion has been long entertained by philosophers,

that, since iron loses its magnetic energy at a very high tem-

perature, and regains it again as the temperature falls, there

probably exists a low degree of heat at which all metallic sub-

stances would assume a magnetic condition, similar to that of

iron. This view, however, has not been confirmed by experi-

ment. Faraday, in 1839, reduced the temperature of anti-

mony, bismuth, cobalt, copper, and various other metals, below

— 110° of Fahrenheit's scale, but without developing in these

bodies any kind of magnetic power. "SVe have so far no evi-

dence of what may be termed the direct magnetism of tempe-

rature.

70. Magnetic influence, as a universal agency, has been

also extended to light, but with as little eventual confirmation

by careful experiments. Dr. Morichini, an eminent physician

at Rome, first called attention to an experiment in which a

steel needle became magnetized by exposure to the violet ray

of the sun. This experiment was repeated by several emment

persons, sometimes successfully, at others not. The talented

and amiable Mrs. Somerville, amongst others, subjected a

sewing needle to the influence of several rays of the spectrum,

and found that the needle had become magnetic.

About the period of !Mrs. Somerville's experiments, Mr.

Christie, in a paper communicated to the Koyal Society, in

1825, stated, that when a magnetic needle was caused to

vibrate under the influence of the solar beam, the result was

to augment the rate of the oscillation, and to bring the needle

more rapidly to rest.

Notwithstanding all these results, it is stiU very doubtful

whether the sun's rays have any direct magnetic properties.

Faraday, who spent some time at Rome in 1814, failed, under

Morichini' s own direction, and working with Morichini' s own

apparatus, to magnetize a steel needle in the way described.

The experiment, as admitted by Christie, further "failed in
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the ablest hands." It is hence very probable that the magnetic
condition occasionally found in steel needles on exposure to

the rays of the sun, may have arisen from the heating and

cooling of the steel, from position, or from some other of the

many causes of magnetic change, of which steel is (especially

in some specimens) so very sensible. There is also solid

reason for supposing that the results arrived at by Mr. Christie,

by the method of vibration, were dependent on the presence
of the air, and other disturbing causes, which interfered with

the accuracy of the experiment ; since, on a repetition of the

same course of inquiry, with the needles and other substances

enclosed in an exhausted receiver, the supposed inj&uence of

the sun's rays altogether vanished. In this case, with a mag-
net oscillating in a void, the sun's ray had little or no influence

on the arc of vibration, whilst the rate was rather retarded,

probably by a slight expansion of the bar, or decrease of its

magnetic tension by heat. Bars of copper and other non-

magnetic metals, vibrating by the bifilar suspension, exhibited

similar results, in air and in vacuo, as a magnetic bar, each

being vibrated in the sun's rays, and in the shade. It is hence

extremely doubtful whether magnetism, as a universal agency,

extends to light, considered as a form of matter, more especi-

ally when we find that the most intense artificial light has

no influence whatever on the vibrations of the horizontal

needle.*

7 1 . The progress of these very exciting inquiries into the

operation of magnetism as a universal principle affecting every

species of matter, has recently received fresh impulse from the

genius of Faraday, who found that lines of magnetic force, in

passing through certain transparent bodies, so affected their

molecules as to impress on them a peculiar magnetic condi-

tion quite new to us, and by which a divided ray of light also

passing through the body at the same time parallel to the

magnetic lines, becomes bent, as it were, in its course, the

*
Harris, Edin. Phil. Trans, vol. xiii. Part I.
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character of the force impressed on the ray being that of

rotation.

72. By lines of magnetic force, we are to understand such

forces as are exerted between two opposed magnetic poles (28),

figs. 16, 17, 18 : they may be either straight or curved.

Any substance through which such forces pass icithout ren-

dering the substance magnetic, after the manner of iron, is

termed a dia-magnetic substance, and the pecuhar condition

impressed upon its molecules by the transmission of the

magnetic forces, dia-magnetism.

Exp. 51. If a divided and reflected ray of Hght, r t,

fig. 58, be passed through a cube of heavy glass, a c, about

Tiff. 58.

^—:===^^

2 inches square and ^ an inch thick in the direction t r of

its length, this cube being placed between the poles p n
of a very powerful electro-magnet, and in such way
that the ray r t and the lines of magnetic force between

PN (28) may be nearly parallel to each other; and if

previously to sendmg the current through the coils of the

electro-magnet (53) we view the ray through an eye-piece,

i, contauiing a crystalline substance, by means of which we

can, in turning round the eye-piece on its axis, cause the

image of the flame of the lamp from whence the light first

proceeds to disappear; then, immediately we send the

current through the coils of the electro-magnet, the image
of the flame will again reappear, evidently showing that

the ray had become bent or turned aside from its first

course. *

* A ray of light, in passing through certain crystalline mineral snb-

staEces, becomes split, as it were, into two portions, by some peculiar
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When the image of the lamp flame has thus been ren-

dered visible, the revolution of the eye-piece to the right or

left, more or less, will cause its extinction. If the pole nearest

the observer be a north pole, the ray rotates to the right

hand ; if the poles be changed by reversing the current, the

ray rotates to the left hand
;
so that a magnetic line of force

going from a north pole or coming from a south pole along the

course of a polarized ray of hght directed towards the observer,

the dia-magnetic body through which the light passes will

rotate the ray to the right hand : if, on the contrary, the lines

of magnetic force come in the reverse directions, then the ray

is rotated to the left hand.

By way of illustration, let a common watch be taken to

represent a dia-magnetic substance, and suppose the north

pole of a magnet applied to its face, and the south pole to

its back, and a polarized ray of light to pass at the same time

property of such bodies, thus giving origin to two distinct images. If

these rays be now caused to pass through a second similar crystalUne

body, placed in a particular position, they are subjected to a still further

division, and each ray undergoes a certain physical change : this physical

change has been termed polarization. If we take then a fine plate of the

tourmaline, for example, cut from the mineral in a plane parallel to the

axis of the prism, we may perceive a candle through it as through a plate

of coloured glass. If under these circumstances we interpose a second

similar thin plate of tourmaline between the eye and the first plate, and

turn tliis second plate slowly round upon a horizontal axis, the candle

will disappear and reappear at every quarter of a revolution, according as

the line of section of the two plates coincide or cross each other. If the

original ray of light be reflected from a plane mirror at a given angle, and

we examine this reflected ray by a single plate of tourmaline in a similar

way to the preceding, the same thing occurs as with the two plates,
— the

image of the candle or lamp from which the rays jiroceed will appear and

disappear at every quarter of a revolution. In the experiment above de-

scribed, a prismatic eye-piece, termed a Nichols' prism, was employed,

consisting of a crjstalline substance capable of turning aside one of the

rays and employing the other free from colour, and by turning round

which, upon a horizontal axis, the image of the flame from the reflected

ray could be made to disappear.
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through the watch, from the back to the face, towards the

observer ; then the course of the hands of the watch is the

direction, in this case, in which the rav is caused to rotate by

the influence of the lines of magnetic force.* A great variety

of other transparent bodies, such as flint glass, acids, alkalies,

fixed oUs, water, alcohol, ether, exhibit this curious phe-

nomenon ; but rock crystal, Iceland spar, and substances

possessing the power of double refraction, have no such

efliect.

73. If the magnetic forces had magnetized the several

transparent bodies employed in these experiments, then the

molecular condition of a transparent magnet might probably
have been examined by means oflight ; but since they did not,

Faraday infers that their molecular condition is a new maff-

netic condition, and the force imparted to such bodies, a new

species of magnetic force, or mode of action of common matter ;

and since the degree of transparency only makes a distinction

between individuals of a class, it is to be inferred that similar

forces arise in opaque dia-magnetic bodies whenever lines of

magnetic force pass through them (72). We cannot, in fact,

doubt that in the case of a transparent substance the lines of

magnetic force act upon and affect the internal constitution of

the body just as much in the dark as in the light, though it is

solely by means of the ray of light that we are at present enabled

to detect this particular condition of the molecules of matter.

74. When these substances which we have termed dia-

magnetic (72), and which comprise a very extensive class of

bodies, are delicately suspended
between the poles ofa powerful

^S' ^^*

electro-magnet, they invariably
standtransverse to the magnetic
hues of force. Let, for ex-

[]

—
^

ample, p n, fig. 59, be the ter- P

minating poles of an extremely

powerful electro-magnet, as in

*
Faraday,

'

Philosophical Transactions for 1846,' Part I.

X
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fig. 58. "We may term the intermediate space c, between these

poles, the magnetic field,
—the line of the poles p n, the

axial line,
—and the line m n, perpendicular to this and passing

through the centre of the field, the equatorial line.*

Exp. 52. Let a bar of heavy glass or any of the sub-

stances not magnetic, after the manner of iron, be sus-

pended by a silk fibre, so as to hang in the centre c of

the magnetic field or space between the poles p n, fig. 59 ;

pass a strong current through the coil
; the bar, if previously

settled axially in the line p n, will now vary from this

position and settle in the equatorial line, ncm.

If the substance be near one of the poles, that is, out of

the centre c, then on pointing equatorially it is apparently

repelled, and this repulsive effect is common to both poles,

so that we have in this case magnetic repulsion without

polarity (7).

75. A large number of bodies have been thus subjected to

experiment and found productive of similar results : amongst
these we find wood, animal fibre, and common vegetable

matter
; so that if a man could be suspended with sufficient

delicacy in the magnetic field between the poles of a powerful

magnet, he would point equatorially, and be repelled by both

poles ; for all the substances constituting the human frame

have this property.

76. Metalhc bodies, as a class, are found to exhibit highly

interesting and distinctive characteristics in regard to this new

species of force ; and the powerful operation of the electro-

magnet determines at once whether they are to be considered as

magnetic substances or not. If magnetic, they would point

axiaUy ; if dia-magnetic, equatorially (74) ;
if near one of the

poles, they would as magnetic bodies be attracted ; if dia-mag-

netic, they would be repelled. On submitting metallic sub-

stances to this test, iron, nickel, cobalt were at once found

to be magnetic bodies,—they all pointed axially: to these

*
Faraday,

'

Experimental Researches,' nineteenth series.
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may be perhaps added, platinum, palladium, and titanium :

all the other metals, antimony, bismuth, copper, gold, &c.,

were found to stand transverse to the lines of magnetic force

and to be repelled by both poles.

Ti . The dia-magnetic force manifested by different metals

varies considerably in degree. Bismuth, which has the least

magneto-electric energy of all the metals (67), Table III., has

the greatest dia-magnetic power. Antimony, another metal

low in the scale of magneto-electric energy, also exhibits con-

siderable dia-magnetic force. It is further remarkable that

copper and silver, the highest in the scale of magneto-electric

energy (67), have the lowest dia-magnetic force.

The repulsion of bismuth and antimony by the poles of the

magnet appears to have been noticed twenty years since by
Baillif, of Paris, although under circumstances widely dif-

ferent from those of Faraday.

78. On submitting magnetic and dia-magnetic metals to the

influence of heat, a decisive difference is still manifest between

them. The decidedly magnetic metals, iron and nickel, still

point axially and are attracted by the magnet, even when they
are heated to such an extent as to annihilate their influence

on common artificial magnets : hence these metals are not

thus far reducible to a pure dia-magnetic condition. Such

facts therefore are subversive of the opinion (69) that every

metallic substance would probably assume a magnetic condition

similar to iron if subjected to very low temperatures.

79. These very important inquiries being pertectly original

and new, are clearly separable from the early experiments of

Coulombe (56), and the subsequent investigations of M.

Becquerel (57). The discrepancy which appears to have arisen

in the case of Coulombe' s experiments, in which needles of

various substances were found to settle in the line of magnetic
force and point axially, is by no means inexplicable. First, the

very great power of the electro-magnet employed by Faraday,
at once places the experiment in a condition more favourable

to a correct result. This magnet could sustain a hundred
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weight at each pole. The form and size of the magnetic

poles in Coulombe's experiments, as compared with the size of

the needles,—the possibility that the substances tried contained

very small portions of iron, and the interference of many cir-

cumstances, of which Coulombe was not aware, but which

have since led to singular precautions in this kind of research,—
all tend to show not only the possible but probable cause

of the difference which appears to have arisen in the two

experimental investigations. Even with the intense magnet
used by Faraday, very great caution was found requisite in

the manipulation, in order to arrive at an unmixed result.

The repulsion of both bismuth and antimony by the magnetic

poles has been observed and recorded by Brugmans in 1778,

by M. Baillif in 1827, and by other philosophers; yet we

may infer from Coulombe's results that needles of these sub-

stances, in common with all other matter, pointed axially.

It was not, however, always that substances took an axial

direction in these experiments, as admitted by M. Becquerel ;

in several instances they stood transverse to the lines of

magnetic force. In M. Becquerel's subsequent inquiries

this was especially observable with certain oxides of iron, and

also with needles of wood and gum lac, when placed in a

certain relative position to the magnetic pole (57). M.

Becquerel hence concludes, that the only difference in the

magnetic condition of bodies when pointing equatorially, is

that they become magnetized transversely or across their

length. Faraday's researches, however, very completely set

this question at rest. The position of the bodies in jM.

Becquerel's experiments with the oxides of iron, is an unstable,

and in many cases an uncertain position, whilst the centre

of gravity of the suspended system is always attracted by the

magnetic poles ; whereas in the case of pure dia-magnetic

action, the equatorial position assumed by these substances is

a position of stable equilibrium, and from which, if the bodies

be deflected or turned aside, they will invariably return to

again, and with a sensible degree of force : instead of being
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attracted by the magnetic poles, they are always repelled.

These beautiful and most important researches must there-

fore be considered as entirely distinct and independent of

all former experiments, and as very clearly estabhshing the

existence of a new magnetic condition of matter hitherto

miknown to us,

80. Upon a review of the whole course of inquiry from the

time of Coulombs' s experiments in 1800 to the present day,

we are driven to the conclusion, that all matter is not sus-

ceptible of ordinary magnetism after the manner of iron
; that

the class of what may be termed magnetic bodies is in this

sense very Umited, being confined principally to iron, nickel,

and cobalt, to which we may add perhaps, although with a less

degree of certainty, palladium, platinum, and titanium. On the

other hand, by the discovery of dia-magnetic action, the ques-

tion of universal magnetism becomes placed in a new and very

different hght. In this case we arrive at the existence of

magnetic forces the very opposite of those existing in common

magnetic bodies ; the first lead to attraction, the latter to

repulsion, yet we may fairly conclude that all matter is sus-

ceptible of magnetic influence under one or the other of these

forms, that is, either magnetically after the manner of iron, or

dia-magnetically after the manner of bismuth. In this sense

magnetism may be considered as a universal agency. Instead,

therefore, of associating bodies imder the two classes of mas-

netic and non-magnetic bodies (54), we should distinguish

them as magnetic or dia-magnetic bodies, and between which

there is evidently a definite and striking contrast.

The following order of metaUic substances in the scale of

universal magnetic force has been derived from Faradav's

papers; and although open to future correction, it is still

extremely useful in the way of reference :
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Magnetic.



MAGNETIC INSTRUMENTS, THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND USE.

Artificial Magnets
— Conversion of Iron into Steel— Temperament—

Various Processes of Magnetizing
—Compoimd Magnets—Magnetic

Machines— Magnetoscopes and Magnetometers— The Compass—
Various Instruments for Determining and Measuring the Hourly

Changes and Declination of the Vertical and Horizontal Needles.

81 . The extensive application and importance of magnetism

to practical purposes has necessarily led to the construction

of a great variety of magnetical instruments. These may be

separated into the following classes :

1. Instruments for the accumulation and development of

magnetic power.

2. Instruments for detecting the presence, indicating the

polarity, and measuring the amount of magnetic force.

3. Instruments for determining the direction and measuring
the dechnation of the horizontal and vertical needles (24),

under a variety of circumstances and conditions, and at any
instant.

82. Instruments for the accumulation and development of

magnetic power consist principally of artificial magnets (19),

simple and compound ; combinations of compoimd magnets,
termed magnetic machines ; and the electro-magnetic spiral

(53).

We have seen (Experiment 1 /,) (32), that when a mass of

iron is appUed to the pole of a magnet, it becomes powerfully

magnetic ;
the susceptibility, however, of this excitation is

less in hard and brittle pieces of iron or steel than in pieces

which have been softened by heat. Hard steel, however,

possesses, on the contrary, as before observed (16), a greater
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retentive power. The magnetism developed in a piece of soft

iron T, fig. 24, vanishes, or nearly so, directly we remove the

iron from contact with the magnet ; whereas in substituting a

piece of very hard steel, although requiring a higher degree

of power for the development of its magnetic energy, we find

the magnetism induced in the steel permanent. The magnetic

susceptibility and the retentive power are consequently in

some inverse proportion to each other. As a first or leading

principle, therefore, in the production of magnetic machines,

we must seek to obtain the greatest amount of susceptibility

consistent with a high retentive power in the steel.

83. We have already described (19) the principal kinds and

forms of artificial magnets. These we have found to consist of

straight or curved bars of hard steel in which magnetism has

been excited by the aid of the natural or other magnets.

Now, the degree of force which can be thus produced in bars

of steel will be further dependent on the proportion of the

surface of the bar as compared with its bulk, all other things

being equal. A thin steel plate, for example, may have a much

higher degree of proportionate magnetic power excited in it

than the same quantity of the like steel disposed under a more

concentrated form, a result probably dependent on the fact

that the magnetic excitation does not reach far beneath the

surface (27). Dr. Ingenhous (Phil. Trans. 1779) constructed

a small magnet of several laminae of magnetized steel firmly

pressed together, which he found would sustain 1 50 times its

own weight,
—a force quite unknown in a single bar of the

same dimensions.

84. The best relative dimensions, however, for magnetic

bars for general purposes will in some degree vary with the

length of the bar, and the particular experimental object ia

view. Cavello recommends for bars of about 5 inches in

length, that the breadth be one-tenth part of the length, and

the thickness one-half the breadth. Canton gave to such

bars a breadth of about the one - eleventh part of the length,

and a thickness rather less than one-third the breadth.
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Coulombe, in his compound magnets constructed of bars

2 1 inches long, made their breadth about the one-thirty-fifth

part of their length, and the thickness one-third the breadth.

In the more early experiments by Dr. Gowan Knight, the

breadth of his magnetic bars was from one-twelfth to one-

fifteenth their length, and the thickness one-half the width.

For bars of about 2 feet to 30 mches long, the breadth may
be about the one-twentieth of the length, and the thickness

something more than one-third the breadth. Bars intended

for magnets of the horse-shoe form (19), fig. 8, may have a

greater length in proportion to their width than ordinary

straight bars.

85. Another great point which we have to consider in the

construction of artificial magnets and magnetic machines, is

the kind and quaUty of the steel, together with the degree of

hardness or temperament to which it has been subjected.

When pure malleable bar iron has been slowly and for a

long time heated in a closed furnace, in contact with pulverized

charcoal, and subsequently allowed to cool gradually for a

space of several days, the texture of the metal becomes

changed ; it loses much of its ductility and malleabihty, but

gains in hardness and elasticity ;
it has united with a certain

portion of carbon, and has been converted into what we call

steel.

86. Steel, when suddenly cooled from a high point of tem-

perature, becomes extremely hard and brittle : hammering
will also harden steel very considerably ; but the most efi'ective

method of hardening steel bars intended for artificial magnets,
is to raise the temperature of the bar to a bright red or even

white heat, and then plunge it into cold-water brine, or some
other cold Uquid, such as oil. Steel thus treated resists the

action of a file, and may be made to scratch glass like the

diamond.

87. After being thus hardened, steel may be again softened

to any required degree by the process called temper'.ng, which
consists in again exposing it to heat on a plate of red hot iron.

D 5
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As the heat begins to permeate the metal, the surface will be

observed to pass through successive changes of colour. First,

it will appear to assume a red or purple tint
; then a yellow or

straw colour
;
this gradually deepens and changes to a hght

blue ; we have then a deep blue
; finally, the steel becomes

red-hot.

We are enabled by these various tints to estimate the de-

gree of hardness retained by the steel at any moment, and

may hence, by its removal from the iron at that moment,
obtain the precise degree of hardness we require. When we

perceive the straw colour, the steel will have become a little

softened; it is then in a fit state for certain tools, such as drills;

this point has been termed *
drill temper.' When the colour

has changed to a blue, it is then in a fit state for springs of

various kinds ; this point has been termed '

spring temper :

'

we may therefore, by a little practice, temper steel to any

required point.

88. The process of converting iron into steel, and its

subsequent treatment, has given origin to several different

qualities and kinds of steel, all of which have received some

distinguishing term.

During the first process of cementation with charcoal (85),

the surface of the iron frequently becomes blistered by the

heat. Bars in this state constitute what is called *
blistered

steel:' these bars of blistered steel, when exposed again to

heat, doubled, welded together, and again drawn out, produce
what is termed ' shear steel,' of which kind we have the single*

and double shear steel, according to the extent of the process

of conversion.

When blistered or unrefined steel is fused in a crucible

with a httle charcoal or black oxide of manganese, in a wind

furnace, it may readily be cast into ingots or bars; this is

denominated '
cast steel.' Thus treated, the steel acquires a

more uniform texture and a closer grain, and is harder or

softer according to the quantity of the flux employed : when

subjected to the action of the hammer, the texture becomes
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Still more compact, constituting hammered cast steel, one

of the most valuable forms of steel as yet obtained.

89. Of these different kinds of steel, the hammered ingot

steel, made from very good Swedish iron, smelted with wood

charcoal of the first quality, may be considered as being well

adapted to the purposes of artificial magnets. We are still,

however, open to accidental varieties of quality almost impos-

sible to avoid. If the steel, when fractured, exhibits a uniform

and small silvery granulated appearance, it will be found, on

being properly tempered, susceptible of a high degree of mag-
netic development. It is always, however, difficult to furnish

a universal reply to the question
—what is the best kind

of steel for magnets, and what degree of temper or hardness

should be given to it? The Rev. Dr. Scoresby, to whose

unwearied labours in this department of science we are

indebted for a most complete and extensive series of experi-

ments and investigations relative to this question, gives the fol-

lowing general deductions.*

For straight bar magnets of a massive kind (84), the best

cast steel, made quite hard, should be employed.
For compound magnets, constructed of thin plates of what

is called
'
steel busk,' the best cast steel hardened to the greatest

possible degree by means of oil.

For single horse-shoe magnets, also the best cast steel,

tempered from file hardness at about 550°, or shear steel a

little reduced.

For compound horse-shoe magnets, cast steel tempered at

from 480° to 500° Fah., or shear steel rendered perfectly

hard.

The limits of the degree of hardness the most effective for

all practical purposes are comprised between the brittle hard-

ness of files and that of elastic spring temper.
90. Coulombe employed a kind of steel termed 'cTader

timbre d. sept etoiles,' the bars being tempered at a cherry-red
heat. M. Biot, as just remarked, recommends the bars to be

* '

Magnetical Investigations,' Part II. p. 282.
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first made as hard and brittle as possible, in which case they
will be frequently warped and distorted

;
then to let them

down to a temper indicated by the first shade of yellow (87),

at which point they may be set straight with a hammer.*

METHODS OF COMMUNICATING MAGNETISM
TO STEEL BARS.

9 1 . The first means of imparting magnetism to steel, was,

as we have already described (16), by contact with the armed

lodestone or other magnet. A more efficacious method, however,

of magnetizing small needles or bars by simple contact, consists

in placing the bar or needle between the opposite poles of

powerful magnets, as for example in the magnetic field s n,

fig. 17, page 24, immediately between the poles s n.

92. We are indebted to Dr. Gowan Knight, F.E.S., a London

physician, for the first important step in the communication of

magnetism to bars of steel. His method, as given in the Philoso-

phical Transactions for the years 1746 and 1747, vol. xnv., is

as follows : two powerful magnetic bars m m', fig. 60, are

placed in the same straight line, with their opposite poles n s

Fig. 60.

r M 1 1^ I
M- t. j

lM s

very near each other ; the needle or bar, n s, to be magnetized

is laid flat on the surface ofthe bars immediately over the open-

ing N s, between them. If the bar n she a magnetic needle

having a cap for suspension, then the cap is allowed to rest

between the bars : if the surface be unimpeded by this, the

* In giving steel bars the precise degree of hardness required, it is

desirable to let them down from extreme hardness, as recommended by

Biot : great uncertainty often arises in the tempering of bars, in the com-

mon method of plunging them into cold water at low degrees of heat ;

thin plates may be rendered quite brittle, whilst tliick bars are often but

slightly acted on.
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bars M m' may be brought very near each other. Things

being thus disposed, the bars m m' are gradually withdrawn

in opposite directions, and immediately under the bar s n ; the

result ofwhich operation is, on the principles already explained

(17), that each half of the bar sn being acted on by opposite

polarities, the two magnetic forces resident in it become

separated ; the pole n of the bar m attracts all the south

polarity and repels the north, whilst the pole s of the bar m'

attracts all the north polarity and repels the south : hence

a final and permanent magnetic state is imparted to the bar

i n, the position of the poles s n being the reverse of the poles

NS of the bars (17).

Small needles will become magnetized to satxiration by one

operation of this kind performed on each of its surfaces ; for

larger bars, two or three or more repetitions are desirable.

This method is very effectual, especially for single bars, and

there is not, perhaps, any better for certain purposes, even at

the present day.

93. After this method of Dr. Knight's had become known

and practised, M. Du Hamel, member of the Royal Academy of

Sciences at Paris, was led, about the year 1749, to a further

and stiU more extensive apphcation of it. Two bars, n s, and

T p, fig. 61, required to be magnetized, are laid on a table

Rg. 61.

parallel to each other, and their intended opposite poles

united by pieces of soft iron x t, s p, so as to form

a closed rectangular parallelogram, as seen in the figure.
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The opposite poles n s, of two powerful magnets a b, either

simple or compound, are then applied to the centre, c, of one

of the bars n s, and drawn away from each other in opposite

directions, cn, cs, being held all the while at an inclination of

about 40°: this operationis repeated several times ; the magnets
a b are now either reversed, or their relative positions changed,

by turning them round ; they are then applied in a similar

way to the other bar, p t, so as to bring the poles s n opposite

to their former position : the same operation is now repeated

on the bar t p, and this process is to be further repeated on

each surface of the bars t p, n s. M. Du Hamel's method is

effective and expeditious ; the elementary forces resident

in the bars being by the joint operation of the magnets easily

separated (14), whilst the union of the opposite poles n t and

s p, by soft iron, further tends to increase the effect, by holding

together, as it were, the two separated magnetic elements,

and thus allowing the exciting magnets a b to operate with

more considerable effect.

Bars of the horse-shoe form may be rendered magnetic in

a similar way, by uniting their near extremities or intended

poles with soft iron, and then drawing the magnets away from

each other, commencing at the centre of the curve, and termi-

nating at each extremity.

94. Mr. Michel] of Cambridge, and Mr. Canton, in 1750

or 1751, still further advanced this department of practi-

cal magnetism. Michell employed a method which he

designated as 'the double touch.' Several bars abed,

fig. 62, to be Fig. 62.

magnetized, are

placed in one

straightline, the

intended oppo-

site polar extre-
^ ^^^^^^jj^^d^l^^^^ iz:>w

mities being in a b p c d

contact : thus the north pole of the bar a is placed in contact

with the intended south pole of the bar b, and so on : the bars
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being thus disposed, the opposite poles of two powerful mag-

nets, A B, either single or compound, are placed about the

centre of the series, the opposite poles beneath resting

one on each side the centre j),
whilst the distant opposite poles

are joined by a piece of soft iron: the system thus formed is

now moved backwards and forwards over the line of bars from

one end to the other, taking care (17) that the south pole of the

svstem A B appUes to the intended opposite pole n of the series

of bars s n, and reciprocally, the north pole to the intended

opposite pole s : the operation is to be repeated several times on

each surface of the bars, and the system finally removed at the

centre jj of the chain. By this operation, the centre bars b c

will be found to have acquired a high magnetic development,

the extreme bars a b, not so high ; these are to be now shifted

from the extremities to the centre, and to be replaced by the

centre bars b c, when the same process is to be repeated. In

this experiment, the extreme bars a d may be conceived to act

as the connecting pieces of soft iron n t, s p, fig. 61, employed

by Du Hamel, and the magnetic elements become separated in

precisely the same manner ; each polarity s n of the system a b

repels one of the magnetic elements (14), and attracts the

other, so that by the reciprocating rectilinear motion, one po-

larity is determined in one direction, and the converse polarity

in an opposite direction. On dislocating the chains of bars, we

find each bar a complete magnet.

95. Soon after Michell published this method in 1/50,

Canton gave a process in which the methods of Michell and

Du Hamel were combined. The bars to be magnetized were

placed in series, as recommended by Michell, but arranged in

two parallel lengths, with connecting pieces of soft iron, as in

the rectangle of Du Hamel, fig. 61; they were then rendered

magnetic by the double touch (94).

96. Spinas adopted Du Hamel's rectangle of single bars, but

closed the rectangle, fig. 61, with magnetized steel instead ofsoft

iron, taking care to place the marked and unmarked poles next

each other ; the bars were then rubbed by the method of the
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double touch prescribed by Micbell : instead, however, of

resting the magnetizing system ab, fig. 62, upright on the

bars, the magnets were incHned to each other at an angle

of about 25°, after the manner of Du Hamel, as represented in

fig. 61, the bars being drawn backwards and forwards to-

gether in the same direction.

97. Coulombe was in the habit of magnetizing straight bars

by resting the bar n s, fig. 63, on the polar projections s n

of two powerful compound magnets (19): in this position

Fig. 63.

it was touched by two inclined systems or bundles of bars, a b,

as in the last method; a small block of wood or metal, c, being

placed between the opposed poles, and the operation always

concluding at the centre c of the bar, care being taken to

oppose the reverse polarities to each other (17). When the

magnets or bundles of bars move together and in the same

direction, we may with advantage substitute for the system

a B, fig. 61, a powerful compound magnet of the horse-shoe

form, as before explained (20).

98. A high magnetic development may be obtained in a

series of straight bars, without the aid of powerful magnets, by
a successive touching in combination one with the other. "We

are indebted to Mr. Canton for this process, which is as

follows :

Having a set of 12 bars, however slightly magnetic, two of

the series s' n', n s, fig. 64, are laid with reverse poles

parallel to each other, and the rectangle closed by pieces of soft

iron s n', n s', about one -half the length of the bars,

and of the same breadth, as in the method of Du Hamel

(93); the remaining 10 bars are separated into two com-
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bined systems a b, of 5 bars each, placed on one of

the bars, n' s', with their remote and opposite poles c in

contact, and their lower poles ns somewhat open. This arrange-

ment being made, the bars s' n' and n s are rubbed with

these systems in the way already described (94), and being

thus strengthened by the united powers of all the rest, are now

removed, and placed at the back of the others, as at a b,

whilst the two interior bars of each system, c «, c «, are with-

drawn, and subjected to the same operation as the preceding :

in this way we continue to strengthen each pair of bars by the

acquired power of those last touched, until the whole become

magnetized to saturation. This process is very useful when

powerful magnets are not at hand; for however weak may
be the magnetic state of the bars, even although two of them

only be slightly magnetic, we may firom these render the whole

series very powerful.

The combined systems a b may be temporarily bound

together by a httle common tape, and a small block of wood

placed between them, so as to support the whole in position

during the process of magnetizing.

99. All these variovis methods of magnetizing steel bars by
the influence of already existing magnets may be advan-

tageously resolved into two simple processes, viz. the original

process of the single touch by Dr. Gowan Knight, fig. 60, and
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the method of the double touch by Michell, fig. 62, but

somewhat differently applied.

Scoresby, in his *

Magnetical Investigations,
'

especially

recommends Dr. Knight's method (92) for magnetizing thin

plates and bars up to the measure in length and breadth of

the magnets employed, and carries it out in the way first

practised, that is, by placing the magnets under the bar to be

magnetized as in fig. 60, and not over it as in fig. 61, which

is usually done. The following is Dr. Knight's process, as

practised by Scoresby :

Two powerful bar magnets, tempered and magnetic through-

out, are placed in a straight line with their opposite poles near

each other, as already shown, fig. 60 : the plate or bar to be

magnetized is laid flat on the bars, extending equally over the

surface of both. The magnets are then drawn asunder in

opposite directions under the plate, until the plate rests with

its extremities in contact with the extreme poles of the two

bars ; it is then slid off sideways, removed to some distance,

but still kept parallel to the bars, which are to be restored to

their former position, and the plate replaced for a new opera-

tion. This process is repeated on each surface of the plate,

after which it will be found magnetized to saturation, A
dozen plates or bars may be magnetized in this way in a few

minutes, and plates or bars, of 1 6 inches to 2 feet in length up
to a quarter of an inch thick, may be magnetized within a

minute.*

"With a view to facilitate the manipulation, the magnetic

bars are placed on a flat board between two guides of wood,

by which the line of direction is in the course of separation

effectually preserved. A small pin is fixed in the middle of

the groove formed by the guides, by which the poles of the

opposed magnets are prevented from actually closing upon
each other; there are also two other pins at the extremity of

the distance required to withdraw the magnets, adjusted to

'

Magnetical Investigations,' Part I. Chap. II.
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the length of the bar to be rendered magnetic, by which the

further separation of the magnets is checked at the instant

required.

100. To magnetize large bars in pairs, the process already

described (20), fig. 11, vrill be found the most ready and

efficient, the bars being arranged as in the process of Du Hamel

and jEpinus. This is unquestionably the best method of

applying !MicheU's double touch, care being taken to place

the opposite poles next each other (17).

Curved bars of the horse- shoe form are best treated also in

pairs, as in the annexed figure 65, placing the opposite or

marked and unmarked ends against each other : thus placed,

a powerful compound magnet is then applied on the centre c

of one of the curves, as in fig. 1 2, page 1 ", and glided quite

round the whole circle until we arrive at the centre c again :

this must be repeated several times, when the magnet is to be

removed ; the curved bars are then to be turned over, and

the process repeated on the opposite surfaces : to facilitate

the manipulation, the bars may be confined to a flat board

by small pins at cc. This method is only an extension

of that already given, page 17. Barlow adopts Canton's

arrangement already described (95), viz. the placing two lines

of bars in series (94), and completing the rectangle with mag-
nets or soft iron. A powerful compound magnet is then ghded
round the whole series of bars after the manner just described.

From 12 to 36 bars may be rendered magnetic in this way in

about half an hour.

101. Beside these direct methods, we have other processes
for obtaining a magnetic development in steel and iron, of

much practical importance. Marcel, so long since as the year
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1 722, observed that a bar of iron acquired a temporary mag-
netic state by position alone (12); and be succeeded in

imparting magnetism to a piece of hard steel placed on an

anvil, merely by rubbing it with the lower end of a bar of iron

about 33 inches long, set upright upon the steel. The tem-

porary magnetic state thus induced by position in the iron bar

is such that the lower extremity, in these latitudes, becomes a

south pole, and the upper extremity a north pole ;
and the

forces are much increased by placing the bar in the direction

of the inclined needle (21) : in southern latitudes the reverse

of this occurs,
—the lower extremity is then a north pole and

the upper end a south pole. Mr. Canton, by an ingenious

manipulation of this kind, succeeded in communicating a weak

degree of magnetism to steel by means of a common poker
and a pair of tongs, and from this magnetized his series of

bars to saturation by the process we have described (98) : the

bar to be rendered weakly magnetic was attached to the upper
end of the poker by means of thread, and the whole placed in

the direction of the dipping needle (21) ; whilst in this position

the bar was repeatedly touched with the closed extremities of

the tongs, carried from one end of the bar to the other, from

below upward, the marked end of the bar being below.

102. Savery, in 1730, succeeded in magnetizing bars of hard

steel fths of an inch square and 1 6 inches long, by fitting an

armature at each end of one of the

bars, and touching the other bars

with it whilst held in an inclined

position, as represented in the an-

nexed figure 66. Savery' s process

was very ingenious, and is worthy
of notice. Having fitted two small

armatures of iron, sn, to one of the

bars B, he held it in the magnetic

meridian in the line of the inclined

needle (21) ;
then bringing a second

bar A into a similar position with
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its marked endp uppermost, he brought the small armature «

near its lower end t, and then proceeded to touch the bar

throughout its length by gliding the armature s nearly to the

end p. This process being repeated several times, he pro-

ceeded to apply the opposite armature n in a similar way to

the extremity p, and then to touch the bar a in the reverse

direction. Having in this way developed a small degree of

magnetism in the bar a, he removed the armatures from b, and

appUed them to the weak magnetic bar a ; he then proceeded

to touch B in a similar way, taking care to place the marked

end of the bars uppermost. By an extension of this process

in changing the armatures from bar to bar and touching the

weakest, he obtained a sufficient degree of power to hft a key

weighing more than an ounce. From these bars he was enabled

to magnetize several others by fixing them in series on a board

with reciprocal poles one over the other (94), incUning the

board in the direction of the dipping needle. In this position

he touched the whole series as before with each of the ar-

matures alternately applied, first in one direction, then in the

other ; and so by changing the touching bar from time to time,

as the series increased in strength, and allowing each bar to

take up a new place, he at length obtained sufficient power to

lift one bar with another at their opposite poles. The bars

employed in this experiment were of hard steel, 1 6 inches long
and |ths of an inch square, and weighed about 3 ibs. each.

Michell, who adopted Savery's process, placed the steel bar

A, fig. 66, between two large bars of soft iron : by this the

effect appears to have been considerably increased.

103. Another method of developing magnetism in steel

bars, without the aid of common magnets, consists in sub-

jecting the bar to sharp concussion. This principle was well

known to Gilbert so long since as the year 1570, who in his

celebrated work *de Magnete' represents a blacksmith ham-

mering a steel bar in the position of the inclined needle.

Smiths' tools, such as drills, broaches, &c., which have under-

gone pressure and motion, are generally magnetic. "VMien a
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steel punch is driven hard into iron, the punch is not unfre-

quently rendered magnetic by a single blow.

In the Philosophical Transactions for 1738 we find an

account, by Desaguliers, of iron bars rendered magnetic by

striking them sharply against the ground whilst in a vertical

position, or otherwise striking them with a hammer when

placed in a horizontal position at right angles to the magnetic
meridian. Such bars attract and repulse the poles of the needle.

According to Du Faye, whose experiments are quoted, it is no

consequence how the bar is struck : all that is required is to

impart to the bar a vibratory state whilst in a vertical position.

1 04 . AvaiUng himself of these facts, Scoresby, after a further

and critical examination of the subject, succeeded in obtaining

magnetic bars of extraordinary power by percussion. In the

course of these inquiries, a considerable advantage was found

to arise by striking the bar whilst resting in a vertical position

upon a rod of iron. A cylindrical bar of soft steel 6^ inches

long and ^ of an inch diameter, resting on stone and struck

with a hammer weighing 12 ounces, could only be made to

lift about 6^ grains ; whereas when resting on a bar of iron, and

struck in a similar way, it lifted 88 grains. Scoresby, in

developing magnetism in this way by percussion, first struck a

large iron bar in a vertical position, and then laid it on the

ground with its acquired south pole towards the north ; he

then proceeded to strike sharply with a hammer a soft steel

bar 30 inches long and an inch square, resting vertically on

the south pole of the iron bar. A second similar bar was

treated in the same way ; then, placing one of these steel bars

vertically, he proceeded to strike upon them, as supports, a

series of flat bars of soft steel 8 inches long and ^ an inch

broad, and in a few minutes they had acquired a considerable

lifting power. The series of bars being now touched one with

the other after the manner of Canton (98), became very soon

magnetized to saturation : each pair readily lifted 8 ounces.*

*
Philosophical Transactions for 1822.
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Dr. Scoresby observes that large iron and steel bars are

not absolutely requisite to the success of this process, common

pokers answering the purpose very well.

105. The most powerful method of developing magnetism
in iron and steel, without the aid of ordinary magnets, is cer-

tainly by means of the electro-magnetic spiral (52), or by the

transmission of electrical currents about the steel, in the way
and on the principles before described (53).

The kind of apparatus employed for this purpose consists of

a stiif paste-board tube, a t b, fig. 67, about 20 inches long

and 2 inches in

Fig. 67.
diameter : a stout

copper wire, c tz,

about ^ ofan inch

diameter, covered

with silk thread,

is coiled closely

round this cylinder, terminating in two moveable jointed wires

s c. The bar, n s, to be rendered magnetic is placed between

two cores of soft iron n s, each about 8 inches in length, and

turned to fit the case a b, and the whole is placed within the

spiral coil c t z. This being arranged, contact is made be-

tween the terminating wires c z and the plates of four cells

of Grove's powerful batter}' (47). Supposing the spiral cod

to be direct (51), and the current to flow from c to z, so as to

descend the coils t next the observer, then the right-hand ex-

tremity N of the bar s n will become a north pole (52).

By employing spiral coils of this kind, of sufficient magni-

tude, any steel bar may be at once magnetized to saturation :

small bars and needles will at once receive a maximum degree
of power. Bars of the horse-shoe form may be rendered mag-
netic in a similar way, by winding a coil of covered copper wire

round them, from end to end, and then subjecting the coil to

contact with the zinc and copper plates of a Voltaic circle (40).

106. A temporary electro-magnet of soft iron rod (53) may
be advantageously employed as a means of touching steel bars.
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In fact, when the arrangement is of some considerable extent,

nothing can resist it : small needles and bars will become mag-
netized to saturation by mere contact with its poles. If the

system be fixed and unwieldy, with the poles uppermost

(fig. 58), means must be devised to move the bars upon or

very near the poles, according to any of the processes before

given, which may be done without any great mechanical diffi-

culty by securing the bars to a flat board, of sufficient extent

to fix them in position ; for example, according to the methods

of Du Hamel, Michell, ^pinus, and Coulombe, (93 to 97.)

In smaller electro-magnets (53), we may, by mounting the

system on a light wheel-carriage, together with the Voltaic

circle (47), proceed to employ the poles of the magnet through
the platform beneath, in the same way as those of the common
horse - shoe magnet (20), the whole being made moveable

over the bars. It will be convenient, in this case, to support
the electro-magnet on a central standard, with a screw for

elevating or depressing it by a small quantity, and so adjusting

the poles to the surface of the bars beneath.

107. Compound Artificial Magnets.
—These, as we have

seen (19), consist of many single magnetic bars, either straight

or curved, united together in series or bundles, the similar

poles being all laid together, so as to obtain as far as possible

the accumulated force of the whole. There are several me-

thods of associating and arranging magnetic bars in fasciculi or

other forms of union.

The first of these claiming especial notice are the methods

of Coulombe and Biot. The compound magnets of Coulombe

consisted of moveable and fixed bundles of straight bars, such

as are represented in the annexed figures, in which fig. 68 re-

presents a small
Fig. 68.

moveable com- " c *

bination,andfig.
.^n^^-^^T^^^^^^^

69 a massive or

stationary com- -

bination. Fig- 69.
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The small or moveable bundle, fig. 68, consists of four mag-
netic bars, from 15 to 16 inches in length, -6 of an inch wide,

and '1 thick : these having been tempered at a cherry-red

heat (86), were united at each extremity, n s, fig. 69, upon a

small rectangular parallelepiped of very soft iron, a h, and in

pairs of two bars each, superposed one upon the other, and

placed side by side, so that the resulting bundle was 1 6 inches

long, about 1^ inch wide, and something less than half an

inch thick, allowing for the intervening iron armature. The

whole bundle is held together by bands of brass or copper, as

at ncs, fig. 68.

The stationary or fixed bundles, fig. 69, consisted of teu

magnetic bars, about 21 inches in length, and of the same

breadth and thickness as the former : these ten bars were dis-

posed in two layers, or beds, of five bars each, placed side by
side, and superposed upon an intermediate armature of

rectangular parallelepipeds of soft iron, which, projecting from

between the layers of bars, as represented at n s, fig. 69, con-

centrate the attractive force, and form the armature and poles.

The whole is held together by metallic bands, as in the former

case.

Coulombe employed these fixed and moveable bundles in

magnetizing bars of steel, as already described (97), fig. 63.

With an apparatus of this kind, consisting of two separate

magazines, each weighing about 20 lbs., and placed with their

poles reversed, as represented fig. 61 (93), 100 ibs. is required
to separate the keepers n t, p s, joining the opposite poles, and

a common needle is magnetized to saturation by mere contact

with either of the two projecting armatures.

108. M. Biot forms the armour of several plates of soft iron,

which cover the elementary plates for some distance within

their extremities, and terminate without in a trapezoidal form,

the whole armature constituting one common mass, into which

the bars are inserted.

Such combinations of bars in fixed and moveable bundles

may be extended to other forms and numbers with advantage ;
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small bundles of six or eight bars, united about a projecting

hexagonal or octagonal armature of soft iron at each end, form

Tcry convenient and available arrangements for general experi-

ment. These combinations of several bars may be either

bound together by metallic bands, as represented in fig. 68,

or they may be united by screws passing through the bundles,

the bars being previously drilled and fitted together for that

purpose.

109. In combinations of bars of the horse-shoe form, repre-

sented in fig. 10, p. 15, and •which for general purposes are the

most convenient and perfect of any, the iron armatures are

seldom applied ; the separate pieces are screwed together at

the centre, and a little within the poles, by means of holes

drilled through the bars. The extremities or poles are rubbed

to a perfectly even surface. Sometimes the successive bars,

both in straight and curved magnets, are made to recede and

back up the central piece on each side, like steps, leaving the

poles of the central piece to project alone, as represented in

fig. 9, p. 15.

A compound magnet of the horse-shoe form, consisting of

six bars from 2 feet to 30 inches long, "8 of an inch wide, and

•4 thick, and bent with a free curvature, so as to give a length

of 10 or 12 inches from the shoulder to the pole on each side,

will be found, when accurately fitted and screwed firmly toge-

ther, and the polar surfaces rendered smooth and parallel, an

extremely powerful combination. The curvature and form

should be such as to give about 7 inches across at the

shoulder, and allow of the polar extremities coming vrithin

an inch of each other.

Professor Barlow employed twelve bars, of about 15 inches

in length, 1 inch wide at the centre, diminishing to fths of an

inch at the extremities, and ^ of an inch thick : these were

bent into the horse-shoe form, so as to give each side a length

of about 6 inches. The bars were accurately filed, drilled, and

fitted together, previously to being hardened and magnetized,

and the extremities finally rubbed down with putty-powder.
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This combination sustained from the hook of the keeper

40 lbs. Professor Barlow found, however, that a greater

proportionate power might be obtained by means of bars of

a greater length, or less proportionate width.

A verv manageable and efficient compound magnet of the

horse-shoe form may be derived by the employment of ten

steel bars, each 25 inches in length, ^ths wide, and ^ths of

an inch thick, bent so as to bring the poles within ^ths of an

inch of each other, the curvature being such as to give a

length of about 10 inches in a vertical line from the surface of

the keeper to the extremity of the centre of the curvature,

which will be found to give a width of about 4^ inches

between the shoulders of the magnet.

The most powerful magnet of the horse-shoe form as yet

produced was exhibited by Dr. Faraday at a meeting of the

Royal Institution, in May, 1850. This magnet, although

not weighing above 1 ib. avoirdupois, could sustain 26 fts.

suspended from the keeper. The power of one pole alone

was such as to sustain an iron cylinder equal to the weight of

the magnet, being at least twice the sustaining power ex-

pressed by Haecker's formula for magnets of this kind.

The bar constituting this magnet is about a foot in length,

1 inch wide, and three-tenths thick ;
the opening between

the poles is about an inch, and the length of the axis within

nearly 5 inches. The steel is not perfectly hard, but may
be marked with a file ;

the face of the polar surfaces is ground

very tlat and fair, and the keeper very closely fitted.

This magnet was made by Logeman, of Haerlem, after the

process of Mr. Elias.

110. It is quite essential in every magnetic combination, if

we wish to preserve the accumulated force, that the bars or

compound magnets be laid with their respective poles reverse

to each other and united by soft iron keepers, as represented

in fig. 61, (93). In the horse-shoe magnet the opposed

poles are accurately placed by construction ; it is only ne-

cessary in this case to apply the soft iron keeper.
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The magnetic power of a single bar or needle will be ef-

fectually and best preserved by placing it in grooved rests of

soft iron, fixed to the end of a light iron plate about the same

width as the bar; it is thus retained, in position and eflFectually

preserved.

Sets of straight bars to be employed for general experimental

purposes are usually laid together with reversed poles between

small cheeks, fixed in a frame or neat wood tray, lined with red

or blue cloth ;
a short bar of soft iron being placed directly

across the dissimilar poles at each end, so as to effectually tie

them together magnetically.

A set of eight or ten bars from 9 to 10 inches in length,

^ of an inch wide, and -y of an inch thick, will be found very

useful in magnetic researches. Mr. Canton employed smaller

bars, in sets of twelve ; these were 5^ inches in length, ^ an

inch wide, and -g^ths of an inch thick.

111. In combining many bars, either straight or curved, so

as to produce accumulative power, we are met by a somewhat

serious inconvenience ;
the mutual repulsion of the similar

poles is such that when many bars are set closely together, the

proportionate power of the mass as a whole becomes greatly

weakened, whilst the magnetism of many of the bars is not

only very frequently destroyed, but their polarities become

reversed. Scoresby has also fully investigated this question

in his 'Magnetic Investigations,' and from these we derive the

following results.

Any single bar or plate has more proportionate magnetic

power than two such bars or plates conjoined.

A combination of bars or plates is always more powerful

than any single bar containing the same quantity of steel in

mass.

The absolute gain of power by each additional bar di-

minishes progressively, and hence a limit is attained to the

extent of the combination.

112. With a view of avoiding the deterioration in magnetic

power, from the repulsion of the similar poles on each other.



Scoresby was led, in compound magnets, to interpose discs of

wood, card-board, or some non-magnetic substance, between the

extremities of the bars, so as to keep them out of any very

close contact : by this arrangement the accumulated power

became more fully obtained. "When 30 plates of tempered

cast steel, 2 feet long, 1^ inch wide, and about -jyth of an inch

thick, were fully magnetized, and combined and separated by

|-inch spaces, the resulting compound magnet had at least

twice the magnetic energy which the same plates exhibited in

contact.

113, The most faTOurable conditions for the construction of

compound magnets, are, a similarity of quality and form in the

steel, both as to mass and dimensions, and a similarity also in

temper : the spacing out or separation of the similar poles by
a disc of some intervening non-magnetic substance, and the

employment of comparatively thin plates at a high temper,

which last appears essential to retentive power, is likewise

requisite. Scoresby found that in the construction of a com-

pound magnet of thin plates of steel busk, or other steel plates

of commerce, at a spring temper (87), the accumulated power

very soon approached a maximum, so that not above 24 plates,

in sets from 15 inches to 2 feet in length, and ^oth of an inch

thick, could be usefully combined ; whereas, with the same

plates rendered very hard, above 192 plates might be effec-

tually combined, and with a result exceeding by five or six

times the combined power ofthicker bars commonly employed
for compound magnets.

The temperament of bars, however, for combinations of the

horse-shoe form, appears to admit of considerable variation

from that of combinations of the straight bar form. In fact,

the anneaUing or tempering which appears to detract from

the combined energy cf plates or straight bars, improves, up
to a certain extent, the combination of curved bars : this

may probably arise from the circumstance of the proximate

position of the opposite poles, by which the deterioration of

the similar poles by their near contact is to a certain ex-
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tent parried, the opposite elements tending to strengthen each

other.

114. Magnetic powers of cast iron.—The fusion and

running of iron into various forms, especially thin hars and

plates, by which it is exposed to a greater or less degree of

carbonization and a rapid cooling, may be considered favourable

to the retention of magnetic energy. It is hence found not ill

adapted to the purpose of artificial magnets, although far

beneath the powers of properly tempered steel. Cast iron

may, in fact, be considered in its magnetic conditions as inter-

mediate between steel and common soft iron : when cast into

hard thin bars or plates, it is capable of receiving a high mag-
netic condition, and it may consequently be advantageously

employed for permanent magnets, especially in cases in which

economy is an object, the expense of cast-iron plates being ex-

tremely small as compared with plates of the best steel. Iron

of the very best quality appears to possess the greatest reten-

tive power.

115. Magnetic Machines.—When a very extended series

of magnetic bars are associated together systematically, in such

a way as to constitute one great and massive whole, such a

combination has been termed more especially a magnetic ma-

chine. The celebrated Dr. Gowan Knight, F. R. S., first ori-

ginated a machine of this kind, his object being an immediate

and intense development of power in steel needles by a simple

contact with the poles of such an instrument. Dr. Knight's

machine was constructed about the middle of the last century.

It consisted of two great magazines, a b, fig. 70, comprising in

all 480 bars, each bar 15 inches in length, 1 inch wide, and \ an

inch thick : these bars were disposed, in the respective parts

A, B, in four lengths, ab, be, cd, de; these were made up of

60 bars, arranged in 6 beds or courses of 10 bars each, set

edgewise, so that he had in breadth 10 bars and in depth

G bars,
— in all, 60 bars. This, repeated through ab, be,

e d, &c., gave a total of 240. All the north poles were

turned the same way : the dissimilar poles, therefore, were



brought iuto contact ; and in order to press the joints of the

bars closely together, an iron plate was placed over the ends of

the system, as at p n, perforated with 60 holes for screws :

the screws could be turned up against each respective length

of bars, the plates being held together by the braces dp, d n.

*

Hg. 70.

The buts or joints a.t a b c d fell under brass braces, which

admitted of being set tight upon the bars by binding-screws.

Finally, two thick plates or armatures of iron p n were placed

over the ends of the poles of the series,
— and thus the whole

became bound firmly together, forming one great magnetic
combination.

As each of these magazines a b weighed 500 fts., it became

requisite to mount them in such a way as to admit of their

being easily handled and placed in any position relative to each

other. To effect this, each magazine was placed on a stout

mahogany board, r t, moveable on central gudgeons at d upon
two vertical standards, made to turn on an axis, like the trun-

nions of a cannon, and remain easily in any position : to assist
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this operation, a strong semicircular piece of mahogany was

fixed to the plank r t, so as to revolve between the standards,

as indicated in the figure. The two magazines, thus mounted,

were finally set on four wheels, by which they could be readily

moved into any required position.

A small bar of hard steel, n p, placed between the opposite

poles N p of the magazines, became instantly magnetic. This

machine is still in the possession of the Royal Society, but has

evidently undergone some subsequent changes ; the magazines
are now enclosed in cases of wood, furnished with projecting

armatures of solid parallelopipeds of iron, I foot high and 2

inches wide : the internal construction, however, remains ap-

parently unchanged.
The power of such large combinations of artificial magnets

is not found, for the reasons already given (111), commensurate

to the extent of the system. We have not any authentic record

of the actual power of Dr. Knight's machine in his time.

Faraday tried it, however, in its present state, about the year

1830, and found that when a soft iron cylinder 1 foot long and

f of an inch in diameter was placed across the dissimilar poles

of the two magazines, it required a force of about 100 fts. to

break down the attractive power.

116. There does not appear to be any common standard

of reference for the comparative weights and lifting power of

artificial magnets, the supporting powers of some magnets,

as regards the weight of steel, being much greater than others.

Haecker, who carefully investigated this question, gives, how-

ever, for the sustaining power of artificial magnets, the fol-

lowing formula :

|W X 10^233.

That is to say, the cube root of the square of the weight,

multiplied by a certain constant. This comes, near the general

experimental result. In the case, however, of the magnet
before described (109), Haecker' s formula was greatly ex-

ceeded.
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MINING THE POLARITY OF MAGNETIC FORCES, AND MEA-

SURING THEIR QUANTITATIVE POWER UNDER VARIOUS CON-

DITIONS.

117. Instruments for indicating the mere presence of mag-
netic force, and determining its peculiar polarity, may be

termed, as before observed (30), magnetoscopes : those for its

quantitative measurement, under various conditions, may be

considered as magnetometers.

Magnetoscopes generally consist of light bars or needles,

either suspended by a dehcate flexible thread, or attached

to an agate or metallic cap, and set on a fine central point.

Of these two forms of suspension, the filar suspension

is imquestionably the most sensitive. The Rev. A. Bennet,

F, R. S., employed filaments of a spider's web, which proved

so extremely delicate, that two small pieces of straw, placed at

right angles to each other, in the form of the letter T inverted,

would, when thus suspended under a closed receiver, turn to-

ward a person coming within 3 feet of the glass, and would

move so decidedly toward wires merely heated by the hand, as

much to resemble magnetic attraction. A fine and weakly

magnetic steel wire, suspended from a spider's thread of 3 in.

in length, would admit of being twisted round 18,000 times,

and yet continue to point accurately in the meridian,—so Uttie

was the thread sensible of torsion.*

118. The suspension of magnetic needles, however, by so

fragile a thread requires a somewhat dexterous and practised

hand. Mr. Bennet was in the habit of catching the thread

between the expanded branches of a forked twig, and then

fixing it to the needle and to the wire of suspension by means

of a little quick-drying glutinous varnish. A more generally

appUcable method, however, is to lay each end of the thread,

* PhiL Trans, for 1792, p. 86.

E 5
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whilst on the fork, across a thm shp of paper, haring pre-

viously smeared the paper with a little quick-drying cement of

any kind. We thus provide for a ready intermediate attach-

ment of the thread, both to the needle and point of suspen-

sion.

An extremely light suspension, not so difficult as the former,

consists of a single filament from the thread of the silk-worm :

this may be managed in a similar way. For less refined pur-

j)oses, coarser filaments may be employed, and their ends, by a

little practice, easily tied into loops. "We may also employ

occasionally filaments of very fine flax, cotton, and the human

hair.

119. In many cases it is desirable to terminate the ex-

tremities of the suspension in small open loops : such loops

may consist of slight sewing silk, waxed, and secured by paste,

or some other cement, to the paper slips, the paper coming be-

tween the extremities of the silk : the ends of the silk may be

touched with a little common varnish, glue, or gum, and pressed

between forceps close to the paper. Loops of thin silver or

copper wire, flattened at their ends, may be affixed to the

paper in a similar way. These loops admit of further attach-

ment to magnetic bars or needles, and to a point of suspension

by intermediate light double hooks of fine wire. A variety of

extemporaneous methods, however, will occur to the experi-

mentalist whilst engaged in this kind of manipulation : needles

may occasionally be fixed to a thread of suspension by a direct

application of the thread to the needle by a little easy cement,

such as bees'-wax.

120. A small stirrup, formed by a light plate of copper or

silver, has been sometimes attached to the lower extremity of

a suspension thread, for the reception and retention of any
needle or bar we desire to employ : this method was adopted

by Coulombe. It is, however, generally more accurate to fix

the thread to the centre of the needle itself. Light needles or

bars arc best managed in the following way : Let a very fine

central vertical hole be drilled through the edge of the bar into



a hole driUed transversely to the bar, and passing also through

the centre, as before described (21) ; the bight of a fine silk

loop may then be readily passed np through the central vertical

hole, and secured within the bar by a common knot. We may

now suspend the bar from the loop of the suspension thread

bv an intermediate small double hook.
'

The annexed figure, 71, represents a Ught bar thus sus-

pended, in which a c is

the thread of suspension,
*' '

and c the double hook

connecting the loops of

the thread and bar.

Verv small double me-

tallic forceps, with com-

pressing rings, or a cleft

wire or piece of wood,

will be sometimes useful

in suspending magnetic

bars and needles : in

this case the small pa-

per sUps terminating the

suspension are placed

between the forceps.

Every thing, however, connected with the suspension should

be as light and dehcate as it is possible. Small suspension

hooks are easily turned up from fine copper or silver wire by
means of round forceps.

121. The usual method of suspension on a fine central point

is by means of an agate or metal cap, secured to the centre of

the bar or needle. In applying these caps for refined purposes,

a hole should be driUed through the needle or bar, which, if

required, may be flattened out at the centre, and an agate cap,

or a small fragment of flint, secured directly over it by a little

cement of shell lac. "Where the size of the bar admits, the

agate may be mounted in a ring of brass or silver, and screwed

into the needle, the needle being duly formed and prepared at

1
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its centre for receiving it. Caps of hard metal may be soldered

to small needles or bars, or otherwise applied in a similar way,

by insertion into the bar itself.

"When needles are employed extremely slight and thin,

they may be curved in the middle, as in figure 72, and

then mounted on a hard

centre c of glass, flint,
XT

agate, or metal, by means

of a descending fine point

V, soldered or otherwise attached to the vertex of the curved

portion, and so as to bring the centre of gravity of the system

just beneath the point of suspension.

122. The Chinese have a very ingenious method of suspend-

ing a magnetic needle, which is at once delicate and effective.

A small bent slip of brass, t? c e, fig. 73,

carrying a light ring at its vertex e, is ^ ,,

'

attached to a small conical cap d e,

"""^^^

made of very hard metal : the legs c d

and e e of the brass project a little beneath the cap, and are

secured to the cap by fine holes drilled through its sides. The

needle, n c s, to be suspended, and which is seldom more than

an inch in length and ^V^h of an inch in diameter, is secured

in the ring c, and the whole mounted on a fine point of sup-

port.

In this arrangement, notwithstanding that the needle is

above the point of suspension, yet the centre of gravity of the

three parts of the system, \iz. n c s, d c e, and d e, falls below

that point.

123. Magnetoscope of simple suspension.
— This consists of

a short fine magnetic needle, from ^ an inch to 1 inch in

length, and from ^'^th to -gJ^th of an inch in diameter : it

may be made of good piano-forte wire, brought to a spring

temper. The north side of it should be coloured with a little

vermiUon. It may be suspended by any of the methods

just described, and placed within a common lamp-glass, to

shield it from currents of air. If the filar suspension
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be employed (117), the filament may be about

4 inches in length, and should be attached to a

metallic rod, moveable with friction through a

stopper of fine cork fitted in the upper end of the

glass, so as to admit of being raised or depressed

through a given space, as shown in the annexed

figure 74. Bennet's magnetoscope, with the spi-

ders' web suspension, may be managed in this

way.
These simple instruments are very applicable to

experiments on induction, such as already described

(33 and 57), and in which the play of the needle

should be sensible and manifest.

Magnetoscope needles of greater length and magnitude
should be similarly treated, using larger filaments when requi-

site. If the exhibition of attractive force, without the inter-

ference of polarity, be required, soft iron needles may be sub-

stituted for the magnetic needles, as in the cases alluded to.

(57.)

Wheatstone's method of exhibiting small forces by means

of short steel needles standing in an erect position on the

pole of a powerful magnet (55), constitutes a very delicate

form of magnetoscope, especially available in certain investiga-

tions.

The arrangements represented in figures 37 and 38, p. 45,

may be considered as magnetoscopes of a pecuhar kind, appli-

cable to the combined operations of magnetism and Voltaic

electricity.

MAGNETOMETERS.

124. The quantitative measurement of magnetic forces may
be either direct appUcations of equivalent weight, or any spe-

cies of equivalent reactive power, as in the reactive force of

torsion; or may consist of indirect determinations of force,

through the medium of certain relative effects, as in the amount

of deviation of a suspended magnetic needle from its line of
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direction by the influence of a magnet placed at a given dis-

tance from the needle.

125. Scale-beam Magnetometer.
— The common scale-beam

has been occasionally applied to the measurement of magnetic

forces. A small cylinder of iron or a magnet is to be suspended
from one arm of the beam, and counterpoised by weights in

a scale-pan suspended on the opposite arm. The beam

being sustained on any convenient support in the usual way,

a second magnet or iron is placed on the table, immediately

under this, and the attractive force at any given measured

distance is estimated by additional weights placed in the scale-

pan.

Much care is requisite in effecting this experiment. The

beam should not be allowed any very considerable play, but be

limited in its motions by two vertical forked stops, one under

each arm. If the beam, with a given added weight in the

scale-pan, be overset by the attractive force, and rest on the

stop, we may either increase the distance of the attracting

bodies, or increase the weight, so as just to catch the instant

of the balance of the force. Or, supposing a given added

weight in the scale-pan, we may continue to approximate a

magnet toward the suspended iron or other magnet over a

divided scale of distance, and catch the point at which the

beam turns.

The bent lever, or any self-adjusting balance, may be also

employed in a similar way to the measurement of magnetic

force.

Of this class of magnetometer the simple contrivance repre-

sented in figure 29 (37) is perhaps the best adapted to refined

investigations, being at the same time very applicable to the

exhibition of elementary magnetic phenomena, especially the

phenomena of induction. "We have only to find by small

weights placed on the suspended cylinder n the value of the

degrees of inclination of the beam, and we may refer the force

in operation to a fixed standard of weight. The range, how-
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Fig. 75.

ever, is limited to the degree of inclination which the beam

can support without oversetting.

126. The Hydrostatic Magnetometer.
—This instrument,

shown in its general form in the frontispiece, fig. "6, and

partially explained in the annexed and following figures, is oS

such convenient and universal application to the measurement

and exhibition of elementary magnetic phenoinena and forces,

that a particular description of it appears essential.

A light grooved wheel, w, fig. 75, about 2 inches in diameter,

being accurately poised on a firm axis, m n, is mounted on the

smooth circumferences of two similar

wheels, mw,n id. The extremities

of the axis m n are turned down to

fine long pivots, and whilst resting on

the friction-wheels m w, n w\ pass out

zX m n between other small check-

wheels, two at each extremity of the

axis, so that the wheel w cannot fall

to either side : great freedom of mo-

tion is thus obtained. These friction

and check wheels are set on points or

pivots in light frames of brass, and

the whole is supported on short pil-

lars screwed to a horizontal plate or

stage, as shown in the frontispiece,

A B, fig.
"6. The stage is sustained

on a vertical column, a e, fised to an

elhptical base of mahogany, e, sup-

ported on three levelling screws.

There is a short pin h, fig. 75, fixed in the circumference of

the wheel vr, to receive an index of light reed, cut to a point,

and moveable over a graduated arc m n, placed behind the

wheel, as represented in the frontispiece : the weight of this

index is balanced by a small globular mass d, moveable on a

screw in the opposite point of the circumference ;
so that the

wheel alone with the index would rest in any position, or nearly
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SO. The arc m n is a quadrant divided into 180 parts,
— 90 in

the direction i m, and 90 in the direction i n, the centre

heing marked zero. Two fine holes are drilled through the

wheel, one on each side of the point h, for receiving and se-

curing two silk lines, w w' : these lines pass over the circum-

ference on opposite arms of the wheel, and terminate in small

hooks, t and w. A cylinder of soft iron t, or a small magnet,
rather less than 2 inches in length and ^ of an inch in dia-

meter, is suspended by a silk loop from one of these lines, w',

and a cylindrical counterpoise of wood, a u, weighted at u, and

partly immersed in water, is hung in like manner from the

other line, w. The weights, and altitude of the water, and of

the vessel q containing it, are so adjusted, that when the whole

system is in equilibrio, the index 6 o is at zero of the arc m n.

With a view to a perfect adjustment of the index, the water-

vessel q is supported in a ring of brass at the extremity of a

rod q, moveable in a tube k, fig. 76: this tube is attached to a

sliding piece b h, acted on by a milled head at h and a screw

within the cylinder, which is fixed to the stage a b,
—so that

the water-vessel may be easily raised or depressed by a small

quantity, and thus the index be regulated to zero of the arc

with the greatest precision ;
for it is evident, by the construc-

tion of the instrument, that the position of the index will de-

pend on the greater or less immersion of the cylindrical coun-

terpoise a u, the weight of which being once adjusted to a

given line of immersion, and a given position of the wheel w
and index o, any elevation or depression of the water-vessel q

must necessarily move the wheel. The counterpoise a « is

about \\ inch in length and full -3 of an inch in diameter : a

small ball of lead is attached to its lowest part, in order to

give it a sufficient immersion, and at the same time balance

the iron cylinder t when the float is about half immersed in

the water. With a view to a final regulation of the weight,

a small hemispherical cup a is fixed on the head of the coun-

terpoise for the reception of any further small weights required.

This counterpoise is accurately turned out of fine-grained ma-
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hc^any, and is freed from grease or varnish of any kind, so as

to admit of its becoming easily wetted in the water.

The column a e supporting the stage a b consists of two

tubes of brass, one, G, moveable within the other, e c, so that

by a rack on the sliding tube g, and a pinion on the fixed tube

at c, the whole of the part? just described may be raised or

lowered through given distances, as shown by a divided scale

G, adjustable to any point by means of a shde and groove in

the moveable tube g. The brass tubes composing the column

are each about a foot in length and an inch in diameter.

(127.) It will be immediately perceived, from the general

construction of this instrument, that if any force cause the

cylinder t to descend, then the index h o wUl move forward in

the direction o n, until such a portion of the counterpoise a u

rises out of the water as is sufficient to furnish, in the fluid it

ceases to displace, an equal and contrary force. In like man-

ner, if any force cause the cyhnder t to ascend, then we have

the reverse of this,—the counterpoise obtains an equivalent

increased emersion, and the index moves in the opposite direc-

tion, o M. Thus if we place a weight of 1 grain, for example,
on the iron cylinder t, the index will indicate, in the direction

o N, a given number of degrees equal to a force of 1 grain. If

we double this weight, we obtain a force of 2 grains, and so on.

The converse of this arises on placing the weights in the cup
of the counterpoise a «. We may thus reduce the indications

to a known standard of weight. It is further evident, that,

whether we operate on the system by gravity or by the attrac-

tive or repulsive force of a magnet, the indications of force are

equally true.

If the instrument be well constructed, and the coxmterpoise

freely wetted in the water, the march of the index in either of

the directions o n or o m will correspond to the added weights.

Thus, if 1 grain gives 3 degrees, 2 grains will give 6 degrees,

and so on. And thus we obtain a continual and known mea-

sure of the force we seek to examine, within a given range of

degrees of the arc, which will be more or less extensive ac-
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cording to the dimensions of the cylindrical counterpoise, the

intensity of the force, and the rate of its increase. When we

require to examine very powerful forces, or forces operating on

the suspended iron t at small distances, it is requisite to in-

crease the size of the coimterpoise float, the indications of

which we may always find the value of in grains, as before.

Previously to suspending the cylindrical counterpoise a u,

the iron cylinder t should be placed in equilibrio on the wheel

w, with an equal and opposite weight, as previously determined

by an accurate scale-beam, in order to observe if, when loaded

with the whole, the wheel w and index are indifferent as to po-

sition on any part of the arc, or nearly so. The instrument

will be sufiiciently delicate, if, when loaded in this way with

350 grains, it is set in motion by something more than ^ a

grain added to either side.

In order to retain the wheel w, figs. 75 and 76, in its posi-

tion at the time of removing either of the suspended bodies, a

small brass prong is inserted at h into the arms of the circular

segment m n, so as to enclose the pin h carrying the index :

the wheel is thus prevented from falhng to either side.

128. The forces requiring to be measured are brought to

operate on the suspended cylinder t through the medium of

induction on soft iron, or by a magnetic bar placed imme-

diately under it, either vertically or horizontally. In the ver-

tical arrangement, shown in the frontispiece, the magnet or

iron is fixed against a graduated scale s, by which the distance

between the attracting surfaces or bodies is estimated. This

scale, together with the magnet h, is secured by light bands

s, of brass, united by a rod d k. The lower band and rod d

are both fixed to a stage d, moveable between guide-pieces,

and acted on through a nut at
(ji by a vertical screw p q, about

6 inches in length and fths of an inch in diameter ; so that

the whole may be raised or depressed, and hence the suspended

cylinder and magnet placed at any required distance apart.

The regulation of this important element in the operation of

magnetic forces is hence provided for in two ways, viz. by the
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Rg. 77.

rack at g and the milled head at p, either of which mav be

employed, as fomid most convenieiit. The scale s is of box-

wood, 1 foot in length, f of an inch wide, and ^ of an inch

thick : it is divided into inches, subdirided into tenths and

twentieths of an inch. About 6 inches of the upper part is

divided in this way, viz. 3 inches on each side of a central divi-

sion, which is marked zero ;
the rest of the piece extends to

the stage d. The magnetic bar h is tied to the scale by com-

pressing screws and simple brass bands, either fixed, as at d
and K, or moveable, as at h. This adjusting apparatus is

secured to a stout brass plate r, fitted by a dovetail into a

sUding piece r, forming part of the mahogany stand e, so that

it may be removed at pleasure. The brass bands and frames

at D H K are sufficiently capacious to enclose two bars together

if required, the superabundant space being filled when only

one magnet is employed, either by a bar of wood or small

wedge pieces in the brass frames.

129. '^VTien we require to examine

the forces in different points of a

moderate sized magnetic bar, as ex-

emphfied in Exp. 11, page 21, the

bar is laid in a small frame-piece t v,

fig. 77, temporarily fixed by a com-

pressing screw to the divided scale s,

in the way already described, the

force on the suspended cylinder t

being caused to operate through a

small cylinder of sofb iron d, accu-

rately fitted to the surface of the bar;

and thus, by sliding the bar along in

the holding frame, we may get, ap-

proximatively, by induction on the

iron d, the force of any point in the

bar.

When the bar is of considerable magnitude and weight, or

we require to examine inductive forces, such as in Experiments
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19, 22, 23 (pages 29, 32, 33), the magnets may be placed on

a narrow table, a b, fig. 78, supported on a central square

pillar p, fitted to the frame-pieces, k p, of the adjusting appa-

Fig. 78.

ratus already described (128), so that the whole may be raised

or depressed through any given distance. In this case the

divided scale s, fig. 78, which measures the
Fig. 79

distance a between the attracting or repel- .

ling surfaces, is a detached piece fixed 1

against one of the perpendicular sides of a

right-angled triangle, so as to be any where

placed upright on the bar : the table a b

also has a divided scale s, moveable in a

wide groove through its centre, by which

any distance, s, between magnetic masses

may be also shown. When the bars are

very ponderous, two supports are required,

one at each end of the table a b.

130. Inductive forces are examined ver-

tically by fixing the masses by compres-

sing bands s against the scale s, fig. 78, as

represented in the annexed
fig. 79, and of

which we may have, if requisite, two or H
three in succession.

a
N"
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These arrangements put us in a position to note readily

and simultaneously all relative distances and forces under a

great variety of magnetic and apparently complicated condi-

tions. In the arrangement, fig. 79, for example, we may
fix a mass of iron, s, at successive distances, s x, from a

magnet h, and yet preserve the distance, a b, at which the

induced force operates constant, either by the rack and pinion

c, or the milled head and screw p r, fig. 76, and thus arrive

at a measure of the inductive force on the intermediate mass, s.

131 . We have been somewhat prolix in our description of this

instrument, but not unnecessarily so. There is scarcely any

elementary experiment in magnetism which it does not com-

pletely and satisfactorily illustrate, besides furnishing quanti-

tative measures of great importance to the mathematical in-

quirer into the laws and operations of magnetic force. The

experiments given in pages 21, 27, 28 to 36, may be all re-

peated with this instrument, only varying the operation of the

forces, which are to be referred to the suspended body t, and

which may be either soft iron or a magnet, as the case requires.

Thus, on suspending a small and powerfully permanent mag-
netic cyUnder, and sliding a long bar under it at a constant

distance, we have all the attractions and repulsions shown

by the march of the index in opposite directions, o M, o n,

fig. 76 (frontispiece). In employing a cylinder of soft iron,

we observe the precise position of the points of greatest and

least attraction, the centre and poles of the bar, as already

explained (25).

132. Torsion Balance.—^This species of magnetometer is

derived from the reactive or untwisting force of a fine wire

when subjected to a certain amount of torsion. The prin-

ciple was first appUed by the Rev. J. Michell, F. R. S.,

about the year 1790, for rendering sensible the attractions of

small quantities of matter. His apparatus was employed

by Cavendish, in 1798, after Michell's death, in his experi-

ments to determine, the density of the earth.* Coolombe
* Phil. Trans, for 1798, p. 469.
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Fig. 80.

further adopted the same principle, under the form of what is

termed * the balance of torsion.' In this instrument, the di-

rective or other force acting on a magnetic bar or needle p n,

fig. 80, is balanced against the twisted force of a fine wire a b,

suspended from a point of support a, and to which the needle

or bar is attached, the point of support being the terminating

extremity of a vertical wire or rod, m a, passing through a

collar in a plate d m c a, and

surmounted by a milled head

m. It is here evident, that by

turning the milled-head m, we

necessarily turn round the wire

a b
;
and if the bar or needle

p n resist this twist, we may

place the resisting force in equi-

librio with the reactive force of

the torsion ; or if, on the con-

trary, we apply a force to either

pole of the needle p n, consi-

dered as a lever, then the wire
,

a b, resisting the movement of

the needle by the torsion im-

pressed upon it, furnishes a balance to the force in a similar

way. The amount of twist given to the wire is estimated in

degrees, either by a graduated circle, p b n o, within which

the bar or needle turns, or by a graduated plate, c m d a, with

an index c, showing by how many degrees the point a has been

turned round, and consequently the twist impressed on the

wire a b. Thus Coulombe found, for example, that with

a fine wire about 30 inches in length it was requisite to turn

the index c through 35 degrees, in order to force a magnetic

needle p n, 24 inches long and about the -j^th of an inch in

diameter, through one degree of the circle p b n o, that is, to

deviate one degree from its line of direction ;
and thus a com-

parative value of the directive power at one degree was ob-

tained.
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In this instrument the needle 'p n is fixed in a small stirrup

b, and is enclosed in a glass case, the plate c d and wire a b

being supported in a tube of 30 inches in length, raised from

the centre of the frame-work of the case.

Coulombe has shown that the reactive force of the wire a b,

when subjected to a moderate twist, is directly proportionate

to the sine of the angle or arc through which the extremityp
of the needle has moved, and is not affected by the weight of

the suspended body.

133. The Bifilar Balance.—In this magnetometer a re-

active force is derived from the gravity of a needle p n, fig. 81,

or other body, suspended cen-

trally by two parallel threads,

ab, cd, from a short cross-

wire c a, and which can be

moved round so as to cause

the threads to turn as it were

upon each other, by which

the mass of the needle p n, if

resisting the twist, is insensi-

bly raised, and its gravity or

weight thus made to balance

any given force operating on

it; or, supposing the needle

jj w to be at rest on the mag-
netic meridian, when the two

threads of suspension are ver-

tical and parallel, and it be

caused to deviate from this

position by the operation of a

repulsive force on one of its poles p, then the two threads,
a A, c <f, will become more or less obUque to each other, and the
needle will be raised by a smaU

quantity, and the tendency of
the needle to descend by gravity will be in equihbrio with the
force acting on the poles of the needle, considered as a lever.

Similarly, by turning the cross-wire c a bv means of the micro-
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meter m, through any number of degrees, we tend to turn the

needle p n from its line of direction, and so twist the threads

upon each other in a similar way, the directive force of the

needle may be thus estimated. The other arrangements are

similar to fig. 80.

The reactive force in these bifilar suspensions is directly as

the distance between the threads and inversely as their lengths.

It is also directly proportionate to the weight of the needle or

other suspended mass, and is as the sine of the angle of deflec-

tion of the needle.

To prevent the threads from collapsing upon each other,

small stays « « s of light cork or reed are inserted at given dis-

tances between the threads.

The bifilar suspension was first employed by the author in

the year 1831 : the principle was communicated to the Royal

Society in 1832, as may be seen by a MS. letter to Professor

Christie in the archives of the Royal Society. It was further

made known through the medium of the Royal Society of

Edinburgh in 1833, as appears by the 13th volume of the

Society's Transactions, and in 1835 was laid before the Phy-
sical Section of the British Association, under the form of a

Bifilar Balance.* The instrument is very fully and completely

described in the Transactions of the Royal Society for 1836 ;

and the same principle has been since resorted to in the Mag-
netic Observatories at Greenwich and other places, for esti-

mating small variations in the directive force of a suspended

magnetic bar.

134. Magnetometer of Declination.—This instrument con-

sists of a light short needle, fig. 82, delicately suspended

within a graduated ring of card or metal « s n n. The needle

and divided circle are fixed in the axis, and near one extremity

of a straight mahogany board e w, moveable about a point c,

concentric with the centre of the needle-, so that it may be

readily turned for a short distance to either side of an arc A B,

forming a base of support.
* British Association Reports, vol. iv. p. 17.
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Fig. 82.A central or axial line

w E is drawn on the

joard, and another line

3 N at right angles to

;his, passing through the

lentre c. Other lines,

I b d, &c., are drawn on

the hoard parallel to s n,

lenoting the distance in

inches of the points a b d

From the centre of the

needle.

The whole apparatus is

30 placed as to make the

needle c coincident with

the line s n, which may
be finally and completely

iflfected in turning the

board e w a httle to the

right or the left upon the centre c. This adjustment complete,

the axial line e w will be in an east and west direction, being at

right angles to the meridional direction s n of the needle.

The force of a magnetic body m is estimated by placing it

at a given distance m c from the centre of the needle, imme-

diately in the axial or east and west line of the board e w, and

at right angles to the direction s n of the needle, and noting
the angle of deviation of the needle in degrees of the graduated
circle * s n x. If the force of a magnet, m for example, be

examined in this way at a distance m c from the centre of the

needle, of five or six times the length of the needle, then the

tangents of the angles of deviation of the needle, as found in

the ordinary Mathematical Tables, afford a very fair approxi-
ative measure of the force or power of the bar. Thus, if the

gles of deviation caused by two magnetic bars, whose separate

owers we wished to determine, were at the same distance m c,

2 degrees and 40 degrees respectively,
—then the relative
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forces, as found in the column of tangents for these angles,

would be as 2125 to 8390, or as 1 : 4, very nearly.

If the needle c were indefinitely short in respect of the

magnet m, or the distance m c indefinitely great, then the force

operating on the needle would he exactly measured by the

tangent of the angle of deviation ; but since we cannot employ a

needle indefinitely small, or distances indefinitely great, we

cannot realize in practice an absolutely perfect result. The

errors, however, diminish rapidly with the distance
;
in fact, the

force is not really exerted in the direction m c, but more or

less obliquely on either side upon the arms of the needle. The

power also of the magnet is not the same in the deviated posi-

tion « w of the needle as in the rectangular position s n
; hence,

if we examine the force at small distances from the needle,

certain corrections will be requisite, tending to complicate the

experiment, but which diminish rapidly as the distance is

increased.*

For the purpose of convenience and accurate observation,

the magnetic bodies whose forces we require to examine are

placed on a circular plate o, moveable about a centre o, on a

short rectangular board h m beneath. This last board moves

between guide-pieces on the board e w, so as to admit of the

* Let Mc« in the annexed fig. 83 represent a magnetic needle deviating

from the magnetic meridian m c a hy a force acting in direction t c, as in

fig. 82. Take e a to represent the „. „,

horizontal or directive force oins;

draw a b perpendicular to m m,

meeting s n prolonged in b
;
then

we have a J as representing the

deflective force operating in direc-

tion ^c as before. But in this

triangle cab we have, by the prin-

ciples of trigonometry, c a : a b \

: : rad. : tangent oi aeb. If hori- f^

zontal force ca be called unity, or 1, we have a* x R = tangent of the

deviation acb x 1 or directive force = tangent of deviation, R being also

considered as unity.
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Magnetic body m being set at any required distance from the

leedle s n, whilst by the revolving circular plate o we are enabled

» reverse the position of a magnet m without deranging its

position, and so examine the force of the opposite pole.

The precise situations and directions being once obtained,

the respective moveable parts are fixed by appropriate screws

and clamps.

135. Magnetometer of Deflection.
—This instrument, re-

presented in the annexed figure 84, is very similar to the

former in principle ; the difference being in the position of the

magnetic body vmder examination, which is always placed at

right angles to the direction of the deflected needle. In this

figure s N is a dehcately suspended needle, with an accurately

divided circle or card c, by which its angular deflections from

the magnetic meridian are shown. The needle and card are

supported on a fixed point or centre e, so as to be a Uttle

raised above a circular disc of mahogany a b d, concentric

with this needle, and which is moveable about the central

point c, immediately xmder it.

The circular disc a b d carries a long projecting arm d t,

in the direction of a diameter of the circle ; an axial line d t,

is drawn upon this arm, which, if contbmed, would pass

through the centre c, immediately imder the centre of the

needle. This line is divided, as in the former case, fig. 82, by
other transverse lines a b e, showing the distance of these
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points from the centre c. The whole is placed on a firm

mahogany base or clamped board, furnished with a divided

semicircular arc p o a, concentric with the graduated circle of

the needle. This arc is divided on each side of the centre o,

up to 90°, the point o being the zero of the arc. By means of

a light index b o, attached to the moveable circle a b d, we are

enabled to estimate, on a large scale, the angular quantity

through which the circle has been turned either way.
The instrument being adjusted so as to bring the line d t

perpendicular to the direction of the needle or magnetic
meridian n o, and the index b o at zero of the arc p o a; then

the force of any magnetic body m t is measured, in placing it

in the line d x, at a given distance c m, from the centre of the

needle s n : in this case the needle will stand more or less

oblique to the line of the deflecting body m, and will assume

some other direction, s n. "We now proceed to turn the cir-

cular board a b d and arm d t, in either direction, until we

again bring the line of deflection at right angles to the new

direction of the needle. Thus, when the new direction be-

comes « n, the line of deflection should be in the direction t c :

now the angular quantity by which the arm d t has been

turned, in order to establish the equilibrium in this precise

position, corresponds to the angular deflection of the needle,

that is, to the angle « c n, and this angle therefore becomes

measured on a large scale a op, by the index b o, however

small a needle, s n, we may find it convenient to employ.
Now the force of the deflecting body m t, if the distance

c M be many times the length of the needle, will be very

nearly as the sine of the angle of deflection as given in the

ordinary Mathematical Tables.

Thus, if two magnets placed at the same distance c m from

the centre c, or the same magnet placed at different distances,

cause deflections of 20 and 43 degrees respectively, then the

relative forces will be as 3420 and 6819, or as 1 : 2, very

nearly.

136. In experiments of this kind the needle n s may be
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considered as a pendulum, wkich, when drawn aside from its

natural position, tends to retnm to it; and if by any equivalent

statical force acting in a given direction we maintain the pen-
dulum in any other position at any given angle to its natural

position, the amount of such statical force, as is proved by
mechanics, will vary with the sine of the angle of deviation.

The conditions, however, of a magnetic needle, considered in

this way, and sustained at a given angle to its meridian by a

deflecting magnetic force, are both in this and the preceding

case, fig. 82, extremely complicated and troublesome. The
force which we measure is actually the resultant of all the

forces of the magnet, and we have necessarily to consider it as

proceeding from four elementary actions, two attractions and

two repulsions ; that is to say, the repidsions of the similar and

the attractions of the dissimilar polarities (14). VTe must hence

endeavour to place the experiment under such practical con-

ditions as will enable us to consider the result as derived from

a central force operating upon the poles of the needle in a

given direction. In fig. 84 we have supposed the force to be

directed from one pole of the deflecting magnet, m, in a direc-

tion always perpendicular to its actual position ; still in this,

as in the former instance, fig. 82, the forces are not really so

exerted ; they fall more or less obliquely to the needle upon
each side of the centre, and it is only when the needle is

supposed indefinitely short, or the distance c m, fig. 84, in-

definitely great, that we can really consider these oblique
forces as perpendicular to the line of the needle. TVe may,
however, so consider them for most practical purposes, when
we make the distance c m exceed five times the leno-th of the

needle, whilst the opposite pole t of the bar being stiU farther

removed, the forces from this pole may be so far neglected.
In this way we may arrive at very fair and valuable approxi-
mate measures.*

* Let s N, fig. 85, be a magnetic needle, of which the line t p is the

natural direction or meridian, and let m be a magnet causing the needle

s N to deviate from its meridian by some given angle, p c x, and holding
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For the better convenience and accuracy of observation, the

magnet (m, fig. 84,) may be placed on a moveable circular

board and slide, as in fig. 82, so as to turn the poles into an

opposite position, and adjust the distances without disturbing

the bar.

137. This last magnetometer, as is evident, is convertible

into the former by simply observing the deviation of the

needle s n when the arm d t is at right angles to the magnetic
meridian

;
and conversely the magnetometer, fig. 82, may

be employed as a magnetometer of rectangular deflection, by

turning the board e w, together with the needle and magnet,
into such a position as will bring the needle again at right

angles to the axial line of the board : if we then remove the

magnet m, the needle returns to its meridian, and we are

it there by a force supposed j<j„ g^^

to be collected in the pole m,

and to operate in the direc- NvJ^
tion M c, or at right angles to

the actual position, s n, of the ^
needle, and upon a centre of

force, N or s, resident in the / \. /
poles of the needle. Then, / Ny/
taking ac to represent the /' .-——"

,-''

force urging the needle in its /QK""
natural meridian t p, and a s "^^ ' '

perpendicular to s n, the force by which the needle is sustained at a given

angle ac s, we have from the elements of trigonometry ca : as : : sine

c 6C X sin ACS
of a s c : sine of a c s, and thus deduce a s = : But if,

sm. a s e

as in the case of the instrument (fig. 84), the distance m c be taken so

great as to admit of the obliquity of the action in direction m s being

neglected, and a s to be parallel to m c, or nearly so, and that this direc-

tion is always perpendicular to the needle, so that angle a s c becomes a

constant,—being a right angle or unity,
—and if, moreover, we only con-

sider the comparative deflecting force -without regard to the horizontal

force c a urging the needle to its natural meridian, then we may neglect

sine of a s c and force c a, and we have for the above equation,
—

deflecting

force a s = sine of a c s.
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enabled to observe the number of degrees by wbieb it has

been deflected. The great advantage of the latter arrange-

ment, fig. 84, is that we are enabled to employ a very short

needle, and yet observe the degree of deflection on a very

large circular arc, a op. This, however, might still be eflFected

in fig. 82 by applying an index and large graduated arc to

measure the angidar movement of the extremity w of the

board ew, about the centre c. In this case the angular

quantity requisite to turn the axial Une e w, in order to place

the needle at right angles to that line, would represent accu-

rately the deflection of the needle from its meridian.

138. Magnetometer of Oscillation.—This magnetical instru-

ment consists of a light magnetic bar, or needle, n s, fig. 86,

suspended by a fine silk

filament a i from a fixed

point i, within a gradu-
ated circidar ring o s 6 n.

The card and needle are

mounted in a lightwooden

frame t u tf, carrying an

elevated and narrow cap
and nut c for the thread

of suspension. The whole

is placed on a shghtly
elevated table 1 1', indi-

cated in the figure, and

so as to be moveable

about a central pivot a,

which, ifprolonged, would

pass through the centre

of the needle and card

N a s 6. The thread of suspension is attached to the extremity
of a rod c a, which is acted on by a milled head and screw at

c, so as to elevate or depress the bar sn by any small quantity;
and adjusted to the plane of the graduated ring asbs there

is a forked lever a b, carried by a rod a i, passmg through the
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base of the frame, by which, in turning the milled head at a,

the needle or bar may be seized, as it were, equally on each

side the centre, and turned to any given points of the gra-

duated circle.

The opposite points ^ ^ of the card are marked zero, and the

card is graduated up to 90 degrees on each side of these points.

The axis of the bar s n is brought to coincide with these

points by turning the frame carrying the card about the centre

0. Two indexes n s of fine platinum wire are inserted in thin

vertical slits cut on the extremities of the bar, and there are

two sights in the frame at 1 1' by which the position of the

opposite points of the card and needle may be accurately

placed in the line of the magnetic meridian. The instrument

being thus adjusted, the bar s n is turned aside by the forked

lever ab to any given angular quantity shown on the card.

The lever is then quickly turned back, and the bar allowed to

vibrate for any given period. The times and arcs of vibration

are carefully noted, and from this the force urging the bar is

deduced.

The frame tut' may be covered with a thin glass shade, to

screen off currents of air from the vibrating needle, having an

open end at u for the passage of the vertical narrow frame cu.

In the Edinburgh Philosophical Transactions, vol. xiii.

Part I., and in the Transactions of the Royal Society for 1831,

will be found a more detailed account of this instrument as

applicable to the observation of the vibrations of a magnetic
bar in an exhausted receiver.

139. The principle of this magnetometer is based on the fact

that a vibrating magnetic needle may be considered as a species

of pendulum; and the condition of the needle with regard to the

magnetic directive force operating on it is very similar to that

of a lever moveable on a horizontal axis, and acted on by any
other force, such as gravity ; such, for example, as the case of

the compound pendulum ; so that the same laws a])ply to both

these cases. Now it is proved by the laws of oscillating

bodies—
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1°. That the time in which the same pendulum oscillates

under different degrees of power wiU he iuTersely propor-

tional to the square root of that power.

2°. That the force operating on the pendulum will be in the

inverse ratio of the square of the time.

3°. That the time being the same, the force will be directlj"

as the square of the number of vibrations.

Such are the general laws requisite to be kept in view for

our present purpose. In the adaptation of the magnetic pen-

dulum to the measiu-ement of magnetic forces there are certain

other considerations to be taken into the account, in the appli-

cation of a vibrating bar or needle to particular and refined

inquiries in magnetism, which will be noticed hereafter.

140. As a practical illustration of the appHcation of the

magnetometer of oscillation, fig. 86, to the measurement of

magnetic forces, suppose the bar sn, under two different

states of intensity, as produced by the methods of single and

double touch, already described (94), had been found to make

within given small arcs of vibration.

First 10 vibrations in 80 seconds (a) ;

Second 10 vibrations in 40 seconds (A);

then, by the laws just given (139), the force, or magnetic

power of the bar, would in the second case (6) be four times as

great as in the first (a).*

141. The rate of vibration of magnetic bars as a measure of

force may be occasionally observed by a simple suspension
from a fixed point. Coulombe deduced in this way the force

* Let the force urging the bar in the first case (a) be called/;
in the second case {b) „ f.

We have
then_by

law 1°, 80" : 40" : : Jf; 'Jf m Jf: >Jf{ .:\: 2, that

- 2 v7 _
IS, vy = —

j^

—
. If we call/unity or 1, then v/' = 2 and/'= 4

; hence

force/' is 4 times as great as force/. "We have next by law 2°, /:/'
: : 40' : 80* : : 1* : 2", or as 1 : 4, which is the same result. By law 3°, we

have, in taking the number of vibrations performed in the same time, say
for the first case (a), reduced to 40 seconds, /:/' : : 5* : 10*, that ia : : 25

: 100, or as 1 : 4, as in the other cases.

r5
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of the bars constituting his large compound magnet (107), as

produced by various methods of magnetizing.

142. A very simple and ready form of the magnetometer of

oscillation, especially in such investigations

as require a short and fine vibrating needle,

consists in the suspension of a small piece

of magnetized steel wire within a common

lamp-glass, closed at the top by a cork,

through which the wire of suspension may
be easily moved. A graduated ring of

card-board should be made so as to encircle

the glass at the position of the needle, and

the whole may rest on a circular grooved

piece of mahogany. This instrument is

represented in fig. 87. The needle sus-

pended within this glass may be put into a

state of vibration by the external influence

of a small piece of iron, or a weak magnet.
143. The Compass.

—A magnetic needle or bar mounted on

a fine centre, enclosed within a shallow box or metallic case,

and furnished with a plane circular card, denoting the chief ov

cardinal points of the horizontal plane about us, constitutes

a magnetical instrument termed the compass. This

strum ent, represented in figure 88, consists

three principal parts : the needle

s N, the card below it, and the case

in which these are enclosed. The

term compass is immediately de-

rived from the card, which com-

passes, or involves, as it were, the

whole plane of the horizon.

The compass needle, s n, is usually alight bar, set edgewise

upon an agate centre, as already described (121) : sometimes it

consists of a thin piece of steel plate, tapering from the centre

to the extremities, and may be of any dimensions, according to

the size of the compass required. The Chinese employ very

m-

therefore of

Fig. 88.
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small instruments, their needles not generally exceeding an

inch in length. They consist of a short piece of fine cylin-

drical steel wire, and are suspended in the way already

described (122), the centre of gravity being above the point

of suspension.

The compass or card indicating the various points in the

horizon, with reference to the direction of the magnetic needle,

is either fixed in the case immediately under the needle s n, and

separate from it, or is otherwise attached to the needle itself,

as in figure 90, so as to traverse with it. In the former case

it is constructed of card-board or metal; in the latter, it is

made of some very light substance not subject to warp from

heat or moisture, such as a tliin plate of talc.

144. In the magnetic compass, the plane of the horizontal

circle is divided into thirty-two parts by hues supposed to be

drawn diametrically through the circle. These, as practically

applied to the compass card, are called points of the compass,
or in nautical language, rhumbs.* In marking the compass

card, such as is represented in figure 89, the circle is first

divided into two semicircles by a diameter s n, denoting
the line of the magnetic meridian ; and the north point,

as being the most elementary or great point of reference, is

usually distinguished by an ornamental arrow or fleur-de-Us.

A diameter e w is next drawn at right angles to s n, by which

we obtain the east and west line, and thus we have the four

principal or elementary cardinal points. The quadrants of

the circle between these four points are further and equally
divided by two other diameters, producing four new rhumbs
or points. These are named from their relative position in

the compass.

The point midway between n and e, for example, being

compounded as it were of the two directions, is termed north-

* From the Greek p(fi^(o, to turn;—a vertical circle, in turning so as to

intersect the horizontal plane in certain points, may be conceived to divide

it into rhumbs.
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east, and marked n e. That midway between n and w is

in a similar way termed north-west, and marked n w. That

between s and w is termed south-west, and marked s w :

between s and e is south-east, and marked s e.

We thus obtain eight principal points or rhumbs, and by

continuing the division by diameters, bisecting the arcs con-

tained by these first eight points, we obtain an additional eight

points, making in all sixteen points : these additional points

are named, as before, from their position in the compass.
The point midway between n and n e is termed north-north-

east, as being nearer north than east, and is hence marked

with two letters n, thus, n n e. In a similar way, the point

between east and north-east is termed east-north-east, as being

nearer the east, and is marked thus, e n e ; and so on of the

remaining bisected arcs : thus we have the points n nw and

w n w for the points between north and west
;

s s w and

w s w for the points between south and west ; s s e and

E s E for the points between south and east.
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By further continuing the bisection of all the arcs included

between these points, we again, as is evident, double the number

of rhumbs, and obtain sixteen additional points, making in all

thirty-two points : these, as in the previous instances, are

named from their position in the compass, with the addition

of the characteristic word hy.

Thus the point midway between n and n n e is called

north by east, and is marked n by e ; that between n and

N N w, north by west, and is marked n by w ; the point

between x e and n n e is called north-east by north, and is

marked n e by n, and so on, leaning for the designation

towards the nearest of the four elementary cardinal points.

Thus the point midway between e and e n e is termed east

by north, and is marked e by n. In this way we arrive at

thirty-two rhumbs or divisions of the circle into points, which,

taken in succession from the first or principal point, north,

and carried roimd the circle in either direction, east or west,—
suppose in the east direction,—will stand thus :

N.
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Thus north by west, a httle to the nortli or west, would be

called north by west a quarter or half, &c. north, or a quarter
or half, &c. west, as the case may be.

146. For more refined purposes, the compass is enclosed

by a graduated circle divided into 360 degrees in the

usual way, by which the rhumbs are estimated in angular

quantities, each rhumb or point, as is evident, being the

•^nd part of 360°, or —- = 1 1° 15' : a half point will be then

5° 37' 30" ; a quarter point 2° 48' 45".

147. When the compass card is fixed to the box or case in

which it is enclosed, and the needle allowed to traverse over it,

we have what is usually termed a land coinpass: it is com-

monly used by travellers for determining the different points

of the horizon, the box being turned so as to bring the north

and south points of the card immediately under the north and

south poles of the needle (17). In this case all the other

points, as referred to the magnetic meridian of the particular

locality, are correctly placed. The land compass is also occa-

sionally employed in the measurement of angles in surveying

instruments. It may be, for general purposes, of any moderate

size, from that of a common seal, up to a diameter of a

foot. The land compass has usually a spring stop under the

needle, by which it may be thrown up and retained clear of

the point when not in use.

148. The Sea Compass.
—Since a fixed compass card, as ap-

phed in the land compass, could not possibly be used on ship-

board for determining the position of the cardinal points in

reference to the magnetic meridian, because the vessel is con-

tinually varying its position, and is in continual motion, it be-

comes requisite to construct the compass card of some light

substance not liable to warp or damage from heat and moisture,

and attach it to the needle itself, so as to admit of both card

and needle traversing together. If the needle be fixed to the

card with the north and south poles immediately under the

north and south points of the compass, then, as is evident, all
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Fig. 90.

the points of the card will be correctly placed in reference to

the magnetic meridian of the place, in whatever direction

the vessel be turned ;
that is to say, supposing that no dis-

turbing influence from iron or other causes exist in the ship

itself.

This is, therefore, the principal distinction between the land

and sea compass : the sea compass, or mariner's compass, is

represented in the an-

nexed fig. 90, in which

s w N E is th^ mag-
netic needle with its

card accurately poised

on a fine centi'al point

within a bowl or case,

A, of glass, metal, or

wood ; and in order to

prevent any disturb-

ance from the pitching

and rolling of the ship, this bowl is set within a ring of metal,

CAD, upon two axial pivots, which project from its opposite

sides like the trunnions of a cannon : one of these is seen near

A. The ring, in its turn, is set also upon axial pivots at

c and D, in a line at right angles to the former, and which

are either supported within a second semicircular or vertical

ring, c B D, or on pivot notches in two brass plates fixed

at c and d to the box or case in which the whole is usually

enclosed, and which, on ship-board, has received the name of

the binnacle. The centre of gravity of the mass is frequently

kept far below these axial pivots of suspension by a ring, or

small mass of lead, attached to the bottom of the compass
bowl. The two brass circles, within which the compass bowl

is thus supported, are called gimbalds; and it is clear that, by
these, the card and needle will generally be preserved in a

plane perpendicular to that of the point of suspension. In

fact, any rolling motion transverse to the axis c d moves the

ring CAD upon the axis c d
; and anv similar motion transverse
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to the axis A moves the ring cad upon the inner axis A,
—the

interior bowl, with the needle and card, being all the while

maintained in a vertical position by the force of gravity. This

form of the compass, although employed for the most part to

guide the mariner across a trackless ocean, has still many
other important practical applications, which will be noticed in

their place.

149. The Azimuth Compass.
—With a view to a complete

apprehension of the nature and object of this kind of compass,

we should understand that a great circle of^he sphere, sup-

posed to pass through the zenith or point immediately over

our head, and cutting the horizon circle around us in any two

points, is termed an azimuth circle, and the distance of the

points in the horizon which they intersect, as measured from

the true meridian of the place by an arc of the horizon, has

been termed the azimuth distance of these points ;
such is, in

fact, the direct meaning of the term azimuth, which is a pure

Arabic word, signifying the distance between the meridian of

a place and a vertical circle passing through the zenith, as

referred to an arc of the horizon. This is termed the true

azimuth. If we substitute the line of the .magnetic meridian

for the line of the true meridian, we have the magnetic azimuth

of the points of intersection. If, therefore, we can determina

the true and magnetic azimuths of any given points in the

sphere about us, referred to an arc of the horizon, we may
thence deduce the precise direction of the compass needle in

respec^ of the true meridian of the place of observation. Now
the true azimuth of any given point in the horizon is deter-

minable by ordinary astronomical observation, and it is the

object of the azimuth compass to find the magnetic azimuth.

150. The azimuth compass is represented in figure 91,

and consists, in its latest and most improved form, of the

sea compass just described, having two sight-vanes, d E,

affixed to it, and in such way that the line of sight may pass

immediately over the centre of the card c. The points of the

compass depicted on the card are few, and for the most part
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ornamental, but the circumference or outer ring of the card is

very carefully divided into degrees and quarter parts, or 15' of

a degree. Imme- „. „,
Fig. 91.

diatelyin the line

of the sight -slit

at D is a small

triangular prism

p, its lower face

beingformed into

a lens, so as to

give it a short

focal distance.

This prism is

placed immedi-

ately over the

divided circle of

thecompass card

so that the eye at

D sees the divisions magnified and reflected in the prism ; but

since by the reflection the figures on the graduated circle become

reversed, they are, to meet this condition, engraved on the card

in a reverted position, so that the eye sees them in their true

position. The opposite sight-vane e has a fine hair, a h,

passing centrally and vertically through it, by which the line

of sight, D E s, directed to any object, s, is caused to pass over

the centre c of the card. The whole is mounted in gimbalds,
as in the ordinary sea compass, the outer gimbald or ring being
moveable on a central pivot r, so that the compass with its

sights may be turned into any azimuth (149.) There is also a

plane mirror k, moveable on a hinge at the back of the sight e,

which may be placed at any angle required to reflect the image
of any of the celestial bodies to the eye at d. There are also

coloured glasses on hinges afiixed to the sight-vane d, but not

given in the figure, for screening off the hght of the sun, or

other object, when offensive to the eye.

151. Aovlicafion of the Azimuth Comnasx.—This instni.
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ment is applied in the following way : the prism p being

carefully adjusted by small screws attached to it for that

purpose, so as to obtain a distinct vision of the degrees of the

divided card, the observer looks over the edge of the prism

through the sight -line at d and through the vane e, at

some celestial object, s, such as the sun or a star, when either

in the horizon or above it, turning the instrument until the

vertical hair a h, in the vane e, exactly bisects the object. At

this instant he catches the reading of the card reflected to the

eye by the prism p ; in fact, he sees both at the same instant,

taking care to note the degrees when the card is steady, at

which moment he arrests it mechanically by a small spring-

stop fixed in the instrument for that purpose, so as to read off

the degrees corresponding to the line of sight d e s with

greater precision. Now it is evident that the arc of the card

intercepted between the magnetic meridian or line p c d oi the

needle attached to it, and the line of sight d e s, is the mag-
netic azimuth distance of the object s, referred to the horizon

(149); we may, in fact, conceive the horizontal circle to be

only the limit of the plane of the compass card, and the object

s to be brought down to the horizontal circle by a great

circle of the sphere passing through the zenith and the

object s, and intersecting the horizon in a given point ; the

distance of which, from the point of intersection of the magnetic

meridian, is measured by the arc contained between them,

and which is given in degrees of the compass card : this is

what sailors call
*

taking an azimuth or bearing by compass.'

Having found the magnetic azimuth, we deduct it from the

true azimuth of the body s, determinable by astronomical

calculation, supposing the azimuth distance to be reckoned in

each case both from the north, or both from the south ; and

the difference is the angular quantity by which the line of the

magnetic needle differs from the true meridian of the place,

and the declination will be either east or west, according as

the true azimuth falls on the right or left of the magnetic. The

best time for an observation is when the object is in or near
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the horizon. If the sun be observed, the observation should

be taken when the lower limb is just above the horizon, for

the centre is then nearly in the horizon, but is seen above it

on account of the refraction of the atmosphere.

We are indebted to Gilbert for the more correct and com-

plete method of the prism, which may be considered as a great

boon to nautical science.

The common azimuth compass is merely furnished with

two common sights attached to it. 'Mr. M<=Culloch greatly

improved this form of the instrument by perfecting the ap-

phcation of the sights, and using a lens and vernier to read off

the divisions of the card.

When, instead of measuring the distance of a celestial

object as referred to the horizon from the true or the magnetic
north and south points, we measure it from the true or the

magnetic east and west points of the horizon, then that

distance is termed the true or the magnetic amplitude of the

object, as the case may be. As this measurement is frequently

resorted to, the azimuth compass has been also occasionally

termed an amplitude compass. Either method, as is evident,

may be employed for determining the difference in the di-

rection of the magnetic and true meridians of any given place,

the real amphtude being found, as before, by astronomical cal-

culation, the magnetic amplitude by the compass.

152. In the various applications of the compass, both on

shore and at sea, it is of great importance to maintain the

needle in as perfect a state of quietude as possible, and that

without damaging the sensibility of the instrument. In the

compass as improved by the author of this work, so long since

as the year 1832, the needle is surrounded by a dense ring of

copper, which, together with some other recent arrangements
in the preparation and mounting of the needle and card, is so

effective, that the usual inconvenient oscillations, especially at

sea, are altogether avoided. This instrument will be more par-

ticularly described in our chapter on the maritiers com2)ass.

153. The Dipping Needle.—We have already seen (21)
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that the natural position of the magnetic needle, when free to

move into any position, is not always horizontal, but is a

combination of a horizontal and vertical direction, so that the

needle commonly endeavours to place itself in the plane of the

magnetic meridian, in a direction more or less inclined to the

horizon. The magnetical instrument by which the amount of

this inclination is determined has been termed the dipping

needle, and is represented in fig. 92.

N s represents a light magnetic bar or needle of a

long lozenge form, about 10 inches in length, which, pre-

viously to being rendered magnetic, is set on a short axis

m n, and is very accurately Fig. 92.

poised about its centre of

gravity, through which the
|

axis is passed, so as to be i

quite indiiferent as to posi-

tion (21). The axis mn \%

turned down at its extremities

to very fine cylindrical piv^ots ;

these rest on two finely

polished agate planes m n,

supported on two cross bars

A D of a light rectangular

frame a d b e. The platform

or cross-piece, e b, of this

frame is solid, and fixed to a

circular plate beneath, accu-

rately ground to a similar plate

fixed on a vertical pillar c, so

that by means of a vertical axis which plays in a socket in the

pillar c, the whole may be turned evenly and centrally round

into any azimuth (149). The cross-piece e b, which has a

level s I fixed in it, gives support to a finely divided circle

Adly in the plane of which the bar n s moves : the axis mn is

so placed as to pass accurately through the centre of this circle.

The whole is mounted on the central pillar c, ,and can, as just
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observed, be turned into any required azimuth about a supposed
vertical axis cd, passing through the centre of the needle.

The precise angular quantity through which the needle is

turned is measured by a contrivance called a vernier, \, at-

tached to the under part of the platform e b, and a graduated
azimuth circle x n v, fixed to the central pUlar of support ;

the whole is placed on a light firm base, furnished with three

levelling screws, for the requisite levelling of the instrument.

The vertical circle x d I is divided upon silver to KX of a

degree. The agate pieces m n are adjustable to the same

horizontal plane by screws bearing upon their lower edges,
and there is a light interior frame acted on by a lever at d,

furnished with y-pieces at tn n, and moveable on an axis at

one extremity, a, by which the axis of the needle s x may
be lifted ofi" the agate planes m n, and be again let down on

them without disturbing its final position. The whole is

covered by a light case of wood and glass resring on the plat-

torm-piece e b, but not represented in the figure, so as to

shield the needle from the air; and there are also two moveable

arms attached to a horizontal bar connected with the case,

which carry lenses for reading off the degrees of the divided

circle, s.

The instrument here described is after the construction of

M. Grambey, of Paris, who is celebrated for the accuracy and

beauty of such instruments. There are other forms of con-

struction of the dipping needle adopted in this country, also

worthy of attention, but they involve precisely the same

T)rinciples. The dipping needle of Messrs. W. and T. Gilbert

is amongst these, and is a very perfect instrument. In every
kind of dipping needle, however, upon these principles, the

mechanical difficulty of a perfect construction is immense,
since for absolute perfection we require to adjust the centre of

gravity of the needle within the one-milhonth of an inch of

the truth : how great, therefore, must be the disturbance pro-
duced by inequaUties in the bearing points of the axis or other

very small errors of construction!
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and take a similar series of observations; so that we have

then to take the mean of a given number q( observations,
—

sav 10.
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first, with the face of the iastrument, suppose to the East.

Second, „ „ to the West.

Thirdly, with ioverted poles, face to the East.

Fourthly, „ „ to the West.

The nearer these observations accord, the more perfect is the

instrument ; but they will certainly differ by some small quan-

tity. If we add the whole together, however, and divide by
the number of observations, the resulting quotient will be very

near the true inclination of the needle. Thus, the inclination

of the magnetic needle in the gardens of the Athenteum at

Plymouth was found to be, in November, 1831, by Gambey's

instrument, 69° 27' 6". The observations were taken by Cap-
tain Fitzroy, R.N., and the author, previously to the sailing of

the Beagle on her second voyage. A similar result was

obtained by means of Gilbert's dipping needle.

155. It being almost impossible to construct an absolutely

perfect instrument for determining the inclination of the mag-
netic needle at once and by a direct experiment, other indirect

methods have been proposed, by which the errors inseparable

from the difficulty of construction are sought to be avoided.

One of these consists in observing the angular deviation of the

needle from the vertical position taken in a series of planes at

right angles to each other, by turning the instrument round on

its vertical axis. If we take the squares of the tangents of the

observed angles of deflection from the vertical in each pair of

planes, and deduce a mean from these results, we obtain the

square of the tangent of an angle, which, if added to the true

angle of inclination, would complete a right angle or 90°,

hence called the complement of the dip : from this it is evident

that the true angle of inclination can readily be found by the

ordinary Mathematical Tables.*

* In the annexed fig. 93, let c be the centre or axis of the needle,

c p the true position of inclination from the horizontal line c u in the

plane of the magnetic meridian m m. Then in turning round the instru-

meut, it is found that when the face iii at c m, or at right auglesi to the

meridian, m m, the needle will be in a vertical position, c m, and will, in
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156. Another method of ohservation consists in observing

the time of a given number of vibrations of the needle in the

plane of the meridian, and in a plane east and west, or at right

angles to this ;
that is to say, in the inclined and vertical

positions of the needle. We then divide the square of the

times, say of 100 vibrations in the plane of the meridian, by
the square of the time of the same number when the needle is

vertical in an east and west plane ; the quotient is the sine of

the true angle of inclination, from which the angle itself is

easily found.

This method principally applies to places in which the dip

is not very considerable. When the inclination is considerable

the following method has been resorted to : first observe the

time of a given number of vibrations in the plane of the meri-

dian, as before ; then suspend the needle by a silk fibre, branch-

ing and extending below a little on each side the centre, so as

to produce a perfectly horizontal position. Let the needle

now vibrate freely in a horizontal plane. Divide the square of

the time of a given number of vibrations in the inclined posi-

Fig. 93.
turning, take all intermediate posi-

tions, describing a cone, mcvbma.
Let mca and mcb he the angles of

deviation from c m, as observed in

two planes, mv,mt, at riglit angles

to each other. Then in right-angled

triangle, a m b,vit have, Euclid 47,

Book I. (m ay + (m by =
(a by

= (mpy, since ab and mp are dia-

meters of the same circle, m a p b;

but by the elements of trigonometry,

m a and m b are the tangents of the

observed angles, mca and mab: we

may hence obtain from the squares

of these tangents the square of m p, which is in like manner the tangent

of the angle mcp; that is to say, of the complement of the angle p c h, or

true incUnation below the horizontal line c h. From this the angle of

inclination, p c h, or true dip, may, as is evident, be deduced by the

ordinary Trigonometrical Tables.
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ion by the square of the time of the same number in tie

orizontal position, and we then have the cosine of the true

iclination or dip, from which the angle itself is easily found

y the ordinary Tables.*

As it is of importance in this experiment to obtain a true

orizontal direction, we cannot be too careful in completing the

osition of suspension. The following is a simple and ready

lethod of observing whether the needle be suspended horizon-

dly. Fill an open vessel of any kind with water, which should

e tinted with a little common blue
;
hold the needle by the

aspension thread over the water, so as to observe the reflected

nage of the needle : if the two lines of the needle and its image
e parallel, then it is evident, from the nature of the experi-

lent, that the needle is perfectly horizontal ; if not, we must

djust the branch of suspension until this result be obtaiued.f

* These processes are founded on the resolution of the force causing
le needle to vibrate. WTxen oscillating in its natural or inclined position,

oscillates by the action of the whole directive power; but when oscil-

iting in a vertical or horizontal position, only a portion of the whole

irective power comes into play. Completing the trigonometrical construe-

on of the forces according to the method given, fig. 83, p. 122, the force

1 the vertical position becomes finally represented by the sine of the angle

f inclination, and in the horizontal position by the cosine— calling the

rhole, or total force, unity or 1. Let, therefore, d express the dip or

ngle of inclination, t and t the times of a given number of oscillations in

iie incUned and vertical positions of the dipping needle; then, as the forces

re inversely proportional to the squares of the times of vibration (139),

re have—
lisin. J::T2 :^2;

liat is to say,

sin.d=-.

Taking the oscillations in the inclined and horizontal positions, we have,

1 substituting cos. d for sin. d,

cos. d = —•

t This method of obtaining a horizontal line was first proposed by the

uthor in 1832, and will be found in his paper on the Horizontal Needle,

G
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157. Mayer's Dipping Needle.—"With a view of avoiding the

errors incidental to the dipping needle as usually constructed,

Mayer employed a needle having a projecting steel screw,

very accurately centered, on which a small brass ball was

made to traverse, so as to deflect the needle from the true

inclination by any given quantity. In this case, as is evident,

we never get the correct dip in any one observation, the posi-

tion of the needle being partly due to gravity : by reversing

the instrument, however, as in the preceding experiments

(154), the effect of gravity becomes separated from the mag-
netic force, and thus the true dip is ascertained.

158. All these indirect methods of observation, although

extremely worthy of consideration, are still open to many
sources of error inseparable from such investigations, and it is

very doubtful after all, whether, by a well-constructed instru-

ment such as we have described, fig. 92, we may not, by a

series of reversed observations (154), obtain as near an ap-

proximation to the truth as is likely to be arrived at.

Sabine, in 1821, determined the inclination of the needle in

London, by the two methods of oscillation, and by Mayer's

needle, and arrived at the three following results :

Mayer's needle, 70° 2'-9. Methods of oscillation, 70° 4' and 70° 2'-6.

Barlow, a few years subsequently, by Gilbert's dipping

needle, obtained the following :

69° 58'-4. 70° 0'. 69° 53'. 70° l'-8.

By the latter observations with Gilbert's needle, there ap-

pears to be an uncertainty or difference in the action of the

needle, of about 9', which, considering the nature of the force

acting on it, is inconsiderable. If we suppose the needle

in the 13th vol. of the Edinb. Phil. Transactions, Part i. Plate II. It

is extremely simple and perfect, and has been since practised in the Mag-

netic Observatory at Greenwich, and in other observatories. The error of

horizontality by reflection being double the real error, it is very easy to

detect the least deviation from the horizontal position.
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within 9' of its true position, then the force acting on it, heing

as the sine of the inclination, will be to the force acting on it

at 90°, or at right angles from its true position, as radius to

the sine of 9', or as 1 : 0026. Now this is so small a result,

that the least defect in the balancing, or in the axis of motion,

or any minute roughness in the agate planes, or the interposi-

tion of dust, or other accidental causes of disturbance, would

be sufficient to arrest the needle in such a position.

159. The axis of the dipping needle by Michell, made bv

Naime, for the Board of Longitude, in 1772, rested on fric-

tion-wheels, four inches in diameter; the extremities of the

axis being of gold, alloyed with copper, and turned down to

fine pivots. The needle in this instrument was a foot in

length. The principle of agate planes was adopted by Caven-

dish, in the dipping needle made for the Royal Society, in

1776.

The most refined method of mounting the dipping needle is

unquestionably the method of friction-wheels. Two main

wheels only should be employed for the extremities of the

axis to roll on ; these should be about two inches in

diameter, mounted on fine pivots, set in jewels, and with

a flat polished circumference. To prevent the axis of the

dipping needle from shpping to either side, similar but

smaller check-wheels should be employed, as represented in

fig. 7o, page 111: this is, incomparably, the best method of

obtaining great freedom of motion.

160. Dipping Needle Bejlector.
—We must not close this

branch of our subject without noticing a most valuable and

ingenious instrument, by ^Ir. R. W. Fox, of Falmouth, and

termed by him a dipping needle deflector. In this instrument

the needle, being accurately poised, is moxmted on an axis, and

placed within a cylindrical case, faced with glass, similar to a

watch case. The needle is about seven inches in length, and

the pivots of the axis turn in jewels ; and there is a finely

divided circle, with a vernier, for estimating the inclination of

the needle. The whole is set vertically ou a firm tripod base.
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witli levelling screws, and admits of being turned into any
azimuth. A small telescope, moveable in a vertical plane, and

furnished with cross wires, is attached to the back of the case,

to which is added a brass tube with a lens, for throwing a

bright spot of light upon a white plate behind it. For solar

observations there are also two small tubes of brass, which

may be applied to the telescope tube, for receiving two cylin-

drical magnets, and which are so arranged as to admit of

being turned into certain positions for deflecting the needle.

The back of the case has also a divided circle on it, with a

vernier carried by an arm at right angles to the telescope.

In measuring the angle of the dip by this instrument, we

carry out a series of common observations, in the way already

described (154). The observed dip is to be corrected by

screwing on one of the deflectors at right angles to the teles-

cope tube, so as to deflect that end of the needle nearest to it.

The deflector is now turned a given number of degrees from

the observed dip, so as to deflect the needle by a certain

amount, and then a similar number of degrees in the reverse

way, so as to deflect the needle in the opposite direction ; then,

supposing the needle, in these two cases, to stand first at 52°,

and secondly, at 87° 10', the mean of these would be 69° 35',

the angular quantity sought.

Our limits do not admit of a more detailed notice of this

beautiful instrument, which is not only a dipping needle, but

is also available for a great variety of important magnetic re-

searches, and has been successfully and extensively employed.
A particular account of it, however, will be found in the Reports

of the Royal Polytechnic Society of Cornwall.

161. The following are the most celebrated of the instru-

ments hitherto employed for determining the dip of the mag-
netic needle:— Michell's dipping needle, described in the

Philosophical Transactions, in 1772; Cavendish, in 1776;

dipping needle by Dr. Lorimer, to be used at sea, in 1775 ;

dipping needle by Daniel Bernouilli ; dipping needle by Mayer,

of Gottingen, in 1814 ; dipping needle by Messrs. W. and T.
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Gilbert ; dipping needle by Gambey, of Paris, ] 830 ;
Professor

Lloyd's instrument for observing the dip (Memoirs of Royal

Irish Academy, 1835); Fox's dipping needle deflector.

INSTRUMENTS FOR DETERMINING THE DECLINATION, AND

FOR MEASURING CERTAIN SMALL PERIODICAL CHANGES

IN THE HORIZONTAL AND INCLINED NEEDLES.

162. The declination and mclination of the magnetic needle

not being, as just observed, everywhere the same, and being,

further, found Uable to certain small fluctuations of a secular

character, it becomes a matter of great scientific importance

to ascertain the araoimt and nature of such changes ;
and with

this view certain instruments have been invented, which re-

main now to be briefly described.

The mere fact of the declination of the horizontal needle,

together with an approximative value of the angular difference

with the true meridian, may be arrived at by two very simple

methods. If the observation be made on shore, it will be

sufficient to draw a line, in the direction of the true meridian,

upon some firm plane base, such as a block of marble or

wood. The direction of this line may be ascertained by means

of a linear shadow, thrown, when the sun is in the meridian,

from a plumb-line, or a slender needle set upright on the

plane, and which may be sufficiently well determined by

watching the shadow, and taking it at the least length ; or by

any other simple astronomical observation. Having deter-

mined, and carefully laid down, this line of the true meridian,

we place a delicate compass, with a graduated card (1-43),

immediately on it, bringing the north or south points of the

card coincident with the true meridian hue. If the card be

well graduated, the needle will show, to a fraction of a degree,

its deviation either east or west of the meridian. If a fine

compass be not at hand, we may employ a simple magnetic

needle, centered on the line of the meridian, and shielded from

the air. Having marked its line of direction, proceed to mea-
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sure the angle of this direction with the meridian by a common

protractor or other mathematical instrument. The magnet-
ometer of oscillation, accurately centered on the true meridian,

may be advantageously employed in this observation.

A second similar method, and vehich, with a little care, is

available at sea, consists in suspending a plumb-line, when the

sun is in the meridian, over the common sea compass, and in

such way as to cause the shadow to fall directly across its

centre ; then the rhumb, or point, on which the shadow falls,

is the declination or variation of the needle. If the compass
card have a divided circle about it, the observation is, of

course, more exact ;
but we may always determine it within a

quarter point. The exact moment at which the observation

should be made, is when the shadow is the shortest, or when

a good time-keeper is at the hour of the meridian.

Such methods, although very practicable and simple, for

common purposes, are still not sufficiently refined, when we

require to observe the declination of the magnetic needle, so as

to involve angular quantities of small amount. In this case

we must have recourse to magnetical instruments, constructed

for this particular purpose,
— such as the azimuth compass,

already described. For the purpose of detecting and regis-

tering extremely small secular changes in the direction of

the needle, we require magnetical instruments of the most

delicate and refined description; these are principally the

following :

163. The Variation Compass.
—The most perfect of this

class of instrument is that employed by the late Colonel

Beaufoy, for the capital series of observations recorded by
him in the ' Annals of Philosophy,' between the years 1813

and 1821. It is partially represented in fig. 94.

In this compass, the needle «h is a slender and pointed

cylinder, 1 inches long, and only the xo?*^ of an inch in dia-

meter. This needle is placed within a narrow cylindrical case

or box sen, the base of which is a brass plate moveable upon
a central pin c, under the point of suspension of the needle-
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This plate has two segments of a circle, one under the needle

at each extremity, upon which is drawn a central or axial line,

and at the extremity d of the box is a remier and index, point-

in 2: to the diArisions of a finely divided arc a b, attached to a

ZQ plate of hrass, p p, beneath it, and moveable also on

central pin at c. The plate c d, carrying the vernier, has

Fig. 94.

a frame furnished with a clamp screw and a tangent screw,

one to fix it to the arc a b, the other to give it a slow motion

about the centre c. The lower plate p p sustains a transit

telescope t immediately over the centre of the needle. The

whole is placed on a firm mahogany base not shown in the

figure ; this rests on three levelling screws, and there is also a

microscope placed over one extremity, s, of the needle, by which

its coincidence with the axial hue on the segment beneath is

minutely observed. It being our object to convey a simple

idea of the principle of this instrument, several minor details

have been omitted, both in the figure and the description, for

the sake of perspicuity.

In order to observe from time to time the smallest variation

in the direction of the needle with this instrument, it is first
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accurately levelled, and the vernier d set at zero of the arc.

The telescope t, with an additional object-glass, is then di-

rected to the axial marks under the extremities sn of the

needle, by which we ascertain them to be in the plane of the

motion of the telescope ; if not, the telescope can be rectified so

that they shall be. We now adjust the telescope in the true

meridian by the usual transit of the stars across it
;
an adjust-

ing screw acting on the brass plate p p, carrying the telescope

and fixed to the base beneath, but not shown in the figure,

being used to turn the whole about the centre c when requi-

site. If the instrument is to be a fixture, distant marks are

set up to fix the direction of that line. We now allow the

needle to settle quietly, and then turn the box sen until the

needle corresponds with the axial line or the segments beneath ;

the clamp screw, in the frame at d, is then fixed, and we pro-

ceed to give the compass box a slow motion by means of the

side or tangent screw, until an exact coincidence, as seen

through the microscope, is obtained : the vernier at d now

shows the precise variation of the line of the needle from the

true meridian.*

164. Barlow's Variation Needle.—The small amount ol

variation in the direction of the magnetic needle observable by
such instruments as the variation compass may be consider-

ably magnified by a most ingenious process proposed in the

year 1823, by Professor Barlow, of Woolwich. It occurred to

this distinguished philosopher, that if a delicately suspended

needle were placed under the influence of magnetic bars, so as

to deflect it from the meridian, even so as to render it indif-

ferent as to directive position, then the changes in the directive

force operating on it, whatever it be, would become extremely

sensible, and distinctly marked by changes in the position of

the needle. Suppose, for example, by the application of a

magnetic bar, as represented in figs. 82, 84, the needle were

deflected so as to stand 8 points from its natural direction, it

* For a particular description of this instrument, see ' Annals of Philo-

sophy,* August, 1813.
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would then be observed to vary through more than 3 degrees

in the course of 24 hours.

In this kind of experiment the needle of observation may

be brought, bv means of magnets properly disposed, into any

required position.
We may, for example, deflect it eastward

or westward of its meridian, or even reverse its position alto-

gether. We shall have occasion to refer to the results of this

method of observation hereafter.

165. The Declination Maffnet.
—This instrument consists of

a delicatelv suspended magnetic bar n s, fig. 95, about 2 feet

in length, ly inch

wide, and ^ of an '^'
,

"*'

inch thick. This

bar is furnished

with two sliders of

brass, a b, one of

which, a, carries a

lens, the other, b,

a compound plane

glass, consisting of

two plane glasses

brought close to-

gether, and having
between them a

cross of cobwebs adjusted to the focus of the lens. The sus-

pension thread consists of several fibres of unspun silk, and

deprived of all torsion. The bar is rendered perfectly hori-

zontal, and the whole is enclosed in an appropriate circular

case to shield it from the air.

The declination of the magnet b observed with this instru-

ment by means of a theodoUte and telescope placed firmly at the

distance of 8 feet, and directed in the axis of the bar, in the line

of sight n t, through the lens a, to the cross of cobwebs in the

plane glass b, and which moves as the magnet moves. We
are thus enabled to record the apparent position of the magnet
at any instant with respect to the reading of the divided Umb
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of the theodolite. Now the telescope of the theodolite can be

turned so as to observe the stars as they pass over the true

meridian, so that the diiFerence in the reading of the theodolite,

when directed to the true meridian, and when directed to the

cross of cobwebs in the magnet, is the declination of the

magnet, or angles of inclination of the magnetic and true

meridians, at any particular time.

We are indebted to Professor Gauss, of Gottingen, for this

method of observation, by which the most minute motions of a

suspended bar are rendered sensible. In fact, a magnetic bar,

thus suspended and observed, is seldom seen perfectly at rest,

and is, moreover, found subject to certain periodical disturb-

ances
;

it becomes, therefore, requisite to watch the magnified

motions, and determine from these the mean position of the

bar, as the cross passes through the field of view of the teles-

cope. To get the mean position accurately, we require at

least three readings of the magnetic oscillation
; the interval

between the first and last reading being equal to the time of a

double oscillation.

The declination magnet employed by Professor Lloyd in the

Magnetic Observatory at Trinity College, Dublin, is only 15

inches in length ; the glass b, fig. 95, carries a divided scale,

the true meridian is determined by a regular transit telescope,

and the theodolite of observation is placed in the meridian of

the transit, in a point of the plane cut by the magnetic axis of

the suspended bar.

166. The Horizontal Force Magnet.—The object of this

magnetical instrument is to measure and determine certain

small changes found to occur from time to time on the directive

force of the horizontal needle. It consists of a magnetic bar,

N s, fig. 96, similar to the former, suspended by two pa-

rallel threads of unspun silk fibres, a b and c «? ; a mirror, m,

is attached to the centre of tJie bar, in which is reflected a

divided scale fixed to a wall about 8 feet distant from it.

The method of observation with this instrument is as follows.

The suspended bar is first constrained to take an east and
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Fig. 96.

west direction, or a direction at right angles to the magnetic

eridian, or nearly so. This is

effected by twisting the bifilar

iuspension in the way already

described (133). The bar is

consequently placed in equili-

brio by the reactive force of

the suspension with the force

tending to restore it to its ori-

ginal position at any given in-

stant, so that the least change

in that force, whatever it be, is

accompanied by a slight move-

ment of the actual direction ^

of the bar. Now this movement, however small, is discern-

ible by means of a reading telescope directed towards the

mirror, in which the fixed scale is reflected, different numbers

of the scale being seen in the telescope, and the divisions esti-

mated to the last degree of precision. By this instrument it

is foimd that the magnet is drawn less towards the north at

noon, and more towards evening.

In the bifilar suspension, as applied to this instrument, the

torsion-circle, by which the threads are turned upon each

other (133), is placed at ac, fig. 96, on the brass frame or

stirrup carrying the bar and mirror, and the threads of sus-

pension pass round grooved wheels, so as to admit of the dis-

tance between them being adjusted and varied if required.

The horizontal force magnet, as employed by Professor Llovd

at Dublin, carries a light tube beneath the stirrup, in which is

a lens and finely divided scale, for directing the line of sight,

as in the former instrument (165), forming what is termed a

collimator.

167. With a view of restraining the oscillations of the

horizontal and bifilar magnetometers, the magnets are now

placed within the influence of thick bars of copper, by which

they are surrounded, after the method first proposed and
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applied by the author to the purpose of arresting the oscil-

lations of the compass as used at sea, and rendering the

needle steady under the motion of the ship (152).
168. The Vertical Force Magnet.—This instrument is ap-

plicable to small changes in the force by which the horizontal

needle tends to take up a position more or less inclined to the

horizon. A magnetic pj„ 97^

bar, ab, fig. 97, is M
mounted on a central

axis at c, reduced to

knife edge, similar to

the axis of a common
balance : this axis rests

on plates of agate, based on the pillars mn oi sl sohd frame of

brass. There are two screw-pieces, a h, one at each end of the

bar, by which any degree of inclination in a position of rest

can be changed, or the centre of gravity of the whole raised or

depressed. A mirror, m, is fixed centrally over the axis, in

which is reflected a finely divided scale fixed to the stand of a

telescope, directed towards the mirror, as with the preceding

instruments.

The instrument being properly adjusted in the magnetic

meridian, the observer sees, through a glass plate in the side

of the box in which the magnet is enclosed, the divisions of

the vertical scale fixed to the stand of the reading telescope,

as reflected in the mirror : as the magnet inclines more or less

to the horizon, these divisions and numbers on the scale are

observed to change, and thus the most minute variation of the

force, which causes the magnet to incline, is finally deduced.

It is, for example, found by this instrument, that at 2 a. m. the

north pole is less drawn towards the horizon than at 4 p. m.

169. The magnetical instruments last described, viz. the

Declination Magnet, the Hoi'izontal, Force Magnet, and the

Vertical Force Magnet, have been set up, in various parts of

the world, in magnetic observatories pecuharly fitted for their

reception ; as, for example, at Greenwich, in Canada, St.
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iia, the Cape of Good Hope, and Van Dieman's Island.

-e have been estabhshed at the cost of the British

Lioverament. The Greenwich magnetic observatory is under

he direction of the Astronomer Royal; those in Canada,

Jt. Helena, and the Cape, have been placed under the

Ordnance department; and a staff of observers for them

las been selected from among the officers and non-commis-

ioned officers of the Royal Artillery. The observatory at

^an Dieman's Island was intrusted to the care of officers of

he Roval Navy. Other observatories have been established in

ather places ; as, for example, at Dubhn, conducted at the

Expense of the tTniversity of Trinity College, under the super-

intendence of Professor Lloyd ; the Makerstown observatory at

Kelso, in Scotland, supported at the private cost of General

Sir Thomas Makdougall Brisbane, Bart.; the magnetic obser-

vatories at Madras, Singapore, Simla, and Trevandrum, at the

expense of the East India Company ; at St. Petersburg, Cathe-

rinenbourg, Bamaoul, Nertchinsk, Sitka and Tiflis, supportedby
the Russian Government, which has also furnished the Russian

Mission at Pekin with magnetical instruments. There are,

also, observatories at Paris, Gotringen, Milan, Munich, Prague,

&c. ; and it is proposed, when a sufficient number of observa-

tions shall have been made (a work of considerable magnitude
and labour), to construct charts, showing the values of the

declination, inclination, and intensity of the magnetic elements

over the surface of the globe.

1/0. In the construction of these observatories, the presence
of iron is entirely excluded, and the most elaborate care has

been taken to perfect the observations. The position of the

three instruments is such as not to influence each other's

motions, and it admits of the observer directing his reading

telescope to either instrument without changing his position.
This is combined with a ready means of observing, by the

ordinary astronomical m.ethods, transits of the stars, and of

determining the relative positions of the hues of the true and

magnetic meridians at any given moment : there is also a com-
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plete set of corrections for changes likely to be effected in

the bars from heat. Index errors and other disturbing causes

have also been deduced, and thus nothing is left unprovided
for requisite to an accurate result.

Observations with these instruments have been generally

made every two hours, and the divisions of the respective

scales, as reflected in the mirror of each instrument, duly
noted: these readings are subsequently converted into mea-

sures of the changes in the declination or variation to minutes

or seconds of a degree, and of the horizontal and vertical forces

to thousandth parts of the whole or total force operating on

the bars.

171. These two-hourly observations have been lately super-

seded in the observatory at Greenwich by a sort of perpetual

registration of the instruments, by means of photography, and

with so much success, as to entitle Mr. Ronalds and Mr. Brooke,

the inventors of the process, to a reward of £, 500, offered by
the Government for the best means of saving a large and severe

amount of personal labour. A general idea may be formed

of this process by imagining that instead of the scale of

inches being reflected from the mirrors, a narrow ray of light

from a lamp is reflected, and which moves as the mirror

moves, and that in this way a spot of light is made to travel

upon a screen fixed so as to receive it, and over which it moves

without the least friction;
—conceive now that this spot of

light moves upon a screen of photographic or sensitive paper,

enclosed within a dark and enclosed space ; and imagine the

sensitive paper to be rolled round a cylinder, turning upon an

horizontal axis once in twenty-four hours, then the path of the

light thrown from the mirror upon the paper will be recorded

from moment to moment by the discoloration of the paper in

consecutive points. Finally, the impression is made permanent
at the end of each twenty-four hours by removing the paper
and applying the usual photographic means for that purpose.

The papers thus preserved become perpetual records of the

continued variation of the forces operating on the bars.
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In the Greenwich observatory, the registrations of the Kght
from the mirror of the horizontal force magnet (166) corres-

pond to a circle of twenty-four feet radius, and extend over five

inches of the photographic scale, so that a variation of the one-

thousandth part of the horizontal force acting on the magnet
will cause a deviation of the spot of light through ^^ of an

inch on the paper ;
and in the vertical force, —^ of an inch

are estimated in a similar way.

The magnets, lamps, and registering cyUnders are shut up
in long rectangular cases of zinc, and the ordinary meteoro-

logical instruments are also registered in conjunction with the

magnets.

We are indebted to Gauss, a celebrated German astronomer

and mathematician, for the first commencement of regular

magnetic observatories fitted with instruments of this kind ;

and although our own country cannot claim any merit in

[originating such observatories, she has nevertheless speedily

j

followed out the system with a generous, noble, and hberal

ardour, both at home and in her colonies, in every way worthy
of the national science.

172. "We have now gone carefully through the principal

theoretical and practical phenomena requisite to the progress
of further investigation in this most interesting branch of

natural knowledge, and without a full comprehension of which

the many wonderful and important relations of magnetism to

the system of the world, and to the general purposes of man-

kind, cannot be either fully appreciated or imderstood. It

will be our endeavour in a succeeding Part to apply the know-

ledge we have thus acquired to the elucidation of the several

physical inquiries which the mysterious, subtle and universal

agency of magnetism involves.

BND OF PARTS I. AND II.
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PREFACE.

It has been the author's endeavour to carry out in this

supplementary or second volume of Eudimentary Mag-
netism the design specified in the Preface to Parts I.

and n.
;
that is to say, an extension of elementary principles

to an important class of natural magnetic phenomena, inti-

mately connected with the physical universe, and with the

prosperity and advancement of ci^'ilized life. Keeping in

view the professed rudimentary character of the series of

publications of which these volumes constitute a part, the

author has thought that no kind of auxiliary information

calculated to assist the student to a clear comprehension of

the matter immediately before him should be considered as

out of place in this work, however elementary and simple its

character
;
so that the necessity of consulting other works,

which may not always be at hand, may be as far as possible

avoided. This, it is presumed, wiU be admitted as a sufficient

ground for having in some instances referred to explanatory

notes, which by the more advanced reader may be considered

superfluous.

TV. Sxow Hakbis.

Plymouth, February, 1852.
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LAWS OF MAGKETIC FOBCE.

Preliminary Observations—Experiments of Hawksbee, Brook Taylor, and

Whiston ; Moschenbroek's Experiments
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Experiments and Observa-

tions by various Authors—Lambert's celebrated Memoirs—The Me-

moirs and Experimental Investigations of Coulombe—Hanstein's

Researches—Theoretical and Experimental Inquiries by the Author—
Barlow's Deductions and Experiments on Iron Shells.

173. The -wonderful influence ofMagnetism 33 a physical

agent would necessarily lead to an investigation of the laws

by which its operations are regulated. The first and most

obvious step in such an inquiry would be the general law of

change in the effective force of Magnetism, as the distance

at which it acts is varied, or, in other words, to find accord-

ing to what law two magnetic particles attract or repel eacli

other magnetically, as the distance between them is increased

or decreased.

But, before entering upon this question, it may not be

unimportant to the student to review briefly the numerical

and mathematical elemente essential to the progress of such

an investigation.

174. 'We have first to observe,
—That when any two quan-

tities are so linked together that one of them cannot be

changed in any degree without some relative change taking

place in the other, then the one quantity is said to vary in

some particular ratio of the other, either directly or in-

versely.

B
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Suppose, for example, the power of a magnet to increase,

when that peculiar condition of its molecules, which we

term magnetic, becomes exalted, or reciprocally to decrease

when that condition becomes depressed, then the force is

said to vary in some proportion of the magnetic intensity

directly. In this case, the two quantities both increase or

decrease together. Again, the magnetic condition being
the same, suppose the attractive force to increase, when
the distance of its action is diminished, or to decrease

when that distance is increased. In this case, the force is

said to vary in some proportion of the distance
; inversely,

since one of the quantities increases as the other decreases
;

or conversely, one decreases as the other increases. AVe

may, however, as is evident, have a great variety of dif-

ferent relative proportions, according to,which such changes

may ensue. It might be, for example, that when we

doubled the exaltation of the magnetic condition, the force

of the magnet would be also doubled, or it might be quad-

rupled, or increased in any other direct proportion, in

which case the force would be said to vary, as the first,

second, third, &c., powers of the magnetic intensity, as the

case may be
;
and this also applies to the several inverse

ratios as it respects the force, and distance of its action.*

* Not to leave anything connected with these inquiries unexplained, we

venture to remark :
—

That the successive multiplication of any given number by itself consti-

tutes what have been termed powers of that number. Take, for example,

the number 4, and multiply it by 4 ; then we have, adopting the common
arithmetical signs 4 x 4 = 16. We have here two factors, producing 16;

hence 16 is said to be the second power of 4, usually called the square

of 4.

In like manner, again multiplying by 4, we have 16 x 4 = 64, which,

being the same as 4 x 4 x 4, gives three factors ;
hence 64 is termed the

third power of 4, commonly called the cube of 4, and so on.

Such powers are represented by a small figure, called an index, placed

at the head of the given number ; thus, we may write successive powers of

4 thus—

4', 4», 4*, 4», 4«, &c. ;
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175. Taking the inverse or reciprocal proportions, as being

in the present inquiry well adapted to further explanatory

illustration, we have to observe,
—First. That when the force

decreases in precisely the same inverse proportion as the

distances increase, or reciprocally ;
that is to say, if at half

the distance the force be ticice as great, at one-third the

distance three times as great, and so on
;
then the force ia

said to vary in the inverse simple ratio, or first power, of the

distance, since we take the simple numbei-s, 1, 2, 3, &c. to re-

present the increase of the force. Supposing, however, that

thereby showing that 4 is multiplied into itself 2, 3, 4, &c. times. We
may observe here, that in taking the indexes ia the reverse direction, 6,

5, 4, 3, 2, &c., we should fall back npon 1, and even upon zero or 0, and

hence arrive at 4' and at 4", that is, 4 raised to the first power, and 4 raised

to the power of nothing ;
so that 4 taken as a single factor may be con-

sidered as the first power of 4. With respect to 4*, or any other number

whatever, raised to the power of 0, its value is always unity or 1 , as is seen

in any of the ordinary works on Algebra. Taking a to represent any

number whatever, we have hence the following series :
—

a9, a\ a*, o^, a*, &c.

When we again revert to the number, from which any given power has

been obtained, we are said to extract the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, &c., root, as the

case may be. Thus, the third root of 64 would be 4, since, as just re-

marked, 4 X 4 X 4 = 4'= 64, so likewise, the second root of 16 would be 4,

since we have 4 x 4 = 4*= 16 ; the second root has been called the square

root, the third root the cube root.

In like manner, we have the 5th root of 32= 2, since 2x2x2x2x 2=
2'=32.

These roots are often represented by a fractional index, that is, by

dividing the index of the power by the index of the root we wish to

extract. Thus the square or 2nd root of 3 to the first power may be ex-

pressed thus, 3* ; the cube or 3rd root of 5, by 5', the square root of the

5th power of 2 by 2», and so on. In this sense we are said to raise the

given number to the power of | or ^, or %, as the case may be.

Commonly, such roots are represented by the index of the given root,

placed within the sign v , thus, for the cube root of 3, we write v 3, for

the 5th root of 2 v 2. In thus representing the square root of any given

number, the small figure for the index is commonly omitted; thus, for

square root of 9, we write simply v 9.
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at one-half the distance the force becomes ybt^r times as great,

at one-third the distance nine times as great, and so on. In

this case the force would be said to vary in the inverse dupli-

cate ratio, or second power of the distance, since, to repre-

sent numerically the increase of the force, we must multiply
the numbers 1, 2, 3, &c., into themselves, taking their second

powers or squares. In a similar way, cases may arise in

which the increase or decrease of the force is such as to

require the third power or cubes of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4,

&c., to complete the proportion. This would arise when, at

half the distance, the force had increased 8 times, at ^ the

distance, 27 times, and so on. In this case the law of the

force is said to be as the cubes of the distances inversely,

or in the inverse triplicate ratio of the distances
;
and thus

we may continue for any other powers of the numbers 1, 2,

3, &c., so as to express laws of force in the inverse ratio of

the 4th, 5th, 6th, or any other powers of the distance, did

such forces exist,

A similar reasoning applies to forces increasing or de-

creasing in any inverse proportion less than that of the mere

distance, as in the case of a force becoming doubled at \ the

distance
;
trebled at ^ the distance. In this case the force

would be said to vary inversely as the square roots of the

distance, since we must take the square roots of the numbers,

1, 4, 9, Ac, to fulfil the proportion. a this way we ex-

press the law of force for any other ro ^s of the distances,

such as the cube, or 3rd root, the 4th root, &c.
;
and since

these roots are mathematically denoted by fractional indexes,

we may consider such forces as being in the inverse ratio of

the \, \, \, &c., powers of the distances.

176. "We may further extend this inquiry to cases of roots

of the simple or other powers, such, for example, as the

square root of the cube of the distance, being, as expressed

mathematically, the cube of the distance raised to the power
of \. An inverse proportion of this kind has been termed

• "
sesquiplicate," and wovdd apply to a case in which, by
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decreasing the distance to ^, -|, &c., the force becomes about

3 times and 5 times as great, or very nearly. In like manner

we mar obtain forces varying in the inverse ratio of the

square roots of the 5th powers of the distances, termed,
"
sesquidupKcate," and which applies to a case in which, by

reducing the distance to J, \, ^, &c., the force becomes

increased between 5 and 6 times, and between 15 and 16

times, and 32 times respectively. In this way almost any
observed experimental results, demonstrative of any parti-

cular law of force, may be mathematically represented.

177. The particular inverse ratio comprised in a series of

experimental numerical results of this kind may be easily

discovered by a slight inspection, since the forces mvdtiplied

by the simple or some other power of the corresponding
distances should, in each particular case, give the same pro-

duct. Thus, if at distance 12 the force were 8
;
at distance

one-half or 6 the force became IG, we have in this case

12 X 8=6 X 16=96, a simple inverse proportion ;
but if at

distance 12 the force were 8, and at distance 6 the force

became 32, then to obtain a coincident product, we must

take the second powers or squares of the numbers 12

and 6, and we should then have 12^x8= 62x32, or

144x8=36x32=1152. In the case of direct proportion
the products are differently circumstanced.*

178. We have beem desirous to place this question (173)

* A complete apprehension of these practical researches and propor-
tions being essential, the following numerical examples may not be alto-

gether uncalled for :
—

Let the distances be taken in some nnit of measure, say tenths of an

inch, and the corresponding forces in any other unit of measure, say

degrees of an arc, as in the way described, Parts I. and II. sec. 128, and

represented, Fig. 71, Frontispiece.

Suppose as a first example, we had obtained the following results :
—

At distances 12" 6' 4

The forces are 5 10 15

Here we have the inverse simple proportions,
—5 : 10 :: 6 : 12, and

5 : 15::4 : 12, and 10 : 15 :: 4 : 6. Product of distances and forces= 60.

b2
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before the student in a simple and intelligible form, princi-

pally on account of the great importance of such inquiries

As a second example, let the results be—
At distances 12- 6* 4

Forces 2- 8 18

Here we have an inverse duplicate ratio, or square of the distance, fur-

nishing the proportions
—

2 : 8 : : 6' : 12«, and 2 : 18 : :4* : 12«, and 8 : 18 : : 4* : 6' ;

that is 2 : 8 : : 36 : 144, and 2 : 18 : : 16 : 144, and 8 : 18 : : 16 : 36.

Product of forces by squares of the distances, 288.

As a third example, suppose the experimental numbers were—
At distances 16 and 4

Forces are 2 ,, 128

This would furnish a proportion inversely as the cube of the distance,

and we should have—
2 : 128 :: 43 : 16'; that is 2 : 128 :: 64 : 4096.

Product of forces by cubes of the distance, 8192 ;

and so on for other changes of distance, or any other powers.

Let now the results be—
At distances 16 and 4

Forces 3 ,, 6

In this case we should have a proportion in the inverse ratio of the square
roots of the distances, and we should obtain the inverse proportion—

3 : 6 : : 4* : 16* ;
that is 3 : 6 : : \/ 4 r\/l6, or 3 : 6 : : 2 : 4 ;

Product of forces by square root of the distances= 12.

Again, let distances and forces be thus—
At distances 27 and 8

Forces 6 ,, 4

Here we have the inverse proportion of the third or cube roots of the

distances, and we obtain—
6:4:: 27* : 8*; that is 6 : 4 : : V27 : Vi", or 6 : 4 : : 3 : 2.

Product of forces by third roots of distances =12.

And so on for any other roots.

The following are examples of sesquiplicate and sesquiduplicate inverse

proportions, being fractional powers or roots of powers.

Suppose that—
For distances 12 6 4

Forces were 5 14*2 26
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to the general progress of science and theoretical knowledge.

Thus Xewton demonstrates, in his great work,
" The Prin-

cipia," that if the particles of common matter act on each

other with a force varying in the inverse proportion of the

Here the forces are in inverse proportion to the square roots of the cubes

of the distances, or in inverse sesquipbcate proportion, and we obtain such

a proportion as this, for distances 12 and 6.

5 : 14-2 :: 64 : 12?; that is 5 : 14-2 :: \/6* : Vi¥, or

5 : 14-2 :: v''2l6 : WJ2S, or 5 : 14-2 :: 14-7 : 41-5 nearly.

Product of forces by square roots of cubes of distances= 208 nearly.

A similar proportion is evident for the remaining forces and distances.

As a last example
—

Let distances be 12 6 3

And forces 4 225 128

Here the forces are in an inverse sesquiduplicate proportion, or in an

inverse proportion to the square roots of the 5th power of the distances,

and we obtain for distances 12 and 6 the following :—
4 : 22-5 : : 6t : I2l, or 4 : 22-5 : : Ve* : v^l^; that is

4 : 22-5 : : \/7776 : v''248S32, or 4 : 22-5 : : 88-5 : 499 nearly.

Product of forces by square roots of 5th powers of distances= 1996 nearly.

The numerical operations in these examples have been taken as the

numbers stand, without regard to any further reduction ; but, as will be

evident on examination, the arithmetical processes may be made smaller by

taking the ratio of the distances and forces, instead of the distances and

forces as given by experiment, when that can be done conveniently.

In cases of direct proportions the products are obtained by a method

the reverse of this. We then multiply the terms crosswise, as it were.

Suppose, for example, in three experiments, in which the magnetic inten-

sity varied, we had obtained the following :
—

Magnetic intensity 1 2 3

Force 4 8 12

In this case of direct proportion the magnetic intensity is not multiplied
into its corresponding force, but into the force of the intensity with which

it is compared. Thus, comparing intensity 1 with intensity 3, we have

1 X 12= 4 X 3=12
; or, comparing intensity 2 with intensity 3, we have

2 X 12 = 8 X 3= 24, passing on crosswise of the table. In fact, we have

here 1 : 3 : : 4 : 12, or 3 x 4 = 1 x 12 ; also 2 : 3 : : 8 : 12, or 3 x 8 =
2x12; and this applies to direct ratios involving powers or roots, as

before.
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squares of their distances, then the sensible action of hollow

or solid spheres on each other will be the same as if all

the matter of which they consist were collected in their

centres, and that a particle placed anywhere within them

would be in equilibrio, and not tend to move in any one

direction
;
which he shows could not be the case under any

other law of force. So, likewise, if the hidden source of

electrical and magnetic phenomena be, as many suppose, a

subtile elastic fluid of a specific kind, then, as was observed

by the Honourable Henry Cavendish, in some of his manu-

scripts, such a fluid would be similar to air, if the repulsive

force between the particles were inversely as any power of

the distance greater than 3, only that the elasticity would be

inversely as the n+2 power of their distances, or as the

—-— power of the density of the fluid
;
n being anyo

number exceeding 3. But i£ n he equal to or less than 3,

such an elastic fluid would be very different from that of air.

Again, the times in which the planets revolve about the sun

are in a sesquiplicate ratio of their distances from the

centre, and not in a duplicate ratio. Hence, observes

Cheyne, they
" cannot be carried about by an harmonically

circulating fluid," as was supposed by some of the ancient

philosophers.

"We may further remark in respect of Magnetism, that

the force by which a magnetic needle is drawn towards its

meridian when deflected from it (21), or towards a magnet,
increases as the sine of the angle of the obliquity of action

directly. Hence, as observed by Professor Eobison, we
cannot pretend to explain the action of a magnet by the

impulsion of a stream of fluid, or by pressure arising from the

motion of such a stream
;
for in this case the pressure on the

needle must have diminished directly, as the square ofthe sine

of the angle, at which the magnetic force operates on the

needle. For example, the force at a right angle, or 90 de-

grees, should be 4 times greater than the force at an angle
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of 30 degrees, whereas it is found to be only twice as great ;

being simply as the sines of the angles. It is, therefore, by
the determiaation of the laws of such forces that we are

enabled to advance our knowledge of the powers of nature.

179. Beside these prelimiaary explanations (173), there

remain still to be considered one or two additional points

equally essential to an intelligible and plain view of the

questions involved in such inquiries, and the real sense in

which we are to accept such expressions of the law of varia-

tion of certain forces as we have just cited (173).

To suppose any effect to be as the square or cube of its

cause, either directly or inversely, is to suppose the effect to

proceed partly from the cause and partly from nothing. For

there is no axiom in Physics more evident than that which

assigns between cause and effect a simple relation
; any ex-

pression, therefore, which represents a force as being in any
inverse ratio of a power of the distance greater than unitv,

may at first appear to involve an absurdity. "We may hence

infer that, when by experiment we have arrived at such a

conclusion, the result is either a mixed result, compounded
of two or more conjoined actions, or it is a result resolvable

into some elementary condition of a simple kind, depending
on the peculiar kind of agency upon which the exhibition of

force depends. Take, for example, the following case of a

central force, or emanation of

any kind, extending its power
in all directions into space,

and hence becoming weaker

in proportion tothe surface of

the spaces over whichwe may
suppose it to expand. Let c

(Fig. 98) represent such a

central action
; suppose, for

example, a central source of

light considered as luminous

matter by way of Ulustra-
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tion. Let a h d, m n p, be two great concentric circles,

representing two concave hemispherical shells, whose

centre c is the point of illumination, and whose radii

c a and c m are to each other as 1 : 2
; or, in other words,

that point n is twice as far from the centre c as the point h.

If in this case we take any two homologous segments, hg,nh,
of these shells, it is clear that the segment n h will have four

times the area of the interior similar segment I g ; because

the superficial areas of such shells will be in proportion to

the squares of the diameters of their great circles m n p,

and ah d, and these are supposed in this case to be as 1 : 2
;

so that the quantity of luminous matter (supposing light to

be a material agency) which has emanated from the centre c,

and fallen upon these shells, will in the outer shell n become

distributed over 4 times the space, it would occupy, on the

interior shell h
;
that is to say, in any one point, there will

be only \ the quantity of light : hence the illumination of

the arc n h will only be \ of the illumination of the arc hg ;

that is to say, the illvunination will be directly, as the quan-

tity of light in a given space, a simple relation of cause and

effect. When, however, we refer this effect to the distance

from the centre c, we perceive that the distances being as

2 : 1, the illumination of the whole of each shell is as 1 : 4.

And thus light as a physical agency has been said to vary in

intensity in the inverse ratio of the squares of tlie distance

from the centre, in the way just explained (174) ;
but the fact

is, that the illumination of an equal area in each shell is

directly as the quantity of the agency producing it.*

180. Again, in the cases of such powers as those of Mag-
netism and Electricity, we have to consider many conjoint

* The term intensity is really inapplicable here : it is a term, in

science, only distinctive of quality, or of different states or degrees of

power of the same agent ; as when we say the heat of a red-hot iron is

more intense than the heat of boiling water, or that moonlight is less

intense than the light of the sun. Taking a particle of light from the

same source, we have no reason for supposing it in a different state of

intensity at different distances from the centre of illumination. If such
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actions (33, 37). A magnet and common iron only operate
on each other through the medium of a reciprocal induc-

tion (35) ; (38) when we change the distance of their

action, we change at the same time the original condition

or quantity of force in operation ; so that we may conceive

the total force of attraction to depend on the force induced

in the iron (33) conjoined with the reciprocal induction on

the magnet (37) ;
and it may be here remarked, that in the

apparent anxiety of philosophers to bring such forces in-

discriminatively under the common law of gravity, and other

central forces, they have probably encouraged a rather hasty

generalization. All the forces in nature are not necessarily
central forces, they may arise out of peculiar conditions of

common matter, of which we have as yet but an indistinct

notion, and be exerted between given points in determinate

directions only, as appears to be indicated in Fig. 17, p. 24,

Parts I. and II.
; we have yet to learn, therefore, whether

the force of Magnetism comes under the geneiul conditions

of ordinary central forces or not.

181. Xewton, in his learned and profound work, "The

Principia," considers magnetic force as being very different

fiom that of gravity :
—" The magnetic attraction is not (he

says), as the matter attracted; some bodies are attracted

more by the magnet, others less
;
most bodies not at all.

The power of magnetism in one and the same body mav be

increased and diminished, and is sometimes far stronger for

the quantity of matter than the power of gravity ; and, in

receding from the magnet, decreases not in the duplicate,
but almost in the triplicate proportion of the distance, as

nearly as I could judge from some rude observations."—
Book ui., Prop. 6.

In the 23rd proposition of the Second Book, sec. 5,

Newton imagines that, in magnetical bodies,
" the attractive

were the case, both the quantity of light in a given space, and its intensity

also, would change with the distance, and the illumination would then

decrease much faster than that of the inverse squares of the distances.
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virtue is terminated nearly in bodies of their own kind that

are next them." " The virtue of the magnet," he says,
"

is

contracted by the interposition of an iron plate, and is

almost terminated at it, for bodies further oif are not so

much attracted by the magnet as by the iron plate." The

experiments we have adduced (38), Fig. 29, have immediate

reference to this observation.

182. Of the early experiments instituted with a view of

determining the laws of magnetic forces, we have to notice

first those of Hawksbee, printed in the Transactions of the

Eoyal Society for the year 1712, vol. 27. A short needle,

one inch in length, being poised on a fine point, fixed in the

centre of a graduated quadrant, a natural magnet was placed,

with one of its poles within certain measured distances of

the centre of the needle, and the corresponding deviations

of the needle from the meridian, noted in a way similar to

that described. Parts I. and II., page 121, sec. 134, Fig. 82.

The results have not generally been considered very satis-

factory or regvJar ;
it is, nevertheless, worthy of remark, that,

taking the tangents of the angles of deviation, corresponding
to distances, which may be considered as very great in

respect of the length of the needle, on the principles already

laid down (134), then Hawksbee's results wiU be found

consistent with each other, and, according to a law of force,

varying in the inverse sesquiduplicate ratio (176) of the dis-

tances, as shown in the following analysis of the results :
—

Distance in inches ..12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60

Angles of deviation . . 69 43-30 24 13-30 8-45 5-30 3-50 3 2-30

Tangents of deviation. 2-6 -948 -445 -240 -153 '096 -067 '052 -043

Taking these tangents as representing the forces, they will

be found all very nearly in the inverse proportion of the

square roots of the 5th powers of the distances, in some

cases precisely.*

* In such experiments as these, we must recollect, that angles do not

enter into ordinary calculation, except through the medium of certain

lines taken to represent them. These lines have been termed sines,
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Fig. 99.

183. Dr. Brook Taylor, in following up this method of

experiment, was led at first to infer,
" That the power of

tangents, secants, &c. It may not be out of place to recall briefly to the

student's attention the nature of the two lines with which we are here

especially concerned ; viz., the tangent and sine of an angle.

Every angle a c b, Fig. 99, is measured

by an arc a n B of a circle a b ^, contained

between its sides, and described from its

point or vertex c as a centre. The line a b

joining the extremities of the arc being called

the chord of the arc.

Now a perpendicular line b a, drawn from

the extremity b of the radius c b, forming
one of the sides of the angle, directly upon
the other side c a, has been termed the gine

of the angle a c b ; the length of this line, as is evident, will be greater or

less as the angle a c b is greater or less.

Again, the line a d drawn perpendicular to the radius or side c a, upon
the extremity a, and meeting the side c b, continued on to meet a d in

the point d, has been termed the tangent of the angle a c b. This line

also will increase and decreaise with the magnitude of the angle.

If the radius c a be taken as unity, and be supposed to be divided into

any number of parts, say 1000, or lO'OOO, or lOO'OOO, then these lines, as

applying to a given angle, will be found to contain a certain number of

these parts. Thus, if we call radius a c = l, or unity, and divided, say

into 100 parts, then if the angle a c b be 30°, the sine b a will be one-

half the radius a c, will contain 50 of these parts, and will be represented

by "5 ; the tangent a d will, in this case, contain about 57 parts, and will

be represented by '57. Now it is these numbers, as calculated and

arranged in tables, with which we have to do, and not immediately with

the angles themselves.

As all these lines, and the principles of their construction and use,

are to be found in our elementary mathematical works, we will not

longer dwell on them here. {See
"
Rudimentary Plane Trigonometry,"

p. 8.)

Comparing distances 12 and 24, which are as 1 : 2, we have

2-6 : -445 : : 2^ : 1 : : 5-65 : l, or 5-65 X 445= 2-6, or 2-5= 2-6 nearly.

Take again distances 12 and 18, which are as 2 : 3, here we have

2-6 : 948::3> : 2i::15-5 : 5-65, or 5-65x2-6 = 15-5x-948 ;

= 14*6 nearly.

In a similar way, the products for distances 30 and 60 are '240= '246 ;

C
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magnetism does not alter according to any particular law of

the distances, but decreases much faster in the greater dis-

tances than in the near ones."* By subsequent and similar

experiments, however, instituted by Whiston, Brook Taylor,

and Hawksbee, conjointly,
" the attractive power of the load-

stone was found in the inverse sesquiduplicate ratio of the

distances
"

(176). In these experiments they measured the

forces by the sines of half the arcs of deviation, to which

they endeavour to show the " force is always proportional."

184. About this period, experimental philosophy began to

make considerable advances in HoUand, and to excite very

general interest
;
we consequently find the Dutch philoso-

phers contributing largely to our knowledge of this branch

of physics. The celebrated Muschenbroek instituted some

experiments in 1724, the object of which was to find experi-

mentally the law of magnetic attraction by the method of

weights (125). Having suspended a spherical magnet from

one arm of a balance, and poised it by weights suspended
from the opposite arm, he placed a similar magnet immedi-

ately under it, and then proceeded to find the additional

weights requisite to balance the attractive force at given
distances between the opposed poles. These distances were

regulated by raising or depressing the beam of the balance

by means of a line passing over a pidley, and by which it

was supported. The numerical results of the experiments
were considered so unsatisfactory, as to lead to the conclu-

sion that "no assignable proportion" exists between the

forces and the distances, whether of attraction or repulsion,

and "that magnets are indeed very surprising bodies, of

which we know but little."t

for distances 12 and 36 we have 2-4= 2'6, which may in each case be

considered as sufficiently near.

The greatest inequality appears to be for distances 18 and 54, being

•948= 'SH; all the others approach as nearly an inverse sesquiduplicate

ratio as can be expected from the nature of the experiment.
* Phil. Trana. for 1721. f /*W- for 1725.
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185. In the "Introduction to Natural Philosophy,"*

however, by Muschenbroek, we find the subject more satisfec-

torily inveatigated and pursued, the results being such as to

demand very especial attention. The method of experiment
did not materially differ from the former. The following
cases comprise the amount of the investigation:

—
First case.—Attractive force between a magnetic

and iron cylmder. In this expenment a cybn- -^

drical magnet,^, Fig. 100, two inches in length, and

about '95 of an inch in diameter, was suspended
over an equal cylinder of soft iron, n, and the

attraction at different distances, p n, noted. The

results were as follow :
—

Distance in tenths of an inch 6 4 3 2 10
Force in grains 3 5 6 9 18 5"

Muschenbroek observes, on this experiment, that

the attractive forces are inversely as the intercepted

cylindrical spaces, p n, that is, inversely as the dis-

tances (174), the law is uniform up to contact, or nearly so.

Second case.—Attraction between a spherical

magnet and a magnetic cylinder. In this expe-
riment a spherical magnet, s. Fig. 101, was sus- 1

pended, with its north pole, a, downward, and a '

j
•

cylindrical magnet, t, of the same diameter, viz., ^'f^^
*95 of an inch, placed with its south pole, h, V Jf
upward, immediately under it, the poles being J

j

in one straight line. The following were the !

J
results :

— ^ ^-^—^

Distance in tenths. ... 6 4 3 2 1

Force in grains 21 34 44 64 100 260

"We may conceive, says Muschenbroek,
" The

sphere (*) to be in a hollow cylinder (t «), and let down at

various distances (a h) from the cylindrical magnet. Then,

considering the intercepted spaces {t s), the attractions

will be found in the inverse sesqixiplicate ratio of these

* Translated by Cobon, in 1744, for the use of the Unirersities.
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a-paces, that is, inversely as the square root of the cubes of

the spaces" (176). In referring the distances, however, to

the near point, a, of the sphere, still the law does not very

materially differ from the former case, being approximately
in the inverse simple ratio of the distance, a h.

Third case.—Attraction between a magnetic sphere and a

cylinder of iron of the same diameter = "95 of an inch. In

this experiment, a cylinder of iron, h, Eig. 101, was placed
under the north pole, a, of the spherical magnet, «, this

cylinder being the same as used in the first case. The fol-

lowing were the results :
—

Distance in tenths .... 6 4 3 2 1

Force in grains 7 15 25 45 92 340

Muschenbroek, in referring the forces to the intercepted

spaces (t s) as before, deduces the same law as in the former

case
; if, however, we refer the forces to the distance, a h,

we find no regular law. The first three forces are inversely

as the squares of the distances, or very nearly ;
the forces

corresponding to distances 4 and 2 are in the inverse sesqui-

plicate ratio of the distances
;
this is also evident at distances

6 and 1. At the smaller distances, 2 and 1, the force is in-

versely as the simple distance, very nearly. At distances

6 and 2 no law is apparent.

Fourth case.—Attraction between a magnetic ^

and iron sphere of equal diameters. In this ex- ^^' ^^'^'

periment, a globe of iron, i. Fig. 102, was placed |

immediately under the north pole, a, of the sus- i

pended spherical magnet, s. The forces and i^-^l
distances in this case stood thus :

—
[

\f

Distance in tenths ..8643210 |^~^^i
Force in grains 1 3*5 9 16 30 64 290

| i

It 18 remarked by Muschenbroek, in this case, l\
]

tliat if "we suppose both the spheres to have N—^
been included in a hollow cylinder (t s), and to

be removed from one another at various distances, and the
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intercepted hollow spaces (t s) to be considered ;
then we

find the law in a reciprocal biquadratical ratio of the inter-

cepted spaces ;
that is, inversely, as the 4th powers of the

intercepted spaces (174) . If, however, we refer the forces

to the nearest points of distances, a h, we have all sorts of

inverse proportions for the law ofthe force
; thus, the forces

at distances 8 and 4 are inversely as the 3rd power, or

cubes of the distances, or very nearly ;
at distances 8 and 1

they are, inversely, as the second power or square of the

distance
;
and this law holds approximatively for the forces

at distances 6 and 4, for 6 and 3, for 6 and 2, and 4 and 3, in

which last case it is exact.

At distances 8 and 2 the forces are as the square roots of

the fifth powers of the distances inversely (176). Taking
the near distances, 2 and 1, we have the forces nearly in the

simple inverse ratio of the distances
; whilst, at the distances

6 and 1, as also 4 and 2, the law approaches the inverse

sesquiplicate ratio of the distance, that is, the square root of

the cubes of the distances (176).

186. These results are not only curious, but they are

really calculated, when properly considered, to throw very
considerable light on the nature and mode of operation of

magnetic force, as we shall presently see ;
and it is to be

greatly regretted, that more attention has not been commonly
bestowed on them. Muschenbroek's researches are usually

quoted without due precision, and without any adequate

explanation of the author's own peculiar deductions
; they

have been also not unfrequently treated lightly as furnishing

no solid information whatever, from assimied imperfections
in the nature of the experiments themselves.

187. We may infer, by the second and third cases,

in which the force at contact, between a cylindrical and

a spherical magnet, and the force between a similar cylinder
of iron and the same sphwical magnet is given, that

when actually touching, a magnet does not attract another

magnet so forcibly as it attracts simple iron, the force being,

c2
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ia the one instance 260 grains, in the other 340 grains. The

force, however, between the two magnets, diminishes less

rapidly as the distance is increased, and would hence begin
from a more remote point.

188. In the " Essai de Physique," printed at Leyden, in

1751, Muschenbroek more expressly refers to his early expe-

riments in 1724, and although they led to no general conclu-

sions, yet they furnish most important examples of the

operation of magnetic forces under the given conditions.

The following table, for example, contains the results of a

series of observations on the force of two spherical magnets
of very unequal diameters, opposed to each other at dissi-

milar poles, as in Tig. 102, one of the magnets being 65
inches in diameter, the other 1*5 inches.

Distance in lines—
54 50 45 28 21 12 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Force in grains
—

1-75 2-25 2-75 9 12 26 31 34 36 39 44 48 59 68 89 132 310

Many of these forces approach the inverse sesquiplicate

ratio of the distances. It is, however, observed by Mus-

chenbroek, that, from the unequal diameters of the spheres,
"

it is not easy to calculate the intercepted spaces : this led

me to try the forces between a spherical magnet and a ball

of iron, each 95 of an inch in diameter." The attractions, as

thus obtained, have been already given. Fourth Case (185),

The following are the results of observations on the repul-

sive poles of two magnets, and of two pieces of magnetic iron.

REPULSIVE FORCE OF TWO MAGNETS.

I.

Distance in lines 48 27 12 11 10 9 8

Force in grains 65 13 30 32 32 33 34

II.

Distance in lines 12 10 6 5 4

Force in grains 24 24 255 275 29

REPULSIVE FORCE OF MAGNETIC IRON.

III.

Distance in lines .. 12 10 6 5 4 3 2

Force in graina .. 35 425 75 775 8 105 14-5

40
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It is important to observe, in these last experiments, that,

in the first forces and distances, the force is as the distances

inversely, after vrhich the increase of the repulsion de-

creases, and the force changes into attraction. We have

thought it right to select these cases for consideration. For,

notwithstanding that they led at first to the conclusion
" that magnets are surprising bodies, of which we know but

little," they will, nevertheless, be found to have a most

important bearing on the question of magnetic force.

189. Martin, who followed Muschenbroek's method of

experiment, found that for certain small distances the force

of a magnetic pole, on a bar of soft iron, was in the inverse

sesquiplicate ratio of the distance. In these experiments a

plate of wood, of a thickness equal to the required distance,

was interposed between the suspended magnet and iron.

The magnetic pole being allowed to rest on the wood, and

to which it would become drawn by the reciprocal attraction

between the iron and magnet, small weights were then

added to the scale-pan attached to the opposite arm of the

balance, \mtil the magnet pole became raised ofi" the wood.

The actual force and distances were as follows :
—

Distance in in(!hea i ^ ^

Force in grains 156 58 28

It will be immediately perceived that these forces are

inversely as the square roots of the cubes of the distances

very nearly. Taking the distances as the numbers 1, 2, 3,

we have 1 x 156=2^ x 58=3^ x 28 (177) ;
the differences in

the products, viz., 156, 164, and 145, are not so great as to

place them without the limit of a fair approximation, espe-

cially when we take into account the difficulty of such

experiments. If at distance ^ the result had been 56 grains

instead of 58, and at distance f it had been 30 grains instead

of 28, then the ratio would have been exact. The experi-

ments appear to have been carefuUy made.*

* "
Philosophia Britannica," London, vol. i. p. 47.
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190. Mayer, in an unpublished paper read before the

Eoyal Society of Grottingen, in 1760, found the force of

magnetic attraction to correspond with the general law of

gravity. A deduction also arrived at by Michell, who says,

in his capital treatise on Artificial Magnets, published in

1750, that in all the experiments of Hawksbee, Brook

Taylor, and Muschenbroek, the force may really be in the

inverse duplicate ratio of the distances, proper allowance

being made for the disturbing changes in the magnetic
forces (180) so inseparable from the nature of the experi-

ment. He is hence led to conclude that the true law of the

force is identical with that of gravity, although he does not

set it down as certain. It is to be greatly regretted, as

obsen'ed by Lambert, that the Royal Society of Grottingen

did not publish Mayer's researches on this important physical

question.

191. In the 22nd volume of " Histoire de I'Academie

E^yale des Sciences," Berlin, 1776, we find two beautiful

memoirs on this subject by M. Lambert, which were consi-

dered by Dr. Eobison as worthy of Newton himself It is,

therefore, imperative, in a treatise of this kind, to put the

student in possession of the substanceN)f these papers, more

especially as a detailed and clear exposition of Lambert's

experiments has seldom, if ever, appeared in our elementary
works on this branch of science. In his first memoir the

author endeavours to determine two very important laws of

magnetic action
;
one relating to the change of force as

depending upon the obliquity of its application, the other as

referred to the distance. M. Lambert's course of experi-

ment was as follows :
—

A small needle, p q (Fig. 103), about an inch in length,

being poised on a fine centre c, fixed in a plane of wood, a

circle a p b, one-half of which only is in the figure, was

described about the needle, and divided into 180 degrees,

both on the east and west side of the magnetic meridian

X c z; the central or north point a of the semicircular arcs
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Fig. 103.

u

being marked zero ;
the plane supporting the needle was

made to turn about the centre c, so as to adjust the zero

point A exactly ui the line of the needle. This preparation

made, Lambert placed a small magnet e, of a cubical figiu^,

the same length and breadth as the needle, and one-half the

thickness, in various positions, E, e, 'E,f, g, Ac., about the

needle, so as to deflect it from its meridian by a given angular

quantity. We already know (134, 135) that in bringing a

magnet near a compass needle in this way, the needle

changes its position, so that by varying the position of the
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magnet, we may produce any declination we please ;
we may

also give the magnet E an infinity of different positions, or

may change its place as from d, f, g, h, &c.
;
and hence may

find such positions or points for its action as will all pro-

duce the same degree of declination in the needle. Now
M. Lambert limited the precise position of the magnet in

any particular point, e, to that in which the axis of the

magnet and its south pole were directed to the centre c of

the needle, as in the line e c
;
and he selected given declina^

tions of the needle from 10 to 10 degrees on the west side of

the meridian, and from 15, 30, 60, 90, up to 120 degrees on

the east side. Having found aU the points, as, for example,

D d, i& e, T f, Q, n, I, &c., in which the magnet E, thus cir-

cumstanced, gave the same amount of declination, say 30

degrees, he proceeded to trace a curve, d e r G H i m,

through aU these points, and by means of which he en-

deavours to assign the law of force as directed to the

centre c.

192. For the better tracing the various circles and curves,

the plane on which this operation was performed was

covered with fine paper. The figure is about f of the size

of the actual experiment, and as the curves on each side of

the meridian z c x were found to be nearly similar, those on

one side only are given, in order to avoid complication. In

Fig. 103 then, c is the centre upon which the needle

plays, a: c 2; is the magnetic meridian. The angles a c o,

A c D, A c E, A c F, A c G, are angles of 15, 30, 60, 90, 120

degrees, being the respective constant declinations pro-

ducing the curves 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Thus the magnet being in

curve 2, the declination of needle was always 30 degrees.

When in curve 3, it was always 60 degrees, and so on. By
this arrangement an equilibrium is obtained between three

forces : viz., the magnetic force of the needle
;
the directive

force, or unknown power by which it is drawn to the meri-

dian A B
;
and the force of the magnet E by which the needle

is deflected or drawn from its meridian.
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193. In comparing the curves thus obtained, Lambert

only assumes, what in fact is shown by all experience, that

the magnetic force decreases when the distance at which it

operates increases. In estimating the element of distance,

he finds it sufficient to take the distance between the

extremity E of the magnet and the centre c of the needle.

So that if it be merely required to know if the force of the

magnet has been more or less great in one point than in

another, as, for example, in points e and f, then the right

lines c E, c F will be sufficient for that purpose, and the force

of the magnet may be taken as being less as these lines are

longer.

194, "With a view to simplify our conceptions of M. Lam-

bert's investigations, we will confine our references princi-

pally to one of the curves which he traced, viz., to the curve

Xo. 2, corresponding to a deflection of 30 degrees, and

which caused the needle, p q, to assume the direction n c u,

making with the meridian, zcx, the angle z c y= 30 degrees.

It may be here observed, that if we take, on either side of

the radius, c &, any two points, f h, making equal angles,

G c F, G c H, with that radius, and suppose the magnet to be

in F, and attracting the north pole, j),
of the needle with a

force = p, and repelling the south pole, q, with a force = q,

then we have only to place the magnet in H, and it wiU

reciprocally employ force =^, to repel the south pole, and the

force = q to attract the north pole, that is to say, the dis-

tances G H and G F being equal, the position of the needle

would not vary ;
and reciprocally, in order not to vary, these

distances must be equal. The curve, s £ f G H i f», there-

fore is similar to itself on each side of the right line c G, so

that c o is an axis or diameter of that curve, and divides it

into two similar and equal parts, that is, supposing a perfect

resemblance and equality of force in both poles of the

magnet. Mr. Lambert caUs this axis, c G, a transverse axis

or diameter, because it passes through the centre at right

angles to the deflected position ofthe needle. Thus, when the
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magnet E is in the curve E G h, just mentioned, the deflec-

tion being 30°, the position of the needle is the line m c D,

and the axis is c G, and so for any other curve
; thus,

when the deflection is 60°, and the needle is in the line c e,

then the axis of the curve is c N, being always at right

angles to the direction of the needle. We may further

observe, that aU the curves extend themselves from the

centre up to the points by which their respective diameters

pass, as at X s N G E.

195. These experimental conditions of Lambert's investi-

gations being understood, we may proceed to his analysis of

them
;
and first, as relates to the change of force liable to

occur from a greater or less degree of obliquity in the action

of magnetism on the needle, considered as a lever, a most

important element in the progress of such inquiries. As-

suming, as we have just shown (194), that it requires everj^-

where the same efiective force to retain the needle at the

same declination, we might conclude conversely, that for the

same degree of declination the distance sho\ild be always the

same
;
but such is evidently not the case, since the points

D E E G, &c., in curve No. 2, are all at diiferent distances

from the centre c, hence all the force of the inagnet E

cannot be everywhere exerted
;
some compensation between

the force and distance must hence arise, if the needle at

different distances is to remain in the same position. Now,
we may observe that in different points of a given curve,

D E F G n, the action of the magnet E is more or less

oblique upon the needle p q; thus, the needle being re-

tained in the line n u, at a, deflection of 30°, the angle
of obliquity at point E is E c D, at point F it is F c D, at

point H it is H c D
;
that is to say, the obliquity of the action

increases with the distances. In order, therefore, that the

needle should remain stationary, the decrease of the force

due to the increase of distance should be exactly the same

as decrease of power arising from the increased obliquity

of the action. To determine the law of the change of
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force from obliquity, Lambert calls to bis aid the polar or

magnetic force by which the needle is drawn toward the

meridian, and which also acts obliquely upon the needle,

whenever we deflect it from its meridian. Thus the needle,

p q, being drawn from its meridian into the line n u, the

oblique action of the polar force is the angle z c y. To dis-

tinguish in certain cases the obHque action of the magnet
E from this last obliquity, he calls the angles of obliquity of

the magnet E angles of incidence. Thus, angles E c d, r c D,

&c., are angles of incidence as regards the obliquity of

magnetism in the action of the magnet E on the needle. If

the law of the variation of the force as regards a change of

distance were reaUy known, we covdd easily determine the

law of the increase or decrease of force as depending upon

obliquity of action
;
for the effect depending on this obli-

quity of incidence would be in the same ciu-ve in an inverse

ratio of the force, in order that the compound resulting effect

might retain the needle in the same position ; but Lambert

had not determined this law, and is hence led to another

method by taking into consideration the action of the polar
force on the needle.

196. To determine the effect of obliquity, considered as

depending upon the angle of obliquity, that is, as being some

function* of that angle, Lambert took two equal distances,

c d and c r, in which the absolute force of the magnet,

independent of obliquity, might be considered the same.

"We may here observe, that when the magnet is in point d,

the needle is found in direction c u, being, by the experi-

* This term function is in very common and accepted use in physico-
mathematical science. It is employed to express, either algebraically
or otherwise, any quantity whose value depends upon that of another.

Thus the extent of the circumference of a circle will depend on the length
of the radius of the circle. The circumference is hence said to be a func-

tion of the radius. In the present case the effective force of the magnetic

power will depend upon the angle of incidence. It is hence said to be a

function of that angle ;
so that we have to find what is the actual value or

relation of this function to the magnetic power.

D
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luent for that point, deflected 30°. The angle of incidence

d c uis therefore 15°, and the obliquity of the polar force is

the angle z c y=30°. Again, the magnet being in r, the

needle is in direction c F, being by the experiment for curve

4, deflected 90°. In this point, then, angle of incidence of

magnet is f c G=30°, and angle of obliquity of polar force

z c r=90°. Let now the whole magnetic polar force=M,
and the whole force of magnet=w, then, because the needle

is at rest, either the whole or some part of the magnetic;

polar force must be in equilibrio with the whole or some part

of the force of the magnet ;
and as these forces will depend

upon the angle of obliquity, we have for points d and r,

calling the function we require==^ the following equations :
—

M x/30°=m xf 15°, and M :w : :/ 15° :/ 30° for point d,

M x/90°=w x/30°, andw.m: :/30° :/90° for point r*
But between these four functions, in the proportions thus

deduced, we obtain/ 15° :/ 30° : : / 30° :/ 90°.

Now this proportion leads at once to the value or nature

of the function required =zf, since in the ordinary trigono-

metrical calculations and tables we find that the sines of

these angles fulfil the conditions of this proportion. In

fact, we have sin 14^ : sin 30°:: sin 30° : sin 90°, that is,

* The student will easily see, that to represent the equilibrium of the

forces in operation, we must multiply the total magnetic force by the

function of the angle of obliquity at which the force acts, and upon which

the modification of the whole force depends. Thus, suppose that when the

obliquity of action was a given quantity, that only ^th part of the total force,

for example, was effective in retaining the needle at a given deflection,

we should, in this case, express it by ^ of m, calling generally the mag-
netism M ; that is to say, we should multiply M by ^. But since we do not

know what portion of the total forces are in operation, we are content to

represent it by some function of the angle of obliquity ; and, therefore,

in the above, write m xy30°, or»»x/15°, as the case may be. It is

further evident that, in the equilibrium of these forces, we have in all cases

some portion of the total polar force acting at a constant distance in equi-

librio, with some portion of the total force of the magnet acting at variable

distances from the needle ; hence we write, in the cases quoted,

Mxf30°=mx/ro° and u xf 90°=mxf 30°.
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•230 : o :: o : 1,* which is sufficientlr near for our purpose,

and leaves little or no doubt as to the nature oi f.

197. From this investigation, then, we may conclude that

the action of magnetism on a magnetic needle, considered as

a lever, is proportionate to the sine of the angle of obliquitv

of its direction
;
and that hence the eiFective force which

operates in restoring the needle to its meridian, when drawn

aside from it, is directly as the sine of the angle of its

deflection—an important deduction. "
If," says Bobison,

" >I. Lambert's discoveries had terminated here, it must be

granted that he had made a notable discovery in Magnetism."
This important result was fully established by a variety

of other experiments. Thus taking other points, f and y,

equallv distant from centre c, or very nearly so, we have

the angles of incidence g c a =: ZQP, and y c d = 75"
;
the

needle for curve 1 being deflected 15° in direction c o ; and

for curve 2 being 30° in direction c d. The obliquities of

the respective polar forces are consequently z c < = 15°, and

r c y = 30°.

From whence we obtain for points y and/" the two follow-

ing proportions :
—

m x/-30°=M x/" 15°, which gives w : m :: /" 15°:/- 30°
;

and

mxf 75"=M x/- 30P, which gives m : m : : /- 30° :/" 75°

From these four functions we have, by the ordinary rules,

/- 15° : /^ 30° :: / 30= : /. 75"
;

that is, sin 15°: sin 30° :: sin 30°: sin 75 (196) ;

or, -2589 : o :: 5 : -966.

And -2589 x •966=- 5 x -5, or -250 =258, which is a suflB-

ciently close approximation.
198. Having thus determined the first, and apparently

the most simple law of Magnetism, Lambert proceeds to

apply it in his further investigations of the law of force as

regards distance. With this view, let the total polar force,

which draws the needle to its meridian, be considered as

unity or 1, and suppose that the magnet E being in some
* See (182) note.
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point of the curve D E G, the needle is deflected 30*^, and is

in the direction c d. In this case the sine of 30° being -5,

the effective polar force becomes represented by 1 x "5 (196,

note) ;
that is to say, it may be expressed by '5. Now the

needle being stationary, in whatever point of curve 2 the

magnet be placed, it is clear that the oblique or effective

force of the magnet in any point, d, E, e, must be equal also

•5
;
because in these points it exactly balances the polar force.

Now, let the actual or inherent force of the magnet at any

distance, c e, c G, &c.=ot, and call the angle of incidence or

obliquity of its action =
(/>,

then we have the effective force in

every point of the curve =mx sin f ;
but as this force, as just

shown, must be = 5, we have therefore by these two values

m X sin0 ^ "5 and m =—.
'

sm^
Taking now the different angles of incidence, d^ c d, E c D,

e c D, &c., for the successive points d e, e, &c., and which

are by construction, 15, 30, 45, 60, &c., up to 120° (192),

and dividing '5 by the sines of these angles, we obtain the

value of m, or absolute force of the magnet, in each point of

the curve at a measurable distance from the centre c
;
conse-

quently, in laying off the respective distances c d, c d, c e,

&c., upon a given scale, we have the respective values of the

force and distance represented by numbers. M. Lambert

estimates the distance in terms of a unit of measure = i the

length of the needle. The forces and distances thus deter-

mined will be as in the following table :*—
Points of curve . . d

Distances= d . . . . 2'7l

Forces=/ 1-93

199. It will be observed, that in comparing these distances

* This way of noting the results of the experiment is not the same as

that adopted by M. Lambert, who gives several distinct and elaborate tables,

which, in a rudimentary work of this kind, could not well be introduced.

It became requisite, therefore, to simplify them, and bring the results

under a less complicated form. No alteration, however, has been made in

the course followed by the author, or in his numbers, which are given as

found in his table.

E
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and forces as before (182), there ia a general approximation,

to the law of the inverse square of the distance, more espe-

cially in the points t, f, g, in which the products of the

forces, multiplied by the squares of the respective distances

(177), are lOG, 10-2, 106; the nearer points, however, as

d-E e, give the products 1387, 1310, 121, which exhibit

greater diiferences, M. Lambert, however, goes on to

observe,
—^that the distances here given are taken between

the extremity of the magnet E, and centre, c, of the needle,

—that these may not be the true distances of the magnetic

action,
—still he prefers letting the numbers remain as they

are in the table, and subject them to such calculation as may
be found requisite, merely bearing in mind, that whatever be

the true distances, they must be in some inverse ratio of the

forces.

200. Supposing Magnetism to be a species of central force,

analogous with the force of gravity (179), it would then

come under the same general law as regards the distance of

its action, and would be in the inverse duplicate ratio of the

distance (175) . Assuming this to be the case, we may obtain

the tmie distances corresponding to the forces by means of

the general expression for this law. Thus, lety= the effec-

tive force of the magnet in points <? E, e f, &c., and let

the true distance of action we require to find = A, then

we have

fa.
—

5" and, consequently, A ^ -7=

If, therefore, we extract the roots of the numbers in the

preceding table, represented by f, we shall, in earning out

the operation indicated in the above formula, obtain a series

of numbers which, although not equal to the true distances,

win still vary in the same direct ratio, and which may
become equal to the true distances if multiplied by some

constant = c, so that, in representing these numbers by c we
should have A= 2 x c*

* The student must remember, that although a given quantity may
d2
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Subjecting, then, the forces f to the indicated operation

-/=, we obtain, for the respective points d, E, e, F, &c., the

following proportionate distances :
—

Points d E e f f g

Proportionate distances= 5.. 0-719 1-00 1-189 1-316 1-39 1-414

M. Lambert deduces for the mean value of the constant,

by which these numbers must be multiplied, c = 2"2, as

given from the whole series of experiments in the successive

curves 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (Fig. 103). The true distance, therefore,

will be represented by A =^ x 2"2
;
so that by comparing the

product of the above numbers by 2*2 with the measured dis-

tances = d, as given in the preceding table, we immediately
arrive at the required correction, if any.* Take, for example,

change in the same proportion as another and greater quantity, yet we

cannot ever consider the two quantities as equal. To complete the

equality it becomes requisite to multiply the lesser quantity by some

constant number. Take, for example, the
-p: iqj

right-angled triangle a c B, and suppose it

divided by parallels a a, b b' , c c, &c. ; and

in such way, for example, that distance a a

from the vertex a is twice the length of the

parallel a a. Then we have a b double

of b b', and a c double of c' c, and so on
; and a a, b b', d d', &c.,

will increase in exactly the same proportion as a a, a J, A c, &c. ;

so that if A 6= 2 A a, then b b'= 2 a a
,
and so on. Still a a

,
b b', &c.,

can never be taken equal to a a, a b, &c. We may, however, in this

case make them equal by multiplying a a
,
b b'

, &c., by 2, which is the

constant quantity here required, but which constant in the above formula

we require to determine.

* To get the value of c, let the difference between the true and observed

distance =^7, then we have d-\-^x=S ^c. Take now any two values of d,

say in points e and g, as given in the former table, then we have

3-62 -(- j:= 1 X c for point e,

and 4-62 +a'= 1*414 x c for point g.

Subtracting equation of point e from equation for point g, we have

1-01 = '414 X c and c = -rrT= 2-4 nearly.
"414
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the numbers in the preceding table at points d and e, then

we have for A, that is, the true distance,

0-719 X 2-2 = 1-58 for point d,

and 1-414 x 2-2 = 311 for point g.

But the measured distances for these points = d,SLS given in

the former table are d = 2*71 for point d,

and d = 4-61 for point g.

The respective errors, therefore, or

d—A are 2-71— 1-58=113 for point d,

and 4-61—311=1-5 for point o.

The mean of these, or —'—- =131 nearly, which turns

out to be the mean value of x upon the whole series of

experiments in the different curves, that is the quantity to

be subtracted from the measured distances in order to

obtain the true distances, upon the hypothesis that the force

is as the squares of the distances inversely, as in the case of

gravity. These nmnbers x and c being determined, we have

rf— 1-31= 2 X 2-2, and hence J = c x 22 + 131, which is the

formula deduced by M. Lambert for determining d by

calculation, and comparing the result with d as given in the

first table.

In extending this formula through the numbers for the

series of curves 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, deduced as in the first table

(198), M. Lambert finds the differences between the mea-

sured and ealcidated values of d comparatively small, and as

often positive as negative; and hence concludes that the

formula ^= o x 2-2 -f- 1*31 is, upon the whole, correct.

201. Admitting the truth of this formula, we arrive at a

somewhat remarkable result : viz., that to obtain the dis-

tance, the square of which is in a reciprocal inverse ratio of

the force of the magnet, we must take, for the true distance.

Upon a mean of the whole series of experiments for all the curres, 1, 2^

3, 4, 5, Mr. Lambert finds the mean valae of c= 2-2, or, as he expresses

. 11
It, -r-.
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tlie distance been the centre of the needle and the extremity

of the magnet, minus the quantity 1-31, which is greater
than half the length of the needle.* So that what may be

called the centre of attraction of the magnet is found out of

the magnet, and what may be called the centre of attraction

of the needle is found out of the needle. So that the com-

mon centre of attraction may be conceived to be in the

semicircular interval a. p (Fig. 103) being as much nearer

the needle p q, as its force is less than that of the magnet E.

M. Lambert thinks that, in the case before us, it falls about

the point r, at 131 distance from the centre of the needle

c A, being the least radius or distance at which the magnet
could be placed without altogether fixing the needle inde-

pendently of the polar force.

Professor Robison appears to view this deduction a»

somewhat anomalous, and as arising out of the complicated

nature of the experiment. Yet if the force be such as

anticipated by Lambert, there does not appear any greater

difficulty in conceiving such a result, than in conceiving the

common centre of gravity of two bodies of unequal magni-
tudes to fall without the bodies. Thus the common centre

of gravity of the earth and moon is neither within the earth

or moon, but in some point intermediate between them
;

being as much nearer the earth as the mass of the earth is

greater than that of the moon.

Under this impression, however, the professor was led to

repeat Lambert's experiments with magnets, consisting of a

slender steel rod, terminating in small balls, in which case

he found the force to be nearly in the centre of each ball,

and to vary in the inverse duplicate ratio of the distances

with singular precision.

202. Such are the principal features of Lambert's first

memoir on the important question of the law of magnetic
force. In a following subsequent memoir " On the Cun'a-

ture of the Magnetic Current," he continues his series of

• The unit of measure being made = half the length of the needle (198).
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experiments, and examines with singular ingenuity, mathe-

matical skill, and address, the action of the directive or

polar force of a magnet upon a small needle. In the pre-

ceding experiments Lambert had always preserved the axis

of the magnet in a right line passing through the centre of

the needle. This condition, however, is not altogether requi-

site in every case. He therefore, in these subsequent re-

searches, places the magnet more or less oblique to that line,

but always preserving the same angle of obliquity for com-

parative experiments. The question whether such curves as

those which are represented in Part I. (28), depend on a

circulating fluid, Lambert considers of no moment. StiU the

cuTN'es exist, and the problem for determining the nature of

such curves wiU stiU arise, the axis of a small needle freely

suspended will, in various points, always be a tangent to

these curves
;
so that we may, without ambiguity of language,

call them " curves of the magnetic current." If there be such

a current, the term will be true to the letter
;
if not, the alge-

braic nature of such curves will suffer no change. In order to

determine the nature of these curves, as bearing on a large

and important class of natural magnetic phenomena, Lambert

endeavours to examine still further the general laws of Mag-
netism, and the position, size, figure, and force of the great

magnet which he supposes to reside in the earth. The limits

of this work will not permit us to enter fully upon this

beautiful memoir, which, as remarked by Dr. Bobison, would

have done credit to Xe^vton himself
; more especially as it

embraces other considerations than those immediately con-

nected with our present subject. So far, however, as it

bears on the elementary laws of Magnetism, Lambert con-

cludes,
" that the effect of each particle of the magnet on

each particle of the needle, and reciprocally, is as the abso-

lute force or magnetic intensity of the particles directly, and

as the squares of the distances inversely."

203. About twenty years after Lambert's experiments,
Covdombe turned the attention of his ingenious and compre-
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hensive mind to this subject ;* and by means of tbe torsion

balance (132), and method of oscillation (138), not only

confirmed the deductions of Lambert, but also added to our

knowledge of magnetic force in a most extraordinary degree.

Having placed a linear magnet, 24 inches in length, in the

stirrup of his balance (132), he was enabled to measure the

force required to maintain this needle at various angles from

its natural direction, and thus, by a direct experiment, he

confirmed the principle of Lambert (197), viz., that the force

urging a magnetic needle toward the magnetic meridian

when drawn aside from it, is proportional to the sine of the

angle of its deflection. Eeferring to the explanations given

(133), the following are the forces and angles in four different

experiments, and by which it will be seen that the forces or

degrees of torsion requisite to maintain the needle at the

given angles, are sensibly proportional to the sines of these

angles.

Micromatic circles . . , . 1

Degrees of torsion .... 349 "5

Angles of Deflection . . lO^-SO

Sines of angles '1822

204. To understand clearly these results, it will be neces-

sary to recollect, that the reactive force exerted by the wire

when subjected to twist, is exactly proportional to the degree

of twist to which it has been subjected. This is the funda-

mental principle of the instrument (132).t This degree of

twist or torsion may be either measured by actually twisting

the wire itself at its upper extremity, Fig. 80 (132), against

a resisting force beneath, or otherwise turning the wire from

below against a fixed point above. In either case the torsion

force is proportional to the angle of torsion. Now, in such

experiments as those just quoted, in which a magnetic needle

* Memoir of the Royal Academy of Sciences, 1786 and 1787.

t We avail ourselves of this opportunity of correcting an error, seventh

line from the top, p. 119, Parts I. and II., for "sine of the angle or

arc," read angle or arc.

2
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is forced fix)m its directive position througli a given angle,

say 46^, by actually twisting the "wire any number of degrees

against the directive force of the needle, and by which it

tends to the magnetic meridian, we must, to obtain the

actual force of torsion, holding the needle at any given angle,

subtract from the number of degrees which -we have twisted

the wire, the degrees representing the angle of deflection of

needle
; for, imagine that we had forcibly retained the needle

in its original position, whilst we had twisted the wire -4 circles

of the micrometer (Fig. 80, sec. 132), that is 4 times 360=:

1440°, and that, on liberating the needle, it became deflected,

and rested at 46°, then, as is evident, the total torsion of the

wire would become relaxed by that quantity, and we should

have for the absolute force of torsion, holding the needle at

46°, 1440—46=1394% as given in the table; and similarly

for the other given angles.

205. Ha^-ing determined this point, Coulombe proceeds to

examine the law of the repulsive force of two similar mag-
netic poles, and in the following way :

—
Two equally-tempered and magnetic steel -wires, each 24

inches in length, and about the -^ of an inch in diameter,

were placed, one of them in the balance, and the value of its

directive power or force dragging it to the meridian, at any

given angle determined. This force, in terms of the torsion

force, was, for this particular case, equal to 35°, for 1° of

deflection of the needle
;
that is to say, in order to force the

needle 1° from its meridian, it was requisite to txmi the

mecrometer. Fig. 80 (133) 35° of the circle.* This being

ascertained, the other -wire was placed vertically in the me-

* Coulombe found that 2 circles of torsion deflected the needle 20°,

which gave a force of torsion for 20°= 720— 20= 700. Now the directive

force of the needle being as the sine of the angle of deflection, we mav,
from this experiment, obtain the force for any other angle m, since

we have this proportion, 700 or force at 20° : /, the force at angle

. ,
• nn . ^ • t\t\ fi\n f 700 X Sin m ,,m : : sin 20 : sin M, or/x sin 20=700 x sm m, or/= . ^,,

—. If we
on 2U
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ridian,\vitli its inferior pole at right
Fig. 105.

'

, . .,
^

, n^^
angles to the similar pole oi the

needle, as represented in the an-

nexed Fig. 105, and in such way
as to admit of the two wires being

considered as intersecting each

/ other at an inch within their si-

milar polar extremities, jp ^'. As

a necessary consequence (31), the

pole p' of the horizontal needle, placed in the balance,

becomes repelled, and turns away from the pole p of the

fixed vertical needle, until arrested by the torsion of the

wire, and a balance obtained to the repulsive force. In

this case the needle was balanced at an angle of torsion of

24°. The next step was to determine what amount of torsion

was requisite to balance the repulsive force at certain other

angles or distances between the repelling poles, p p'. With
this view the wire was twisted against the repulsive force by

turning the micrometer 3 complete circles, or 3 x 360°=

1080°. The pole p' of the needle now stood within 17° of

the vertical pole p. In like manner, 8 circles or 8 x 360°=

2880°, brought the repellant poles within 12° of each other.

Let us pause here for a moment to consider what are the

actual or total forces in operation at each of the arcs of

distance, 24°, 17°, and 12°.

206. In the first place, we have to consider, that not only
is the horizontal needle, p', pressed back toward the vertical

needle, p, by the reactive force of the torsion, but it is like-

wise urged toward the vertical needle by its own directive

power or tendency to the meridian
;
we must therefore add

this assistant force in each case. This is effected by turning
it into degrees of torsion, at the rate of 35° of torsion for

take the arcs themselves, instead of the sines, which we may do here

without any great error, we have *^^^-^
= 35 m. If we take m = 1°,

then the force equals 35°, that is 35° of torsion, as observed.
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each degree of angular deflection from the meridian, accord-

ing to the prelimiaary experiment above given (204) ; for,

since as a fundamental principle of the instrument, the

torsion force goes on regularly increasing "with the angular

twist of the wire, it is sufiicient to know the actual force

for one degree, to get the force for any number of degrees

In the first experiment, therefore, when the angular dis-

tance of the poles pp' was 24°, the total force in terms

of torsion, balancing the repulsive force, must have been

24+ (24 X 35) = 24+ 840 = 864. Tor force at angular dis-

tance, 17^, we have to combine the new torsion= 3 circles,

R-ith the torsion for 17°, and the directive force at 17°, so

that we have (3 x 360) + 17+ (17 x 35)= 1080 + 17+ 595=
1692 for the total force at angle 17°. In like manner, we

obtain the total force at 12°= 8 circles+ 12 + (12 x 35) =
2880 + 82 + 420 = 3312

;
so that the distances and corre-

sponding forces will stand thus :
—

Distances 12 17 24

Forces 3312 1692 864

207. !N'ow, these forces are in the inverse duplicate ratio

of the distances, or ver}' nearly. Thus, at distances 12 and

24, which are as 1 : 2, we have the inverse forces 864 and 3312,

which are as 1:4
;
that is to say (174), we have the inverse

proportion 3312 : 864 :: 22 : 1 or 4 x 864 = 3312, nearly, or

3456= 3312. Had the force at 24° been 868 instead of 864,

the accordance woiild have been complete. ZS^ow the difler-

euce 36 between these numbers is not above one degree of

error in the position of the needle, at the rate of 35° of

torsion to 1° of angidar deflection
;
the result, therefore, is

perhaps as near as could be expected, for it is to be remem-

bered that the action of the poles upon each other is a little

obhque ;
the distances are really as the chords of the arcs,

and not as the arcs themselves, beside that the experiment
is not an experiment with two particles, but two portions of

a magnetic wire. Admitting all this, however, it ia stiU to

E
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be observed, tbat the force at the near distance, 12, is not

so great as it should be by calculation in the proportion of

3312 : 3456, taking the force at 24 as 864
;
we shall have

occasion to refer to this fact as we proceed.

208. These experiments, by Lambert and Coulombe, were

followed up, about the year 1817, by Professor Hanstein, of

Christiana, who, in a valuable work entitled
"
Inquiries con-

cerning the Magnetism of the Earth," deduces many impor-
tant laws of ordinary magnetic forces.

Although Professor Hanstein' s method of experiment is

virtually the same as that of Hawsksbee (182), yet the

method of analysis is peculiarly his own. Hanstein's appa-

ratus may be taken as identical with that described (134)

Fig. 82, the straight line, E w, being divided into portions

such that ten of them were equal to the half axis of the arti-

ficial magnet used in the experiment. Having assumed that

the magnetic intensity of any particle in a magnet is propor-
tionate to some power of the distance from the magnetic
centre (26) ;

and that the force between any two particles

is in some inverse ratio of their mutual distance, a general

expression is deduced, for the effect which a linear magnet
would have upon a magnetic particle, situated anywhere in

the line of the prolonged axis of the magnet. This deter-

mined, and the angles of deviation of the needle (Pig. 82), at

different distances from the magnet M, accurately noted for

each distance, the Professor proceeds to compare the results

of calculation with those of the actual experiment, and shows

that the supposition of the force being in an inverse power
of the distance equal to 1 or 3, entirely disagrees with obser-

vation
; whilst, on the other hand, if the power be made

equal to 2, the numbers found by experiment differ but little

from those found by calculation. The value of the power of

the distance, representing the increase or decrease of inten-

sity from the magnetic centre, does not appear to have so

great an influence on the result. Hanstein, however, thinks

that this power is also equal to 2, although, by taking it as
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1 or 3, the differences jfrom actual obserration are not always

considerable.

From these inquiries, Hanstein thinks he is entitled to

conclude,
" That the attractive or repulsive force with which

two magnetic particles affect each other, is always as their

intensities directly, and as the square of their mutual dis-

tance inversely," thus confiriuing the deductions of Lambert

and Coidombe.

209. Further Inq^uiries concerning the Nature and Laics

of Magnetic Forces.—Although our knowledge of mag-
netic force has been very greatly advanced by these several

researches, it yet remaias to be seen whether the law

deduced be a general law, applicable to every case of

magnetic action considered as a central force (179), or

whether it be only a particidar law of some peculiar

agency operating between the surfaces of magnetic bodies

in a way similar to that of electricity, which, as now well

knovsTi, is confined to the limiting surfaces of opposed

conductors.*

AVe have seen (33) that when a Fig. 106.

magnetic bar a, Fig. 106, is opposed

to a similar, but smaller, bar of

iron B, then a new polarity n is in-

duced in the near parts n of the

iron, opposite in kind to that of the e -f

opposed polarity a, whilst another c

polarity, q, arises in its more dis-

tant parts, similar in polarity to

that of the polarity A, but opposite

to that of the induced polarity n :

this, however, is not aU. On fur-

ther examination, we find (37) that

the temporary polarity «, thus induced in the near svirface

of the iron, operates in its txim on the near surface jp of the

magnet, producing there, by a species of reflection or rever-

*
Rudimentary Electricity, ^21), p. 17, and (98), p. Ill, second edition.
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beration, what may be considered as a new polarity p, oppo-
site in kind to that of the induced polarity n, but similar to

that of the permanent polarity A
;
that is to say, a portion

of the force, which under the ordinary conditions of magnet-
ized steel is directed towards the centre of the magnet (28),

becomes now determined toward the iron in direction p n.

These changes induced in the magnetism of the two

bodies, have been considered by some writers as casual and

disturbing forces, superadded as it were to the primary

magnetic action, which they imagine to be a distinct power,
or emanation as it were from a centre, and operating in the

way of other central forces (179). Michell had evidently

adopted this view (190) ;
as also Dr. Eobison, who thinks

that the phenomena of magnetic attraction and repulsion, as

commonly observed, are not calculated to develop the real

law of magnetic force :

" For in the experiments made on

attraction at different distances, the magnetism is continually

increasing, and hence the attraction will appear to increase

in a higher rate than the just one ;" and that, hence, "the

observed law must be different from the real law." * If we

look, however, very narrowly into the nature of this kind of

physical force, we shall immediately perceive that it is alto-

gether an inductive process. Induction, as observed by

Paraday, in respect of electricity,t is the essential function

of all magnetic development. So far, therefore, from these

induced actions being merely superadded or disturbing

forces, they are the very essence of the force itself. It is

in fact the mutual play of these inductive powers which

constitutes magnetic action in all its variety of form
;
we

recognize no other action in the observed phenomena of

magnetic attractions and repulsions : and it is hence to the

laws of these induced changes to which we must look for an

intelligible development of what we have termed the general

law of magnetic force.

* Mechanical Philosophy, vol. iv. pp. 217 and 273.

t Researches in Electricity, 1178.
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210. It is here to be remembered that we know nothing

of that peculiar condition of steel we term magnetic, except

through the medium of its eflfects upon ferruginous bodies.

"We may, however, infer, as already explained (1-1), that in

a magnetized bar two forces are developed, the tendency of

which is to recombine and restore the condition of neutrality

vmder which they previously existed. Taking, therefore, a

magnetic bar apart from the influence of aU other ferru-

ginous matter, we may consider the action of these op-

posite forces as being directly upon or toward each other,

either through the particles of the steel; or through sur-

rounding space. The experiment we have adduced (28),

Fig. 16, is highly illustrative of this kind of action: the

ferruginous particles being evidently bent into curves, and

apparently iniiting the forces in points similarly placed, on

each side of the magnetic centre. When, therefore, we pre-

sent to one extremity p, Fig. 106, of a magnet a, a mass of

iron B, capable of assuming the magnetic state, or otherwise,

the opposite pole of another magnet, we divert, as it were,

some portion of the force, resident in that extremity' p, from

its previous direction towards the centre of the bar A, and

cause it to act in the direction of the opposed iron or other

opposed polarity, as appears strongly indicated in Fig. 17

(28). And this it is which constitutes the reciprocal or

reflected force p. Fig. 106, to which we have just adverted
;

and it is upon these two forces that the reciprocal force

between the two bodies depends.
211. This species of reverberation of force between the

opposed poles ha\'ing once commenced, may still continue ;

that is to say, a secondary wave or reverberation may pro-
ceed from the new force p, which again reaching the iron, is

again reflected back upon the magnetic pole, calling into

activity a still further portion of the opposite force in the

direction of the iron
;
each reverberation becoming weaker

until the wave vanishes, as it were, into rest.

The late 3Ir. Murphy, of Caius College, Cambridge, ap-
e2
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plies, in his profound mathematical work on Electricity and

Heat, a somewhat similar principle to the theory of elec-

trical action, and which he terms,
"
Principle of Successive

Influences." Professor W. Thomson also, of the Glasgow

University, resorts to a view of this kind, conceiving that

in the reciprocal force of attraction, as exerted between a

charged and neutral body, certain images or reflections of

power are produced within the opposed conductors, and

which become perpetuated in a way similar to that of reflec-

tions between two mirrors.*

How, or in what way, the kind of influence to which we
have just adverted (209) commences, or from whence it

first proceeds, has never yet been fully explained. The first

action may, for anything we know to the contrary, proceed
from the influence of the iron on the magnet ;

the magnet

being a body in a peculiar condition, which renders it sensi-

ble of impressions from ferruginous matter. Hence may
arise that determination of a given portion of the polarity

next the iron which we have just described (210), and upon
which may depend a subsequent and similar determination

of the opposite polarity resident in the iron toward the

magnet, and a retiring, as it were, of the similar polarity in

the reverse direction. In whatever way, however, these two

inductions arise, they are evidently the immediate source of

the reciprocal attraction as observed to arise between the

opposed bodies: this appears in great measiu*e evident in

Fig. 17 (28). On the contrary, when these inductive actions

do not arise, or if they be resisted by any existing magnetic

condition, then not only is there an absence of all apparent

force, as we perceive in presenting to the pole of a magnet

any non-magnetic body (30), but a totally opposite force

ensues
;
the bodies actually repulse each other

;
as also fully

indicated in Pig. 18 (28). Moreover, it may be shown, that

the attractive force between a magnetic pole and soft iron, is

only in proportion to the induction of which the iron is

*
Rudimentary Electricity, (101), p. 115, second edition.
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susceptible, whatever the amount of permanent magnetic

development in the steel.

Magnetic attractions and repulsions then, as commonly

observed, being the result of a species of inductive rever-

beration (209) between opposed magnetic bodies, it follows :

that in order to arrive at a correct view of this species of

force, and determine the law of its action, we must neces-

sarilv commence ^-ith an investigation of the laws and

operation of the elementary forces of induction.

212. The magnetometer already described (126), Fig. 76,

and the simple balance-beam adverted to (37), Fig. 29, are

well adapted to the measurement of these and other magnetic

forces. The first has been very fidly explained in all its

details (126) ;
the latter when applied to very refined pur-

poses shoidd be mounted on friction-rollers, such as shown

Fig. 75 (126), and the whole of the framework, -with its

attached arc, be sustained on a central sHding column of

support, the altitude of which can be varied by means of

rack-work, as in the column of the magnetometer. Fig. 76,

so as to change the distance readily between the small trial

cylinder t. Fig. 107,

or other body sus-

pended from one of

the arms, and any
other magnetic sub-

stance M brought to

act on it. The general

arrangement is repre-

sented in the annexed

figure, the framework

and column of sup-

port being omitted,

in order to avoid

complication. In the

instrument as here

shown, the suspended
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bodies play freely on two plus, run transversely at a and h,

through slits cut in the extremities of the beam, which is

16 inches long. The scale-pan 5 is supported on a small

circular plane, set on a sliding-piece u, so as to admit of

adjustment. The arc x y \^ the ith part of a circle, and is

divided into 100 parts on each side the centre 0, which is

marked zero
;
the radius of the arc is 16 inches, the index I

is neatly formed of three or four pieces of reed straw, termi-

nating in a fine bristle
;

it is attached to the balance at c by
insertion on a brass pin projecting from a light brass band

encircling the beam, and through which the axis passes.

The forces corresponding to any given number of degrees

of the arc, are determined experimentally by placing small

weights, either in the scale-pan at s, or on the suspended
iron t. The axis being a little above the centre of gravity

of the beam, the balance does not immediately overset,

but admits of a given inclination : the forces in this case

wiU be very nearly as the small angles at which the beam

inclines
;
so that the degrees of the arc measuring these

angles will be nearly as the weights inclining the beam.

Attractive forces are measured on the arc in du-ection x,

repulsive forces in the opposite direction oy.

This balance is only applicable to the measurement of

very small forces, such as those exerted by magnets and iron

at distances approaching the limit of action. In the appli-

cation of it, we employ precisely the same kind of apparatus
for sustaining the magnets and iron as that ah-eady described

for the Hydrostatic Balance (126).

213. The direct and reciprocal forces of induction (209)

are examined by these instruments according to the methods

described (128, 129, 130). To determine the law of the

direct induction (33), the magnet and iron are attached to a

divided scale, Fig. 79, and then brought under the trial

cylinder ;
so that in making the distance a b constant, and

var^'ing the distance >' s, the rate of increase or decrease of

the induction upon the near extremity s of the inter-
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Fig. 108.

mediate iron, as measirred by the distant and associated

polarity at h, may be pretty fairly estimated
;
the reciprocal

attraction between the trial cylinder a, and the induced

pole h, \nU, as observed by Xe^wton (181), entirely result

from the intermediate iron
;
hence "we may infer, all other

things being the same, that the proximate induction at s

%nll vary with the distant polarity at h. "When the bodies

are laid horizontally, as in the

annexed Fig. 108, the trial cylin-

der t is immediately over the dis-

tant extremity of the iron, the

force being taken through a short

cylindrical armature a. Fig. 78

(129) is further illustrative of

this experiment. To measure the

reflected force (37), we first ob-

serve the degrees of attraction

between the pole of a magnet and the trial cylinder t, either

placed vertically, as in Fig. 107, or horizontally, as in the

annexed Fig. 109. A mass of

iron 771, or the opposite pole of a

permanent magnet, is then caused

to approach the pole p of the

magnet M, through certain mea-

sured distances as before : this

will cause the index to decline

(37). Xow the degrees of de-

clination may, within certain

limits, be taken as a measure

of the reciprocal force of the induced pole n upon the pole p
of the magnet ir, the distance of the trial cylinder ^ beino-

constant, and the force allowed to operate through a short

cylindrical armature of soft iron as before.

The forces of induction may in all these cases be consi-

dered as proporidonal to the square roots of the degrees of

attraction, as given by the instrument, since by a law of

Fig. 109.
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charge wtich has been fully established in similar electrical

actions,* and which we shall further show as equally true

for magnetic actions, the force is as the square of the

quantity of magnetism in operation (229).

214, It appears by an extensive series of experiments

conducted in this way, that a limit exists in respect of these

elementary inductive forces, diiferent for different magnets,
and varying with the magnetic conditions of the experiment,
toward which the increments in the force continually ap-

proach with greater or less rapidity, as the distance ]) n,

Fig. 107, is diminished, as if the opposed bodies were only

susceptible of a given amount of magnetic change.

Taking the force toward the limit . of the action, the

amount of induction is in some inverse ratio greater than

that of the simple distance
;

it was not found, however, in

any case which could be satisfactorily determined, to exceed

the inverse sesquiplicate ratio, or f power of the distance

(17G). As the distance becomes diminished, the induction

approaches the inverse simple ratio of the distance (175),

and varies commonly according to that law. At less dis-

tances, the induction begins to vary in some ratio less than

that of the simple distance inversely, such, for example, as

the
"I power of the distance inversely (176). At small

distances the induction was generally observed to be as the

\ power or square roots of the distances inversely (175) ;

thus causing corresponding changes in the general law

of attraction reciprocally exerted between the opposed
bodies.

AVhen the convergence is slow, the law of the induced

forces may be taken for a long series of terms as constant ;

but should any circumstance interfere to accelerate the con-

vergence, such as a particular texture or condition of the

magnetic steel or iron, or a high magnetic power, then the

law of force may appear subject to irregularity. As a general

result, however, we may conclude, that the elementary force

*
Rudimentary Electricity, (102), p. 117, second edition.
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of magnetic induction is as the magnetism directly, and

from the ^ to the f power of the distance inversely.

215. This understood, let us see how fer these results

may be applied in explanation of the different laws of

force experimentally deduced by the many eminent philo-

sophers who have turned their attention to this important

question.

Let A, Fig. 106 (209), represent a magnet opposed to a

similar mass of iron B, at some given distance p n. Let the

small space n be taken to represent the direct induction on

the near extremity of the iron b, and the small space p,

the reciprocal or reflected induction on the near pole of the

magnet A; and suppose that every magnetic particle in

n attracts every magnetic particle in p, and reciprocally.

INIoreover, let all the particles in « = a, and all the particles

inp =!), and take distance ^ w as a unit of distance, then

total force at this distance = 1 will be represented by a x h=z

a b. For the attraction of one particle of w to all the parti-

cles in p will be as I ; the attraction of two particles of n to

all the particles ofp will be as 2 h; of three particles, as 3 h;

of m particles, as 7» J
;
so that if h represent all the particles

and m= a, the total force will be= a J.

Suppose, now, we decrease the distance. Let the distance,

for example, be reduced to one half^ «, the magnet a being

brought up to the line c d, then supposing the induction to

vary as the simple distance inversely (214), n will become
2 n, and p will become 2 p. In this case call the particles
in » = 2 ff, and the particles mpz=2h; then, considering
2 a and 2 6 as double particles, we have attraction of one

double particle in n for aU the double particles in ^, as 2 i ;

of two double particles in n, for all the double particles in

^, as 2 X 2 J = 4 i; of three double particles, as 3 x 3 i = 9 5;

and so on to m particles, which will be as »i x 2 J = 2 »? J.

If 7rt= 2 a, the total force wiU be represented by 2 o x 2 J =
4fl& = 22aJ.

Let distance p n be now further reduced. Suppose it
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reduced to ^pn, and that the magnet be now brought up to

the line ef. Then, according to the same law of induction,

n becomes 3 n, and reflected force p becomes 3 p. Reasoning
as before, we have total force =3ax Sh:=9ah=S^ai.
If distance be now diminished to i p n, we have similarly

total force represented bj4o x 4i b = 16 ab = 4i'^ ab, and

so on.

Taking, therefore, first force a b as a unit of force, and

distance pn as a. unit of distance, we have, at distances 1, ^,

J, 1, &c., the corresponding forces 1, 2^, 3^, 4^, &c.
;
that is to

say, the forces are in the inverse duplicate ratio of the dis-

tances (175), according to the law of Lambert and Cou-

lombe.

JExp. 53. This law may be verified experimentally by

placing a magnet, Fig. 107 (212), immediately under the

trial cylinder t, and taking the forces within a range ofabout

•| to f of the sensible limit of* action. Thus the forces and

distances, as deduced by the hydrostatic magnetometer

(126), were as follow
;
the distances being taken in tenths

of an inch, the forces in degrees
—

Distances 12 10 8 6 5

Forces 2 3 5 8-5 12

216. We will now take a case in which the induced

forces, in approaching a limit (214), are no longer in the

inverse ratio of the simple distances, but as the f power
or square roots of the distances inversely. Then, taking

a vmit of force = a b, and a unit of distance •=. p n, and

reasoning as before, suppose in decreasing the distance to

line c d, that is, to f the former distance, induced force n,

instead of becoming 2 n, is now only 1*4 «, or nearly, whilst

p, instead of becoming 2 p, is now only 1*4 p, that is, the

square roots of the distances inversely. In this case, calling

force at distance unity = a b, we have force at distance

i = l-4flxl*4& = 2a& nearly. Similarly, in decreasing

the distance to ^pn,n becomes 1* 73 n, instead of 3 n, and p
becomes 1" 73^, instead of 3 p, and we have for total force at
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distance | =1- 73 a x 1" 73 & = 3 a 5, and so on. Thus, whilst

the distances are 1, i, i, &c., the forces are 1, 2, 3. In this

case the reciprocal forces of attraction are as the distances

inversely (175), according to the law observed by Muschen-

broek (185), cases 1 and 2
; (Epinus, Tent. Theor. Electr. et

Macrn. 301, &c., also arrived at a similar result.

Exp. 54. This law may be fully verified by experiment as

in the preceding case, by taking the force and distances

within about one-third the sensible limit of action. Thus,

with a given magnetic power, the distances being 4 and 2,

the forces were 8 and 16. In comparing the distances and

forces with magnets of low power, especially in cases of

magnets by induction, the forces are generally as the dis-

tances inversely. Let, for example, the distance s >', Fig. 79

(130), be made constant, and distance a h varied, the reci-

procal forces of attraction, between a and h, vrill be almost

invariably as the distances inversely.

217. Should the induced forces in any case vary in some

other inverse ratio of the distance, suppose, for example, it

should approach the f power of the distance, which it may

(214), then on diminishing distance to the line c d. Fig. 106,

= \ distance p n; force n will become 1'68 » instead of 2 n,

and forcep will be 1-68 p instead of 2 p, and we should have

the total force at distance \ expressed by 1*68 a x 1*68 J =
2 • 8 a J nearly. Similarly at distance ^ it would be 2 8 a

x2"85 = 7*84aJ; since, according to the same law, n

would become 2*8 «, and p would become 2*8^, instead of

3 n and 3^ (215), and so on. In this case, whilst the dis-

tances are 1, \, \, the forces are 1, 2 '8, 7'8
;
that is to say,

they are in the inverse sesquiplicate ratio, or f power of the

distances, according to the law deduced by Martin in three

very unexceptionable experiments (189) : that is to say,

at \ and \ the distance the forces become nearly 3 times and

5 times as great (176).

Exp. bo. This result may be verified, as in the preceding

experiments, by noting the distances and forces within
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about I and f of the sensible limit of action. Tbus, at dis-

tances 8 and 4, the forces were 5 and 14, being in the inverse

sesquiplicate ratio of the distance, or very nearly.

218. "When the induced forces vary in. any inverse ratio

greater than that of the simple distance, we obtain laws of

force in an inverse ratio greater than that of the second

powers. Let, for example, the induced forces approach the f

powers of the distances inversely (214), so that on reducing
distance pnto \;n becomes 2 • 83 w ; at distance \ it becomes

5'2 w, and so on
;
instead of 2 n and 3 ?» as in the first case.

And let force p vary similarly, then we have force at distance

I = 2-83 «x 2-83 J = 8 o6 = l^ah; at distance
-|-

it would

be 5-2 ox 5"2 5 = 27 «5 = 3^o5, and so on : that is to say,

taking a J as a unit of force at a Tinit of distance = pn, dk^

before, we have at distances 1, \, \, the corresponding

forces, 1, 2^, 3^, &c., that is, 1, 8, 27 ; by which we perceive,

that as the distances decrease, the forces increase in the

proportion of the cubes of the distances inversely (175) ;

being the law of force given by Sir Isaac Newton (181).

Exp. 56. We may verify this result experimentally, by

taking the forces and distances from about -|
to f of the

limit of action. The balanced beam. Fig. 107 (212), is well

adapted to this experiment : and if we substitute a small

magnet for the trial cylinder t, so as to extend the limit of

action, then this law will become very apparent. Thus, at a

distance of six inches, the force was observed to be 2°
;
at

3 inches it increased to 16°.

219. By taking the induced forces p n va. some other

inverse ratio (214), we may in a similar way obtain a law of

of force, such as found by Brook Taylor, Whiston, and

Hawskbee. Suppose, for example, that at distance \, n be-

comes 2 • 37 times as great, and that p varies with it, we

should then have the total force at distance ^ = 2 • 37 o x

2'37 h = 5'G ab nearly, which would be as the square root

of the fifth power of the distance inversely (176), and which

result may frequently be obtained in taking the forces and
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distances vrithin limits from about the f to | of the sensible

distance of action.

If magnetic forces could be satisfactorily traced to the

limits of their vanishing points, we might probably obtain

laws of force in the inverse ratio of the fourth or fifth

powers of the distances ;
at least there appears no reason to

suppose that the law of the inverse cube of the distance is

the ultimate law of this species of force
; supposing it to

depend on the mutual play of the inductive actions we have

described (209, 214).

220. It may be, perhaps, as weU to remark here, that in

all these laws of force as thus deduced, and which ditfer from

that of the inverse square of the distance, the same result

may be arrived at in supposing a limit to one only of the

forces (209). Kwe suppose, for example, the reflected force

p. Fig. 106, to change so little at small distances from

the magnet, as to admit of being taken as constant. Then

the total force would \3ary with the other ;
that is to say, it

would be as the distance inversely, supposing the direct

force to continue according to that law (214). Thus (216),

suppose at distance \, force n became 2 «, whilst force p
remained unchanged, we should then, calling force at a unit

of distance a x J as before, have the force at distance

^ = 2«x5 = 2o&; that is to say, the distances being as

2 : 1, the force woidd be as 1 : 2. A similar reasoning ap-

j)lies to all the other cases (217, 218, 219). It is, however,

more in accordance with observation to suppose the two

forces to vary together.

221. The reciprocal attraction between the opposite poles

of two magnets differs only, from that of the force exerted

between a magnet and iron, in degree of distant action, not

in kind. By the presence of permanent polarities in both the

opposed surfaces, instead of in one only, the inductions upon
which the subsequent attraction depends are greatly facili-

tated. In the force as exerted between a magnetic pole and

mere iron, the pole n. Fig. 106 (209), upon which the reflected
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force depends, has first to be produced ;
that is to saj, the

magnetic forces resident in the iron (14) must be first

developed, and a portion of one of them determined in the

direction of the magnet ; whereas, in the reciprocal force

between opposite magnetic poles, this portion of the attraq-

tive process is already complete, and the remaining part is a

determination of the opposite forces in each bar in the direc-

tion of the opposed poles (210). In this case the limit of

the distance at which the forces act is very considerably

increased
; by employing a small and powerful trial magnet

in the balanced beam, Fig. 107 (212), we may obtain indi-

cations of measiirable force at a distance of 10 inches or

more
;
with delicately suspended needles and large magnets,

Scoresby obtained indications of force at distances of 50 or

60 feet.

222. If we proceed to investigate the laws of magnetic

repulsion, as exerted between similar magnetic poles (31),

we shaU find the same mutual play of reciprocal inductive

force, as in the case of attraction ;
with the exception that

the tendency of the inductions is in a contrary direction to

that of the existing magnetic developments, Tig. 18 (28) >

and consequently to subvert the opposed poles ;
now the

resistance to this subversion by the already established

polarities, is probably the source of the repidsive effect (31).

In conformity with this result, if we present to the pole

of the magnet M, Fig. 109, whilst acting on the trial cylin-

der t, the similar pole of a second magnet m, the force on

the trial cylinder will appear to increase. This is in fact

the converse of the result already adverted to (213) ;

here the tendency of the induction is (14) to repulse the

similar polarity, and so increase its operations in other direc-

tions
;
we could hence deduce the law of this induction by

observing the increase or decrease of the force upon the

suspended cylinder, as the distance between the two mag-
netic poles is varied.

Supposing the laws of the inductive force to be the same
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as before (214), let the similar poles of two magnets a b,

Fig. 106, be opposed to each other, and let the small space n

be taken to represent tbe amount of the subversive tend-

ency on the magnet B, and the small space p that on the

magnet a, then calling all the active magnetic particles in

n = a, and all those iu^ = b, and taking some distance p n as

a unit of distance, we have, according to a similar notation

and reasoning before given (215), force at distance unity=
ax h; supposing the induction to vary as the distance in-

versely, and the polarity to remain unchanged, it will be at

distance i=2ox2J = 2-o5 = 4ai; at distance | it wiU be

= 3ax35 = 3-a5 = 9o6, and so on
; according to the law

determined by Coulombe (207) ;
that is to say, the resulting

force win be as the second powers of the distances inversely,

and which may be verified experimentally by means of the

two magnetic instruments (212) employed in all the pre-

ceding experiments ;
similar instead of dissimilar magnetic

poles being opposed to each other, and a limit of distance

being taken, such as does not afiect the existing and esta-

blished polarities. If in this, as in the former case of attrac-

tion, we suppose the inductive action to varv' (214), then we

may obtain laws of force according to other inverse powers
of the distance. In fact, we may suppose the induction

to be such, as will give any law of force, consistent with the

nature of magnetic action. It is not, however, probable,

from the pecidiar character of magnetic repulsion, that any
law of force in a greater inverse rario than that of the second

power of the distance would be likely to obtain, although
the force may be frequently found, to vary, as is commonly
the case, in a less ratio

; as, for example, in the inverse ratio

of the simple distance, a very common law of repulsive
force at comparatively smaU distances.

223. Ve have further to observe, that fiom the circum-

stance of the total repulsive power being dependent on the

permanency of the opposed polarities, and on their relative

intensity, we may infer, that in the case of opposed polari-

r2
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ties of very unequal force, the weaker may, at some limit of

distance, yield to the inductive action of the stronger, and so

an opposite, but weak, polarity may become induced upon
the subversion of the polarity before existing. In this case

the increments in the repulsive force would continue to

decline, and the repulsion would at length be superseded

by a weak attraction. This result is especially seen in

Muschenbroek's experiments before quoted (188), and is

easily obtained by means of the hydrostatic magnetometer,
with magnets of very unequal force.* Indeed, it is no uncom-

mon case to find two magnets repel at some distances, and

attract at others. Even if we employ two magnets of pre-

cisely equal power, the tendency is always to a mutual

reversion of their poles : and this tendency is so powerful as

the distance between them becomes considerably diminished,

that in no case do they remain unchanged. Under such

conditions, therefore, experiments with repelling poles of

opposed magnets would be open to considerable disturbance,

and the results, as observed by Muschenbroek, not conform-

able to any regular law of force (184).

224. On a careful review, then, of these investigations,

we find a fair solution of the seeming contradictions and

difierences in the results of experiments on the law of

magnetic force, by many eminent philosophers, alike distin-

guished for their scientific learning and experimental in-

genuity ;
and they appear to verify, in a remarkably clear

and satisfactory manner, the truth of the deduction arrived

at by the celebrated Brook Taylor, viz. :

" That magnetic

attraction, as commonly observed, is quicker at greater dis-

tances than at small ones, and different for different mag-

nets;" which taking the facts as they present themselves in

the ordinary way, is undoubtedly the case
;
and is, if the

principles we have laid down be exact, not merely an experi-

mental fact, but a necessary residt of the elementary laws of

magnetism (209, 214).
* Edinb. Phil. Trans, for 1829, p. 37.
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It is, perhaps, to be regretted, that fiom a pre-disposition

to identify the law of magnetic attraction with that of central

forces generally, several profound writers have been led to

question the accuracy of every result opposed to such a

deduction. Thus, it has been said of Xewton, who found

the force of magnetism nearly as the cubes of the distances

inversely (181), that he had very inaccurate ideas of mag-

netic phenomena* It would be very difficult, however, to

show from the little which this great author has advanced

on this subject in his immortal work, the Principia, in what

his notions were defective
;
on the contrary, they appear to

be in most perfect accordance with experiment, and true to

the letter. In associatmg magnetic action with a law of the

centrifugal forces of particles terminating in particles next

them, Newton never pretended to offer any theory of mag-
netism, but says, with his usual diffidence,

" whether elastic

fluids do really consist of particles so repelling each other is

a physical question," which he leaves philosophers to deter-

mine. On the other hand, the learned Dr. Eobison is led

to question the accuracy of all the results produced by

Hawksbee, Brook Taylor, Muschenbroek, and others (182),

conceiving them to have been defective and injudicious ;
and

further states, as we have already observed, that magnetic

attractions and repulsions are not the "
proper phenomena

for declaring the precise law of variation." Yet it was by
the means of these very same attractions and repulsions

that Lambert, and more especially Coidombe, deduced what

this accomplished author considers to be the true law of

Magnetism.
225. Law of Force in different Points of a Magnetic Bar.
—AVe have seen (25) that the polar forces in a magnetic
bar decrease rapidly as we recede from the extremities, and

at last vanish in a point termed the magnetic centre. If,

therefore, we erect, between the magnetic centre and pole,

Fig. 110, a series of perpendiculars or ordinates, ah c, &c.,
* Ellin. Eacyclopsedia, toI. xiii. p. 270.
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Fig. 110. a' V c', &c., such as

may represent the

force in given points,

then it is certain these •

lines will increase ra-

pidly as we approach
the poles a b, and we

should, iu passing a

line through the ex-

tremities ofthese per-

pendiculars, obtain

for the force of the

north and south po-

larities, some such

curve as that represented in the figure by the lines c m t,

c 2 t, the ordinates being nothing in the centre c. Cou-

lombe endeavoured to determine the value ofthese ordinates

in the following way :
—
Having determined the times of oscil-

lation of a delicately suspended needle,

s n, Fig. Ill, a long magnetic wire, s N,

was then placed vertically in the line of

the magnetic meridian, immediately op-

posite the needle, the dissimilar polari-

ties being opposed to each other. This

would not of course change the direction

of the needle
;

it would only affect the

rate of vibi*ation (139). The needle was

now caused to vibrate opposite various

points, sab, &c., of this linear magnet,
and at a constant distance from it.

Then, taking the forces as proportionate

to the square of the number of vibrations

(139), and deducting the constant force
^

previously determined, and by which

the needle vibrates when the magnet s k is away, we

Fig. Ill,
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obtain the force due to any given point a, b, &c. In this

experiment Coulombe supposes that the resulting force, as

thus determined, is very nearly that of the point opposite

which the needle vibrates
; for, if we suppose the oblique

forces of other points a, c, on each side of a given point h,

to influence the result, still one-half the sxun of the equi-

distant obKque actions will not be very different from that

of the given point b; for it* the points on one side a, are

more powerful, those on the other are more weak
;
and what-

ever be the nature of the curve c m t. Fig. 110, which joins

the ordinates, we may consider any very small portion, m, as

a straight line. "VSTien, however, we come to the extremity
of the wire or pole s, then, because there is no point outside

it, as in the other cases, he doubles the number representing

the square of the number of oscillations, by which artifice he

renders the experiment for points near the pole comparable
with the others. The curve of intensity thus traced by
Coulombe, is a species of curve termed the logarithmic

cxurre, the ordinates of which a, b, c, &c., Fig. 110, are in

geometrical progression, whilst the abscissae, Co, c J, &.C.,

corresponding to these ordinates, are in arithmetical pro-

gression.* M. Biot, who treats this question from Cou-

lombe's manuscripts, concludes that this result is a necessary

consequence of the law of magnetic force being as the

squares of the distances inversely, and that magnetism, like

electricity, is little sensible in a body of regtdar figure before

we approach its extremities, when it increases ven*- rapidlv.

226. The results and progress of Coulombe's investigation

are, it must be admitted, neither so perfect or so satisfactory

as could be desired, owing probably to the many difficulties

* That is to say, the abscissae or distances c a, c 6, c c, &c.. Fig. 110,

increase by the constant addition of some given number 1, 2, 3, &c., as

the case may be, and the corresponding perpendiculars or ordinates, a, b,

c, d, &c., by a continued multiplication by some given number, 2, 3,

4, &c.
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which embarrass the experiment, and the uncertain con-

dition of the line of particles of the steel as to temper and

other circumstances. It is therefore doubtful whether the

logarithmic curve really represents the law of intensity from

the middle point of the axis toward both poles. Lambert

considers the force of each transverse element to be directly

as the distance from the centre, whilst Eobison, who repeated
Lambert's experiments, imagines that this is only true for

certain magnets. Theresidts of Hanstein's inquiries (208),

before quoted, go to prove, that the power of the distance

representing the increase or decrease of the magnetic inten-

sity between the centre and the poles of a magnet, agrees

most perfectly when that power is taken = 2, or that the

intensity of any magnetic particle situated in the axis is pro-

portional to the square of its distance from the middle point

of that axis.

227. Much uncertainty appears to have attended these

inquiries, in consequence of a want of due attention to the

regularity and temper, and the regular development, pro-

bably, of the magnetism throughout the bar. It is well

known that bars not regularly and equably tempered, or only

hardened about the extremities, will not retain any magnetic

power except in the tempered parts. In other cases of very

long bars, -to which an adequate power for their complete

magnetizing has not been applied, we have what has been

called by Van Swinden culminating points, that is to say,

they appear to consist of a series of magnets with opposite

poles in contact
;
added to this, the investigation has been

further embarrassed by the methods of experiment ;
these

have been more or less indirect and liable to uncertainty.

We may however, by a careful and skilful experimental

arrangement, arrive at a fair approximation to the law in

question, and in the following way :
—

Exp. 57. Let a steel bar, a b, Fig. 112, of uniform

texture, about 20 inches long, 1 inch wide, and "3 of an inch
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tliick, be Ter}* carefully and equably tempered throughout its

entire length, and rendered powerfully magnetic by the usual

process (20), and
Fig. 112.

in snch way as

to bringthemag-
netic centre c

(26), as nearly

as possible iu the

centre of the bar.

Verify the posi-

tion of this cen-

tre on the upper ^ y / v / / 4^j^. ,

siurace a B, by i z s 4

the process described (28) Exp. 12, and divide that surface

on each side the centre c into a given number of equal

parts by lines 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., continued down over one

side of the bar. These divisions may be about an inch

and a half apart. The bar being thus prepared, place it

edgeways on the table of support represented Fig. 78

(129), under the trial cylinder t, the divided surface a b

being uppermost. Examine the forces at successive points

1, 2, 3, &c., through a small cylindrical armature of soft

iron a, of the same diameter above as the trial cylinder t,

and about f of an inch or more in height, and at a

constant distance, a t, this armature being fairly applied to

the surface, and so as to cover a small space on each side of

any given division. The square root of the force thus taken

in degrees on the graduated arc of the instrument (126) will

very nearly represent the comparative magnetic develop-
ment. We may, in fact, observe, that by means of the

armature a, we place the trial cylinder sufficiently beyond
the influence of other parts of the bar, whilst the action

becomes reduced to two points a t, or nearly so. Then,
with respect to the armatxire itself, we may further observe,
that supposing the resulting force to be partly derived horn
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the oblique forces on eacli side qf it, still those forces would

be very inconsiderable as compared with that of the point

actually covered by the armature. Besides, as remarked by
Coulombe (225), if we conceive the points on the side next

the centre to be less forcible than those next the pole, still

half the sum of all the equidistant forces would come very
near the force of the point immediately under the armature,

at least for a long series of points, extending from the centre

c, but not carried quite up to the extremity of the bar. We
may therefore obtain in this way such an approximation as

will leave no doubt as to the law we seek to discover.

The experiment thus carried out gave the following

residts, the distance a t being '3 of an inch :
—

Distance from centre 1 2 3 4 5

Force in degrees 1 4 10 17 28

Magnetic development, or square roots

offerees., 1 2 3-1 4-12 5*29

It appears, therefore, by these results, that the magnetism
in different points of a regularly tempered and magnetized
steel bar, of uniform texture, is directly as the distance from

the magnetic centre; whilst the reciprocal force between

any given point and soft iron is as the square of the dis-

tance from that centre. The distinction is important as

regards aU the preceding investigations, which may be taken

to refer exclusively to what may be termed the intensity

(229).

228. Lmvs of Magnetic Charge.
—

Magnetism, like elec-

tricity, appears to be a species of force confined to the

surfaces of certain bodies without any relation to their mass.

Its accumulation, however, or rather development, in tem-

pered steel, rather partakes of the form of electrical excita-

tion, than that of accumulation on insulated conductors
;

when developed in soft iron by influence (33), the develop-

ment is very analogous in character to that of electrical

induction by the influence of charged upon neutral con-
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ductors. Now, althougt the terms magnetic cliarge, quan-

tity of magnetism, and such like, may appear to convey a

very hypothetical meaning, they are yet, if taken in the

ordinary acceptation of such terms, as applicable to magnetic

as to electrical action, since there must necessarily be some

element of magnetism corresponding to the general term

quantity, as expressive of the relative or absolute amount of

the agency in operation, and upon which the observed phe-

nomena depend. AV'e have not, however, hitherto arrived

at quantitative measures in magnetism, which, like the iinit

measure in electricity, determines the quantity of charge

conveyed to coated glass. We know not, in fact, by the

ordinary processes of magnetizing, what the relative quan-

tities of magnetism may be, as developed in various bars
;

hence the investigation of such measures is of no small

importance to the progress of magnetic inquiry.

By magnetic charge, then, we are to imderstand the

amount or quantity of magnetism existing in a bar of tem-

pered steel or iron, under a given attractive force, and which

we may, as in electricity, term intensity. The following

experiment shows that

this intensity is indepen- Fig. 113.

dent of the mass of a

magnetized body ;
and

that consequently the

magnetic development is

entirely confined to the

surface.

Hxp.08. Let A B, Fig.

113, be a small cylinder

of soft iron, about 2

inches long, ^ an inch in

diameter, and ^ of an

inch thick. Let a i be

an interior solid cylin-

1 %
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der, also of soft iron, closely applied to the interior surface

of the external cylinder a b, but capable of being drawn out

to any point c, or otherwise removed altogether. Let now
this joint cylindrical mass be attached to a divided scale,

and a magnet m, fixed at a constant distance p immediately
luider it, bring the whole immediately under the trial cylin-

der t as represented in the figure, and according to the

arrangement more fully shown Fig. 77 (129). We may
then estimate by the attractive forces on the trial cylinder t

any change of intensity in the induced magnetism, the cylin-

der A B being taken either hoUow or solid, or influenced by a

greater or less extent of surface c A b. Things being thus

arranged, and the distances p and t being regiJated to within

j^ of an inch, the following results were obtained:—The

force, as observ^ed, with the joint cylinders A b and a b taken

together as a mass, amounted to 10°
;
under this attractive

force, the interior cylinder a b being extended toward c, the

intensity or force on ^ = 10° gradually declined
;
when the

surface extended to the greatest limit c the intensity was

only i as great, the force then being only 5°. On removing
the interior cylinder a b altogether, the intensity again

returned to 10°, being precisely the same as at first. We
may hence conclude that Magnetism, like Electricity, is

influenced only by surface, and is altogether independent
of the mass: a deduction, further supported by the fact

that a hollow tempered steel cylinder acquires as great

magnetic power by the ordinary process of magnetizing, as

a solid tempered steel cylinder of the same dimensions.

229. Magnetism then being a development confined to

the surface of magnetic bodies, we require to determine its

intensity in respect to the quantity developed, and the

extent of surface over which it is disposed. In reviewing
the deductions (215) bearing on the law of magnetic attrac-

tion, it may be observed that the reciprocal force is always
as the square of the induced magnetism ;

that is to say, as

the square of the quantity of magnetism brought into opera-
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tion. Thus, -where the force is in the inverse duplicate ratio

of the distance (215), when induction = n, -we have force

represented by a b ; -when n becomes 2 n, force = 2- a S ;

when n becomes 3 n, force ^ 3^ a J, and so on : that is to

say, whilst the inductions or quantity of magnetism developed

are 1, 2, 3, &c., the reciprocal forces of attraction or intensi-

ties are 1, 4, 9, &c. : the same is observable ia any of the

other laws of force. Take, for example, the case ia which

the force is as the cubes of the distances inversely (218) :

when induction = n, force is = a 5 ; when n becomes 2 • 83 n.

we have force = 2'oJ = 8a5 = 2'83 ab; when n becomes

5*2 n, force is 3^0^ = 27 ab = o-2 ab; that is to say,

whilst the quantities of magnetism induced are as the num-

bers 1, 2 •83, 5*2, &c., the forces are as the squares of those

numbers. We may from tliis infer, that to arrive at the

quantity of magnetism ia operation, aU other things being
the same, we must refer it to the square root of the attrac-

tion or intensity.

230. This deduction beiag a new and important feature

of magnetic action, it may be
j>j_ n^^

as well to further verif\' it by
somethiag like a direct and

quaatitative process.

£xp. 59. In this experi-

ment let A, B, c, Fig. 114, be

three precisely equal and simi-

lar voltaic batteries on Smee's

principle (47), each battery

consisting of two elements,

and charged with dilute sul-

phuric acid. Let t represent
a cylinder of soft iron, about

8 inches long, and ^ an inch

in diameter, attached to a di-

vided scale t V, and surrounded
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by three distinct coils of copper wire covered with silk

thread, not superposed, but coiled successively round the

iron. Let the extremities of these coils 1 1', 2 2', 3 3', ex-

tend to each of the batteries a, b, c, so as to appropriate each

coil to a corresponding battery; for example, coil 1 1' to

battery A, coil 2 2' to battery b, and so on
;
the whole being

so circumstanced as to admit of an easy connection, and so

bring one or more batteries into action at pleasure. Let the

iron cylinder t, thus circumstanced, be placed at a given dis-

tance p n immediately under the trial cylinder t, suspended
from the wheel of the magnetometer (126) as in the pre-

ceding cases
; then, as is evident, when either one or more of

the batteries A, b, c are brought into operation through their

respective coils, the iron t becomes magnetic (53) ;
and

hence arises a reciprocal attractive force between its ex-

tremity p and the trial cylinder t n, which force is repre-

sented in degrees of the graduated arc attached to the

instrument (126). Supposing the batteries to be precisely

equal and similar, and each to develop the same magnetic

force when taken singly, we may infer that if one battery a,

and one coil 1 1', call up one quantity of magnetism con-

sidered as a unit of quantity ;
then two batteries A-fB, and

two coils 1 1' + 2 2', taken conjointly, wiU develop two

quantities ;
three batteries and three coils will produce

three quantities. To determine the law, therefore, as re-

gards quantity, it only remains to observe the forces of

attraction corresponding to these several developments.

The experiment thus carried out gave the following series

of results
;

the distance p ?i being regulated at -^ of an

inch.

Batteries or quantity of magnetism .... 1 2 3

Force in degrees 4 17 37

"We may here perceive that the intensity (force) is as the

square of the quantity of magnetism, or very nearly ; being

precisely the same law as that deduced for electrical charge.*

* Rudimentary Electricity, (102), p. 118, second edition.
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To obtain, therefore, the relative quantity of magnetism in

operation, we must take the square roots of the respective

intensities ;
the magnetic surface and all other things being

the same.

231. Although this law appears pretty evident as respects

the amount of magnetism in the same or equal magnets, we

still require much further investigation of the law of inten-

sity as regards dissimilar magnetic bodies of variable size

and surface. The conformity of the previous law of mag-

netic charge with that of electricity would lead to the con-

clusion that the law of surface was also the same, and that

the intensit)- would be as the square of the siirface in-

versely;* that is to say, the same quantity of magnetism

developed upon a double surface would have only ^ the

intensity. In the present state of magnetic research we

can only look to this as being a highly probable result ;

since we have not any direct methods of experiment, as in

electricity, by which such a law can be fairly verified, we

require in fact to change the surface without interfering

with the magnetism. ^Now this is not easily accomplished ;

if, as ia Exp. 58 (228), we extend the surface, we are likely

at the same time to change the amount of induced mag-

netism, and we get a mixed result
;
or if, in the last Exp. 59,

we increase the dimensions of the iron cylinder T, we are

not sure that the quantity of magnetism will remain the

same. Until, therefore, some further means of investigating

this question by experiment are at our command, we must

be content with considering the law of charge as regards

surface in the light of a high degree of probability.

Supposing these laws of magnetic charge so far esta-

blished, we may conclude that if the respective intensities

of two similar magnets, the surfaces of which are to each

other in a given ratio, say as 1 : 2 be the same, then the

quantities of magnetism in each will be in the same ratio,

that is also as 1 : 2
;
for whilst the intensity increases with

*
RudimeDtary Electricity, (114) (115), pp. 134, 135, second edition.

g2
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the magnetism, it decreases with the surface
;
and hence with

twice the quantity of magnetism upon twice the surface, it

remains unchanged ; being precisely the same law as that of

the accumulation of electricity on coated glass, in which the

intensity of a whole battery is no greater than that of one

of the elementary jars taken singly.

232. We must not, however, confound this result with a

collection of charged jars, or a combination of magnetic

bars, each jar or magnet operating independently of the

others. What is termed a magnetic battery (19, 115)
differs essentially from the electrical battery. It is in fact

a mere assemblage of magnets, the resulting intensity ap-

proaching in a greater or less degree the sum of the inten-

sities of the whole series
;
no one magnet forms, as it were,

any part of any other magnet ; whereas, in the electrical

battery, all the jars are united, as it were, into one great

whole through the charging rods
;
and the intensity is no

greater in the whole combination than in any one jar taken

singly.* To assimilate the action of a number of charged

jars with that of a combination of magnets, the jars must be

separate, and each brought to operate independently of the

others. Imagine, for example, a light-conducting disc, of

6 inches in diameter, poised and suspended from a common

balance, then if we place a small charged jar immediately

under it at a given distance, the balance will indicate a

given force. Let a second similar jar be now placed by
the side of the former, then the attractive force will be

twice as great, and so on
;

until we have filled an area

exactly equal to that of the suspended disc. We may
further conclude that the relative magnetism, in two pre-

cisely similar and equal magnets, will be as the square

roots of their respective intensities (229), as determined by
either of the magnetic instruments (212) employed in these

researches.

233. The Magnetic Curve.—The two forces developed in

*
Rudimentary Electricity, (117), p. 139, second edition.
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a magnetic bar, and resident in its surface, give origin ia

operating on each other through particles of ferruginous

matter, to certain curved lines of force, as indicated (28)

Fig. 16. These Hues were originally considered as the

" curvature of the magnetic current," under an impression

that thev originated in the circulation of a subtle fluid about

the poles of the magnet. Although this hypothesis is now

but little valued, yet, as observed by Lambert, we must

admit the existence of the curves, and may, without any

very great violation of language, call them curves of the

magnetic current
;

it is not the name which constitutes the

difficulty ;
whatever name we give them, we have still to

determine the nature and properties of the curves.

This very beautiful physical question constitutes, as before

observed (202), the principal feature of Lambert's fine

mathematical paper in the Berlin Memoirs, and has further

engaged the attention of several eminent philosophers.

Dr. Roget, the talented author of the treatise on Mag-
netism, published by the Society for the Diffiision of

"Cseful Knowledge, has also treated this question with con-

siderable ability. Xot only has he given many interesting

demonstrations of the fundamental properties of the mag-
netic curve, but has also described a mechanical instrument

for generating them.* In referring to Figs. 16, 17, 18 (28),

we may perceive that the magnetic curve is either con-

vergent, as in Figs. 16 and 17, or divergent, as in Fig. 18,

according as we employ one or more magnets, and according
as we refer the forces to similar or dissimilar poles. If we

conceive. Fig. 16, each small particle of iron to be an indefi-

nitely small needle free to move in any direction, it woidd

necessarily arrange itself in a given determinate position in

respect of the forces in action. In fact, it mav be demon-

strated, that supposing the magnetic force to vary in the

inverse duplicate ratio of the distance, the direction of the

* Journal of the Roja] Institotion, February, 1831.
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axis of a magnetic needle, placed at a given distance from the

centre of the magnet, will be always a tangent to the point
of curvature of one of those peculiar oval curves indicated in

the figure (28). Taking, therefore, the ferruginous particles

as indefinitely small magnetic needles, we may conceive the

line of curvatiu'e at any given distance from the centre as

made up of a series of such small needles. With respect to

the curve itself, it may be considered, geometrically, as

generated by the movement of two lines a c, B c, ligs. 115

and 116, termed radiants,

and which revolve about Fig. 115.

the poles a b, with angidar

velocities proportional to

the varying distances a c,

B c, from the point of in-

tersection c. Let, for ex-

ample, the two radiants

AC, B c, be supposed to

turn about the poles a and

B, and let them have moved

together into the positions

A c, B c, then if angle c a c

be to angle c B c as a c to

B c, the points c c will be

points in the magnetic

Fig. 116.

The direction of the motion of these radiants, A c, B c,

may be, as is evident, either in the same, or in opposite

directions. "When in opposite directions, as in Fig. 115,

both the polar angles, cab and c b a, increase together,

and the ciirve is convergent ;
in this case we have a single

continuous branch a c B. When, however, the radiants

revolve in the same directions as in Fig. 116, then whilst

one of the polar angles c b a increases, the opposite angle

CAB decreases
;
in this case the curve is divergent, and
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fiBally resolves itself into two divergent branches, as shown

in the figure.

The magnetic curve possesses several very interesting

geometrical properties, as may be seen in Leslie's elegant

work on Geometrical Analysis;* we have not, however,

sufficient space to admit of a more general exposition of this

subject. According to one of the principal properties of

this curve, the sines of the angles made by a tangent and

the radiants, drawn to the point of contact, are proportional

to the square of the radiants. Thus, supposing a tangent

drawn to the point c. Fig. 115, we should have the sines

of the angles formed with c a and c B : : a c^ : b c-. In the

construction of this curve we require to find points in which

a small needle being placed, its direction wiU be a tangent

to the curve.

234. "We must not conclude our account of these several

inquiries into the natiu-e and laws of magnetic force, without

an especial notice of Professor Barlow's very important

investigations of the action of spherical and other masses of

iron, on the compass-needle, remarkable not only for the

precision and elegance of the experiments which they con-

tain, and the mathematical learning and address which they

display, but also as furnishing one of those rare examples of

physico-mathematical research aHke important to the student

and to the progress of science.

These researches were commenced soon after the appear-
ance of Hanstein's work in 1817 (208), and were undertaken

with a view of correcting the errors arising out of the

attractive influence of the iron of a ship on the compass.
As a preliminary experiment, an iron shell, such as used

in the common howitzer mortar, was placed in diflerent

positions about a compass (143), considered as a centre of

position, and the deviation of the needle noted both as

regarded quantity and direction. Now it was soon disco-

*
Page 399.
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Tered that the deviation depended on the position of the

centre of the shell in respect of the centre of the needle, the

shell being elevated or depressed in a given vertical, so as to

place its centre alternately above and below the needle, the

deviations of the needle were observed to be in opposite

directions
;
that is, they were first easterly and then westerly,

or reciprocally. Now this happened in every azimuth plane

(149), except the plane of the magnetic meridian. In this

plane the compass maintained its true direction. From these

changes in the deviation it followed, that in carrying the

. shell about the compass, and elevating or depressing it, in

different vertical planes, a point would exist in each plane,

in which the deviation would vanish, since the deviation

could not possibly change from an easterly to a westerly
deviation without passing through a point of neutrality. In

the azimuth, east and west, at right angles to the magnetic
azimuth or meridian, the deviation was nothing at the liae

of intersection of the magnetic with the horizontal plane,

that is in. the east and west line. In this line the needle

also took its natural direction. Now it occurred to Professor

Barlow, that if a great number of points of no deviation were

thus determined, they might all be in the same plane, which

plane would probably in these latitudes be inclined to the

horizon
; for, since only two opposite points of no deviation

were observed in the horizontal plane, it coidd not evidently
be parallel to the horizon.

235. With a view to a more perfect experimental investi-

gation of this interesting question, Professor Barlow con-

trived a new form of the experiment. His apparatus ia

represented in the annexed Pig. 117. A plane table t, about

4 feet 8 inches in diameter, fixed on massive pillars, being

covered with fine paper, has several concentric circles drawn

on it. The circidar plane is divided into 144 equal parts by
radii drawn to every 2|° of the circumference, and all parting

from one principal diameter N s, taken in the line of the

magnetic meridian. The centre of this table is a distinct
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circular piece of 18 in. ^- ^^^•

diameter, whicli may be

removed so as to leave

an opening for an iron

ball or shell d, weighing
about 288 lbs., and hung
on a set of Smeaton's

pulleys. Things being
thus disposed, a compass
c is placed on one of

the concentric circles of

about 20 inches radius

or distance firom the

centre, and the devia-

tions under the influence

of the iron ball D ob-

served at each 5°, in

different azimuths, that

is, in carrying the compass quite round the circle. By
elevating or lowering the ball, the height or depth of its

centre, above or below the centre of the compass needle, in

the various points of no deviation, could be easily deter-

mined. The result of this experiment clearly proved that

the points of no deviation are all in the same*plane, which

plane is inclined to the horizon at an angle of about 20°,

being the complement of the angle of the dipping-needle

(153), that is, the quantity required to complete 90°, the dip

being about 70° (158).

It is quite clear that this method of observation is vir-

tually the same as the former (232), the difference being,
that we circulate the compass about the ball, instead of

carrying the ball about the compass, and instead of elevating
or depressing the centre ofthe needle, we raise or lower the

centre of the ball.

236. It may perhaps facilitate the conception of this

extremely beautiful experiment, and the results arrived at,
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if we suppose the ball d, Fig. 117, to be fixed in the centre

of the table t, one half being above, the other half below the

plane of the table, as shown in the next Fig. 118, and then

imagine the compass to be cir-

^^S- 118. culated about the baU. The

experiment would then stand

as in rig. 118. In this figure

let K E s w be the horizontal

plane of the table, d the iron

ball. Let s w be the direction

of the dipping-needle (153),

Fig. 92
;
K s s « the magnetic

meridian, and if s the direction

of the horizontal needle. Now
we are to suppose the compass to be circulated about the

ball D in a circle of a given radius, say 20 inches, and its

centre elevated or depressed above or below the horizontal

plane at each azimuth of 5° (149), as the case may be, until

the deviation vanishes. In this case the centre of the

compass would be found to have moved in the plane j{ e^ w,

inclined to the horizon K E s w, about 20°, and perpendicular

to the direction « s of the dipping-needle.

Our conceptions of this experiment may be still further

enlarged, if,* instead of the horizontal needle, we suppose a

small dipping-needle to be circulated about the ball, prepared

as in the annexed Fig. 119
;
in which, let a b

be a very smaU. magnetic needle, centrally

suspended by a delicate thread z c, and

crossed at the centre c by a horizontal index

d e, consisting of an extremely light reed, or

a bristle. If this needle be circulated about

the ball D, Fig. 118, as before, the index d e

—^ will exhibit the same deviations as the hori-

j/ zontal needle, whilst the relative position of

the inclined needle in respect of the polar axis

Fig. 119.

L
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n s of the ball d, will materially assist oiu" comprehension of

the results.

Let us then imagine this needle, a h, Fig. 119, to be

in the point w, Fig. 118
;

it will in this point have no

deviation (234) ;
here the line of direction or axis of the

needle being parallel to the polar axis s n of the ball, and

the line d w, joining their centres being their perpendicular

distance, all the attractions upon the needle will balance.

Directly, however, we move the needle out of this position,

{he same conditions do not arise, except the centre of the

needle move in the plane w ^ e ^. It is only in this plane

that the direction a h. Fig. 119, of the needle, and the polar

axis s n, Fig. 118, of the ball d, i*emain parallel, and their

centres always at the same perpendicular distance. AVe see,

therefore, why it is that the points ^ ^, in the magnetic, and

points E w, iu the horizontal plane, are points of no devia-

tion. They are, in fact, all points in the plane of equal

attraction, or neutrality, as we may also term it. The east

and west points in the horizontal plane are the points of

intersection of the two planes. There is, however, this dil-

ference between the inclined and horizontal needles when

placed in the magnetic plane x « s « ; except in the points

p s t n, the inclined needle varies, in the course of cir-

culation about the ball d in that plane, much in the same

way that the horizontal needle deviates in being carried

roimd the ball d, in the horizontal plane. Now every point

in the magnetic plane is a point o^no deviation for the hori-

zontal needle (234), but not for the dipping-needle (236) ;

hence, for the horizontal needle we have two planes of no

delation, the inclined plane ^ E ^ w, and the magnetic plane

K * s n. It is, however, the inclined plane which we are to

consider as the plane of no deviation par excellence, because

in this plane neither the dippiug-needle nor the horizontal

needle deviates, whereas iu the magnetic plane there are only
four points of no deviation for the dipping-needle, viz., the

n
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poijits ^ E ^ w, and these are, after all, points in the plane of

neutrality ;
besides this, the cause of no deviation of the

horizontal needle in the magnetic plane is of a very different

kind from that of the cause of no deviation in the inclined

plane, which has a peculiar and distinctive character.

237. Since the neutral plane evidently cuts the surface of

the ball in a great circle, p « t v, Fig. 120, the plane ofwhich

passes through the centre c,
—this great circle has been

called by Professor Barlow the magnetic equator, the axis

and poles of which are coin-

cident with the line s n of Fig. 120.

the dipping-needle. The hemi-

sphere p n t, below the equator

f t, he calls the north mag-
netic hemisphere, and the

opposite hemisphere, p s t, the

south magnetic hemisphere.

Any point on the sphere is

distinguished by its magnetic
latitude and longitude, to which

end, parallels of magnetic lati-

tude and meridians of longitude are drawn, as on the

common globes. Extending the plane of these circles, they

may be conceived to cut an ideal sphere, p s o n, concentric

with and surrounding the ball c, and may be hence employed
to define the magnetic position of any point in space with

reference to the centre c of the sphere.

In circulating a compass about the ball in any of these

lines or circles. Professor Barlow found, as he had antici-

pated, that the greatest amount of deviation was in the

meridian circle passing through the east and west points ;

on this account he takes this meridian as his first meridian,

and calls its longitude zero. Instead of imagining an ideal

astronomical sphere, p s on, to surround the ball c, and in

given points of which the compass may be supposed placed,

it will be in some cases more convenient to imagine such a
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sphere to siirround the centre of the compass placed at c ;

and suppose the ball moved into certain points of longitude

and latitude, the practical result will be evidently the same,

and reference may be made to either at pleasure.

238. Terr numerous experiments and comparisons be-

tween the trigonometrical lines (182) of the angles of

deviation and those of the latitude and longitude
• of the

point in which the compass or ball is placed give the fol-

lowing results; and which apply to regular as well aa

irregular masses of iron.

1°. The longitude being zero, that is the compass or ball

beiag anywhere in the great circle passing by the east and

west points (235),
" the tangent of the angle of deviation is

proportional to the sine of the latitude multiplied by the

cosine, or to the sine of the double latitude."*

2°. The latitude being constant,
" the tangent of the

deviation is proportional to the cosine of the longitude."

3°. The latitude and longitude being both varied,
" the

tangent of the deviation is proportional to the cosine of the

longitude multiplied into the siae of the double latitude."

If we denote the deviation by A, the latitude by X, and

the longitude by I, we have these laws thus algebraically

expressed :
—
Tang. A = sin. 2 X. Tang. A = cos. I. .

Tang. A = sin. 2 X x cos. I.

The laws of attraction with respect to distance and force,

were found to be as follows :
—

Tang. A =-53- (Tang. A)^ = i^. Tang. A = r^.

in which the distance is denoted by d and the force bv r.

It is to be understood that these laws are onlv calculated

approximatively, they are positively correct onlv for a needle

indefinitely small, and placed at a limit of distance from the

iron ball, such that the magnetism of the needle, and that

* The prodact of the sine and cosine ofan angle is= to the sine of twice

that angle.
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of tbe ball, ns depending on the induction of its position

(101), may operate on each other in the way of two magnets.
If we bring the needle very near the ball, then the induction

of the magnetism of tbe needle upon the iron is such as to

supersede this action
;
and instead of attracting one pole of

the magnetic needle and repulsing tbe other, it will attract

either pole of tbe needle indifferently, or nearly so (222).

239. This action of an iron ball on tbe compass-needle,

contrary to Professor Barlow's expectations, was found inde-

pendent of the mass, and to relate only to a small thickness

of surface. The following are tbe resvilts as regarded balls

or shells of different magnitudes :
—

1°. The tangents of the deviations are proportional to tbe

cubes oftbe diameters of tbe shells or balls
;
so that Ave have,

in denoting tbe diameter by d, Tang. A cc D^.

2°. The tangent of tbe deviation is as tbe f power of tbe

surface. Hence, if we denote the surface by s, we have

Tang. A a st.

These laws are apparent whatever be tbe weight or thick-

ness of tbe shell, provided its thickness be not less than tbe

^ of an inch.

Although tbe conclusion tbat Magnetism resides wholly
on the surface of iron bodies appeared satisfactorily esta-

blished in this kind of action, yet Professor Barlow considers
" further experiments necessary to establish tbe fact." Such

experiments we have already adduced (228), and they con-

firm in a very striking way the truth of this deduction.

Our limits will not admit of any further account of these

most valuable researches into tbe laws of magnetic forces,

which tbe student will find very clearly and explicitly

detailed in Professor Barlow's work on "
Magnetic Attrac-

tions." We shall, however, have again occasion to refer to

their practical and theoretical application under another

branch of our subject.
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vn.

TEBHESTBIAL MAG^iETISil.

The Earth a Magnetic Body—Variation, Dip, and Intensity, the three

Forms of its Magnetism
—Phenomena of the Horizontal, Inclined, and

Oscillating Needles—Variation of the Compass—Magnetic Charts—
The three kinds of Magnetic Lines—Course of the Terrestrial Magnetic

Equator
—Points of greatest Polar Dip

—Points of greatest Polar

Intensity
—Position of the Magnetic Poles—Magnetic Disturbances.

240. Comparing the phenomena of the horizontal and

inclined needles (21) with those of ordinary magnetic action,

we can scarcely avoid the conclusion that the globe of our

earth is upon the whole a magnetic mass, and that it ope-

rates on those needles much in the same way as one magnet

operates on another. We have seen (153) that in these

latitudes the position of an evenly-poised and freely-sus-

pended magnetic bar is not a horizontal position, but an

oblique position, the north pole being inclined downward at

an angle of about 69° with the horizontal line. Xow, if we

transport this bar to various parts of the earth, then this

angle or dip varies, being nothing about the eqiiatorial

regions, where it is horizontal, and 90° in the regions

of the poles, where it is vertical (21), that pole of the bar

which turns toward the north being depressed in the northern

hemisphere, and the opposite pole in the southern hemi-

sphere ;
the following experiment is highly illustrative of the

magnetic conditions of this phenomenon.

Hjcp. 60.—Let If s. Fig. 121, be a magnetic bar, 30 inches

in length, about \ an inch thick, and 1 inch wide, we are to

suppose this bar regularly magnetic and laid edgeways.
Let n « be a short balanced needle of light iron wire or

h2
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Ficr. 121.

\

'<5
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extremity becomes a north pole, and the upper extremity a

south pole. Xow this is as near an approach to magnetic
induction (33) as can be well imagined.

241. This magnetic condition of our planet, frova "what-

ever source derived, becomes more fully revealed to us

through the medium of three classes of phenomena, viz.,

variation (7) (162), dip (21) (162), and intensity (228) ;

these are the three great forms of the earth's magnetism.
The absolute values of these elements, the changes to which

they are subject, together with their mutual relations and

dependencies, have now become the great objects of inves-

tigation, we may add to these certain irregular disturbances

by which these elements are occasionally influenced, and

which are more especially traced by means of the magnetic
instruments and observatories already adverted to (169).

In order, therefore, to investigate the magnetic condition of

the earth, we require to know
1°. The declination or variation ofthe horizontal needle, by

which we determine its correct position or direction at any

given place.

2°. The inclination or dip, by which we determine the true

line of direction of the magnetic force.

3°. The number which represents the ratio ofthe intensity

of the force at any given place, to some comparative unit,

by which we trace the general magnetic condition of the

terrestrial surface.

242. The changes to which the earth's magnetic force ia

subject may be distinguished by the terms secidar, peri-

odical, and irregular. Secular changes are such as are

slowly progressive and which run through a certain course

in very long periods of time, returning finally to their

original value. Periodical changes are certain regular

changes or variations, happening in short periods of time,

such as a day, a month, or even a year. Irregular

changes are such as cannot be traced through any uniform
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course and whicli are not apparently subject to any given
law.

243. In pursuing this most important physical subject, we
cannot do better than commence with the phenomena of the

horizontal needle. Did the magnetic compass everywhere
coincide in direction with the geographical meridian, and

were its direction invariable, it would be one of the most

simple and valuable instruments ever constructed
; such,

however, is not the case (162), its direction is not every-

where the same, it seldom coincides with the true meridian,

and is beside subject to a variety of periodical and other

variations.

The angular deviation of the compass from the true

meridian, termed the declination or variation of the mag-
netic needle, was certainly known to the Chinese so long
since as the commencement of the twelfth century. Keou-

tsoung-chy, a Chinese philosopher, who wrote on subjects

of natural history about the year 1111, states that "the

magnetic needle declines toward the east, and hence does

not point straight to the south, but is only -f
to the south."

Pere Amiot, who resided at Pekin about the year 1780,

remarks, in confirmation of this, and in reference to the

north pole of the magnet,
" the magnetic needle still per-

sists in this capital in pointing 2° and 2° 30' towards the

west, which is still a peculiarity of this country." The

Chinese say, in reference to the south pole, that " the

needle declines eastward 2° and 2° 30', that it is never more

than 4° 30', and never less than 2°." * An old manuscript
in the University of Leyden, written in 1269 by Peter

Adsiger, also notices the phenomenon of an east declination

in the north pole of the needle.f The great Venetian

pilot, Sebastian Cabot, in the service of Henry YII. of

England, also Gonzales Oviedo and the celebrated Colum-

*
Klaproth, Lettre aM. le Baron de Humbolt, p. C9.

t Cavallo on Magnetism, p. 317.
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bus, and other early enterprizing navigators, all observed

the de\"iation of the compass from the true meridian
;
indeed

it could scarcely have escaped their attention, since they

pursued tracts in the course of which the needle must

have changed more than two points ;
the fact appears to

liave caused no small confusion and anxiety amongst the

sailors who accompanied Columbus in his first voyage to

America, the needle having hitherto been always supposed
to point true north. It appears by Irving's most interesting

work,* that, on the 13th of September, 1492, Columbus at

nightfall found his needle pointing 6° to the west of the

polar star. He again examined this deviation the next

night, and found it to increase as he advanced—a cir-

cumstance which caused the greatest consternation and

alann
;

"
it seemed as if the laws of nature were changing,

and that the compass was about to lose its mysterious

power." Columbus, however, quieted the fears of the pUots

by telling them that the needle had itS daily changes round

the pole like the heavenly bodies. It is not a little remark-

able that notwithstanding the frequency of these observa-

tions, mathematicians and others of that time who adhered

to the system of the Aristotelian philosophy, gave little or

no credence to these accounts, considering the thing im-

possible. At length, however, repeated observation no

longer allowed the mere abstract philosopher to maintain

the discussion, and in 1556 the declination of the compass
was fully received by Spanish writers on navigation as an

established fact.f

244. The first well-authenticated observations on the

variation of the compass in England are to be found in a

work by Borough,J comptroller of the navy in 1581, as also

in a work by Norman, of the same date.§ They state, from

observations at Limehouse in 1580, that the declination was

* Life of Columbas. f Arte de Navegar. Valladolid, 1545.

t The New Attraction. § Discoarje on Variation of Compass.
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at that time 11'^ 15' East. In the early part of the following

century, Professor G-ellibrand found the declination to be

only 4° 5' East ;
and in 1657 it appears to have vanished

altogether. Erom that time to the year 1660 the magnetic
needle did not sensibly deviate from the true meridian.

About five years subsequently to this (viz. in 1665), the

direction of the needle appears to have become about a

degree and a half west of the meridian
;
and this westerly

declination went on increasing up to the year 1818, since

which time the needle has been again approaching the true

meridian. The following taJble contains the declination

with the mean rate of motion as referred to certain periods

of observation in London between 1580 and 1850, com-

prising about 270 years.*

East declin.

Years 1580. 1622.

Declination.. 11° 15' 6°

Rate per year 7' 8'

It may be perceived by this table, that for a period of

eighty years from the first discovery the needle gradually

approached the true meridian, and then for a following period

of 158 years it travelled westward
; having at the end of this

period attained, in 1818, its maximum of westerly declination,

viz., nearly two points and a half of the compass ;
it has ever

since been retrograding, and is now moving again eastward.

The mean rates of the movement at the different periods,

although deduced from a long interval of years, may not

upon the whole be far wrong ; they serve at least to prove
that the motion is not uniform. In approaching the meri-

dian it has evidently become accelerated, and in approaching
the maximum has become retarded ;

the present rate of

decrease, as deduced by Dr. Lloyd at Dublin, is about 5'

annually. Thus it appears that the horizontal needle is

* The rate of movement has been deduced from the average rates of

the intermediate periods.

Zero.
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subject to a variable oscillation across the line of the true

meridian
;
the period of its westeriy movement being about

160 years, and the limit of its angular variation 24° 41'.

The annexed Fig. 122 represents this angular movement

as hitherto observed, the extent of the whole movement

being represented by the angle w c e, about 50°, that is,

supposing the easterly semi-osciUation to have been equal
to the westerly, and the first

observations to have been

made during the progress of

the approach of the needle

to the meridian c K, in the

year loSO
;
this would make

the total period of one oscil-

lation about 320 years.

Observations made at

Paris and other parts of

the world give similar re-

sults
;

the direction and

extent ofthe deviation, how-

ever, are not the same for all

places ;
whilst in particular

regions of the globe the

needle is found to coincide always with the line of the

true meridian. At this present time the declination is west

throughout Europe.
"

As we approach very high latitudes,

the disturbance in the direction of the magnetic needle is

very considerable. Parry, in his first voyage, observed a

westerly declination of more than nine points of the

compass.
245. A large number of observations on various parts of

the earth, from the poles to the equator, on the sea and on

land, prove that the lines of direction of the horizontal

needle over the earth's surface are not alike. 2. That these

lines are in a constant state of variation, some toward the

east, others toward the west.
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We are indebted to Halley, who was sent out by tlie

government of William and Mary, to make observations

on magnetic declination, for the first attempt to systematize
the diflerent variable directions of the magnetic needle. His

method consisted in first marking on a general map of the

world all those places in which the declination was nothing,

and uniting the whole by a line, which he termed the line of

no declination. He then traced in a similar way all the

jjoints in which the declination was 10°, 15°, 20°, and so ou,

east or west, thus representing by a magnetic chart the

variation of the needle upon the surface of the earth so far

as then ascertained, viz. in the year 1700. Many interesting

and important resvdts were derived from this system. It

was observable, for example, that a line of no variation ran

obliquely over North America across the Atlantic Ocean.

Another line of no variation descended through the centre of

China and passed across New Holland, from which he

inferred that these lines had a communication near both

poles of the world. Between these lines of no variation,

that is, throughout all Europe, Africa, and the greater part

of Asia, the declination was observed to be westerly, and ou

the opposite side, that is, over all the Pacific, it appears to

have been at that time easterly. It was further observable,

that the lines of greatest variation were confined to the

polar regions, whilst the least encompassed the globe about

the equator.

246. Lines of equal or of no declination, as thus traced on

the earth's surface, have been called
"
Halleyan lines," in

honour of their inventor
;
and more recently

"
Isogonal

lines," or lines of equal angles. The map or chart on

which these lines are traced has been termed a " variation

chart," and is evidently an invention of no mean importance
to the purpose of navigation. The first chart of this

kind, constructed by Halley, has necessarily become obso-

lete, not only from errors arising from the impei'fect state

of magnetic instruments at the time of the observations,
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but also from the now knowTi variable state of tlie earth's

magTietism. Hallev's chart was first revised by Messrs.

Mountain and Dodson, about 1756. Since this period

we have had the magnetic atlas of Churchman, up to the

vear 1800, Hanstein's celebrated chart, published in 1820,

and the variation chart and globe of Professor Barlow,

which includes the observations of Captain Sir James Clarke

Eoss in the Arctic Seas. The latest chart of this kind is

a chart by Erman, who has determined, from his own

observations principally, the isogonal lines up to the years

1827 to 1830, throughout the whole length of the

Russian empire ;
these later productions comprehend, not

only the variation, but also the phenomena of the inclina-

tion and intensity of the force, and may be hence more

properly denominated general magnetic charts than charts

of mere variation.

The isogonal lines, as thus laid down on a chart, pre-

sent to the eye a great variety of complicated flexures
;

they are seldom parallel to each other, a great portion of

them appear to converge towards two points on the earth's

siu-face, one near Baffin's Bay, the other to the southward

of New Holland. In Hanstein's chart the isogonal lines

exhibit a double convergence in the northern hemisphere
toward two points in the vicinity of the pole indicated by
the dipping-needle.

247. It has been ingeniously observed by Euler, that a

perfect variation chart, continually brought down to the

latest times, would materially assist in determining the

longitude. Imagine, for example, that we foimd ourselves

in a certaia place on sea, or in an imknown region, we should

first determine the variation of the compass, either by a

meridian line or some other method already described (162),

suppose the declination to be 5° East
;
this determined, we

seek in the chart for the two lines under which the given
declination is found,—we may then be fully assured ofbeing
under one or the other of these lines. K we now determine

I
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our latitude, which is easily done, nothing remains but to

mark on these two lines of 5° easterly variation, the two

points, of equal latitude; now the circumstances of the

voyage would decide in which of these points we were

placed, since they would necessarily be very far removed

from each other
;
a means of determining the longitude by the

variation of the needle, was in fact a main object of HaUey's

expedition.

248. Beside the great secular or progressive movement

(244), the magnetic needle is found to exhibit a sensible

change from month to month, from day to day, and even

from hour to hour. This important fact of the daily varia-

tion of the needle was first announced in 1722 by Graham,
a celebrated optician of London, who observed that whilst

the needle was annually changing its direction, its north

extremity advanced westward in the early part of the day,

and returned again in the evening eastward to the same

position. The amount of this daily variation amounted then

to about half a degree. Since this time the fact has been

completely investigated by very refined means of observa-

tion (163), and the following general results aiTived at:—
The north pole of the needle begins between 7 and 8 a.m. to

move westward, and this movement continues until 1 p.m.

About this time the needle becomes stationary, and soon

begins to retrograde east, but with a slower motion than

that of its previous advance. About 10 p.m. the needle is

again stationary at the point from whence it started. A
smaller second oscillation now ensues during the night ;

the

north pole moves slowly west until 3 a.m. and then returns

again as before. The mean daily changes in this country,

as observed by Beaufoy, and lately by Dr. Lloyd, amount to

about 9*4 of a degree. The action of the suu is undoubtedly
the cause of this daily disturbance of the magnetic needle

;

we may hence expect it to vary in difterent latitudes both as

to time and extent
;
we require, however, further observa-
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tion for determining whether the daUr variations have the

same direction in points of westerly declination, as in points

of easterly (245). In the southern hemisphere the direction

of the daily oscUlation is reversed, the north end of the

needle here advances eastward and returns westward.*

The annual periodical variation of the needle was dis-

covered by Cassini in 1786, who found that the North Pole,

from the vernal equinox to the summer solstice, moved east-

ward, and again retrograded west during the next nine

months. This last motion, however, he found to exceed the

previous easterly deviation, and constituted the yearly

secular change.

The direction of the horizontal needle is in no degree

affected by its energy as a magnet, whether possessing a

strong or weak magnetic power, still its direction and all

the laws of its variation remaia the same
;
at least so far as

hitherto observed.

249. Phenomena of the Inclined Needle.—The series of

magnetic phenomena of the earth's magnetism which next

claim our attention, are those of the magnetic dip or the

inclination (21). Mr. Eobert Norman, a celebrated op-
tician of London, about the year 1756, having accurately

poised some small compass-bars before touching them

with the magnet, found subsequently, that when rendered

magnetic, they all lost their balance, and assumed a

certain angular position in regard to the horizon, so much
so that the fly or card attached to them (148), required a

counterpoise : this most important discovery naturally
excited very intense interest as materially affecting the

mariner's compass, and led the discoverer to construct an

instrument by which the full amount of this inclination

could be correctly estimated, and which he found at that

time in London, viz. in 1756, to be nearly 72°. We have

already described the nature of this instrument termed the

* Macdonald, Phfl. Trans. 1796.
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dipping-needle (153) ;
we have now to consider its practical

application to the purposes of scientific discovery.

The attention of mariners having become directed to the

inclination of the needle, and the fly or cards of the compass
as adjusted in London being found to lose their horizon-

tality by a change of latitude, it soon became apparent that

the inclination was not everywhere the same, until, as

already observed (240), it was finally found to be least in

the equatorial and greatest in the polar regions of the earth.

!Following out Halley's comprehensive views of lines of equal

variation, the next great step in the construction of magnetic

charts was the addition of lines of equal inclination
;
these

have been termed isoclinal lines, and portray the course

of equal dip in all those parts of the world in which observa-

tions have been effected.

250. The Magnetic Equator.
—In uniting in this way all

the points in which the inclination vanishes, that is, all the

points in which the dipping-needle (153) is horizontal, we

trace in the equatorial regions of the earth the course of a

most interesting and important circular line, which we may
consider as the magnetic equator. This line, as hitherto

determined, appears embarrassed by disturbances arising

not only from almost unavoidable imperfections in magnetical

instruments and the means of observation, but likewise

from the presence of ferruginous and magnetic masses in

certain portions of the earth itself. Sir James Eoss obsen'es

of the island of Trinidad,
" As a magnetic station our ob-

servations were here utterly valueless. Three dipping-

needles, placed at only just suflicient distance to insure

their not influencing each other, indicated as much as

3° difference of dip."* This appears also to have been the

case at St. Helena, and all volcanic islands.

The magnetic equator, as hitherto traced from a large

mass of observations by Cook, Bayly, Dalrymple, and other

navigators, discussed by Biot, Morlet, and Hanstein, would

* Antarctic Voyage.
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seem to be an irregular cir- Fig- 123.

cular line crossing the ter-

restrial equator in at least

three, if not four points.

Thus, in the annexed Fig.

123, if we suppose the circle

w / E to represent the ter-

restrial equator, then the irregular circular line m t o

may be supposed to be the magnetic equator, evidently

portraying between the points w and o either some great

irregularity in the earth's magnetic condition, or the pre-

sence of some great disturbing force. From the great

regularity in all the other portion of the curve, we can

readily conceive its continued progress through the dotted

line d, supposing the sources of disturbance we have adverted

to not to exist. Duperry, who crossed the Magnetic

Equator in the Coquille no less than six times during the

French expedition of 1822 to 1825, and to whose indefa-

tigable zeal and ability we are indebted for a most careful

investigation of this great physical problem, has given, in the

Annales de Chemie for 18.30, a valuable magnetic chart,

representing, according to his researches, its general course.

Duperry traces this great magnetic cim'e, from his own
observations alone, through an extent of 247° of west longi-

tude, comprising the Atlantic Ocean, part of South America,
the great Equinoctial Ocean, or Pacific Ocean, as far as the

west side of the island of Borneo. After tliis he relies on

the observations of Colonel Sabine at St. Thomas in 1822, and

of Captain J. de Blosselville* in the Chevrette, made in 1827.

Adopting the eastern node, as determined by Sabine, which

he places in long. 3° 20/ East of the meridian of Paris, in

the Atlantic Ocean, not far from the west coast of Africa,

the points of no inclination pass through Africa, and

ascend into the northern hemisphere, probably up to the

* This most accomplished French navigator has since perished in

exploring the frigid regions of the Arctic circle.

i2
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fifteentli degree of north latitude, so for as tlie Eed Sea
;

then, descending through the Indian Ocean, they cross the

southern extremity of Hindostan, the isles of Malacca

and the northern extremity of Borneo
;
then traversing the

great Pacific, they cross the equator of the globe in a second

point, in about Ion. 176° East of Paris
;
so that, according to

this course, the magnetic equator is inclined to the equator

at an angle of between 14° and 15°, crossing it in two points,

nearly diametrically opposite. It is not unworthy of re-

mark, that four-fifths of this great circle traverses the vast

seas of the equatorial regions. Although the curve is cer-

tainly tolerably regular throughout at least one-half its

course
; yet a large amount of observations for all that

portion running through the Pacific from 112° to 270° of

west longitude, tend to involve it in inexplicable windings,

such as shown in Eig. 122. By a careful analysis of the

observations, recorded at long intervals of time, the nodes

or points of intersection of the magnetic and terrestrial

equators have a slow westerly movement.

251. The isoclinal lines, or liues of equal dip, relative to

all that portion of the magnetic equator, w ^ o, Eig. 123,

which appears perfectly circular, are upon the equidistant

parallels fairly regular, and the dip pretty constant for the

same parallel at least up to 60° of magnetic latitude (237).

Tliese parallels comprise Europe, Africa, the Atlantic, and

the eastern shores of America. Biot, by a refined analysis,

has given a formula for the inclination, which appears to

represent the phenomena of the dip in some parts of

the earth, with a fair degree of precision. According to this

formula, the inclination of the magnetic needle in any place

is twice its magnetic latitude, a deduction first arrived at by

Kraft, of St. Petersburgh. Thus the magnetic latitude of

Quito, in Peru, being 6° 33' 10", the inclination should be

13° 6' 20", that is, double this angular quantity. Now
Humboldt gives the dip at Quito, from observation,

13° 21' 54", which is a fair coincidence. Barlow, considering
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the magnetic condition of the earth as approaching that

of a soft iron ball (23i), arrives at a similar deduction;

according to his formula,
" the tangent of the dip is double

the tangent of the magnetic latitude." It is, howevet,

verj- doubtful whether such formulae can be satisfactorily

applied to the whole terrestrial suriace, more especially iu

the present imperfect state of these inquiries.

The following table exhibits the inclination of the mag-
netic needle as determined at a few remarkable places of

the globe, within a comparatively recent date.
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and eg the magnetic equator ; Fig. 124.

take any geographical parallel

dag, and any given meridians

of longitude, o, i, c, d. Then,
as is evident, the points of

longitude, «, 1), c, d, taken upon
the same parallel, dag, vfillbe

unequally distant from the

magnetic equator e q ; hence

the inclination will be dif-

ferent in these points (248) ;

that is to say, the latitude

being known, the longitude would be a function of the mag-
netic dip, and would increase or decrease with the distance

of the given point from the magnetic equator; although the

imperfect state of our knowledge of terrestrial magnetism
does not admit of a practical application of this method, it

may still prove valuable in some particular cases, and is very

worthy of further consideration.

253. The magnetic dip, like the direction of the horizontal

needle (242), is subject to continual aiid progressive changes,

both secular and periodical, and is at this present moment

rapidly decreasing. According to the records handed down to

us by different observers in the pages of the Phil. Transac-

tions, the inclination at London in 1576 was 71° 50'. In

1676 it had become 73° 30'. In 1723 it was 74° 42', having
here reached a maximum. In 1790 it had decreased to

71° 53'. In 1800 to 70° 35'. In 1821 the magnetic dip, as

determined by Sabine, was 70° 3'. In 1830 Captain Kater

gives it as 69° 38'. According to the observations made at

the Eoyal Observatory, Greenwich, it is now about 68° 30';

having decreased about 6° 12' in 128 years, or at the

rate of about 3' each year nearly. If the early observa-

tions are to be relied on, the magnetic dip, when first ob-

served by Norman in 1576, was increasing, and had attained

a maximum in 1723, having increased about 2|° in 147
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years ; being at the rate of about IJ' annually. Since this

it has continually decreased, and ^dth increasing rapidity.

The mean annual movement from 1830 to 1850 being at the

rate of more than 4' each year, ^hUst the first annual

decrease between 1723 and 1790 was only at the rate of

about 2 '5' annuaUy. Admitting some sources of error in

the earlier observations, there is still sufficient evidence of

an accelerated and retarded movement in the secular changes
of the inclined needle.

The inclination like the declination appears subject also

to a slight hourly variation
;

it is, however, very small.

According to Hanstein, the inclination is about 4' greater in

the morning than in the afternoon.

The inclined needle, like the horizontal needle, is not

affected by its power as a magnet as to direction
;
whatever

be the magnetic force, the angle of inclination remains the

same under the same circumstances.

254. Xeedle of Oscillation, or Jllagnetic Pendulum.—
Although the phenomena of the variation and inclination ol

the magnetic needle pourtray, under two peculiar forms, the

general distribution of magnetism throughout the earth con-

sidered as a magnetic body, yet these forms are not so well

adapted to convey so definite a view of the magnetism of

our planet as would be obtained by an adequate examination

of the relative magnetic intensity of different points of its

surface. A large number of facts have been adduced to

show that a freely-suspended needle in a state of oscillation

is influenced by the magnetic force of the earth in a way
analogous to that of a common pendulum oscillating by the

influence of gravity ;
and that hence, by means of such a

needle (138), we may determine the ratio of the intensity
of terrestrial magnetic force throughout the whole extent of

the earth's surface. This method of determining the mag-
netic intensity in the different regions of our globe was first

suggested by Graham, so long since as the year 1775, and

was afterwards m.ore fully employed and perfected by Cou-
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lojTibe, Humboldt, and Hanstein. The examination of the

earth's magnetic intensity had alao, at the instigation of the

lioyal Academy of Sciences, engaged the attention of the

unfortunate La Perouse, in his expedition to the South Sea

in 1785. The results, however, if any, perished with the

expedition.

The nature and principle of the instrument more espe-

cially adapted as a magnetic pendulum has been already
described and explained (139) ;

and we have seen that the

force urging the needle is taken as proportional to the square
of the number of vibrations made in a given time. It is,

however, essential to remember that, unlike the horizontal

and inclined needles as to direction, this law applies as much
to the magnetic force of the needle itself (141) as to the

magnetic intensity of the earth, a condition which at once

destroys the perfect analogy between a vibrating magnetic
needle and a common pendulum, oscillating by the force of

gravity. That would be the most perfect form of magnetic

pendulum which would only involve in the consideration of

the force in operation, the magnetic force of the earth itself,

much in the same way as in measuring the force of gravity by
the common pendulum we neglect the small attractive force

of the matter of the pendulum, as being indefinitely small

in comparison with the gravitating force of the earth. If a

small needle of perfectly soft iron, not having any polarity of

its own, and delicately suspended, could be caused to vibrate

across the magnetic meridian at various parts of the earth,

solely by the influence of terrestrial magnetic induction, we

shoidd then have a magnetic pendulum approaching the

condition of the common pendulum ;
we cannot, however,

produce such a result, and we therefore have recourse to

needles of tempered steel, permanently magnetic ;
that is to

say, we give our pendulum an inherent force, so as to put it

in a position to operate upon the magnetism of the earth
;

it still remains, therefore, to inquire what new corrections it
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may be requisite to introduce into our calculation of the

experimental results obtained under this peculiar condition

of the vibrating body, more especially when we observe

(221), that the magnetic force exerted between opposite and

permanent magnetic polarities, may vary in a difterent way,

from that between a magnet and soft iron (218), and hence

the same law of force between the centre and poles of

a magnetic bar (227, Exp. 57), is not found to obtain when

the force is taken between the different points of the bar and

a small suspended magnet. The true measure of the earth's

magnetic intensity at any point of its surface would be its

inductive force on soft-iron. This, according to the laws we

have arrived at (214), would be as the quantity of magnetism
in operation directly, and as the distance inversely. Sup-

posing we could actually measure the reciprocal force between

any point of the earth's surface, considered as a magnet, and

a given mass of soft iron, without sensible polarity, then, as

we have shown (229 and 230), the relative quantity of

magnetism in operation as referred to the earth, is repre-

sented by the square roots of the respective intensities or

force of the reciprocal attraction.

The method, however, commonly resorted to, of deter-

mining the magnetic intensity of any point of the terrestrial

surface, is that of the vibrating magnetic bar (138) (254),

as being upon the whole simple and available. It is, never-

theless, unquestionably open to objection, and the results

hitherto arrived at by such means are not to be viewed in

any other light than that of rough approximations. "When

we employ this method, we must take especial care to operate
with the same needle, and with a needle in which the mag-
netism may be considered as invariable

; to insure this, it is

even found requisite to apply a small correction for changes
of temperature.

255. In determining the terrestrial magnetic intensity

with the needle of oscillation, we may either employ the
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inclined needle (156), or the horizontal needle (142), or

otherwise the A^ertical needle (156). Frojn the circum-

stance, however, of the greater impediment to motion in the

construction of the dipping-needle (153), the delicately-

suspended horizontal needle (142) is commonly preferred ;

notwithstanding that it involves some final calculation before

the total intensity can be determined.

Let, for example, s ?r. Fig. 125, be a light magnetic bar

horizontally suspended by a fibre of silk m (142). Let

N d be its natural inclination or dip at a certain point
of the earth's surface

;
then taking this line 'S d to re-

present the total magnetic force,* we may conceive this

force to be the equivalent or re-

sultant of two other forces
; one, -^'S- 125.

N p, acting in the horizontal

direction s N of the needle, and

the other, s v, acting in the ver-

tical or direction perpendicular
=

to the line of the needle.* These

two forces have been termed the

horizontal and vertical compo-
nents of the terrestrial magnetic force, sucn as it is found

under any inclined or natural direction N d. If, therefore, we

take the oscillations of the dipping-needle as a measure of the

intensity, we may suppose the oscillations to result from the

whole N 6? of the terrestrial magnetic force, since the needle

vibrates across the line K d, or line of its natural direction
;

but if we take the oscillations of the horizontal needle as a

measure of the intensity, then, as is evident, the vibrations

do not result from the action of the whole of the terrestrial

magnetic force n d, but only from that part of it, N p, acting

in the horizontal line of the needle, and which will be greater

or less according as the direction is more or less inclined to

the horizon. Now it is easy to see in the above Fig. 125,

that taking N^ to represent the horizontal component of

*
Rudimentary Mechanics. t See note (156).

JV
A
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the total force x d, we have 'S p ^ cos. of anglepy d (1S2) ;

that is to say, the cosine of the
tiip. So that caUiug total

force y d = 'R, and the horizontal force or component
n ^ ^ r, we have r = b x cos. of dip, the cosine of the dip

being the function of the obliquity which represents that

portion of the whole force acting on the horizontal needle

(196). We may arrive in a similar way at the total inten-

sitv bv means of the vertical component N r, that is, by

observing the oscillations of a vertical needle (156) . In this

case, however, we have to take into account the vertical force

s V ^=p d = sin. of the angle or dip p y d, which, calling the

vertical force = s, gives s = b x sin. of the dip.* The first

of these methods, however, is usually preferred ;
and from

T
this we obtain e = „ ,. .

COS. 01 dip

256. "We are indebted to the indefatigable Humboldt for

the first practical results of the application of the needle of

oscillation to the investigation of the variable magnetic

intensity of the earth
; having carefully determined the

time of a given niunber of oscillations of a small magnetic
needle at Paris, he transported the same needle to Peru,

and again examined its rate of ^-ibration ;
the resiilt was,

that whilst this needle performed at Paris 245 oscillations

in ten minutes, it only made at Peru 211 oscillations in the

same time. The relative intensities (139) therefore were

as 2452 : 211 2, that is, as 13482 : 1
; or, calling the inten-

sity at Peru
;
a point of the magnetic equator ; unity, then

the force at Peru and Paris would be as 1 : l-3482.t This

kind of experiment has since been extended to almost every

* These formulae will be more fully comprehended by referring to the

notes in paragraphs 145, 183, and 19G ; see also p. 26.

t At the time when Humboldt made this experiment, an opinion pre-

vailed that the intensity was the least where the dip was zero ; it was on

this account that Peru was taken as unity. Some doubts, however, have

since arisen upon this point ; still the scale assumed by Humboldt is usually

resorted to
; hence, to express intensities less than that of the magnetic

equator, we must employ numbers less than unity.

K
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known part of the globe ;
the result has been a series of

numbers representing the ratio of the terrestrial magnetic

intensity to a given unit for every point of the earth's sur-

face. The following table may be taken as an illustration for

a few remarkable places.

Place . .

j
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Fig. 126.

annexed Fig. 126 may be

taken in the way of approxi-

mation to the form of these

loops, in which a b are the

points or poles of the sys-

tem. Hanstein places the

western of these intensity-

poles near Hudson's Bay,
in lat. 50° N., Ion. 90° W. ;

and the other eastern, or

Siberian pole, in probably about 70° Xorth latitude, and

120° East longitude. In the southern hemisphere, the loop

form of the intensity lines and the two intensity poles are

more fvdly developed as we recede from the equator. The

two southern points have been placed, one to the south of

New Holland, in lat. 60^ South, Ion. 140° East
;
the other,

in the South Pacific Sea, also in kt. 60° South, but Ion. 120°

"West. These four poles, therefore, are not diametrically

opposite each other. The intensity of the North American

pole and that of the southern pole, near New Holland, are

nearly alike, being both about 1'8
;
as are also those of the

Siberian and South Pacific poles, which are about 1-7. The

two polar intensities, therefore, in each hemisphere, are of

unequal force. Both the isoclinal and isodynamic lines would

appear from these investigations to enclose two foci or points

of greatest attraction, the bends or flexures of the curves

being less marked as we approach the equator.

On comparing the observations of Sir James C. Eoss

with those of Erman, we find that the terrestrial magnetic
force towards the south pole increases nearly in the ratio

of 1 : 3. Since, upon a discussion of all the best observa-

tions, it appears that the maximum may be taken as 2 •

052,

the minimum as 0'706; both these are found in the

southern hemisphere. The ratio of the maximum to the

minimum force then is as 1 : 2*9 nearly, or nearly as 1 : 3.

From the profound inquiries of Gauss, it appears that the
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total and absolute terrestrial magnetic force, considering
the earth as a magnet, is equal to six magnetic steel bars of

a pound weight, magnetized to saturation, for every cubic

yard of surface. Compared with one such bar, the total mag-
netism of the earth is as 8,464,000,000,000,000,000,000 : 1,

a most inconceivable proportion.
The terrestrial magnetic force as thus deduced by the

needle of oscillation, like the elements of declination and

dip, is subject both to secular and periodical changes (242),

The amount of the secular change is not yet determined,

according to Hanstein
; however, the intensity is gradually

declining throughout Europe. Sir James Clarke Eoss, from

observations on board the Erebus in 1839, concludes that

the line of least intensity had advanced considerably north-

ward.

The periodical and diurnal variation, as hitherto observed,

gives a maximum of intensity between 9 and 10 p.m., and a

minimum between 10 and 11 a.m. The monthly variation

evinces a maximum in December and a minimum in June.

The greatest change or difference in the annual intensity of

the northern hemisphere is about 0'0359.

258. The needle of oscillation is not the only means em-

ployed for determining the magnetic intensity of the earth.

Gauss resorts, for example, to a statical experiment, which

consists in deflecting a magnet delicately suspended by a

silk filament from its meridian, by means of a second mag-
net (134), and from which he conceives the absolute inten-

sity may be derived.* Mr. Fox also proposes to determine

the earth's intensity by means of weights applied on his

dipping-needle deflector (160) to balance the dip.

Variations in intensity are measured by the bifilar and

vertical force magnetometers (166) (168), as also by a

species of steelyard balance contrived by Professor Lloyd.f
259. Position of the Terrestrial Magnetic Poles.—The

* See Gauss, Intensitas vis Magneticse Terrestris, &c.

t Account of the Dublin Magnetic Observatory.
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first step in the generalization of the phenomena of the

declination of the magnetic needle is due to Halley, who

conceived the notion of four terrestrial magnetic poles, two

in each hemisphere, one fixed, the other in motion. The

north pole, nearest to England, he places in lat. 83° !N^orth,

longitude about 5° "West of Greenwich; the other in

lat. 75° North, Ion. 115° West. The two southern poles he

places, one in latitude about 74° South, Ion. 95° AYest
;
the

other in about 70° South lat., and Ion. 120° East. These

positions he thinks consistent with the then observed direc-

tion of the magnetic needle in various places. Churchman,
in his "Magnetic Atlas," only traces two poles, one in

lat. 58° North, Ion. 134° AVest
;
the other in lat. 58° South,

Ion. 165° East. Hanstein, from his magnetic chart of vari-

ation, dip, and intensity (246), is led with Halley to infer

the existence of two poles of unequal power in each hemi-

sphere, toward which the isogonal lines appear to converge

by two separate systems in each hemisphere. The stronger

north pole he finds above the American continent, in

lat. 70° North, Ion. 92° West
;
the weaker he places in the

Arctic Ocean, in lat. 85° North, Ion. 140° E. The stronger

south pole he places in lat. 69° South, Ion. 132° E., not far

south-west of A^anDiemen's Land; the weaker south pole is

in lat. 79° South, Ion. 136° AV'est, being south-west of Terra

del Fuego. These four poles, therefore, are at present nearly

diametrically opposite ;
their precise position, however, is

subject to a great secular change. Did we infer the position

of the magnetic poles from the course of the matjnetic

equator, considering them as the extremities of the axis of

this great circle, we should find the -north magnetic pole in

Greenland, a little beyond Baffin's Bay, lat. 78°, Ion. 00°

West ;
and the south magnetic pole in the Antarctic Sea,

lat. 76° South, Ion. 130° East. The precise position and
course of the magnetic equator, however, are still involved in

doubt
; which, together with the apparentlv uncertain and

irregular distribution of the earth's magnetism, forbids our

k2
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placing any great confidence in the position of the two

magnetic poles, as thus deduced.

By observations with the dipping-needle on board H.M .

ship Brazen, in May, 1813, a point approaching verticity

was found in Hudson's Bay, in lat. 69°, Ion. 92° West.

Parry, in August, 1819, was to the north of this, and found

the dip 88° 37'. The position of the pole, from his subse-

quent observations, would be in about lat. 71°, Ion. 93° West.

In 1832, tlie observations of Sir James C. Eoss completely
confirmed the close approximative position of this point of

polarity. This celebrated navigator found the dip near

Prince Regent's Inlet, in the great American continent,

lat. 70° North, Ion. 96° West, to be within one minute

of 90°, and which coincides wonderfully with Hanstein's

deduction. Barlow also observes,
" This is precisely the

point in my globe and chart in which, by supposing all

the lines to meet, the several curves would best preserve

their unity of character as a system." So far, therefore, we
have confirmed by observation the position of at least one

point of verticity of the dipping-needle in the northern

•
hemisphere. Gauss, whose enlarged, profound, and compre-
hensive views of terrestrial magnetism have so long com-

manded the attention of European science, has endeavoured,

from certain theoretical considerations, to doubt the existence

of more than a single pole in each hemisphere, one of which

he places in about lat. 73° 35' North, Ion. 95° West
;
the

other in about lat. 72° 30' South, Ion. 152° East. Both

these points are not far from the results of observation.

Professor Barlow, following out his formula for the dip,

viz., tangent o = 2 tangent X (251), and, considering the

magnetic condition of the earth as being analogous to that

of a simple iron ball or shell (234), is led to conclude that

each point of the terrestrial surface has its own particular

polarizing axis, the extremities of which fall probably in all

cases within the polar circles. These are the least limits wc

can at present assign them. There is consequently, he
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savs, no particiilar spot in the polar regions, whicli may,

par excellence, be taken as the magnetic pole ;
if there were,

he imagines it might, by the above formula, be easily com-

puted, whereas, on subjecting the observed elements to

calculations, he found discrepancies of no less than 10° of

latitude, and 55° of longitude. Observation, however, still

confirms the notion of a point of ^erticitj for the dippLug-

needle.

260. Magnetic Storms.—Besides the secular and periodical

variations of the magnetism of the earth, as indicated by the

phenomena of the horizontal and Laclined needles, we also

find these needles subject to certain irregular variations,

\mcontroUed by any apparent law. It is to the illustrious and

indefatigable Humboldt, that we owe aU our first knowledge
of such perturbations. Being engaged at Berlin in 1806

and 1807, in examining the changes in the declination ofthe

needle for every half-hour, his attention was called to certain

capricious agitations in its position, not referable to any
accidental or mechanical cause, and which occasionally

caused so great an oscillation as to lead him to refer them to

a sort of magnetic reaction, propagated from the interior of

the earth. He accordingly designates these disturbances

as
"
magnetic storms," as being analogous to the sudden

changes of electric tension which ensue in the electric

storms of the atmosphere. During these storms the needle

is observed to be afiected by a sort of shivering motion, and

to oscillate several degrees on each side of its mean position.

In 1818, further observations were made simultaneously by

Arago, at Paris, and Kupfier, at Kassan, in Eussia, which

showed, in a satisfactory way, that these perturbations,

announced by Humboldt, occurred in both places at the same

instant of time, notwithstanding that the places of observa-

tion were separated by 47° of longitude. Full attention

being at length called to this subject, Humboldt, in 1830,

succeeded in establishing magnetic observatories in various

parts of Eussia, which have since been extended to other
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parts of the world (169), constituting such a network of

inquiry into all the great facts of terrestrial magnetism as

would have been but a few years before difficult to imagine.

Since the year 1828, from Toronto, in Upper Canada, to the

Cape of Good Hope and Van Diemen's Land, from Paris to

Pekin, we find magnetic observatories, aU established under

one uniform system, and carrying on similar and simulta-

neous observations. The principal magnetic, instruments

employed in these observatories have been already described

(162), and from continuous observations, carefully registered,

in almost every country of the globe, we are presented with

the startling fact of an unceasing series of what may be

termed terrestrial magnetic pulsations, extending simulta-

neously over an interval equal at least to the whole breadth

of Europe, and perhaps over the whole terrestrial surface.
"
AV^hen," says Humboldt, "the tranquil hourly motion of

the needle is disturbed by a magnetic storm, the perturba-

tion frequently proclaims itself over hundreds and thousands

of miles simultaneously, or is propagated gradually in brief

intervals of time in every direction over the surface of the

earth."*

261. Beside these magnetic disturbances referable to

some hidden and sudden change in the condition of the

earth's magnetism, we find other singular disturbances in

the position of the magnetic needle at the instant of the

appearance of the Aurora Borealis, or Northern Lights.

This fact was especially noticed and studied by Dalton so

long since as the year 1793, who observed that the luminous

beams were parallel to the dip, and the arches at right

angles to the magnetic meridian. This disturbance of the

magnetic needle consists in an irregular oscillation some-

times to the eastward, and then to the westward of its mean

direction. The greatest amount of disturbance is when the

Aurora is in the zenith, Hanstein also, who has studied this

phenomenon, says that the shivering movements of the needle

* Cosmos.
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never perhaps occur except at the time of an Aurora, and

that the disturbances are felt at the same instant of time in

places widely separated ;
the extent of the movement mar,

in twenty-four hours, amount to between 5° and 6^. This

disturbance of the magnetic needle ia equally wonderful

and important in its character as the former, and may

possibly be found to be identical with it. Arago thinks

that the Aurora .disturbs the needle even before the light

shows itself in the horizon. The Auroras which are only
•visible in America and Siberia are, he says, found to affect

the magnetic needle at Paris. It is not improbable that the

presence of an Aurora and the disturbance of the magnetic
needle are both effects of the same or a similar cause, so

that we cannot assume the presence of the Aurora as the

active force
;
we should rather regard it as an accompanying

phenomenon ;
more especially as we find, according to Capt.

Foster's observations at Port Bowen, that, during certain

Auroras, the magnetic needle remains undistxu-bed. It

has been further shown experimentaUy, by the author of

this work (Edinb. Phil. Trans. 1834, vol. xiii.), that the

magnetic oscillations are unaffected by the presence of a

powerful column of mere electrical light flashing through an

exhausted receiver 6 feet high and 4 inches in diameter.

Halley, more than a century since, considered the Aurora

to be a magnetic phenomenon, a conjectm-e which, bids fair

to receive complete confirmation. According to Humboldt,
the Aiux>ra may be considered as a terrestrial magnetic

actiWty raised to the intensity of a luminous phenomenon,
one of the sides of which is the light, the other the dis-

turbance of the needle
;
so that this magnificent appearance

may be considered as the act' of discharge at the conclusion

of a magnetic storm.
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VIII.

EETIEW OF MAGNETIC THEORY.

General Principles
—First Views of Terrestrial Magnetism—Hypothesis

of Halley—Speculations of Euler—Theoretical Speculations of Haii-

stein—Grover's Magnetic Orbit—Theory of Barlow—Hypothesis of

Biot—Theory of Gauss—Electro-Magnetic Theory—Theoretical Views

and recent Dbcoveries of Faraday
—Theory of Ordinary Magnetic

Action.

262. One of the great objects of physical science is to

trace the relations and determine the laws of sequence in

any observed series of natural phenomena, the study of

nature being
" the study of facts, not of causes ;" it is this

which characterizes the learning of the great founder of the

inductive philosophy, and which essentially separates it from

the conjectural philosophy of remote ages, the object of

which was the study of causes rather than of facts. By the

term theory, as applied in modern science, we are to under-

stand an intelligibly connected body of facts, all referable to

one or more general principles. With respect to the hidden

or efficient cause of the phenomena observed, we have really

no substantial knowledge of it whatever. That all bodies

tend to the centre of the earth, and masses of matter

toward each other, are universal facts, and upon these is

based the whole theory of gravitation, and a lucid expla-

nation of the system of the world. In the midst of this

knowledge, however, we are most profoundly ignorant of the

nature of the agency by which matter gravitates ; and to

speculate concerning it through the instrumentality of fic-

tion, would be only to wander in a labyrinth of conjectiu-e.

What we call an explanation of observed phenomena, is

a clear apprehension of all the dependencies in a great
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chain of sequence. Take, for example, the question of the

rise of water iu a pump before the discovery of Toricelli ;

here we had two facts before us : the elevation of the fluid

full thirtr feet above its level, and the production of emptv-

space by the motion of the piston of the pmnp, still the

vacuum and the rise of the fluid had no apparent depend-
ence on each other. The assumption by the ancient

philosophers that the elevation of the fluid arose from the

circumstance that nature abhorred a vacuum, was, in fact,

no adequate intermediate link; it explained nothing. Di-

rectly, however, it was proved by the experiment of Toricelli

that the atmosphere pressed upon bodies with a force equal

to at least 14 lbs. on the square inch, then the cause of the

rise of the fluid was instantly apparent, and the phenomena
were explained. In the construction, therefore, of any

theory, it is essential that the basis of it be some principle

reducible to a fact
; and, next, that the fact be universal

;

that is, without exception. Directly we refer the phenomena
to any fictitious principle not reducible to a fact, we have

no longer a theory ;
we have only at the best a conjectiu'al

hypothesis ;
in short, we substitute something which has no

demonstrable existence for that which may be : in this case,

we only require that what we assvune is possible. An

hypothesis of this kind is still not without its uses
;
and it

is theoretically admissible so long as it runs parallel with the

facts observed.

Magnetic theory, embarrassed by the complicated and

mysterious character of the attendant phenomena, has

hitherto made but comparatively little progress toward

perfection ;
so that we are unable, as in gravitation, to

refer the facts to one xiltimate and universal elementar}'

principle ;
hence almost every speculation relative to the

phenomena of magnetism partakes more or less of the

nature of an hypothetical assumption not based on any

recognized fact.

263. First Views of Terrestrial Magnetism.
—The philoso-
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phers of the sixteenth century, not having any definite notion

of the phenomena of the compass-needle, conceived it to be

influenced by some mysterious point of force, existing in the

regions of space. Descartes and others conceived it to be

under the dominion of vast magnetic rocks. The discovery
of the magnetic inchnation (249) by Norman, in 1580, how-

ever, clearly proved that the cause of the directive position

of the magnetic needle was to be sought for in the general
mass of the earth

;
whilst Gilbert, in 1590, taking a bolder

view of this great physical question, conceived the terrestrial

sphere to be in itself a vast magnet, endowed with a perma-
nent polarity, and hence approaching the general condition of

an ordinary loadstone. Gilbert supposed, however, that the

solid parts only of the earth were magnetic, not the water or

other fluids
;
hence arose changes in the direction of the

needle, which, whilst it assumed a given position, in obe-

dience to the laws of common magnets (14), would at the

same time be more or less drawn toward the land, and be

influenced by it in various ways.

Bond, in 1673, endeavoured to calculate and explain the

phenomena of the magnetic needle, on the hypothesis of the

earth being a great magnet, and assumed the existence of

two terrestrial magnetic poles, and a- magnetic axis inclined

to the axis of rotation, and passing through the centre of

the earth
;
hence the magnetic poles and the true poles could

not on this hypothesis coincide. With a view of explaining

the great secular changes in the declination, the magnetic

poles were supposed to have a slow movement of revolution

about the poles of the earth.

2G4. Hypothesis of Halley.
—It is to the celebrated

Hallcy that we owe the first great attempt to bring the

complex phenomena of the horizontal needle under the

dominion of a more comprehensive theory, which, although

it may appear at first to be of a somewhat rude and impro-

bable character, still afibrds a fair field for the application of

exact reasoning, and a means of comparing facts
;
indeed it
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is but justice to this truly great man to obsene, tbat he

never pretended to more than an attempt to throw some

light upon "the abstruse mystery of the variation," and

lead philosophers to apply themselves more forcibly to so

important a subject. "Were the variation always relative to

two fixed points or poles, near the poles of rotation, the

magnetic axis passing through the centre of the earth
;
then

it should be always the same for each place, and the lines of

no variation would be meridian lines, passing through the

magnetic and real poles of the earth
;
but the lines of no

variation are not meridian lines, but curves of a somewhat

inexplicable course (245). Halley, therefore, foreseeing

this difficulty, assumed the existence of at least four poles,

to which the variation had reference, two in the northern

and two in the southern hemisphere ;
but since the observed

phenomena e\-idently indicate a constant change of place in

the relative position of these poles, he further supposes that

the whole "
magnetical system of the globe has one or perhaps

more motions, the efiects of which extend from pole to pole."

To render this magnetical movement intelligible, he sup-

poses a great portion of the interior of the earth to move

within the external crust
;
and to admit of this motion, he

imagines this interior portion to be detached and separated
from the surface by an intervening fluid medium, so that,

according to this, the terrestrial mass is a sort of double

loadstone, consisting of an interior magnetic, spherical

nucleus, surroimded by an external and spherical magnetic

shell, the magnetic axis of each passing through the centre

of the whole globe of the earth, the nucleus is supposed to

have its centre of gra\'ity fixed in the common centre of the

general spherical mass, and to partake of the diurnal rota-

tion about the same axis. By further supposing that the

rotatory movement of the surface or external shell is rather

more rapid than that of the interior globe, by some extremely
small quantity, then, as is evident, the poles of the interior

magnet will be continually shifting their places in respect
li
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of the poles of the outer magnetic shell, being at every
revolution left as it Avere a little in the rear, and conse-

quently moving apparently westward. Halley supposes the

difference of velocity to be so extremely little as to be

scarcely appreciable upon 365 revolutions, and only to

assume a sensible form by the operation of a great period of

time. Under this condition, then, if we conceive the

exterior shell to be a magnet, having its poles fixed, and at

a given distance from the poles of rotation
;
and if the

internal globe be also a magnet, having its poles fixed in

two other places, distant also from the axis of rotation
;
and

that these last poles are continually shifting their places in

respect of the exterior poles, we may then, he thinks, give a

reasonable account of the four magnetic poles of the earth,

considered as a magnet, and the several phenomena of the

variation of the horizontal needle. By the gradual transla-

tion of the poles of the internal globe, the direction of the

needle is variously influenced, according to the directive

power of each pole ;
hence there will be a period ofrevolution,

after which the variations will return again as before. If

they should not, then it may be inferred that there exist

internal spherical shells, having a common nucleus, and

consequently producing more magnetic poles, all these con-

centric magnetic spheres being separated by fluid media
;

and this he thinks a possible constitution of the interior of

our planet, which, for anything we know to the contrary,

may, through the operation of the fluid media, be a source

of existence to organized beings. In this hypothesis all

those parts of the earth nearest either of the poles wUl for

the time be governed more or less by the influence of that

pole ; thus, taking the nearest pole to Britain as being in

the meridian of the Land's End, and about 7° from the true

north pole, tliis pole will govern Europe, Tartary, and the

North Sea. AU places to the east of this meridian will

have a westerly variation
;

all places west of it a westerly

variation, untd we approach the influence of the other pole,
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in North America, supposed to be on tlie meridian of Cali-

fornia. The separate and combined influences of all the four

poles in difierent zones of the earth produce the great differ-

ences observed in the variation of the needle.

This hypotliesis of Hallev, although far within the region

of mere conjecture, and not at first \'iew sanctioned by any

high degree of probability, must still be considered as a

valuable step in the progress of magnetic theorj^ and well

calculated as a stepping-stone to more perfect views of the

magnetism of the earth.

265. Speculations of Eider.
—

Euler, who investigated this

subject in 1757, with his accustomed ability, does not think,

in considering the earth as a magnet, that it is requisite to

assume the existence of more than two magnetic poles, pro-

vided their just place be assigned. According to his view,

we have yet to consider the case of two magnetic poles

not precisely opposite each other, or, which comes to the

same tiling, in which the magnetic axis does not pass

through the centre of the earth. Now, in this case, Euler

endeavours to show that the lines of no declination may
actually assume a direction similar to that which, from

observation, we find they do assume
;
and that it is even

possible to assign to the two poles such proportions as to

produce lines of variation similar to those isogoual lines,

which at first appear so unaccountable. Having fixed the

two poles, the determination of the direction of these lines

becomes a problem in geometry.
266. Theory of Sanstein.—Theoretical views of terres-

trial magnetism do not appear to have greatly advanced

beyond the condition in which HaUey left them until 1811,

when the Eoyal Danish Academy proposed the variation of

the needle as a prize question ;
then it was that M. Hanstein

undertook a re-examination of the whole subject, with a view

to determine whether two magnetic poles, revolving round
the pole of the earth in indefinite periods as maintained bv

Euler, would explain the phenomena ;
or whether four poles,
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as assigned by Halley, were requisite ; or, finally, whether

the motion of magnetic polar points, about the poles of the

earth, be in any way competent to represent the observed

phenomena at all. We have already adverted to the extra-

ordinary and elaborate magnetic charts of this unwearied

philosopher, with their marked systems of isogonal lines,

loops, ovals, and other intricate convolutions, and which it

would seem are all sweeping westward, each in separate

progression, and each assuming some new modification of

flexure. So completely has the question been worked out,

that by means of these charts we obtain a faint glimpse of

the progressive state of magnetic declination for two cen-

turies, viz. from 1600 to 1800. The results of the investi-

gation confirm, according to Hanstein, the existence of four

poles, as imagined by Halley. These four poles, however,

are of unequal force, and are all supposed to be continually

shifting their places ;
each has a separate independent move-

ment and period. The present places of these poles, as

assigned by Hanstein, we have already given (259) ; they
are all supposed to have a regular oblique-circular motion

about the poles of the earth,
—the two north poles from

West to East
;
the two south poles from East to West

;
and

in the following periods :
—The strongest north pole in 1,740

years ;
the weaker in 860 years : the strongest south pole

in 4,609 years ;
the weaker in 1,304 years. Upon these

data he assigns the position of these poles for the last half-

century.*

* By a curious coincidence, these periods involve a number, 432, sacred

with the Indians, Babylonians, Greeks, and Egyptians, as being dependent

on great combinations of natural events ;
thus the periods 860, 1,304,

1,740, and 4,G09, become by a slight modification 864, 1,296, 1,728,

4,320, which are not inadmissible, considering the complicated nature of

the observations from which the first numbers are derived. Now these

numbers are each equal to 432 multiplied by 2, 3, 4, and 10 successively.

According to the Brahmin mythology, the world is divided into four

periods, the first being 432,000 years, the second, 2 x 432,000, the third

3 X 432,000, the fourth, 10 x 432,000 years. It is also, according to Han-
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267. Grovers Magnetic Orbit.—Much valuable iuform-

vion relative to this interesting speculation has been

afforded by Grover.* By a careful and laborious examina-

tion of authentic observations, he endeavours to show that
" the movement of the magnetic pole governing Europe is

capable of recognition, that it possesses an orbitual character

of which the general features can be distinctly traced." An
horizontal action upon the needle is also inferred from these

observations, depending on the isodynamic poles (257), by
which he endeavours to explain the configuration of the

isogonic hues. The magnetic orbit, as traced from observa-

tions on the magnetic needle in London, Paris, and St.

Pet^rsburgh, appears to be of the form given in the annexed

Fig. 127. In this figure K is the true north pole in the

Fig. 127.

middle of a section of the northern hemisphere, and the

stein not unworthy of remark, that the sun's mean distance from the earth is

432 half radii of the sun ; the moon's mean distance, 432 half radii of the

moon ; but what is more especially striking is the circumstance, that the

number 25,920 = 432 x fiO, is the smallest number, divisible at once by
all the four periods, and hence the' shortest time in which the four poles
can accomplish a cycle. Now this time coincides exactly with the period
in which the precessions of the equinoxes complete their circle, certainly a

curious and remarkable series of coincidences.

* Observations on the Magnetic Orbit ; by the Rev. H. Grover.

London : J. Weale, 1850.

l2
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irregular elliptical curve, the path of the pole so far as

hitherto observed. In this curve the author has localized

eight assigned positions for the magnetic pole, from obser-

vations between the years 1580 and 1846. The points a

and s represent the positions of the isodynamic poles, or

points to w"hich the isodynamic lines converge, one in

Siberia, the other in America, and supposed to influence

the position of the needle. In tracing the elements out of

which this orbit is constructed, peculiarities present them-

selves, which throw much light on the whole magnetic

system ;
for example, a certain acceleration and retardation

of the motion, and the opposite bias of the two isody-

namic hemispheres. By means of a critical examination

of all the phenomena of this determined orbit, the author

deduces some very general and curious facts bearing on the

development of the magnetic lines, with their ovals, loops,

and apparently inexplicable curvatures. The ovals he con-

siders as temporary creations arising out of the peculiar

position of the moving magnetic pole in relation to the

two isodynamic poles a s, by which a bias is given to the

needles of a whole district.

268. Theory of Harlow.
—Professor Barlow, following up

the construction of more perfect magnetic charts, is lea to

conclude that these charts present such a configuration of

the magnetic lines as cannot be referred to any possible

position of four or more magnetic poles ;
but conceives that

each place has its own relative pole and polar revolution

governed by some unkown cause. This theory is so general,

that it must be conceived to set aside altogether the idea of

any particular pole or point toward which the magnetic
needle becomes directed, and consequently all idea of a

single magnetic axis
;

it hence leaves the law of the changes

in the direction of the needle undetermined. The funda-

mental principle, on which this theory rests, assumes the

magnetic condition of the earth to be of that peculiar form

observed in the passive or temporary magnetic state of a
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- ft iron ball or shell, and in which the poles or centres of

lion are always coincident -w-ith the centre of attraction of

the surface, which is not the case in permanently-magnetized
bodies. In these the centres of attraction are always at

their poles. Professor Barlow having, as we have already

seen (239), found the entire effect of a soft iron globe or

shell to reside near the surface, proceeded to iavestigate a

formula for representing the influence of these bodies on the

compass-needle placed about them in different positions.

Assumiug upon the generally received hypothesis (14), that

magnetic phenomena depend on two opposite fluids or

forces, repulsive of themselves, but attractive of each other,

and commonly existing in a greater or less degree of com-

bination, we may suppose the action of the earth on spheres
of soft iron, to take place on every particle of the mass in

isoclinal lines (249) parallel to each other (102), and may
further suppose that ever\" particle of the iron is at the

same distance from the centre of force as referred to the

mass of the earth
;
in which case we may consider the effect

upon each particle to be the same.

As this question is important in a theoretical view, we
will take Professor Barlow's illustration of this probable

magnetic condition of a soft

iron ball or shell. Let ahc d,
^S- •

^

Pig. 128, be a neutral soft iron /
sphere ; suppose f c/" to be

y'^^^--^^^^SR><^
the direction of the dipping- y^ ./^\\
needle, and f the centre of ,// / \\\
terrestrial magnetic force at

;{
I pf^ \\j

an indefinite distance, then by U \ X jl/

the operation of this force XV^V .yy'^

upon each particle, in the way /^^N-^^lIIIIZI^^^

just stated, the two magnetic /
" '"

fluids or forces, resident in a

combined state in the shell or globe abed, become sepa-
rated, and may be supposed to form two spherical layers :
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one fhd, whose centre is p ; and anotber on h d, whose

centre is n; the distance of these centres p n from each

other depending on the susceptibility of the iron and other

contingencies. In computing the action of an iron sphere
in this state upon a distant magnetic particle, we may refer

the action to those two centres p n, according to any assumed

law offeree (175). Professor Barlow supposes the force to *

be in the inverse duplicate ratio of the distance. This view

differs from others of a similar kind in this, that the action

or displacement of the fluids is referred to each particle,

instead of the fluids being separated and accumulated in

distinct poles ;
and also in the great fact that the displace-

ment is confined to the surface, and not, as Coulombe sup-

posed, referable Jbo the mass. The centres of action p n,

therefore, may become indefinitely near each other in the

common centre of attraction of the surface, which is coin-

cident with the centre of attraction of the mass only in

spherical bodies, but on no others. Now by referring the

earth's magnetism to an existing magnetic condition such

as this. Professor Barlow finds that he is enabled to

apply the analytical expressions, he had previously deduced

for representing the influence of an iron sphere on the

compass (238), to the phenomena of terrestrial magnetism ;

his general deductions being that the earth is not a

permanent magnet, but owes its magnetic state entirely to

induction
;
and that its action may be referred to two poles

indefinitely near each other in the common centre of attrac-

tion of the surface
;
that is also of the mass of the earth.

The latent magnetism of the sphere has in this case a mere

condition of polarity. Fi-om whence this induction pro-

ceeds he does not pretend to determine. The illustrious

Gableo had an idea that a magnetic agency existed in some

points of space, which led him to ascribe the parallel direc-

tion of the earth's axis to a magnetic point of attraction in

the distant heavens.

269. Hypothesis of Biot.—Biot, so long since as the year
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1^05, not finding it possible to reconcile observations on the

variation and dip of the needle \rith the existence of two

poles or centres of force near the terrestrial surface, thought
of treating this problem under the condition that those

centres were indeterminate, and then by a comparison of

the general analytical result with further observations,

endeavour to arrive at the precise position of these poles.

Now it is not unworthy of remark, as being very confirma-

tory of Barlow's views, that the nearer the poles were taken

toward each other, the nearer the computed and observed

results were found to agree; until, at length, by taking
them indefinitely near each other in the centre of the

earth, the computed and observed results in many cases

completely coincided. In this investigation Mons. Biot

assumes two points in a given terrestrial magnetic axis, by
one of which the needle is attracted, by the other repelled ;

and then investigates a formida for representing the dip

and declination of the magnetic needle in any part of the

earth in terms of an indeterminate distance between these

points.

270. Theory of Gauss,—This accomplished philosopher,

whose magnetic researches have become in recent periods

the wonder and admiration of Europe, assumes the terres-

trial magnetic force to be the collective effect of the

magnetism of the mass, and is led to consider the term

pole as a very arbitrary assumption ;
no number of definite

points, be they 2 or 4, or even more, will explain the

phenomena according to the laws of common magnetism.
In the most simple meaning of the term pole. Gauss con-

siders that there are only two, one in each hemisphere. If

there were four, we should have necessarily three points of

verticity in each hemisphere ;
that is to say, there would be

a point between each two poles in which the needle would

not obey the action of either excliisively, and would, conse-

quently, be vertical
;
but such is not found to be the case.

Gauss, starting fi^m a great general principle, that mag-
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netism is distributed through the mass of the earth in an

unknown manner, has succeeded in obtaining, partly by

theory and partly by adaptation, a sort of empirical formula

which represents in a wonderful way the many complicated

phenomena of the magnetic lines, and has so far embodied

our knowledge of these phenomena in a law mathematically

expressed. Gauss's investigation depends on the develop-

ment of a peculiar function much employed in Physical

Astronomy, and which is obtained by summing aU the

attractive and repulsive elements, each molecule being
divided by its distance from the attracting or repelling

point ;
what are termed the differential coefficients of this

function express the resolved components of the total

magnetic action (255). By this process it is demonstrated

that whatever be the law of magnetic distribution, the dip,

horizontal direction, and intensity at any place on the earth

may be computed. Having exhibited his resulting formula

in converging series. Gauss determines the declination,

inclination, and intensity for ninety-one places on tlie

earth's surface, and which are found to coincide with

observation : one great feature, therefore, in this theory

of terrestrial magnetism is, that the earth does not contain

a single definite magnet, but irregularly-diffused magnetic

elements, having collectively a distant resemblance to the

condition of a common magnet. So that for magnetic poles

we must substitute magnetic regions, over which a general

magnetic influence obtains. Thus, instead of a Siberian pole,

as determined by Hanstein, we have a Siberian region, in

which the isogonal lines may be conceived to converge

without coming absolutely to a point.

271. Electro-Magnetic Theory.—The solution of the pro-

blem, from whence the mass of the earth derives its mag-
netic state, is not in any way approached with so high a

degree of probability as by the theory of electro-magnetic

currents, caused to traverse the earth's surface by some of

those natural agencies so continually operating on it. We
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have seen (68), that by heating one extremity of a metallic

bar or rod, the opposite extremity being kept cool, so as to

produce a disturbed equilibrium of temperature, electro-

magnetic currents are produced, of such force as to turn the

compass needle at a large angle to its meridian. Sir David

Brewster, so long since as the year 1821, observed a remark-

able coincidence between the isothermal lines, or Unes of

equal heat, laid down by Humboldt, and the isogonal lines of

HaUey, and had deduced for our northern hemisphere two

poles of greatest cold, both in the locality of Hanstein's

magnetic poles, viz., an American pole, lat. 73° Xorth,

Ion. 102 ° West
;
and an Asiatic pole, lat. 73° 2sorth, and

Ion. 78° East. Sir David Brewster* is led to conclude that

two meridians of greatest heat, and two of greatest cold,

are called into play, and was finally led to imagine that

the magnetism of our globe depended in great measure on

electro-, or rather thermo-magnetic currents. Taking into

consideration the heated belt of the equatorial regions, and

the mass of the polar ices on either aide of it, we have, as

observed by Dr. Traill, all the conditions of a vast thermo-

magnetic machine. A great link in the chain, however, is

still wanting ;
it is very difficiilt to say how or in what way

these currents are caused to circulate about the mass of the

earth. Grover, in his interesting little work on the magnetic

orbit, already alluded to, has some interesting observations

on this question. According to his view, the atmosphere is

the immediate source of terrestrial magnetism, which con-

tains within it isolated columns of conducting media
; these

surround the earth, and in such way, that in 365 revolutions

the sun generates in it an electro-magnetic circulation
; thus

the terrestrial surface becomes enveloped in a vast electro-

magnetic spiral coil (51), and we who live on it become

placed intermediate between the coil and the surface by
those peculiar motions of the earth which arise from the

yearly cycle finding its period at different hoiirs of the day,
* Edin. Phil. Trans. toI. ix.
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and on different meridians
;
such a change may take place in

the precise position of this great atmospheric coil from time

to time as would correspond with the orbit of the magnetic
revolution (267). The phenomena of periodical variations

depend evidently on the action of heat and the position of

the sun, and probably on resulting thermo-magnetic currents.

Beyond this mere assumption, however, we have not any

very secure basis for reasoning ;
the most admissible view of

this kind of action, however, is the following :
—During the

diurnal motion of the earth, its surface, especially about the

tropics, is continually heated and cooled in successive points,

and in an east and west direction : if we admit, as in Exp. 50

(68), that thermo-magnetic currents become from this cause

excited, and circulate in an east and west direction over thi,

terrestrial surface, the result will be a magnetic development
in direction north and south (48) ;

hence there will be a

magnetic development in the earth in a direction nearly

parallel with its axis.

272. Barlovo's Electro-Magnetic Globe.—From no one

has the preceding electro-magnetic' theory received so much
substantial and fine expe-

^^^' ^' rimental support as from

the profound and great

philosophical ingenuity of

Professor Barlow. A hol-

low globe of wood, p n,

Fig. 129, sixteen inches

in diameter, had a groove,

eq, cut round its equa-

torial part, to represent

the equator, and also other

grooves, in parallels of

latitude distant 4|° from

each other. A deeper and

wider groove, also, p n,

was cut in it, extending from pole to pole in the line of a
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Lcle meridian. Things being thus arranged, the middle

tion of a copper wire ^ of an inch in diameter, and

ninety feet long, was applied to the equatorial groove, in a

point opposite the line of the meridian j) n, which, being

bent each way, in the equator e q, to meet at the groove

p n, was continued toward each pole by a continual coiling

and turning into tlie parallels of latitude. Finally, the

remaining portions of the wire were covered with insulating

varnished silk thread, and passed through the meridian

groove toward the equator, and the two extremities, a, b,

brought out for connection with the poles of a voltaic com-

bination (40) (47). The whole was now covered with the

pictured gores of a common globe, and in such way as

to bring the poles of the electro-magnetic spiral as nearly

as possible into the position of the observed terrestrial

magnetic poles, viz., lat. 72° North, and l^t. 73° South,

and on the meridian corresponding with Ion. 76° West of

Greenwich.

The globe being now conveniently placed under a deli-

cately-suspended needle a, Fig. 129, carefully neutralized

in respect of the earth's action (164), electro-magnetic

currents were caused to circulate through the spiral be-

neath the paper surface (40). When the globe was so

placed as to bring London into the zenith, the sus-

pended needle took the inclination of the dip, at that

time 70°, and also the line of the variation, at that time

about 24° "West. On turning the globe round so as to

bring other places of the same parallel under the needle a,

the dip of 70° remained, but the line of declination changed
its direction, becoming first zero and then increasing east-

ward, much in the same way as happens in the case of

the horizontal needle. When the globe was turned so as to

cause the pole to approach the zenith, the dip increased up
to a point of verticity ;

and on turning it ao as to bring the

equator into the zenith, the suspended needle became hori-

zontal. Continuing the motion so as to bring the south pole

K
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toward the zenith, the suspended needle inclined in the

opposite way, thus representing on a small scale all the

phenomena of the horizontal and inclined needles. Professor

Barlow thinks that he has proved the existence of a force

competent to produce all the phenomena of terrestrial mag-

netism, without the aid of any body commonly called

magnetic.

273. Theory and recent Discoveries of Faraday.
—This

distinguished philosopher, with his accustomed vigour of

intellect and practised experimental hand, has not left the

question of terrestrial magnetism unassisted by his immense

labours. The general views which he is led to entertain

upon points connected with the earth's magnetism may be

thus stated :
—

Space devoid of matter, as also material space,

that is, space in which matter is found, may be taken as

being traversed by lines of force, operating, as it were,

immediately through it. The condition of the space inter-

cepted between the iron walls of the magnetic field, Fig. 59

(74), and Fig. 58 (72), may be taken as illustrative of this

assumed physical condition of things. Now, although it

may appear to many persons very difficult to conceive the

existence of mere force independent of what we commonly
call matter, yet we must recollect that, both in Electricity

and Magnetism, it is with forces that we are principally con-

cerned
;
and that, after all, it is far more difficult to conceive

the existence of matter without properties of this kind than

such properties without the matter
;
in fact, we recognize

forces almost everywhere ;
but we recognize nowhere the

ultimate atom of solidity of which matter is supposed to

consist. All space, either vacant or occupied, presents for

our consideration forces of various kinds, and the lines in

which these forces are exerted. In viewing different sub-

stances in relation to lines of magnetic force, it is found

that some bodies assume a position perpendicular to the

direction of these lines
;
that is, they take an equatorial

direction (74) ;
others coincide in direction with the lines
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of force, and take an axial direction (76). Pure space,

devoid of matter, is conceived to have a magnetic relation of

its own
;
that is to say, it permits lines of force to traverse

it without in anv wav affectinsr them. The introduction of

certain kinds of matter into space so occupied bj force, will,

on the contrary, change the existing state of the lines by
either increasingr or decreasing the facilitv of transmission.

Common matter, when referred to lines ofmagnetic force tra-

versing pure space, may be considered as being either zero, or

as producing no change, or as being on one side or the other

of zero
;
that is, as producing opposite effects. Hence has

arisen a classification of two kinds of magnetic substances,

viz. :
—Those which point axially (76), and which have been

termed Paramagnetic substances, and those which point

equatoriaUy, termed Diamagnetic. So that, taking the term

Magnetic
"

in its most general sense, as applicable to all

rue phenomena, we have the following dinsion:—
- r , • C Paramagnetic.
Magnetic \ ^.

°
.

( Diamagnetic.

When Paramagnetic or Diamagnetic substances are intro-

duced into the magnetic field, they either increase or decrease

the degree in which the force is transmitted, and thus dis-

turb the uniformity of the lines. Paramagnetic substances,

for example, concentrate the lines of force upon themselves,

as represented by p in the annexed Fig. 130. Diamagnetic

bodies, on the contrary, expand the lines of force, and cause

Fig. 130.
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tbem to open outward from themselves, as represented by d

in Fig. 130. Faraday calls this, for the moment, magnetic
conduction. Paramagnetic bodies, wben introduced into the

magnetic field, always tend, from their power of concentra-

tion of force, from weaker to stronger places of magnetic

action, and are urged in the axial line (76). Diamagnetic

bodies, on the contrary, tend from stronger to weaker

places, and are repulsed to the equatorial line (74). The

force which thus urges bodies to the axial or equatorial

lines is not a central force (179), but a force differing in

character in the axial or radial directions. One may retain

a very concise notion of this paramagnetic and diamagnetic

relation, by conceiving that if a liquid paramagnetic body
were introduced into the field of force, it w^ould become

prolonged axially, and form a prolate spheriod ;
whilst a

liquid diamagnetic body would become prolonged equa-

torially, and form an oblate spheriod.

274. Atmospheric Magnetism.
—By one of those happy

trains of thought peculiar to great philosophical minds,

Faraday conceived the idea of an atmospheric magnetism,

and succeeded in proving that gaseous substances, when in

the magnetic field, obeyed the same laws as all other matter.

Thus oxygen gas, enclosed in a thin envelope, becomes

drawn paramagnetically into the axial line, and is hence

attracted by the magnet after the manner ofiron (80), whilst

olefiant gas, for example, is repelled diamagnetically into

the equatorial line after the manner of bismuth. The

nitrogen of the air does not appear to be either paramagnetic

or diamagnetic, but to consitute the zero place in the scale

of different substances. In thus demonstrating the para-

magnetic property of oxygen, we arrive at the very important

fact, that two-ninths of the atmosphere, by weight, consists

of a substance, magnetic in character, after the manner of

iron, a substance liable to vast changes in its physical condi-

tions of temperature and density, and by which its magnetic

character would be liable to vary, independently of all
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consideration of magnetic force existing in the mass of our

globe, considered as a magnetic body per se.

The earth itself may be considered as a spherical mass,

consisting of both paramagnetic and diamagnetic substances

ven- irregularly disposed ;
it is nevertheless to be considered

on the whole as a magnet, and as an original source of power.

The magnetic force of this great system is disposed with a

certain degree of regularity, so far as our opportunities of

examining it extend, which is only on its surface. The lines

of force which pass in or across this surface are made known

to us, as respects direction and intensity, by means of small

standard magnets. The average course, however, of these

lines and their temporary variations, either in the space

above or in the earth beneath, are but very obscurely

indicated through the same means. Our observations, in

fact, do not teU us whether the cause of the variations is

above or below.

The lines of magnetic force issue from the earth in the

northern and southern parts, with diiferent but corre-

sponding degrees of inclination, and incline to and coalesce

with each other over the equatorial parts (28).

The lines of force which proceed from the earth into

space most probably return to it again ;
but in their cir-

cuitous course may extend to a distance of many of its

diameters, to tens of thousands of miles. Space then forms

the great abyss into which such lines of force as we recog-

nize by our instruments proceed. Between the earth and

this space, however, there is the atmosphere ;
it is at the

bottom of this we live, and in the substance of which we

carry on all our inquiries. Now this medium is, as we have

just seen, highly paramagnetic, and may evidently become

changed in its magnetic relations by any change incidental

to temperature or pressure. None of these changes can

happen without affecting the magnetic force emanating from

the earth, and causing variations at its surface both in

intensity and direction.

m2
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Having examined a variety of circumstances affecting the

magnetic condition of the atmosphere, and the probable way
in which such changes would affect the magnetic needle,

Paraday concludes that the magnet, as at present applied, is

not always a perfect measure of the earth's magnetic force.

The intensity (254), for example, in oxygen, of a given

density, would be different from those in expanded oxygen,

although the same amount of lines of force and mijgnetic

energy were present in both cases. To understand this, we

have to consider that a needle vibrates by gathering upon
itself the lines of force p, Fig. 130, and which otherwise

would traverse the space about it. If the oxygen, therefore,

be made dense, and a better conductor
;
then the magnet

would carry on less of the force, and the oxygen more
;

it is

therefore very important to know whether, when the magnet
indicates an increased intensity ;

the intensity is due to the fl

earth as a source of power, or to a change in the magnetic
constitution of the surrounding space.* Considering that

the magnetic state of the earth may not change whilst the

oscillating needle, by the influence of the different conditions

of day and uight, or of summer and winter, may show a

difference
;
so far the magnet, as at present applied, is not,

according to this theory, a perfect measure of the terrestrial

magnetic intensity. It is to the magnetic constitution and

condition of the atmosphere, and the changes liable to be

effected in it from changes in temperature, pressure, &c.,

that Faraday refers the annual and diurnal variation of the

needle, and other periodical changes to which it is subject.

Thus the position of the sun at a given place affects the

atmosphere ;
the atmosphere affects the direction of the

lines of force : the lines of force there affect those at any

distance, and those affect the needles which they respectively

govern. The sole action of the atmosphere is to bend the

* The author of this work first pointed out the necessity of placing the

oscillating magnet in a space as nearly approaching a vacuum as possible*—Edinb. Phil. Trans, for 1836, vol. xiii. part 1.
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lines of force, whilst the needle, being held by these lines,

changes in position with the change of the lines. The needle

is in fact a sort of balance, on which aU the magnetic power

around a given place hangs. Its mean position is the normal

position. The fixation of the lines of force on the earth

brings the needle back from its disturbed to this normal

state
; thus, as the earth rolls on in its annual course, that

which at one time was the cooler becomes the warmer hemi-

sphere, and in its turn sinks as far below the average

magnetic intensity as it before stood above it. iXow, since

the sum of the forces passing out from the earth wherever

there is dip, must correspond on each side of the magnetic

equator, it is impossible that they should become more

intense in one hemisphere or more feeble in the other,

without corresponding effects upon the position of the

magnetic equator itself, which may be thus expected to

undulate, as it were, with the force, and move alternately

north and south every year.

In the case of the diurnal variation, the whole portion of

the atmosphere exposed to the sun, receives power to refract

the hnes of force, and the whole of that which covers the

darker hemisphere assumes an equally altered but contrary

state. It is aa if the earth were enclosed within two enor-

mous magnetic lenses, competent to affect the direction of

the lines of force passing through them.

This hypothesis does not assume that the heated or cooled

air has become actually magnetic, but is changed only in its

power of transmitting the lines of magnetic force. It does

not at present profess to apply to the magnetic or great

secular changes of terrestrial magnetism, or to the cause of

the magnetic state of the earth itself. With respect to

variations of magnetic force not periodic but irregular (260),

Faraday refers them to varying pressure, winds, currents,

precipitations of rain or snow, &c., aU of which may change
the magnetic conduction of the air

;
and in this way the

presence of a mere cloud near a station may do more than
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the rising sun. Where the air is changed in temperature or

volume, there it acts and there it alters the directions of

the lines of force, and these by their tension carry on the

effect to more distant lines, whose needles thus become

affected also.

275. Theoretical Seview of Ordinary Magnetic Action.—
The first idea of ordinary magnetic phenomena was, as we
have seen (13), the doctrine of Thales, who conceived the

magnet to possess a species of animation
;
this doctrine,

however, was superseded by the doctrine of magnetic effluvia

(13), a principle which engaged the attention of philoso-

phers down to the time of the celebrated Boyle. Lucretius,

in his fine poem
" De E-erum Natara," supposes that in the

attraction of iron the effluvium of the lodestone displaced

the surrounding air, in consequence of which atoms of iron

flew toward the void, and in doing so dragged the iron

toward the lodestone. Following this hypothesis arose the

notion of an expansion and contraction of the effluvia, which

being thrown outward from the majgnet, seized upon ferru-

ginous matter, and drew it by a collapse to the magnetic

pole. Boyle resolves magnetic effluvia into indefinitely

small atoms of magnetic iron, so indefinitely small as to

permeate solid substances, and thus the lodestone is enabled

to seize upon iron so forcibly as to raise it against its own

gravity.* Gilbert imagines magnetic force to depend on

what he calls
" a formal efficiency," a " form of primary

globes," of which forms there is one in the sun, one in the

earth, another in the moon. Magnetism is the "formal

efficiency
"

peculiar to the earth. The views of this truly

great philosopher are, it must be allowed, very obscurely

expressed, and, in common with all the preceding, were never

practically applied in physico-mathematical science.

276. Des Cartes, casting aside all preceding doctrines,

applied his famous system of vortices of setherial fluid in

explanation of magnetic action. The Cartesian liypothesis

*
Essays or Effluviums, p. 33. London, 1673.
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poses matter to be indefinitelj extensible without any
er property, and to consist of atoms of different forms

very other quality being derived from aetherial elastic

A continually revolving in vortices or eddies of various

ers. The magnetic curves (28) he thinks an evidence of

Lins. In no instance has the reasoning of this distinguished

man been so persuasive as in the application of his theory
to the phenomena of Magnetism.

277. Dr. Gowen Knight supposes magnetic action to

depend on the circulation of a repellent fluid existing in

space and in the pores of steel,* and capable of passing in

and out of the magnet, or between magnetic poles, in one

direction only. This hypothesis he thinks consistent with

the observed phenomena. If, he says, a reason can be

assigned for this circulation, then the " whole mystery of

magnetism is solved." Attraction, upon this hypothesis, is

the result of the fluid circulating from the pole of one

magnet to the pole of another, Fig. 17 (28). Repulsion, on

the contrary, is the result of opposed streams, Fig. 18 (28).

Dr. Knight's work is by no means undeserving of notice,

as being one of the first attempts to account for magnetic

phenomena through the mechanics of matter and motion
;

and although strong exceptions have been taken to his

postulates, the question how far they lead us to conclusions

ill accordance with observation stQl remains to be con-

sidered
;
of the agents employed by nature we really know

nothing, except by the assimilation of effects with other

agencies familiar to us. One of the great objections taken

to tliis hypothesis is, that it is irreconcilable with the parti-

cular law of force deduced by Lambert and Goulombe, and

should therefore be discarded.f This is, however, a some-

what hasty conclusion, since we have already seen, both

experimentally (209) and by the researches of Faraday

(274), that Magnetism is not necessarily a central force,

*
Attempt to explain the Phenomena of Nature, &c. London, 1 748.

f Library of Useful Knowledge. Magnetism, p. 33.
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and that the law deduced by Coulombe and other philoso-

phers is only a particular case of a more general form
ij

of magnetic action (215).
*

278. It is not unworthy of remark, that soon after the

discovery of Electro-magnetism in 1819, Ampere developed
his beautiful Electro-dynamic theory, and showed the mutual

attractions and repulsions of electrical currents* according

to a certain fundamental law
; by assuming for a magnet a

peculiar structure, he brings it under the dominion of this

law, and by a most beautiful experiment shows that the

circulation of electrical currents in a spiral wire, Eig. 43

(51), imparts to that wire all the properties of polarity in

the direction of its length ;
and is finally led to conclude

that a magnet has a current of electric fluid circulating

about it in planes nearly perpendicular to its axis.

279. Eollowing Dr. Knight's work, we have the fine work

of ^pinus,t in which the author supposes the existence of

an aetherial fluid, termed the magnetic fluid, the particles of

which repulse each other, but attract, and are attracted by
the particles of ferruginous matter. He further supposes

that, in the absence of this magnetic fluid, the particles of

ferruginous bodies also repulse each other, but attract the

magnetic fluid; all these attractions and repulsions con-

form to the general law of central forces, being as the

squares of the distances inversely, ^pinus had the great

merit of reducing the laws of equilibrium of such a fluid and

common matter to strict mathematical investigation, and of

affording, in a great majority of cases, a satisfactory expla-

nation of the phenomena. According to the hypothesis of

JEpinus, the condition of a magnet is an induced disturbance

of the magnetic fluid it contains, from which results a redun-

dancy or accumulation of fluid in one pole, and a deficiency, or

what may be termed redundant matter, in the other. This

*
Rudimentary Electricity, second edition, p. 170.

f Tentamea Tbeorise Electricitatis et Magnetismi.
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positive and this negative pole attract each other because of

the mutual attraction between the redundant fluid of the

positive pole and the redundant matter of the negative pole.

Two positive poles repulse each other from the mutual

repulsion of the particles of the magnetic fluid
;
two nega-

tive poles also repulse each other in consequence of the

repxdsion of the particles of redundant matter. Induction

is the result of similar attractions and repulsions upon the

magnetic fluid and ferruginous matter or distant iron by an

overcharged or undercharged pole.

280. The French philosophers, startled at the assumption

of a repulsive force in the particles of coramon matter, as

being contrary to a fundamental law of gravity, changed the

terms of the hypothesis of ^pinus, without altering virtually

its application. Having assumed the existence of a primary

magnetic fluid, they supposed it be a compound of two

elementary principles, an austral and a boreal fluid, each

repulsive of their own particles, but attractive of each other.

Magnetic action is the result of a separation of these elemen-

tary fluids in each particle of the mass, and to which they
are confined. This hypothesis originated with Coulombe

about the year 1780, after the discovery of the opposite

electricities, and the electrical theories of Du Fay and

Symmer. It has since been more especially carried out in

all its generality by M. Poisson, in his elaborate and

mathematical analysis of the phenomena of Magnetism.
M. Poisson proves that the sum of the actions of the

magnetic elements in a given magnet are the same as if

they proceeded from a thin stratum of each fluid occupying
the surface only, and so distributed that their total action

upon the interior of the body is equal to zero. AVe have

only to substitute the term austral fluid for redundant mat-

ter or deficient fluid, and we have nearly the same result.

Bonnycastle, in his application of this hypothesis, conceives

the two fltiids to have accumulated in opposite parts of a
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magnet, whicli would make it identical with the hypothesis
of ^piniis, by only changing the terms

;
whilst Barlow, as

we have seen (264), confines the action to the surface of

the magnet altogether, and refers the respective centres of

force to two centres indefinitely near each other in the

centre of attraction of the surface.

"We have rather dwelt on these views of ^pinus and the

French philosophers because of their admitting of the

application of strict mathematical reasoning, and because

of their being generally received as adequate to the expla-

nation of magnetic action, no other equally substantive

theories having been hitherto proposed ;
we must not, how-

ever, imagine that either ofthese hypotheses furnishes a real

explanation of magnetic force, or that the existence of a

magnetic fluid or fluids is, after all, anything more than a

fiction of the mind, employed as a temporary substitute for

truth. Still they greatly assist us in arriving at what we

may consider as a true theory, viz., a resolving of classified

facts into other facts still more general, and the final

development of one great ultimate fact common to them

all. Few who have considered the more recent progress of

Electricity and Magnetism, more especially the brilliant

researches of Faraday, will be disposed to place much con-

fidence in the notion of electrical and magnetic fluids, and

who will not perceive that the phenomena depend in all

probability upon a principle of causation of a very diflerent

character. Grove, reasoning on the correlation of physical

forces, considers Magnetism as a mode of motion caused by
certain undulations or vibrations in the particles of common

matter. Faraday, as we have seen,* disencumbers himself

of the common theory of material atoms, and refers the

phenomena to certain lines of force traversing space (273),

and the relations which various substances have to these

*
Rudimentary Electricity.
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lines. In all ttese speculations tlie student will do well to

remember ttat it is quite in vain to seek for an adequate

explanation of causation in the abstract
;

all we can hope to

arrive at is, as just observed, the resolving of phenomena
into an intelligible sequence, and showing their dependence

on some great ultimate principle reducible to a feet. This

it is which constitutes a perfect theory.
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IX.

THE MAEIKEB's COMPASS.

Early History
—Tlie Mariner's Needle—Dr. G. Knight's Inquiries

—
Best Form and Conditions of Compass Bars—Modes of Suspension

—
Scoresby's Compound Bars—Employment of more than one Needle in

the same Compass ; various kinds of Sea-Compass—Committee of

Inquiry into the State of the Compass Department of the Navy—The

Admiralty Compass—Application of Magneto- Electrical Action to the

Movements of the Needle and Compass by the Author—Magnetic

Observatory at Woolwich—Mode of testing the Compasses of the Royal

Navy—Local Attraction of Ships
—Iron Ships

—Deviations of the

Compass on Shipboard
—Methods of Correction,

281. "We have already described (148) in a general way
the nature and use of the mariner's compass, and have

further explained (243) the terrestrial magnetic variations

to which it is subject ;
there remain, however, to be yet

considered some other circumstances connected with this

superb invention demanding especial attention
;
these relate

principally to certain improvements in the construction and

use of the compass, and the deviations to which it is liable in

consequence of the local attraction of a ship, especially of

an iron ship, together with the methods hitherto practised

for determining and correcting such deviations. Upon a

review of the immense importance of this subject, therefore,

as a branch of Magnetism, we have thought it desirable

to devote a few pages to the exclusive consideration

of this wonderful instrument, which, taking it in aU its

generality, may be considered as the polar star of magnetic

science.

282. The application of the directive property of the

lodestone (6) to the purposes of perilous journeys on land,

and to the art of navigation, may be considered, probably,
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e first, as it was certainly the greatest practical use to

hich Magnetism has been as yet made subservient, and

furnishes an invaluable lesson in attempts to investigate

nature by a careful collection of facts, however trifling

the facts may appear. The person who first obser\"ed

the attraction of one pai"ticle of iron toward another, little

thought of its leading to a means of guiding the mariner

over a perilous and pathless ocean in the midst of darkness

and tempest, without any other light to cheer his way than

that of a small lamp shining on a piece of steel
; yet such

has been the result of the discovery of magnetic agency.

By whom the mariner's compass was first invented, or with

what nation it may have originated, has never been circum-

stantially determined
;

it is, however, pretty certain, as

observed by the indefatigable Humboldt, that, at least

seven hundred years before it was employed by European

nations, Chinese craft were sailing on the Indian Ocean

under the supposed g^dance of south magnetic indication :

this, together ^vith the proved use of the common compass
in China from the earliest times of which we have any

record, the terms the Chinese employ to designate it, and

the prevailing idea in that coimtry that the needle points

south, go far in corroborating the opinion that the mari-

ner's compass originated in China, or in some part of

India (S). A rude form of compass is said to' have been

invented in upper Asia, and from thence conveyed by the

Tartars to China.*

The employment of the "needle in navigation appears to

have been first generally introduced into Europe towards

the end of the thirteenth, or the beginning of the fourteenth

century, and is attributed to a Xeapolitan, a noble citizen

of a town of Principato, which has ever since borne the

figure of a mariner's compass as the arms of the territorv.

283. The magnet, when first used in navigation, consisted

of a common sewing-needle, which, being rendered magnetic,
* Mrs. Somerville, Physical Sciences, p. 338.
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was passed througli a piece of reed or cork, sometimes

forming a cross, and allowed to float on. the surface of

water
; hence, probably, the term "

magnetic needle." Such,

at least, was the practice of the captains navigating the

Syrian seas in 1242.* Subsequently, however, the needle

was increased to about six inches in length, and suspended
on a point, in a white china dish filled with water, probably
to prevent it from falling toward the side of the vessel.

The present form of the mariner's compass (148) is un-

doubtedly of comparatively recent date, and it is equally

certain, that advances toward refinement in its construction

have been very slow; indeed, so lately as the year 1820,

Professor Barlow, who was directed by the Board of Admi-

ralty to investigate and report on the state of the compasses

furnished to the royal navy, states,
" that at least one-half

of them were mere lumber, and ought to be destroyed."

[Flinders also observes,
" the compasses of the royal navy

are the worst-constructed instruments of any carried to

sea."

284. "We are indebted to Dr. Gowan Knight f for many
valuable attempts to improve the mariner's compass in this

country. Almost all the needles in merchant ships were, at

the time he wrote, in 1750, composed of two pieces of steel,

bent in the middle, and united in. the form of a lozenge or

rhombus, as in the annexed _. .„.

Pig. 131. This form he con-

siders as very objectionable.

Having examined twenty
of these needles, he found them all to vary from the true

direction. Should the temper of the steel be imequal, the

hardest sides will have, he says, the greatest directive

power. Besides this, the sides which nearest agree 'in

direction with the earth's magnetism, when the needle

deviates from the meridian, wUl tend to preserve the decli-

"^
Klaproth, Lettre a M. Humboldt, p. 57.

t Phil. Trans. 17,50, vol. 46.
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iiation more or less
;
hence many of the needles and cards

he examined appeared to hare a very small directive force.

The needles employed in the navy were made of a single

piece of spring-tempered steel (87), broad toward the ends,

which were pointed, and tapering toward the middle, as

represented in the annexed Fig. 132.
j.j j32.

This form, although less objectionable

as to direction, was still imperfect.

Such needles, he says, acquire six poles (26) ;
these may be

made apparent by the experiment with steel filings (2S).

The needle has not, from this circumstance, the same

amount of directive force
;
the greatest directive force ob-

tains when the magnetic cunes extend from two polar

extremities. Dr. Knight concludes, after a careful inquiry,

that a regular parallelopiped, or straight bar narrow-edge

needle, as represented in the

annexed Fig. 133, is the °'

most advantageous form . . yL=
^

for a compass-needle. He c

thinks that if the hole at c for the suspension-cap could be

avoided, it would be very desirable, and for the reasons just

assigned. With this view he was led to suspend the bar upon
an agate attached to its under surface, the card being secured

beneath the bar through the intervention of a ring of brass,

of sufficient weight to bring the centre of gravity of the

whole system below the point of suspension. Such was the

form of needle and card afterward in use for some time in

the royal navy ;
and it is still worthy of serious attention,

how far this kind of suspension may not be improved in its

application to the light talc

discs now employed, so as to '^*

avoid the weight of the brass

ring. As, for example, in the

way indicated in the annexed

Fig. 134;, in which a c 5 <? re-

presents a light disc of talc, attached by two fine wires at

k2
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the extremities of the bar
; c, the point of suspension which

is beneath the bar
;
d the standard of support.

It is not unworthy of remark, that the Chinese method of

suspending the compass-needle, already described (122), is

based on the same principle ;
the point of suspension in the

Chinese compass is invariably below the centre of gravity of

the needle, the needle being perfectly continuous. The sensi-

bility and delicacy of these instruments are quite surprising.

The Dutch employed for several years a conical brass beU

in the suspension of their compasses, whieh they attached

below the centre of the needle, as indicated in the annexed

Fig. 135. Ail these contrivances, however, became even-

tually superseded by a simple suspension-cap, fixed in the

centre of the needle, as at c,

Pig. 133
;
but ofaU the methods ^'^-

Z^^*

of suspending the magnetic

needle, that by means of a silk

fibre (118), is undoubtedly the

most delicate although not per-

haps sufficiently practical for

sea-going purposes.

285. Dr. Knight further inquires as to the best material

for the cap of suspension. The caps at that time in use

were either made of brass, or a hard, mixed metal, similar

to the metal of a reflecting telescope, or otherwise containing

a centre of crystal or agate. The first, he says, will only

admit of a brass point ;
the others being costly, he was led

to try glass ;
but upon the whole he concludes that a cap

centred with agate has the least amount of friction. For a

point he chose a common sewing-needle. Of late years the

centres of the caps of compass-needles have been occasionally

formed of ruby, and a point employed for their suspension

formed of native alloy, which is found to be harder than steel.*

This question is one of much consequence to the working of

* A valuable practical paper, by Capt. Johnson, R.N., on this subject,

will be found in the Reports of the British Association for 1840.
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a ship's compass ;
tlie great weight of the needles and cards

at present employed, is yery liable to work a hole in the

agate centres, especially when at all defective in structure
;

and so eventually destroy its action
;
hence it is still very

doubtful whether a fine and well-hardened point of brass,

worked to fit a central cap of hard mixed metal, is not after

all as weU adapted for the purpose of a delicate and lasting

suspension as any which can be devised. Mx. Stebbings, a

celebrated optician at Southampton, employs ruby for the

points as well as the caps, worked to fine globidar surfaces

of contact.

286. The question of the most favoiu^ble conditions in

the construction of a compass-needle was, in the year 1821,

further investigated by Capt. Kater, F.E.S., who came to

the conclusion that the best form was the pierced rhombus

(Fig. 131) ;
that hardening the needle throughout was inju-

rious to its capacity for magnetism, and that the directive

force depended on the mass, and not on the surface. These

deductions have not certainly been so satisfactorily confirmed

as to entitle them to unlimited confidence
; indeed, it is now

imiversally admitted, that a bar of small breadth, Fig. 132,

suspended edgewise, and hardened throughout, as practised

by Gowan Knight, is after all the best form for the needle

of the mariner's compass : this kind of needle, therefore, is

usually employed.

Captain Kater' s conclusion, that the directive force of a

magnet is dependent on its mass, has yet to be reconciled

with the fine experiments of Professor Barlow (239), and

the more recent inquiries already adverted to (228).

287. It may be worth while to notice a few conclusions

arrived at by MicheU and some of the old writers on

this subject. Michell observes that all single iinarmed bars

should have a certain length, in proportion to their weight.
A bar 6 inches in length, and ^ an inch wide, should weigh
If ounces. The steel must be free from veins of iron, and

* PhU. Trans, for 1851.
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hardened witli a full heat, but not with too great a heat
;
for

that is as bad as the other extreme. That is the best steel

which will receive the greatest hardness with the least

degree of heat.

Michell recommends very light bars for the purpose of a

compass-needle, because the friction, he says, increases in a

much greater degree than the magnetic power ;
he recom-

mends the caps for such needles to be of gold alloy, the

alloy in large proportion. He found a long needle with this

cap to vibrate on an irregular blunt brass point for fifteen

minutes, whereas, with a common brass cap, and a sharp

steel point, it would scarcely vibrate at all.

Mr. Timothy Barlow, in a good practical work,* in which

he treats of the "fashion of the compass-needle," says that

the steel must be first hardened to brittle hardness
;

it

should be anointed with soap before beipg put into the fire,

by which the black will easily scale off. The needle is to be

now placed on a bar of red-hot iron
;
when "

you shall see it

turn from white to a yellowish coloiu*, and then to blue ;"

now throw it on a table and let it cool
;
and " so he is of a

most excellent temper." !For the form of the needle he

approves of an open ellipse, but is a great advocate for light

cards and needles.

288. Having already considered the questions relating to

the kind of steel, temper, and methods of magnetizing (89)

(99), it will not be requisite to enter further upon these

questions here. We have merely to observe, that in the

construction of bar-needles for the mariner's compass, it has

been thought of advantage to employ two or more magnet-
ized steel plates, and unite them into a sort of compound

magnet (19, 113). The Eev. Dr. Scoresby, at the Bristol

meeting of the British Association, in 1836, first proposed
this method for compass-needles, and insisted on the neces-

sity of tempering the plates throughout their length. Com-

pound bars of thin steel plates, on Scoresby's construction,

*
Magnetical Advertisements ; London, 1616.
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have since been employed for tte compasses of the royal

navy.

289. It was customary, above half a century since, to

apply more than one needle to the same compass-card ;
this

practice has of late years been again revived, with additions

and improvements, more especially in the compasses of

H.M.'s ships ;
in which from three to five needles have

been employed. Cavallo, whose works on electricity, mag-

netism, and other branches of physics, are highly prized

in the worid of science, has in reference to this practice the

following remarks :
—"

Compasses for the sea serA^ce for-

merly, and some even at present, are made in the following

improper manner :
—The brass cap is fastened to the middle

of a circular card, upon which the various points of the

horizon, as the east, west, &e., are marked. On the under

part, two pieces of magnetic steel are stuck fast to it, so as

to be parallel, and to stand about half an inch distant from

one another, the pia upon which the whole is suspended

passing between them."* The object in using more than

one needle is evidently a greater directive force
;
this advan-

tage, however, as obser^'ed by Professor Barlow, cannot be

obtained without an increase of weight of steel, and as a

necessary consequence, a greater amount of friction on the

point of suspension. Unless, therefore, the directive force

increase in a greater rario than the loss by friction and wear

of the centre, little advantage is obtained. The only favour-

able circumstance is in the case of heavy cards, made pur-

posely heavy, in order to steady the motion likely to be

induced in it by the rolling and pitching of the ship. If the

card be encumbered by a dead weight, the power of a single

needle is frequently insufficient to bring it accurately into

its meridian, and thus the essential quality of the compass
is sacrificed ; now, by employing several bars, we not only
add to the weight of the card, but we also add directive force,

* Treatise on Magnetism, by Tiberius Cavallo, F.R.S. ; London, 1800.
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and thus in great measure avoid this defect. It will be

found, however, as we shall presently show, that the use of

more than one bar-needle and heavy cards are quite unne-

cessary ; any method of steadying a compass by mechanical

impediment to motion, whether by friction on the point of

suspension, or on any other point, is evidently a hazardous

practice. The mariner, deceived by the apparent steadiness

of the compass-card, may find himself in peril before he is

aware of his danger, the impediment to motion being such

as to place the compass in error as to direction.

290. As a great and almost endless variety of forms and

contrivances for the mariner's compass, with a view to its

further improvement, have been proposed, it may not perhaps
be undesirable to advert to some of these inventions.

Co7npass hy Preston and Alexander.—The great contri-

vance universally resorted to for the purpose of meeting the

difficulties arising from the pitching and rolling motions of

the ship, is, as we have already explained (148), the method

of gimbalds, by which, under any inclination, the compass-
bowl remains vertical. In Preston's compass, an inner and

small set ofgimbalds are applied also to the needle and card,

the whole resting by a descending point upon an agate

centre, as shown in Fig. 136. This agate centre is further

preserved vertical and

steady by means of a ^'S- 136.

pendulum action, and a

ball and socket joint,

not drawn in the figure.

The interior gimbalds,

&c. have been found very
beneficial in preserving

the needle and card

steady.

Mr. Grant Preston also contrived another kind of com-

pass, in which the needle and card were fixed on a vertical

axis moveable between two centres, and in 1832 obtained a
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patent for steadying the needle by passing a delicate-pointed

axis of support througli a fine tole in a semicircular arc, or

plate of brass, attached beneath the needle.

JPope^s Compass.
—In this compass, two or more bar

magnets are now employed. They are set parallel, and

allowed to take any degree of inclination of which they
are susceptible ;

each bar being hung on a transverse hori-

zontal axis, applied to pivots fLsed to slits in the compass-
card. The freedom of motion of the needles in a vertical

plane may certainly be useful in high latitudes
;
but beyond

this, no advantage is derived from it. This compass originally

had only one needle hung in the centre of the card.

Compass hy Captain Walker, i?.JV.—In this compass, a

double set of suspensions are employed, one over the other.

Pirst, the card is suspended on a fixed vertical axis,

passing through a small hole in a plate of brass, attached

to the under side of the needle, upon Mr. Grant Preston's

principle, and terminating in the agate cap, which is some-

what elevated. This axis of support is fixed upon a conical

bell of brass, such as formerly employed in the Dutch com-

passes, and shown Fig. 135. This bell is again suspended
on a point and agate centre beneath, as represented

Fig. 137. The object contem-

plated, is a steadying of the

needle by a refinement on

Preston's patent, and a de-

crease of friction, by allowing

motion to the point of suspen-
sion of the needle through the

intervention of the brass bell. The bell, however, may be

fijced, if found desirable, by means of a wooden cone, which is

to be placed within it, over the point of suspension.
The needle may be considered as a sort of combination of

the flat and bar-edged needles, the latter being nearly divided

in the centre, but extending edgewise under the flat bar up
to its extremities, as indicated in the figure.
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Compass-Needle ly Captain West, B.N.—The oscillations

and movement of the needle are checked by the occasional

friction of an ivory ring, through which the vertical axis of

suspension freely passes. The ring is fixed centrally beneath

the needle by means of a semicircular arc of light brass wire,

attached to each of its extremities, as in Preston's patent.

This contrivance has been found effectual.

Compass hy Captain SoutaJcoff, of the Imperial Hussian

Navy.
—The needle is fixed nearly in the line of the dip,

which can be changed to suit the latitude
;
the card is

figured on each surface, and so fitted that, in crossing the

magnetic equator, it can be turned over with the needle.

Captain Boutakofi" thinks that by this method he avoids at

least one-half the vibration.

Denfs Compass.
—In this compass four thin, wide mag-

nets of steel plate are applied edgewise to the under surface

of the card, parallel to each other, and the whole is fixed

on a vertical steel axis, as practised by Preston, but is beauti-

fully set up between two jewels as centres, after the manner

of the balance of a chronometer
;
so that very little friction

arises in the pivots of the axis. The centre of gravity and

centre of motion are made to coincide. To check any
inconvenient oscillation, there is a light steel spring : this

spring, by a simple lever action, may be pressed gently

against the axis of the compass.

Stelhing^s Compass.
—The needle and card are suspended

on a ruby point and agate centre, which are carefully worked

to extremely fine spherical and corresponding surfaces of

contact
;
so as to avoid all abrasive action, the compass-fly is

of silk, secured in a light circular frame of brass attached to

the needle
;
the whole is enclosed in a glass bowl, and is

perfectly transparent. This compass is usually fitted in the

deck, so as to be illuminated at night by the lights in the

cabin beneath.

Submerged Compass.
—About the year 1779, Dr. Ingen-

houz made some experiments on a magnetic needle immersed
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in water. He found that the water by its resistance as a me-

dium, tended to steady the needle, without diminishing ia any
:isible degree the directive force. This led him to think

enclosiug the needle for sea purposes ia some fluid
;
a

^position which, although deserving much consideration,

.. as not at the time adopted. It has, however, since been

partially resorted to, and some instruments of this kind

bv Crowe and Preston have answered extremely well. The

compass-bowl or kettle (148) being fitted water-tight, is

fiUed with oil or spirit, or some fluid compatible with the

durability of the compass. This instrument is occasionally

employed in the royal navy, and is found especially \iseful

in boats when subjected to a short jerking motion.

291. Admiralty Compass.
—The admitted defects in the

compasses formerly supplied by contract, by the lowest

tender, for the use of the royal navy, induced the Board of

Admiralty, in the year 1820, to appoint Professor Barlow to

examine the compasses then in store. Mr. Barlow found

these instruments so defective, that, as already observed, he

states, in his report, "at least one-half were mere lumber."

Tery little amelioration, however, in this state of things

appears to have taken place \intil 1838 to 1840, when the

board appointed a committee for further inquiry. One of the

results of the investigations by this committee has been the

production of a compass called par excellence " the Admiralty

Compass." In this compass four of Scoresby's compound

magnetic bars are employed, secured together with the card

within a light ring of brass
;
the card is of mica, covered with

thin paper, the impression of the cardinal points, &c., being
struck oflT subsequently to its being cemented to the surface

of the talc, so as to avoid all distortion of the surface by

shrinking ;
the caps are of agate or ruby, worked to the

shape of the points of suspension, which are of native alloy

(285) . Spare points of steel are also supplied ;
these are gilded

by the electrotype process. The compass-bowl is made of cop-

per, with a view to tranquillize the oscillations of the needle,

o
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after a form ofcompass previously submitted to the committee

by the author of this work. The principle, however, as thus

employed, is very inefficient, the great condition being the

application of a dense ring of copper immediately round the

poles of the needle. Each compass is furnished with two

spare cards, a light and a heavy card, and six spare pivots.

When the light card is not sufficiently steady, then the

heavy card is directed to be employed, together with the

particular pivot-point especially appropriated to its use
;

the card is levelled by balance slide-pieces, as in the com-

pass previously submitted by the author for the consideration

of the committee.

This compass, although not possessing any superior excel-

lence as a steering compass, having, with a sensible suspen-

sion, proved very unsteady at sea,* is nevertheless carefully

and beautifully constructed, especially in its adaptation to

the purposes of an azimuth compass, into which form of

compass (150) it is convertible. In this case the instru-

ment is placed on a stand, the glass cover removed, and the

azimuth circle fixed on its upper margin. The arrangement
is such that the sight-vane and prism (150) can be turned

without interfering with the other parts of the instrument,

as will be hereafter explained (298). The bottom of the

compass-case also can be removed so as to light the card

from beneath.

292. Upon a review of nearly all the several forms of

mariner's compass to which we have just adverted, it is

evident that the simplicity of construction requisite to

every sea-going instrument has been materially compro-

mised, all the contrivances are more or less complicated, and,

as a necessary consequence, more or less costly. That would

* See a valuable work by Capt. Johnson, F.R.S., Capt. R.N., "On
the Deviations of the Compass," p. 51, published under the sanction of

the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, as also reports from H.M.'s

ship Asia, and some other vessels.
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be tlie great perfection of the mariner's compass which

should combine steadiness, under the variable motions of

the ship, with great sensibility and simplicity of construc-

tion, so that in case of any mishap or error arising from

the wear and tear of the respective parts, there may be

nothing to correct, which any ordinary mechanic, or, if in

the nav)', which the ship's armourer could not easily manage.

Unless, therefore, it can be shown that such complex

arrangements are absolutely requisite, they are best avoided.

No sufficient reason, for example, can be assigned for the

employment of from three to five compound magnetic bars of

costly and difficult construction
; supposing it were proved,

from the evidence of experience, as weU as theoretically, that

a single and simple bar-edged needle is even more than

adequate to any required practical purpose. Beside this,

there are some not unreasonable objections to the use of

several bar-needles
;
the similar poles, for example, tend to

destroy each other's power (111) ;
and if the magnets be

not very accurately parallel, and carefully magnetized and

placed, the card may be in error as to direction : to avoid

this, it is requisite to suit the card to the direction after

the needles are applied.

"We may further observe, that it would be unphOosophical
to employ two cards of imequal weight, with especial pivots

adapted to each card
;
and with a view to particular adjust-

ments under motion, and to the obtaining a steady compass

by the aid of friction, provided all the advantages to be

derived from such adjustments could be arrived at with

one card, and by more simple and efficient means
;

it would

also be quite superfluous to movmt a compass on two con-

secutive pivots, as in Fig. 137, when one point of suspension
is sufficient. Such arrangements, therefore, however in-

genious, are not desirable, unless absolutely reqviisite to the

perfection of the instrument. It is to be remembered that,

in the construction of the mariner's compass, the abstract
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perfection we seek to obtain, is the image of a small

horizontal circle dulj graduated, and divided into thirty-

two rhumbs or points, which, floating as it were in a fixed
'

position in space before the eye of the steersman, directs'
;

the guidance of his ship. It is, in fact, the ship which we
must suppose to move into various positions, not the compass ;

that should be so delicately and sensibly hung as to come
as near the condition of this ideal aerial compass as may be.

293. Mariner' s Compass hy the Author.—Impressed with

these views, the author of this work was, in the year 1831,
led to the construction of a particular form of mariner's

compass, combining simplicity of construction with great

sensibility and stability. The following is a brief notice of

this instrument, as constructed by Messrs. Lilley, opticians^

Limehouse :
—

;

The needle consists of a light bar-edged magnet, from

5 to 7 inches in length, furnished with a central cap, as

in Fig. 133. The bar is carefully worked, hardened and

tempered throughout ; and, previously to being magnetized,
is accurately poised in a horizontal position (156).* Being
thus poised, two small sliders of silver, weighing each about

twenty grains, are fitted to the bar, so as to move upon it with

friction. They are placed over a mark midway between its

centre and extremities, the whole being perfectly poised ;'

the bar is now rendered magnetic, and in such a manner as

to admit of the centre of the various magnetic curves (28),

Fig. 16, falling immediately on the point of suspension. The

small magnetic dip incidental to the bar, is corrected by

moving one of the silver sliders a little toward the centre, and

the opposite slider a little toward the extremity. By this

method, we have always what may be considered as the same

quantity of magnetism, matter, and motion, on each side the

centre, since the difference in the angular inertia of the sUver

* This instrument has become the property of Messrs. Lilley & Son,

opticians, West-India Docks, and is made with great care and per-

fection in the workmanship.
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sliders is sufficiently small to be neglected ;
the bar, there-

fore, is so far deprived of any tendency to persevere in a state

of movement, from the motion of the ship. The magnetic

force of this bar-needle, from the particular way in which it

is made, is so considerable, as to lift at either pole three

i^imes its own weight of iron, and will produce, according to
"

resby's method of deflections (134), a deviation of 22° at

a distance of twice its length from the centre of the trial-

needle. These bar-needles are nevertheless very light.

The needle as thus constructed is attached to a very light

disc of talc, in a single piece, and on which the requisite

points and graduations are conspicuously and clearly

painted ; by which means the presence of a paper surface is

avoided. The whole is balanced in an east and west direc-

tion, that is, transversely to the direction of the needle, by
a Hght cross bar of brass, furnished with small sliders, in the

way just described.

Things being thus arranged, the needle is suspended upon a

central point e, Fig. 138,

proceeding from a double

curved bar anb, fixed

as a diameter to a dense

ring of copper acbd,aiii

in such way as to admit

of the poles of the mag-
netic needle a h moving

just within the ring, and

so near the copper, that

the magneto-electrical action already explained (58, 60,

63), can sensibly restrain any oscillation to which the

needle may become exposed. AVe thus bring to bear upon
the needle an invisible agency, which, without ofiering any
rude, common, mechanical impediment to motion, such as

friction, or in the least degree interfering with the sensi-

bility or direction of the instrument, restrains as if by a

magic hand its disturbed movement, and confines it like the

o2
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ideal card to which we have adverted, ia a given position in

space.

294. The author has investigated* the magnetic conditions

of this phenomenon, and has shown that the restraining

force with a magnet of a given power, is as the quantity of

the copper within the sphere of action directly, and as the fm

squares of the distances from the magnetic polar extremity
of the needle inversely (174, 175), the matter of the copper

being supposed to be condensed into an indefinitely thin

stratum, and taken at a mean distance from the pole of the

bar at which the sum of the forces may be supposed to

produce the same effect as if exerted from every part of the

mass. The energy of a ring of copper in restraining the

magnetic oscillation is therefore as its density. It was also

further found that with a given magnetic tension the re-

straining power of the copper no longer sensibly increased

with the thickness of the ring, and that hence the required

thickness was different for different needles. It is requisite,

therefore, to have the poles ofthe bar as near as possible to the

surface of the ring ;
to give the copper the greatest possible

density, accumulate it immediately about the poles of the

needle, and give the ring a greater or less degree of thick-

ness sufficient to exhaust as it were the magneto-electrical

energy of the magnet to be employed.
The ring and axis of suspension are accurately turned and

centred in a lathe
;
the axis of support c, Fig. 138, is pointed

at each extremity, and admits of being reversed in position by

turning it over, and fixing it in the reverted direction
;
we

have hence a spare point always at command. The cap, also,

can be renewed when requisite. The points and centres are

usually made of very hard mixed metal, which has been

found less liable to abrasion than agate and steel points.

Things being thus prepared, the whole is placed within a

cylindrical copper case, faced above and below with plate-

* Phil. Trans, for 1831, p. 497.
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Fig. 139.

glass covers. As indicated in the last figure, the whole is

hung in gimbalds, in the usual way (148).

295. The card being beautifully transparent, a small

q:antity of light placed beneath, and a little on one side of

compass, is sufficient to illuminate it at night. With

I Ills view, it is intended either to fit the compass in the deck,

and light it from the cabins beneath, or otherwise, in a

binnacle of a very simple construction, shown in the annexed

Fig. 139, especially adapted to its

use. This binnacle is of wood, and

of an octagonal or cylindrical form,

about two feet sis inches high, the

compass being hung on its upper

part, at c. About twenty inches

beneath the compass, there is a plat-

form d, carrying two small spring

candle-lamps a h, hung on pivots in

holes in the platform, one on each

side
;
one of these is sufficient for

the purpose of illumination. The

candles are easily replaced without

disturbing the apparatus, they being

previously secured in spare spring

sockets, made to drop freely into the

body of the lamp, which need not

be taken out. There are some

small holes round the compass at c,

for ventilation, and a small door below, through which

the requisite manipulations are easily carried on. This

method of illumination is extremely economical, clean,

and efficient, and requires no trimming or attention. It

is far superior to the common method with oil-lamps,*

which occasionally proves very troublesome, dirty, and in-

convenient.

* The compass may be illaminated in Uiis way at the rate of one penny
for seven hoars, the effect being a subdued and beaatifully soft transparent
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296. When the card and Fig. 140.

needle are not in actual

use, tliey are to be secured

in a soft iron keeper (10),

as indicated in the an- « *

nexed Fig. 140, which represents the needle as resting
in slits, cut for its reception in two masses of soft iron,

formed at the extremities of a soft iron bar ah ; this

keeper is fixed in a shallow square box, with a slide cover.

It is most important to the mariner to attend to the pre-

servation of his compass in some such way as this. The
instrument as usually stowed in the store-rooms on ship-

board is very liable to be ruined in various ways, and its

polarity either greatly weakened, or altogether destroyed

(110). If the north pole of the needle be merely placed in

opposition to its natural direction, and toward the south

pole of the earth, that alone is sufficient to disturb and

weaken its magnetic development (14, 101).

297. It not being the author's object to dwell longer on

this particular form of sea-compass than is requisite to the

interests of navigation and scientific inquiry, any lengthened

report of its operation, as observed in numerous instances,

must necessarily be avoided: we may, however, observe,

that it has been extensively and very successfully em-

ployed in the merchant navy ;
it has been also employed

in the fleets of the Honourable the East-India Company,
in numerous ships of foreign powers, and in several of Her

Majesty's ships ;
and it appears, upon the whole evidence of

experience in every class and kind of vessel, that there is no

condition requisite to the full practical perfection of the

mariner's compass which it does not satisfy ;
and considering

the extreme perfection and beauty of the workmanship by

light. The lamps and candles are supplied by Mr. S. Clarke, 55, Albany

Street, Regent's Park, London. The candles are warranted to stand in

any climate. Three years' consumption may be packed in a box occupying

about two square feet.
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the makers, its cost is comparatively small, it being about half

tliat of the Admiralty compass as commonly supplied to the

ships of the navy. In the heavy seas about Cape Horn and

the Cape of Good Hope, the card "was not found to osciUate

more than from i to ^ a point each way. The only com-

plaints which have arisen, in a few instances, have been

referable to abrasion of the agate centre in some of the

instruments first made, arising from wear and tear of the

point of suspension. The agates, in these cases, were

examined, and found defective
;
aU such defects have been

since removed. It may not be unworthy of remark that

this compass has proved especially steady in steam-ships

fitted with the screw propeller.

298. The application of magneto-electric action as a

means of steadying the compass in its meridian is of sin-

gular importance to the azimuth compass (150), where

angular distances require to be accurately measured. An

improved azimuth compass, by Messrs. Lilley, has been

lately produced, in which the needle, nailed as it were to its

meridian by the influence of a dense ring of copper, may be

considered as being without any oscillation. In this instru-

ment the margvu of the card is graduated to twenty minutes,

the plate-glass cover contains a metal centre, about this

centre the pivot of the upper part of the verge, carrying the

sight-vane and prism (150), revolves, leaving the compass-
bowl and its contents fiied, as in the azimuth compass of

the Admiralty committee
;

aU this part of the instru- Fig. 141.

ment, therefore, remains

unaffected : this is of the

utmost importance, especi-

ally in iron ships. The

lubber-line in this instru-

ment, as constructed by
Messrs. Lilley, is set on

a delicate index, which acts
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as a stop when the reading is being taken, and is always
directed to the ship's head. In the annexed Fig. 141, M N

represents the revolving part of the verge, which can be

turned about the centre c fixed in the glass plate beneath
;

A, the body of the instrument, remaining fixed.

299. It may not be unimportant, before dismissing the

consideration of magneto-electricity as a restraining force

in the disturbed movement of the compass on ship-board,

briefly to notice a conclusion arrived at by the compass com-

mittee of the Admiralty relative to the operation of this

force, the question being one of singular importance to the

future interests of navigation. The author had, six years

previously to the appointment of the committee in 1837,

completely worked out all the great practical deductions

bearing on the application of magneto-electrical action in

steadying the movements of the mariner's compass, and

had shown how the magnetism of the needle itself might be

made the means of restraining its own oscillations. The

questions of thickness of metal, density, and magnetic force

had aU been completely investigated by taking the magnetic
vibrations vrithin thin concentric circular laminae of copper
turned up in the form of rings.* It was easy to determine

with a given magnet, and by means of the formula previously

deduced (66), the precise efifect of any one of the concentric

rings, both as to position and distance, or of any number of

rings combined, or by varying the magnetic force, the efiect

due to different degrees of magnetic power ;
in this way, as

already observed (294), it was proved that the magneto-
electric energy, or restraining force, was as the magnetic

intensity directly, and as the second powers of the distances

inversely. The experimentalists of the compass committee,

however, not having probably considered these facts, were

led, upon an examination of the compass submitted by the

author, to try the influence of a solid copper bowl, of a

given thickness, on the magnetic oscillations, and then to

* See Phil. Trans, for 1831, p. 497.
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cut away or turn down the bowl
-jig

of an inch at a time, so

repeatedly to reduce its substance; examining as re-

peatedly the magnetic oscillation at each reduction. The

conclusion arrived at by the committee was, that a thin

bijwl of copper was as efficacious in restraining the magnetic

vibration as a thick bowl
;
and that hence if the magnetic

needle and card were enclosed in a copper compass-kettle,

the use of a copper ring condensed about the poles of the

needle, as employed by the author, would be superseded.

Upon this very hasty conclusion the committee proceeded to

act in the construction of the Admiralty compass. With

respect to the experiment itself, it was anything but re-

fined: perhaps it may be considered as somewhat clumsy
when compared with the method of concentric laminae. For

the force decreasing as the second powers of the distances

inversely, it was, after all, not Hkely that any great effect

would result from the distant parts of the bowl
;
the induced

restraining force would be almost entirely, if not altogether,

confined to that part of the copper bowl immediately opposed
to the poles of the needle : the experiment, therefore, was

most unnecessarily elaborate and costly. It is certainly

possible that a magnet of a limited power, with its poles

placed at a certain distance from the copper, might have all

its magneto-electrical induction exhausted as it were, by
a certain thickness of copper, as the author had already
shown. This, however, was only a limited or particular

case of a great physical action, but which the committee

failed to investigate in aU its generality. Had the experi-

mentalists tried other magnets, and allowed their poles to

oscillate near the surface of the copper, they would not have

come to the same conclusion.

The experimentalists, however, had great confidence in

their deduction
;
but they evidently failed in producing any

amount of tranquillizing power ; since, by the extract from

the work published under the sanction of the Board of

Admiralty, already referred to (285), as also from various
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official reports, the compass proved
" too unsteady for use

under the heavy rolling motions of a ship of the line," also

in "some steam-vessels
;

"
it hence became requisite to call

in the aid of friction by the employment of a heavy card, in

order to curb the irregular movements.* The experiment,

therefore, by the compass committee was incomplete, and

the deduction from it practically false : to obtain anything
like a competent tranquillizing power, it is absolutely requi-

site to employ a powerful bar, and place the copper in a

thick dense ring, immediately about the poles of the needle.

It is in fact notorious to all those acquainted with the

Admiralty compass, that little or no effect is produced by
the influence of the thin copper bowl on the oscillations of

the card. This subject is undoubtedly important, and is

still open to much further and beneficial investigation.

The most energetic metal has yet probably to be discovered.

300. The Compass and Magnetic Observatory.
—Much

benefit did undoubtedly arise to the public service by the

appointment and labours of the committee of inquiry into

the state of the compass department of the navy, more

especially in the establishment of a regvdar and well-ordered

observatory at Woolwich, for examining and perfecting the

compasses intended to be employed in H.M.'s ships ;
and it

is to be regretted that a full report of the committee's pro-

ceedings has never appeared. The observatory is placed in a

suitable and weU-selected position in the parish of Charlton,

near Woolwich
;

it has a convenient room built ofwood, apart

from the rest of the establishment, especially prepared for

experiments in magnetism, and the examination of sea-com-

passes, to which it is devoted. The method of testing a

compass is as follows :
—Three pedestals, s, c, N, Fig. 142, are

firmly fixed ia the room, quite independent of the floor, in the

line of the magnetic meridian. The south pedestal s carries

a suspended magnet, which ia observed by means of a transit

telescope fixed on the centre pedestal c
;
on the pedestal N

* Johnson on the Deviation of the Compass, p. 41.
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is placed the compass to be examined. The coUimating

magnet s consists of a hollow steel cylinder, ^ an inch in

diameter, and about 6 inches in length, centrally suspended
in an appropriate frame by a long silk fibre

;
a small lens is

fixed in the north end of the cylinder, and there is an ex-

tremely fine scale of 160 divisions traversing it horizontally,

and right across its centre. The transit on the central pillar c

being duly adjusted and directed in the axis of the coUi-

mating magnet, its scale is observed to vibrate across fine

filaments of spider's web, fixed perpendicularly in the tube

of the telescope. The magnetic meridian being found by
this means, the transit is turned over, and directed toward

the north, upon a mark painted on a distant wall on a

rising ground, called Cox Mount
;
this mark corresponds to

the line of the collimating magnet on pedestal s
;
we thus

transfer over, as it were, the line of the magnetic meridian

as taken in the telescope upon the compass to be examined,
and which is placed on the pedestal K. The needle and

card being removed, the compass is so adjusted in position

by appropriate apparatus on which it rests, as to bring the

point of suspension of the needle in the line of the tele-

scope, and so as to bisect it
;
this done the card is replaced,

and its north pole is made also to coincide with the line of

the telescope.

For the adjustment of the azimuth compasses there are a
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set of graduated divisions painted on the distant wall, and

the vertical line of the telescope conveyed through the

window so as to cut these divisions
;

the prism is now

adjusted for the zero point of the card, the hair-line of the

sight-vane (150) being directed to the particular division on

the wall, cut by the vertical line of the telescope.*

The pivots, caps, and gimbalds, and the metal of the i

compass-bowl, &c., are now carefully examined ;
also the mag-

netic power of the needles, which are tested by a standard

magnetometer of deviation (134), so that errors liable to
,

arise in any particular instrument are certain to be detected.

301. Attached to the Observatory is a museum containing

a collection of sea-compasses of various kinds, and also other

magnetic instruments. The following is a brief notice of

some of the forms of mariner's compass found in the estab-

lishment :
—

Compass by Mr. George, Master R.N.—The needle is a plane

circular segment of thin steel plate, vertically placed above the card. The

point of suspension is on a gimbald inside the kettle.

French Binnacle Compass.—A descending point rests on an

agate plane, the position of which can be changed so as to renew the

surface of suspension.

Compass by Preston,—Card and needle on a vertical axis, move-

able between two centres ;
a method since adopted by Dent.

Compass by James Thomas—Has an axis of suspension, through a

plate, as first employed by Preston, and since adopted by Captain Walker

(286), Fig. 137.

Compass by Crowe, of Feversham.—The card is hollow, and of

enamelled copper, placed in a fluid ; it is buoyed up centrally against a

point projecting downward from the glass cover. This was the original

fluid compass (286).

Compass by Captain Katkr—Has a double suspension, an upper

suspension of silk fibre, so as to take the weight off the point beneath.

Old Prismatic Azimuth Land Compass.

Danish Azimuth, as employed in the Danish royal navy, has a tele-

scope of observation, fixed across the azimuth circle. The gimbalds work

on friction rollers.

* Two of the plates of glass in the window are worked perfectly plain,

so that no error may arise in this operation.
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Azimuth Compass by Sydes and Davies.

Azimuth Compass by Blunt, of London.—A very old form.

Meeidional Compass by Walker—Has a graduated concave arc

over the card.

Compass by Wood, of Liverpool.—A cylindrical pointed magnet,

of about 10 inches in length ; is fitted to a system of graduated metallic

circles, the whole set on a vertical axis.

Compass by Miller, of the Devonport Dockyard.—The

needle is bent each way from the centre to about the angle of the dip,

and is compounded of the flat and bar-edged needle.

Boats' Compasses of various Kinds.

Chinese Compass.—The needle is suspended on a point below its

centre of gravity.

Binnacle Boat Compass by Preston.—A fluid compass. The

fluid is one-third alcohol and two- thirds water.

Compass by Captain Phillips, R.N.—The needle is elliptical ; the

compass is on springs, and without gimbalds. It is poised on a central

point, so as always to remain vertical.

Compass by Sir Edward Owen—Ts hung on springs from the

box, so as to yield to the concussion of guns.

Compass—Set in double gimbalds.

Spanish Compass.—The bowl is of wood ; the card pasteboard.

Insulated Compass—Is set on glass legs.

Compass by Lieutenant Edye, R.N.—The needle is hung cen-

trally by attraction at the pole of a vertical magnet, as occasionally prac-

tised in the chemical balance.

Experimental cards with various needles and pivots ; about forty

employed by the Committee.

Card in which the line of suspension may be adjusted to the axis of the

gimbalds.

Patent Compass by Jennings.—The needle is within a hollow

metal case, containing ferruginous matter.

Pope's Original Compass.—The needle is a flat bar, hung on a

central axis, free of the card, so that it may take any dip.

The magnetic needle of the dipping instrument employed by Captain
Cook.

Proposed Card by Captain Milne, R.N.—For meeting the devia-

tions of local attraction. The card is figured for direction indicated in the

ship.

Patent Card by Captain Sparkes, R.N., adjusted upon similar

principles.

This observatory, so essential to the interests of the
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navy, is under the direction of an intelligent naval officer,

Captain Johnson, who is well versed in the science of mag-

netism, and is at the head of the compass department of the

Admiralty.
302. The card of the maritier's compass, as we have before

explained (144), is commonly estimated in terms of 32 points

or rhumbs ;* it has, however, been found desirable for more

refined purposes to estimate the angular deviation from the

line of the magnetic meridian ia degrees and miautes, taken

in reference either to the north or south pole of the card
;

thus, instead of the rhumb N.E., we say JN'. 45° E.
;
instead

of S.S.W., we say S. 22° 30' W., and so on. The following,

as a table of reference, may not be altogether superfluous.

i

Points.
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may represent in this way the position of any rhumb

:n either of the cardinal points N., E., S., W. taken as 0° (V

each quadrant. Thus we may represent E.X.E. as

Y.. 22° 30' northerly, taking E. as 0= 0'. The method, how-

r represented in the table just given is that commonly

ployed.

303. Local Attraction.—By the term local attraction, as

applied to a ship, we are to understand a certain disturbance

of the compass under the influence of the general mass of the

vessel considered magnetically, in virtue of the iron which

it contains. The amount of disturbance will materially

depend on the direction of the ship's head in respect to the

needle, by which the ship's position as a magnet is varied

(191). It is now but too certain that errors of the compass
thus produced have led to afflicting cases of shipwreck,

^"e owe the first intelligible notice of the local attraction of

a ship to ]Mr. Wales, F.E.S., who accompanied Captain
Cook as the astronomer of his expeditions in 1772-3-4.

Mr. Wales observed, in the English Channel, differences in

the azimuth compass of 19° to 25'', and afterward similar

discrepancies all the way from England to the Cape. The

greatest westerly deviations occurred when the ship's head

was between X. and E. He was hence led to express his

conviction, "that variations of the compass (149), observed

with the ship's head in different positions, and even ia dif-

ferent parts of the ship, wiU differ materially."* This was

certainly the first notice of local attraction
scientifically

observed, and must not be confounded with notices of the

common action of iron on the compass, mentioned by earlier

navigators.f

304. In the year 1790, Mr. Downie, master of H.M.'s

ship Glory, made an interesting report on this subject, in

which he observes,
" that in all latitudes, at any distance

from the magnetic equator, the upper ends of iron bolts

* Wales's and Bayly's Observations on Cook's Voyages, p. 49.

t Sturm's Mariner's Magazine, published 1684. Dampier, 1680.

p2
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acquire an opposite polarity to that of the latitude,"
—an

observation in accordance with Marcel's experiment in 1772

(101) ;
so that by induction they may attract or repel the

north end of the needle, according as the ship is on the

north or south side of the equator, thereby causing serious

errors in the compass. Admiral Murray and Captain

Penrose, whilst cruising off the Nap of Norway, observed a

point difference in the direction of the compass when the

ship's head was toward or turned from the land.*

In 1801 and 1802, this important inquiry received fresh

impulse from Captain Flinders, who, in the course of his

voyage of survey to New HoUand, also observed differences

in the magnetic needle, when no other cause was apparent
than that of a difference of direction in the ship's head.

"When the ship's head was north or south, the needle was

not influenced, but when east or west the difference in the

direction of the compass was considerable. Captain Flin-

ders conceives the magnetic force of the ship's iron to be

concentrated into something like a focal point, nearly in

the centre of the ship, having the polarity of the hemisphere
in which the ship is placed.f

These important facts were, however, again lost sight of,

until Mr. Bains, master E.N., published in 1817 a valuable

little treatise on the variation of the compass ;
soon after

which, in 1819, Professor Barlow undertook his cfipital course

of experiments (234), with a view of computing and correcting

this source of error. The question of local attraction since

this period has received abundant and important verification

from the labours ofour celebrated navigators, Ross, Scoresby,

Parry, Franklin, Fitzroy, King, and many others.

305. The errors liable to arise in the reckoning of a ship's

course, may, from the local attraction of the ship, be of very
serious amount. Let, for example, a, Fig. 143, be a vessel

close-hauled upon the larboard tack, the wind being true

* Walker on Magnetism : London, 1794.

t Phil. Trans, for 1805.
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Fig. 143.
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this direction tte local attraction causes the north pole jr of

the compass to deviate half a point west, and come into the

line n c ; then the true direction E.N.E. wiU read on the

card as E.N.E. f E., for the E. point will then come

up half a point, and the card will be canted into the

position n c e.* In laying off the course, therefore, on

a chart, for the ship's place, she would be reckoned as

sailing on the line c m
;
and instead of having after a given

time arrived at the point c, she would be set down as being,

say at m. Suppose the vessel be now put on the opposite or

starboard tack
; then, being again trimmed within 6 points

of the wind, her head would be really 'W.N.'W. and she sails

on the line cp. Suppose, however, that in this direction of

the ship's head, the local attraction now turns the compass
needle half a point the other way, that is, eastward ;

which it

may ;
and the card is canted into position n c w, then the true

direction 'W.IS'.'W. would read on the card W.N.W. | W.,
since the west point would come up in a point ;* and

she would, in keeping the reckoning by compass, be

taken as sailing in direction c t; which, laid off from the

point m, where the ship was supposed to have been tacked,

would make her supposed course mq; so that, after a second

given period of time, the rate of sailing being observed, she

would be supposed to have arrived at some point q, whereas

she would actually be at some point much further northward,

for example, at some point p. Now, if so great a difference

may arise upon a comparatively small difference of half a

point of the compass, how great must be the error when the

deviation becomes four times that amount ! It is therefore

not at aU surprising that very melancholy cases of ship-

wreck should have so frequently arisen, without any

apparent neglect on the part of the officers of the

ship. On the 26th of March, 1803, H.M.'s ship Apollo,

with a convoy of seventy merchant vessels, sailed out of

Cork, and at 3 a.m. on the 2nd of April following, the

frigate and foi'ty sail of the convoy found themselves on

* See (312) Fig. 147, p. 169, as applicable to this.
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tre on the coast of Portugal, belieTing at the time they
re 180 miles -n-estward of it. The consequence was a

st afflicting shipwreck. Another most remarkable ia-

uce is to be found in the wreck of H.M.'s fingate Thetis,

ich sailed from Eio the 4th of December, 1830, having on

\rd a mUlion of dollars. The ship's head being south-

er by compass, they stood on until the next morning,

thinking themselves clear of the land, and the wind coming

free, they tacked, and set studding-sails. All at once, after

a favourable run, they found the ship against the perpendi-

cular cliffof Cape Frio, the ship running at nine knots. She

went stem on to the rock in deep water
;
of course the

bowsprit and aU the masts were carried overboard, and the

ship became a total wreck.

306. The greatest amount ofdisturbance hitherto observed

in vessels bmlt of wood, does not appear in certain positions

to have far exceeded 20^, or about two points, still a very

serious error in the course of a ship. In iron vessels, how-

ever, the disturbance may be so great as to render the

compass next to useless. In the st«am-ship Shanghai*
driven by a screw propeller, the deviation, with the ship's

head south, as observed by Lilley, amounted in the binnacle

compass to 171° 34' W., being more than fifteen points.

It is very difficult to determine all the different arrange-

ments in polarity incidental to the iron of a ship, especially

in ships of war and iron-built ships, since every piece of

iron in the ship may become magnetic by induction (191),

the poles varying as the ship turns into new directions, and

changing altogether with the latitude north or south of the

equator. The disturbing effect on the compass also will be

different under different angles of inclination, as was com-

pletely shown by Captain "Walker, B.N., in a valuable set of

experiments on the Recruit, an iron brig. "We have hence

a very intricate problem to solve. Fig. 145 represents the

distortion of the compass in the Indus, that is to say, the

*
Belonging to the Peninsular and Oriental Company.
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Fig. 145.

direction of tlie points requisite to a true course. In this

figure the position of the regular points is indicated on the

outer circle.

307. Methods of determining the Effect of Local Attrac-

tion.—To ascertain the dis-

turbing effect of local attrac-

tion on the compass, the ship

must be placed in smooth

water in a slack tide, or in a

basin, and must be so cir-

cumstanced as to admit of

being gradually svrung and

secured in any direction on

the 32 points of the com-

pass by means of warps,

mooring buoys, or anchors, as

indicated in the annexed

Fig. 146. The vessel being
thus circumstanced, a very

Fig. 146.
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distant object p is to be selected, and its bearing taken

irom a conrenient station t, on shore, not liable to any

magnetic disturbance. This bearing should be taken

Avith a fine azimuth compass, to be employed as a standard

compass of observation, and fixed in a given place on

board the ship. Suppose the bearing of the distant

object p at the station t were K". 35° E. : having de-

termined this, we substitute for the compass a theo-

dolite, or the azimuth circle, and adjust it so that

the distant object shall read off exactly the same bearing,

N. 35° E. The compass is now transferred to the ship,

and set upon a firm pillar, in the midship line of the quarter-

deck, say at the point c : an observer now takes the bearing of

the pillar t on shore, at the same instant that an observer

at T on shore takes the bearing of the pillar c on board, which

is done by signal. If the ship does not influence the com-

pass, then it is clear that these reverse bearings wiU coincide

in the same line. Thus, if the piUar T bore due east from

the ship, the piQar c would be due west from the shore. If

this coincidence be not obtained, the difference is the local

attraction of the ship. If, for example, whOst the pillar c

on board bore due west from the shore, the pUlar T bore

from the ship east \ north, that is E. 5° 37' 30" X., then

the local attraction of the ship directed in the position in

which she happened to be placed, would have been such as

to have drawn the north pole of the needle 5° 37' 30" towards

the east, and this would be the local attraction for that posi-

tion of the ship. In this way, by bringing the ship's head

successively upon each of the 32 rhiunbs, and taking what

are called cross bearings, we determine the local attraction

or disturbance of the compass for each point of direction.

This was the method first pursued by Professor Barlow, and

it is perhaps as perfect as any.

308. The present method pursued in determining the local

attraction of H.M.'s ships is somewhat different from this.

The bearing of some very distant object d, Eig. 1-16, is first
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determined by tlie standard compass c from the ship's deck,

and for the ship's head directed upon each point of the

compass ;
the compass is now taken on shore to some con-

venient spot n, and the same distant point d brought to

coincide with the observer's eye and the pillar c, from which

this bearing was taken on board, the ship being again

swung successively upon the 32 points of the compass. If

the ship had not disturbed the compass, the bearings should

coincide in the line nc d; if not, the difference upon each

point is the local attraction. If the object d be very distant,

the bearings may be simply taken from the two stations c

and n, without including the ship, and the difference set

down as the local attraction without any sensible error.

309. Mr. E/. Stebbing, of Southampton, has lately invented

an extremely available and ngvj valuable method of determin-

ing the local attraction of a ship, by which much labour is

avoided, and time saved. A centre staff T, Fig. 146, with a

flag on it, is set up on some chosen place on shore, and a

segment Ji of the magnetic circle h, of about 100 feet radius,

described from this point as a centre, long poles are then

set up on this segment at each 5°, and other intermediate

shorter poles on each single degree. The line t N of the mag-
netic meridian being carefully determined, the true bearing

of the centre staff t, and its intersection with either of the

poles of the segment h, are given ;
with a view to an easy

distinction, the poles are either coloured differently, or carry

small distinguishing flags. The observer on board at c has

now only to take notice what degree the centre staff t cuts

upon the circle h beyond it, and that is the true bearing ;

the difference as observed by the compass is tlie local

attraction.

310. Means of Correcting Local Attraction.—The means

of correcting the compass for local attraction, at present
resorted to, are of the following kind :

—1°. By determining
a table of errors. 2°. By a compass card distorted so as to

suit the particular ship (306). 3°. By the introduction of
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new forces of disturbance, sucli as will either make knoTm
or compensate the disturbing force of the ship.

311. Correction hy a Table of Errors.—This method of

correction is evidently the first, as it is perhaps the safest,

measure we can adopt, and is in all cases indispensable.

The ship being swung in the way just described (307), the

deviations corresponding to the direction of the ship's head

are entered in columns of a table opposite each point of the

compass, and the correction in steering a particular coiirse

applied. Suppose we required to make good a due E.X.E.

course, and that with the ship's head in that direction, the

table informs us that the north pole of the needle is drawn

by the local attraction of the ship 5° 37' toward the west,

our course then must be E.X.E. \ East nearly, for that would

in fact be the direction shown by the card when the ship's

head was in that direction (305) .

312. In effecting a corrected course practically by a table

of errors, it will be useful to possess what may be termed an

indicator, by which the course to be steered by the standard

compass, in order to make good any required true magnetic

course, may be found mechanically by inspection.

This useful instrument may
consist of a neat plane of

wood Fig. 147, about ten

inches square, covered with

fine paper, and having the

thirty-two rhumb-lines laid

off on it, as given in the

figure ;
a moveable compass-

card nesw\s centrally placed
on the board, so as to revolve

roimd a central pin c. Xow it

is clear, that taking the fixed

magnetic lines as the true lines, we may, bv bringing any
deviation for the north pole n of the card to either of these

given fixed lines, immediately determine the course by the

jnni:
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standard compass, corresponding to the given course. Sup-

pose, for example, we required to effect a N.E. course, and

that in turning to our table of errors we found that with the

ship's head in that direction there was an error of a point in

easterly deviation of the compass. In such case place the

north pole n of the card so as to correspond with the N. by E.

fixed magnetic line, that is to say, move it eastward 11° 15'
;

this would then be the actual direction of the card of our

standard compass in respect of the true magnetic lines, with

the ship's head at N.E., and would hence bring the N.E.

by N. point of the moveable card upon the fixed N.E. LLue,

which shows, that to effect a true magnetic N.E. course,

we must steer N.E. by N. by the standard compass.

We may, in a similar way, find the actual direction of the

ship's head corresponding to a given course by the standard

compass. Suppose, for example, the course by standard com-

pass was N.N.W., and that with the ship's head in that direc-

tion, the needle deviated half a point West, set the moveable

card to the deviation by turning the north pole n to the left

hand, half a point, which will bring the N.N.W. line of the

moveable card to jST.N.W. I- W. of the fixed chart, which

will be the actual direction of the ship's head when

steering N.N.W. by the standard compass. These are

selected as illustrations of more complicated cases.

313. Correction hy Distorted Card.— The ship being

swung upon the different points of the compass, a card is

marked 'off, such as on trial will correspond with the true

magnetic dii'ection of the ship's head, as shown (30G) in

Eig. 145, and by which the ship is to be steered. This

method has been found very available and satisfactory, the

objections are, that the irregular distances of the points

of the compass confuse the helmsman, especially in

steering \ and \ points, and that it is almost impossible

to take an accurate bearing with such a card. Captain

Sparkes, however, who has lately obtained a patent for a

card of this kind, has ingeniously applied a divided circle to
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e verge of the compass, by which, when set to the course

ered, any bearing may be taken. The idea of a corrected

"d appears to have been also suggested by Captain Milne,

_L.X., ia an interesting paper on the subject of local attrac-

tion so long since as the year 1832.

314. Correction hy Compensating Disturbing Forces—
JBarloics PUte.—"WTe are indebted to Professor Barlow for

the first attempt ever made to correct the local attraction of

a ship by a mass of iron placed in the vicinity of the com-

pass, so as to introduce into the system a new disturbing force,

which, acting at a given point, would produce the same effect

on the needle as that of the iron of the vessel. In order to

understand clearly this kind of correction, we must obseiTe,

that all the laws which Pitjfessor Barlow had determined in

his researches concerning the operation of regular masses of

iron on the needle (234), he found to obtain for irregular

masses, whether as a system under the form of detached

masses, as in a ship, or under any irregular form. In all

cases a close approximation to the action of the system on

the needle is arrived at, on the supposition that the force

proceeds from two centres indefinitely near each other

in the general centre of attraction of the mass, and that

in iron bodies the magnetic force is confined, to their

surface.

From the first of these principles, confirmed by subse-

quent e3:periment, we may infer that the centre of action of

all the iron of a ship, and the ideal line joining this centre

with the centre of the needle, would be constant in all parts

of the worid
; by the second we infer that a mere plate of

iron may be so placed in this line as to produce an action

on the needle equal to that of the ship ;
so that the disturb-

ance produced by the plate being found eiperimentaUy, the

disturbance due to the ship would be known. This principle
was first employed by Professor Barlow in the following

way :
—The deviations of the compass being determined as

before (307), the compass is taken on shore to a given
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Fig. 148.

station T, Fig. 146, and there placed on a cubical box

or case a, Fig. 148, moveable on a ver-

tical axis into any azimuth (149). A cir-

cular double disc of iron p, composed of

two thin plates of iron, fixed parallel to

each other on an horizontal axis p, with in-

tervening wood, and termed a compensator
or correcting plate, is then applied at some

point determinable by experiment at the

side of the case, so as to project from it,

and at some given distance in respect of the

compass ;
the whole is now swung into various azimuths,

and the disturbance of the plate p observed in each,

as before done in respect of the ship ; by a very few trials,

such a position of the plate can be found as wiU cause it

to produce precisely the same disturbances as those observed

in the ship. The plate being capable of adjustment on the

axis p as to distance horizontally, and on the case a as to

height vertically, the position of the centre of the plate p is

now carefully marked, and the compass replaced in the ship.

If the plate be now applied as before, then, as is evident, the

amount of disturbance will be twice as great; since the

compass wiU not only deviate by the action of the ship, but

also by the action of the plate. It is this double disturb-

ance, however, which furnishes the required correction,

because the new disturbance caused by the plate is exactly

equal to the existing disturbance of the local attraction.

Thus supposing the ship's head being N.E., the variation

(149) as taken with the azimuth compass to be, without the

plate, 22° 30' West, and taken with the plate 29° 27' West,
then the difference 6° 57' West is due to the plate ;

but this,

as we have seen, is exactly equal to the iron of the ship.

We must, therefore, to obtain the true variation, apply this

correction to our first observation, which will make it

15° 33' West ;
and to make a true N.E. course by the com-

pass, we must steer N.E. f E., that is N.E. 6° 57' E.
;
the
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quantity by which the iron of the ship has drawn the north

pole of the needle west, as shown by the plate.

315. Balance of Errors hy Barloics Phte.—Since

the correcting plate p, Fig. 148, can double the dis-

turbance when placed in a given position in respect of

the compass, we may infer that, by changing its position,

an opposite point may be found in which the plate would

exactly balance the local attraction by a disturbance in an

opposite direction ;
and such is found to be the case, or at

least approximately. In applying the plate to the standard

compass, either with this or the preceding view, the several

bearings for each point (307) must be examined, when

two opposite points will be commonly found in which the

bearings nearly coincide, the mean of these must be taken

as indicating a Hne of neutrality in the ship ;
the direction

of the line must be noted, and in some point of this line the

compensator must be ultimately fixed. To determine its

exact position, Professor Barlow has drawii up a general

table of local attractions comprising all possible limits of dis-

turbance for every class of sailing ship in the royal navy built

of wood, in which are found the limits of distiirbance appli-

cable to the given vessel; opposite these limits are two

numbers, one representing the distance of the centre of the

plate below the pivot of the needle, and the other its dis-

tance from the plumb-line or vertical passing through the

pivot of the needle. At this depth and distance in the line

of no attraction, and abaft the compass, the compensator
win balance all the disturbance arising from the iron of the

ship, so that on swinging the ship (307) the needle will be

found without error.

316. This method of correcting the compass for local

attraction, if not absolutely perfect, has proved eminently
successful in practice ;

and why it has been discontinued

in the royal navy, without further investigation, it is

difficult to say : its great importance may be inferred

from the annexed diagram, Fig. 149, which represents

Q2
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the true and calculated courses

of H.M.'s ship Griper, be-

tween the 25tli and 26tli May,
1823, as laid off from the ship's

log. In this diagram, N de-

notes the ship's place at noon

by astronomical observation,

25th May ;
and n, the place of

the ship at noon, also by astro-

nomical observation on the next

day, 26th May. According to

her calculated place by the un-

corrected compass, she vroiild

have been found at a, but by
the compensated compass at h,

very near her true place, making a difference of 35 miles of

latitude, sufficient to have shipwrecked the vessel (305) .

317. Correction ly Magnets.
—Some important practical

observations having in 1835 been made by Captain Jolmson

on an iron steam-ship, the Garry Owen, from which it ap-

peared that the ship operated upon a compass-needle placed

outside the ship, after the manner of a permanent magnet,

theAstronomer Eoyal, Professor Airy, was led, in July, 1838,

to undertake an extensive experimental and analytical in-

vestigation of the whole subject, with a view to discover

such general laws of the magnetic disturbance in iron ships

as would enable him to correct the local attraction. This

fine physical and mathematical inquiry will be found in the

Transactions of the Royal Society for 1839. It would be

impossible, however, within the limits of so unpretending a

work as this, to do full justice to Professor Airy's capital

paper ;
we can only hope, therefore, to treat it in such a

general way as may apply to the question before us.

"Whatever be the number or direction of the magnetic
bodies in a ship, the effects on the compass may be resolved

into three forces,
—one directed to the ship's head, one

toward the starboard side, and one directed downward verti-
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ly. If we represent the effects which depend solely on

arrangement of the ship's iron by two constants p and jr

(^tnat is to say, forces which do not change, and which may
here be determined, and which become the multipliers or

coefBcients of certain unknown quantities) the one, P,

being a coefficient upon which the force transverse to

the keel depends, and the other, >', a coefficient upon
which an induced force, similar to that of permanent mag-

netism, depends ;
and if the arrangement of the iron be

symmetrical with respect to the keel, and the compass

placed in the middle of the breadth, then taking the devia-

tion of the north end ofthe needle in an east direction, it may
be represented by p x sin. 2 a + n x tang, c x sin. a

;
in

which A is the azimuth of the ship's head reckoned eastward,

and c = the dip. Should the general mass of the iron be at

the same height as the compass, or should different masses

of equal magnitudes constituting the iron of the ship have

equal elevations and depressions in opposite azimuths, then

the constant'N will vanish. The constant p will vanish when
the general mass of the iron is below the compass, or when

equal masses are 90° distant, as seen from the compass.
In the application of Barlow's plate, Professor Airy con-

ceives that it only neutralizes the term dependent on x, but

not that dependent on p. To obtain a perfect compensation,
we must place another plate at the elevation of the compass
in an azimuth of 90°, either to the right or the left of the

first plate as commonly appHed ;
in this case p will be also

compensated.
Besides these coefficients p and K, we have a third also to

consider as depending on the absolute diminution of the

directive force in a north and south line, and which we may
call M

;
this term is greatest when the iron mass is above or

below the compass, and least when at the level of the

compass.

The forces to be considered, according to the results of

his inquiry, estimated by their action on the north pole of

the needle, are fo\ir
; viz. the force of terrestrial magnetism
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towards the north= unity ; permanent magnetism in direc-

tion of the ship's head
; permanent magnetism to starboard

side
;
induced magnetism to the starboard side. This last

aj
force may be resolved into induced magnetism toward the

north, represented by
— M + p x cos. A; and induced mag-

netism toward the east, represented by p x sin. 2 a.* By
far the most considerable of the disturbing forces are those

dependent on permanent magnetism : these were not found

to change in whatever position the ship was swung. The

induced forces appear to be comparatively small.

The horizontal intensity in the ship directed in the line

of the compass, as also the terrestrial intensity on shore

taken = 1, is determined by the needle of oscillation (254) ;

the ship being swung into different positions.

Professor Airy having brought the various forces of dis-

turbance under the dominion of theory and calculation,

proceeds to destroy them by the introduction of other and

opposite disturbing forces.

The longitudinal and transverse forces may be corrected

by the action of a single magnet placed at a given distance

below the compass, with its poles so directed as to draw the

north end of the needle toward the ship's head and starboard

side
;
or otherwise by two distinct magnets, which is much

more convenient. The induced force toward the east, or

p X sin. 2 A, may be corrected by placing a mass of iron on

a level with the compass, either on the starboard or port

side : with these correctors duly applied, the compass was

found free of disturbance.

The only chance of error in this correction is the un-

certain value of the induced force N, and its variable

character in different latitudes
;
there is, however, every

reason to suppose that it is extremely small, and may, in

* The induced force we have called n is omitted here, being intricately

combined with the permanent magnetism in the direction of the ship's

head
;
the force m also, not producing any effect in an east and west direc-

tion, is omitted.
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rain dispositions of the iron of the ship, vanish altogether,

that the correction for one latitude may, without sensible

t rror, be used in aU latitudes.

The correction of the compass then, iu iron ships, be-

lies reduced to the compensation of force of permanent

magnetism toward the head
;
of permanent magnetism to-

ward the starboard side
;
and the term depending on p, the

effect of which in an easterly direction is represented by
p X svQ. 2 A

; omitting x as being small, and i£ because it

does not disturb the compass.

318. The practical method of effecting these corrections is

to swing the ship as before upon the cardinal points, then, by
means of two magnets and a mass of iron, to correct the

distm-bances. The magnets are placed by trial upon some

point in one of two lines carefully detennined, one pa-

rallel to the keel, the other at right angles to the keel;

these lines are either traced on the deck, or on the ceiling

below the deck timbers. Ifthe ship's head be north or south,

and the transverse magnet be shifted by trial until the com-

pass points correctly, it will be certain then that the force to

or from the starboard side is compensated. Similarly, if the

ship be swung east or west, the longitudinal magnet ia

shifted until the compass again points correctly ;
the force

to or from the head is now compensated. To correct the

force represented by P x sin. 2 a, the ship must be swung
into the intermediate points N.E., N.W., &c., and the com-

pass made to point coirectly by means of a mass of iron
; an

iron chain, for example, placed by trial, either on the port
or starboard side.

As it is requisite in this operation to correct the compass

simultaneously with the observation of the deviation, the

very ingenious method pursued by Mr. Stebbing, of South-

ampton (309), is of the greatest value in this case.

Some vessels are more easily managed than others. The

compasses in one vessel may require a single magnet only ;

others require two, with the addition of a box of iron chain.
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The JRipon has two magnets and chain for each compass.
The JPottinger had a single magnet onlj, aided by a chain.

The Ariel's compass was corrected by one magnet only,

without any auxiliary aid.*

319. Many objections have been raised, as may be easily

imagined, to these methods of compensating the forces, dis-

turbing the compass by the introduction of other disturbing

forces, such as the liability of the relations of the magnetic
forces to change with change of place and with time

;
the

influence of changes of temperature on the correcting mag-

nets, as also the liability of the magnets themselves to vary
in power, such objections are of course inseparable from

this kind of investigation, and we can only determine their

validity by experience. So far as experience extends, it

cannot be denied, but that the compass as corrected in

iron ships by Professor Airy's method, has, upon the

whole, acted remarkably weU. The commanders of the iron

ships Sultan, Pottinger, Harbinger, and many other large

steam-ships, report most favourably of the efficiency of

their compasses thus corrected. The latter vessel, cor-

rected by Lilley, has been in a southern latitude, with-

out finding any material change in the balance of the

forces. We cannot certainly consider the question to be

so definitely determined as to render all further observation

unnecessary; it is very important, as stated by Professor

Airy, to subject the vessel from time to time to further

examination, and carefully note all the changes which are

liable to occur. There is little doubt but that compasses
corrected by permanent magnets are afiected by time and

by geographical position, but still not to such an extent as is

likely to lead to any very sensible error, or an error which

may not be provided against. Some very interesting re-

marks by Mr. J. E, Stebbing, on this important question,

wiU be found in the "Artizan" for August, 1850. Mr.

Stebbing conceives that " the practical difficulty of correct-

* " Artizan" for August, 1850.
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_: compasses for iron skips is overcome, and that such

ps are as safely navigable as ships built of wood."

Messrs. LiUey also, who have corrected the compasses of

more than fifty iron ships by permanent magnets, and by
a method of observation of their own not generally known,
also report confidently on the eflSciency and safety of the

principle deduced by the Astronomer Eoyal.

Ships, however, destined for long voyages, should still

depend materially on a table of errors (311), registered for a

standard compass, whatever other method of correction of

the compass be resorted to :
—corrected cards (313) are de-

cidedly useful, especially in iron ships, and may be employed
with advantage in conjunction with other means to determine

the true magnetic course.

320. The following are a few important facts as deduced

by 'Mr. Stebbing, from his experience of iron ships :
—

1. A compass may be very true on one or several points,

and greatly distiu-bed on others. 2. The errors in one ship

are no guide to the errors of another. 3. The errors are

least toward the middle of the vessel. 4. Every iron ship is

a magnet in itself: some have the north pole aft, and some the

south. The magnetic axis is frequently determined diagonally

through the ship. 5. There are in all iron ships two points,

either opposite or nearly so, at which there is no error
;

there are other two points where the error is the greatest.

An error wiU not sometimes alter 3 degrees in a range of

5 points, and then change 30 degrees in the next 5 points.
6. The deviation is always an accumulating error or the

reverse : it runs, 1, 3, 7, 12, 17, 26, 30, 32, 33, 31, 28, 24,

20, 17, 13, 9, 6, 3, ;
but never, for example, thus—3, 7, 4,

10, 8, &c.

321. "We must not dismiss this most important subject
without a brief notice of an ingenious compass by Mr. St.

John, of Buffalo, United States of America, and which was

rewarded with a medal at the late Great Exhibition : the

object of the arrangement is to indicate the amount of
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Fig. 150.

local attraction, and the deviation of the compass actu-

ally present at any moment. This invention is shown

in Fig. 150, in which K E s w represent the suspended
card and needle : n s, n' s', are two short slender needles,

delicately set up on vertical axes and attached to the

compass-card, one on each side of the centre of the great

needle
;
and on the east and west line, these smaU needles,

termed satellites, carry fine indexes i, i', made of reed,

centrally fixed to them and at right angles to their direc-

tion, so as to indicate on graduated arcs i, i', any deflection

to which they are subject. Supposing the compass to

be in the true magnetic meridian,

the three needles wiU be parallel,

but the small needles will stand

with their poles n s, n' /, re-

verse to the poles s, k, of the

large needle (14, 31). If under

these circumstances the compass-

needle N s deviate from the true

meridian, then the position ofthe

small needles n s, n' s', will vary

from parallelism,
and indicate on

their respective arcs i, i',
the amount of deflection to which

the compass is subject ;
at least this is the conclusion arrived

at by the inventor. The notion is extremely ingenious, and

the contrivance as a mechanical arrangement very elegant :

it requires, however, much further investigation before the

principle can be considered as being perfectly available.

CONCLUSION.

322. We have now gone through, in as comprehensive a

way as the limits of our work will permit, all the great

leading facts of ordinary magnetism, theoretically and prac-

tically considered, and have at the same time entered upon
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the several important physical questions to which they have

reference
;
we have now merely to advert in conclusion to

some of the more recent applications of this branch of

science in furthering the progress of civilization, or in con-

tributing to the wants of mankind.

323. The next great practical application of magnetism,
after the mariners' compass, is the auxiliary means it has

afforded in the construction of the electrical telegraph,

and without which that wonderful contrivance could never

have been made so perfect as it now is. For although
the electrical current is the great element by which the

transmission of thought is effected between persons sepa-

rated by almost any amount of distance, yet it is by the

varying motions and positions of the magnetic needle, ever

obedient to the wire affected by the current action (40),

that we owe the interpretation of the ideas or thoughts,
concealed and conveyed as it were through the wire. Having

already explained in our volume on electricity* the general

telegraphic agency of the electrical current, and the means

afforded to its transmission through wires continued through
various points of space, we shall limit oiu^elves here to a

notice of the more immediate part of this wonderful con-

trivance so far as it depends on common magnets, the various

motions of which constitute, as it were, the language of the

instrument.

324. It will be immediately seen by reference to the phe-
nomena of electrical wires and magnetic needles, already

explained (40, 41, 46), that one or more needles, finely set

upon an axis, either vertically or horizontally, mav be caused

to assume various positions, and may be deflected any number
of times successively, either to the right hand or to the left,

and almost at any point of distance from the source of power,

provided the means of communication of the current be

afforded
;
and thus we have an interpretation of events at

*
Rudimentary Electricity, second edition, p. 191.

R
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hand, according to any preconcerted code of signals. We
Lave likewise seen (53) that by making or breaking contact

with a voltaic circle, a piece of soft iron may be vigor-

ously attracted toward the poles of an electric magnet,
or be again easily separated from it. We have here then

a farther source of motive power at a distance, by which

machinery may be set in motion, alarms sounded by means of

bells, and other audible signals effected. When a single

needle is employed, the code is termed the single-needle code.

The arrangement consists of a magnetic needle, or set of

needles, a, Eig. 152, enclosed within a galvanometer coil

(46), and set on an axis
;
the axis projects horizontally, and

carries a vertical index-needle, h, Fig. 151.

in front of a silvered brass dial
;

the alphabet is engraved on the

dial, right and left of the index-

needle, as in the annexed Fig.

151.

Fig. 152 represents the position

of the galvanometer coil and

needle a behind the plate, with

the axis and needle h in front of

the plate. The two needles are

placed with poles reverse to each other (29), and both are

more or less acted on by the coil. In order to give the

system a tendency to the vertical position, a

slight preponderance in weight is given to the

lower extremities of the needles. The extent of

deflection is limited by pins fixed on the dial.

325. The letters are indicated by successive

deflections, or beats of the needle, communicated

by the current from a distance to the galvano-

meter arrangement behind the plate and in given

directions ;
thus the letter L is indicated by

four successive deflections, right, left, right, left. The last

beat is always the end of the word, and is a left-hand beat.
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326. Intte double-needle code two galvanometers are em-

:>yed, and tsvo index-needles placed parallel to each other
;

? double-needle code gives, of course, increased facility, as

mitting of a greater number of combinations. In this

rangement two galvanometers (46), with, their re-

spective needles, stand side by side
;
one is called the left

needle, the other the right needle. ]S^ow we may either

deflect the right needle or the left, or both at one time,

causing their upper or under points to converge to the same

letter, and furnishing signals which may easily correspond

with a given code
; thus, the upper half of the left-hand

needle twice deflected to the left may be a, three times B,

once to the right and once to the left c, and so on. In

order to spell the word hex, for example, a first beat is

made with the right needle for h, then a second with the

left needle for E, now a third beat with the right needle

signifying >«
; finally, a fourth beat with left needle, corre-

sponding to the symbol ^, signifying the termination of

the word. In order to render these movements of the

needles effectual, there are two handles below the dial by
which the connection with the voltaic battery (40) can be,

by means of a particular mechanism, rapidly made, so as to

cause the current to flow in any direction (41). In the

double-needle arrangement everything is, of course, doubled.

327. Professor "Wheatstone, to whom we are mainly in-

debted for the needle apparatus, also contrived a method of

signalizing: the letters themselves. This is effected bv a

circular dial, or disc, set on a central axis, and on which the

^phabet is engraved, as also the nimierals. The circumference

of this plate, taken edgewise, has a succession of insulat-

ing and conducting intervals, so that in turning it round we
effect or break contact with the battery, by means of a

spring pressing against the surface. Any series of letters

we choose to make appear at a given opening in a case

covering the dial wiU be repeated at a distance by a similar

dial. This is effected by the temporary magnetizing of soft
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iron, in making and breaking contact with the battery (53)
as we turn the disc round to a particular letter. By
this, as in the motion of the alarm-bell, a motive force is

obtained at a distance, the mechanism operated on being so

arranged as to turn by electro-magnetic action, any required
letter of the distant dial to the opening in its corresponding
case. Thus, if we signalize at any station the letters

p I E E, in succession, then the same will successively appear

upon the opening of the dial at a distant station, say of 100

miles. This species of telegraph has been termed the me-

chanical telegraph, in opposition to the former, which has

been termed the needle-telegraph, and which is that com-

monly employed in this country.

328. Although to an observer the manipulation in working
the telegraph dials may appear complex and perfectly incom-

prehensible, and the delivery of a message at the rate of

eighteen words per minute from a hundred miles distant

quite marvellous, yet the practice of the operations is very
soon acquired by the clerks engaged in this department
of our railways ; indeed, after great experience, the mani-

pulator can work with a blank dial
;
and the particular

clerk employed at the distant station to transmit the

message, may be actually known by his characteristic de-

flections of the needles right or left. One is firm in his

signals, another sharp and rapid ;
one patient, another

hasty.*

329. The application of magnetic influence in determining
distance through otherwise impermeable matter, or the

thickness of solid rock or other substance, may be consi-

dered as another valuable application of ordinary magnetism,

especially in mining operations. We are indebted to the

Rev. Dr. Scoresby for this method of measuring distance.

It is evident that since the deviations of a delicate needle,

by the influence of a magnet placed in the line of its

* Walker on Telegraphic Manipulation.
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centre at right angles to the meridian (134), may be taken

as a measure of the force of the magnet ; so, conversely,

the same deviations, under similar conditions of direction,

must correspond with equality of distance ;
that is to say,

supposing the intervening matter to be permeable or trans-

parent to magnetism. If, therefore, we determine for a

given magnet and needle a table of deviations corresponding

with certain distances between the centre of the needle and

magnetic pole when placed in a given position, we may

thereby determine the distance at which the magnet is

operating through solid matter, by observing the deviation

produced.

Let, for example, c n m s Fig. 153.

be a mass of solid rock, s N

the direction of magnetic

meridian, and that the walls

of the mass lie in that di-

rection
;
let c be a deKcate

compass, fkiely divided, and

placed on one side of the

rock, and M a magnet placed perpendicular to its centre on

the other
;
the compass-needle will then be deflected a certain

number of degrees ;
from which the distance may be found

either by the table, or by bringing the magnet round to the

side of the compass, and finding experimentally the distance

at which the same amount of deviation wiU be produced. If

the intervening rock should lie oblique to the meridian in

direction s K, and the compass-needle become oblique to the

walls, we must then deflect it by the influence of an auxiliarv

magnet, so that it may stand parallel to the walls of the

rock, and then proceed as before. By a careful preparation
of the apparatus. Dr. Scoresby has succeeded in measuring
distances of 126 feet to within a very small fractional

amount.*

330. Ordinary magnetism is employed for the separation
* Edin. New Phil. Journal, April, 1832.
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and collection of particles of iron, mixed with other finely-

divided matter, by means of permanent magnets, as also

to the most important and humane purpose of catching

up, in a similar way, the destructive dust of steel, which,

in the grinding of needles, is liable to find its way into

the eyes and lungs of the workmen, thereby producing
diseases of a serious character, more especially of the lungs.

331. Common magnetism is in this way made available in

a machine for separating from impurities disintegrated par-

ticles of certain rich ores of iron found in Canada, and which

average from 60 to 70 per cent, of pure iron. These ores,

by exposure to the wearing action of the atmosphere, freely

break up into small grains; they are then stamped and

dressed, after which the magnet is used to act on the

disintegrated particles, and thus separate the iron from its

gangue.

THE END.
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and Counter sinking machine.

17 Air furnace for heating plates and angle iron ;

various tools used in rivetinji and plating.
13 Gunieale, keel, and flooring; plan for sheathing

iron ships witn copper.
19 lllustr«tionsof the magnetic condition of various

iron ships.
30 Gray's floating compass and binnacle, with ad-

justing mfiguets.
21 Corroded iron bolt in frame of wooden ship;

caulking jorats of plates.
22 Great Eastern. — Longitudinal sections and

breadth plans.
23 Great Eastern.—Midship section, with details.
24 Great JJas/ern.—Section in engine room, and

paddle boxes.

READY RECKONER, INCLUDING FRACTIONAL PARTS OF A POUND
WEIGHT.

24mo, Is. Gd. cloth, or 2s. strongly hound in leather,

THE INSTANT RECKONER.
Showing the Value of any Quantity of Goods, including Fractional Farts of a Pound
Weight, at any price from One Farthitig to Twenty Shillings : with an Introduction,

embracing copious Notes of Coins, Weights, Measures, and other Conimerciul and
Useful Information

;
and an Appendix, containing Tables of Interest, Salaries, Com-

mission, &c.

SIMMS ON LEVELLING.
Fourth Edition, with 7 plates and numo'ous woodcuts, Zvo, 8s. Gd., cloth.

A TREATISE ON THE PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTICE OP LEVELLING,

Showing its application to purposes of Railway and Civil Engineering, in the

Construction of Roads, with Mr. Telford's Rules for the same.

By FREDERICK W. SIMMS, F.G.S., M. Inst. C.E.

*h Edition, with the addition of Mr. Law's Practical Examples for setting out

Vay Curve, and Mr. Trautwine's Field Practice of Laying out Circular Curves.
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MOST USEFUL WOEK FOR COUNTEY GENTLEMEN, FAEMEES,
LAND AGENTS, &c.

Niw Sditlon, with Additions c.7id Cor;\ctioi\s, price it., Hrmigly hov.nd,

THE LAND VALUER'S BEST ASSISTANT.
Being Tables, on a very much improved Plan, for Calculating the Value of Estates,

To which are added, Tables for reducing Scotch, Irish, and Provincial Customary Acres

to Statute Measure ; also. Tables of Square Measure, and of the various Dimensions of

an Acre in Perches and Yards, by which the Contents of any Plot of Ground may be
ascertained -without the expense of a regular Survey, Miscellaneous Information on

English and Foreign Measures, Specific Gravities, &c.

By R. HUDSO^^ Civil Engineer.
"This new edition includes tables for ascertain- i TshiEble rules for ascertaining th" probable worth

ing the value of leases for any term of years ; and ot s-tandin; i imber to any amount : and is of inrel-
for showia; how lo lay out plou of irroacd of culable ralue to the country srutleiuan and paofea-
cetuin aem io form*, square, round, &c., wiih ' *ionaX mKo.'—Paima'tJmnal.

nrwooDS tables.

Seventeenth Ed'Uion. Vlmo, doth, ~i.,

TABLES FOE THE PURCHASING OF ESTATES,
Freehold, Copyhold, or Leasehold, Annuities, AdvowsoRS, &c., and for the renewing
of leases held under cathedral churches, colleges, or other corporate bodies, for tem;s
of years certain, and for lives ; also, for valuing reversionary estates, deferred

annuities, next presentations, &c., the Five Tables of compound interest, the Govern-
ment Table of Annuities, and an extension of SiLAEx's Table*.

By WILLIAM INWOOD, Architect.

The Seventeenth Edition, with considerable additions, and new and valuable Tables of

Logarithms for the more difficult compututions of the Interest of Money, Discount

Annuities, &c., by Mons, Fedor Thomax, of the Soci^te Credit Mobilier, Paris.

HOEMANDTS COMMEECIAL KANBBpOK
In post Sto, illuHrated with woodcutt, price 12«. Gd., handionul^ honnd in eUth,

THE

COMMERCIAL HANDBOOK OF CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS ;

Or, Practical Instructions for the Determination of the Intrinsic or Commercial Value
of Substances used in Manufactures, in Trades, and in the Arts.

By A. XORilANDY,
Author of " Practical Introduction to Rose's Chemistry," and Editor of Ko^'s" Treatise of Chemical Analysis."

"TVe recommend this book to the careful perusal and deeper knowledge of the enticinz scienee o(
of every one; ii m»y be Uuly affiruieii to be.jf uni- chemical ana ysis."—£'jr7io,if(?r
ver-al r, terest, and «e strongly re<0[umend it \a "Tbeauihor has produced a volomeofsnrpass'n'-
oi-r ea.ors is a Kuide, alike mdispensable to the interest, in wh.ch he Jesc^bes the chararter and
U,i;:»e« . e .1? to the pharmaceutical practitioner."— properties of ^B>« liinere t articles of commerce the
„","""• . , , „. , ,

substances by which mey are lo- frequently aduUe-" A truly practical work. To place the unscien- rate.i, a ,d the means of their deteciioo."—Ifi.iAn
tiQc person in a position to detect that* hich mixht Jom-oal. '

ruin him in char.icter and lortune, the present work
" The Teiy best work on the subject the EnglishwiU proTC highly laluable No one e« . peruse this press has yet produced."-JI«e*«ine,' Maoaziuf

tieaUse without feeling a desire to acquire further
^
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NORMANDY'S CHEMICAL ATLAS AND DICnONARIES.
The Atlas, oUong folio, cloth limp, 11. \s., the Dictionaries, pout Sco, 7s. 6d., cloth ^

or. Atlas and Dictionaries together, 11. 8s. cloth.

THE CHEMICAL ATLAS;
Or, Tables, showing at a glance the Operations of Qualitative Analysis. With Prac-

tical Observations, and Copious Indices of Tests and P>.e-actions ; accompanied by a

Dictionary of Simple and of Compound Substances, indicating the Tests by which

they may be identified ; and a Dictionary of Ke-agents, indicating their preparation
for the Laboratory, the means of testing their purity, and their behaviour with

Substances.

By A. NORMANDY,
Author of "The Commercial Handbook of Chemical Analysis," &e., &c., and Editor

of H. Rose's " Treatise of Chemical Analysis."
" Tablea such as tliese, like Maps and Charts, are kaowIeilKe of chemical rsanipulation, may, by

more eloquent than the clearest prose statement.
,
means of the Atlas and Dictionaries soon make

It is the most elaborate and perfect work of the himself a proficient analyst. Kverjone who studies
kind that we are acquainted wiih."—Mechanics' • the Atlas must be impressed with the magnitude of

Magazine. I
the author's labour, and the vast extent to which

" The work gives evidence of the author being I
he has economised the time and trouble of those

perfect master of the task he has undertaken, and who avail themselves of his friendly assistance."—
nill no doubt occupy a place in the librarv of every T/ie Chemist,

chemical student and analyst."—Mining Journal.
" Several works on chemical analysis have for

many years held a high position in the estimation
of the scientific chemist. The work before us will

be found in our opinion far more useful to the
student of analysis, nay more, to the practitioner.
The directions are more minute, and the number of
cases introduced infinitely more varied. There is

Bcarcely a possible case which the autlior has not

provided for. From a careful examination we are
able to say that any person possessed of a slight

IVormandy's Chemical Atlas' for comprehen-
siveness and completeness far surpasses anythins
of the kind hitherto published. I feel conviiiccu
that the student may with the aid of the Diction-
aries, with which the Atlas is accompanied, suc-

cessfully and alone undertake the examination of
the most heterosreueous mixture, whether composed
of organic or inorganic substances, or of botli

combined.".—Henry M. rioad, F.R.S., Lecturer o»

Chemistry at St. George's Hospital.

By the same Author, crown Svo, price 43. M., cloth,

THE FARMER'S MANUAL OF AGRICUL-
TURAL CHEMISTRY;

With Instructions respecting the Diseases of Cereals, and the Destruction of the

Insects which are injurious to those plants. Illustrated by numerous woodcuts.

"This workwill.be found of incalculable value
to the Farmer. We have perused it with much
interest, and have no hesitation in recommending
it to the notice of every farmer, who will tiud it an
excellent guide in all questions of Agricultural
C^traalry,'—Agricultural Magazine.

"By far the best attempt to supply a treatise of
a limited kind on the chemical analy>>> of the ii a-
terials with which the agriculturist is concerned ;

the instructions are \tvy satisfactory, and are

accompanied bv illustrative figures of the necessary
apparatus."—^6fr(i«n Journal.

SPOONEE ON SHEEP.

Second Edition. l2mo., 6s. cloth.

THE HISTORY, STRUCTURE, ECONOMY,
AND DISEASES OF THE SHEEP.

In Three Tarts. Illustrated with fine Engravings from Drawings by W. IIakyey, Esq.

Br W. C. SPOONER, V.S.,

of the Council of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons ; Honorary Asso-

the Veterinary Medical Association
;
Author of " Treatise on the Influenza,"

"
Structure, Diseases, &e., of the Toot and Leg of the Horse ;" Editor of

" Cattle Medicine," and White's " Compendium of the Veterinary Art."

Member
ciate of

and the

White's

"The r

guished n
—.»**ante«

ame of Mr. Sjmoncr, who is a distin-

le.-nber of his I'rofussion, is a sultlrieni

for the accuracy and usefulness of its

Farmers' clubs ouxht to add this work

to their libraries : and, as a w ork of reference, it

ought to be in the possession of all Sheep Farm-
ers."—Carrfeii«-s' Chronicle.
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NOAS'S ELECTEICITY.

Fourth Edition, entird'i Te-wrUten, in One Volume, illustrated by 500 tcoodcut', Svo, I'., ii

cUAh,

A MANUAL OF ELECTRICITY.
Including Galvanism, Magnetism, Dia-magneti?m, Electro-Dynamics, Magno^

Electricity, and the Electric Telegraph.

By HENRY M. NOAD, Ph.D., F.C.S.,

Lecturer on Chemistry at St. George's Hospital.

Or in Two Parts :

Part L, Electricity and Galva>-ism, 8to, I65. cloth.

Part n. Magnetism and the Electric Tklegraph, 3vo, 105, 6d. cloth.

"This publication fully bears oat its title nf
, trading and commercial commuDitr.'*—Educationt

'Manual.' It discusses in a satislactory manner i Gazette.

electricity, trictional and voltaic, ihermo-electri- ' "On the subject of electricity, it is a serric

city, and electro-priyBiolosiy- To diffuse correct second only to discovery, when one competent fc

viens of electrical science, to make known the
}

the ask underthkes to silt and r- construct the oi

laws by which this mystenous force is regulated,
|

materials, and to bring together and incorporal
which is the intention of the author, is an impor- i them with all that is important in the new. Sue
tan t task."—Jthfnaum. a service Hr, Noad has performed in his'Manu*

** Dr. S'oad's Manual, in some departments of of Klectricity.'" -CAaai^er** /oMma/
which he has tad the counsel and assistance of Mr. i "As a workofreferer.ee, this 'Manual'is parties

Faraday, Sir William Snow Harris, Professor Tyn- \ larly valuable as the author has carefully records
' ** ' " * -- .

jj^j only his au*korities, but, when necessary, tt

icorrf* in which the writers have d**tailed their e:

periments and opinions.**
—Meekanict' Magazine.

"Amone the numerous writers on the ai;ractii
and fascinating subject of elecrricity, the author*
The present volume has occupied our best attei
tion. It is worthy of a place i» the library c

every public institution, and we have no doubt
will be deservedly patronised by the scientific con
munity."— Jtfijiini? Journal.
"The comraenditions already bestowed in ti

pa^es of the Lancet on former editions of this wor
are more than ever merited by the present. Tl
ftccouuts given of electriciry and galv&ni^m are nt

only complete in a scientitic sense, but. wnich is

dall, and others, giving an additional sanccio'> and
interest to his work, is more than ever worthy of

being received with favour by students and men of
science. The style in wh'c'h it is written la very
exact and clear."— literary Ga:e1te.

" Dr. Noad's 'Manual of Electricity' has for sere-

ral years ranked as one of the best popular treatises

on this subject, by an excellent meihodof ar^-auice-

meat, and a clear and affreeabie style, he introduces
the student to a sound elementary knowledge of

trerj department of electrical science.**—Atlas.
**Thia is a work of great merit, and is creditable

to the scientific attainment* and philosophical re-

search of the au'hor. Too much prais* cannot be
bestowed on the patient labour and unwenried
application which were necessary to produ'-e a rarer thing, are popular and interesting.*'

—Lanett
work of such absorbing interest to the whole -

TEEDGOLD ON THE STEENGTH OF lEON, &c.

Fourth Edition, in Tico Volt., Svo, V. 4#., boardt {eiiher Volume may be had teparaiely),

A PRACTICAL ESSAY ON THE STRENGTI
OF CAST IRON AND OTHER METALS ;

Intended for the assistance of Engineers, Iron-Masters, Millwriglits, Architect:

Founders, Smiths, and others engaged in the construction of machines, building
&c. ; containing Practical Rules, Tables, and examples founded on a series of ne'

experiments ;
with an extensive table of the properties of materials.

By THOMAS TEEDGOLD, Mem. Inst. C.E.,

Author of "
Elementary Principles of Cari)entry,"

"
History of the Steam Engine,

&c. Illustrated by several engravings and woodcuts. Fourth Edition, muc
improved and enlarged. By Eaton Hodgki>-sos, F.E.S.

HODGKINSOirS EESEAECHES ON lEDN.

*** Vol. U. of the above consists of EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES on tl

STRENGTH and OTHER PROPERTIES of CA>T IRON : with the development
new principles ; calculations deduced from them ; and inquiries applicable to rig
and tenacious bodies generally. By Eaton Hod«kixson, F.R.S. With Plates ai

Diagrams, Svo, 12s. l>o;:rds.
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ROGEES ON IRON METALLURGY.
WU?i 20 carefxillif-prepared copper-platci. O'lie Vol., Svo, 11. 5s., cloiK

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON IRON
METALLURGY,

Up to tlie Manufacture of Puddle Bars, built upon the Atomic System of Philosophy ;

the elements operated upon being estimated according to Dr. WoUaston's Hydrogen
Scale of Equivalents ; comprising suggestions relative to important Improvements in
the Manufacture of both Iron and Steel, and the conduct of Extensive Iron Works ;

with Analytical Tables of Iron-making Materials.

By SAMUEL B. ROGERS, of Nant-y-GIo,
Inventor of Iron-Bottoms to Puddling-Furnaces, and of the present system of pre-

paring Coke, in Double or Single Ovens.

"I do not hesitate to say that Mr. Rogers's work
on Iron Metallurgy is, beyond eomparison, the
int)st complete combination of science and sound
practice that has yet appeared on iron."—i)aiirf
Mmhet.
"A volume which oufcht to be at hand in every

Iron Works in tlie kinsrclom, and in the possession
of every Ironniastei."— Wolverhampton Chrnnide.

" Mr. Rogers does not come before the public as

an nntried theorist, for one of his inTentions has
been adopted ffenerally throujciiout the Iron Manu.
f-ic'tories of the world, and with immense advantage
to Ironmasters."—Bristol Timts.
"A remarkable book. lis author is, evidently,

a man of practical exiietienoe, and of no mesui
scienTific attainments, who has made the quesuon
on which he writes the business and study of his
life."— S(oJ^»rd«A«re Adttrtiitr.

PYNE'S RULES FOR DRAWING.
In, ilo, with 14 plates, in Jta^f cloth boards, "is. M.

PRACTICAL RULES ON DRAWING,
FOR THE OPERATIVE BUILDER AND YOUNG STUDENT IN

ARCHITECTURE.

Br GEORGE PYNE,
Author of " A Rudimentary Treatise on Perspective for Beginners."

COHTXNTS.
1 Practical Rules on Dravinic,—Outlines. I 4 Practical Rules on Light and Shade.
2 Uitto,—the Grecian and Roman Orders.

|3 Practical Rules on Drawing,—Perspective. |

DOBSON and GARBETTS STUDENT'S GUIDE,

In One Vol., Svo, extra cloth, 9s.

THE STUDENT'S GUIDE
TO THE PRACTICE OF DESIGNING, MEASURING, AND VALUINa

ARTIFICERS' WORKS ;

Containing directions for taking Dimensions, abstracting the same, and bringing the

Quantities into UiU
; -with Tables of Constants, and copious memoranda for the

Valuation of Labour and Materials in the respective trades of Bricklayer and Slater,

Carpenter and Joiner, Sawyer, Stonemason, Plasterer, Smith and Ironmonger,

I'lumber, Painter and Glazier, Paper-hanger. AVith 43 plates and woodcuts. The

Measuring, &c..

Edited by EDWARD DOBSON, Architect and Surveyor.

Second Edition, -with the Additions on Designs

\ ByE. LACY GARBETT, Architect;
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COTTAGES, VILLAS, AITD COITNTKY HOUSES.

/,i ito, C7 PUiUf, IL 1^. cloth,

DESIGNS AND EXAMPLES OF COTTAGES
VILLAS, AND COUNTRY HOUSES.

Being the Studies of Eminent Architects and B'li'.ders, consisting of plans, eleratioBf

and perspectiTe views ;
-wilh approximate estimates of the cost of each.

EYDF8 TEXT BOOK FOE ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, SURVEYORS, Ac

In One larrje OiUh FoL Sco, tciih mtnieroui engi-avijuj^, 11. Si.

A GENERAL TEXT BOOK,
For the constant Use and Reference of Architects, Engineers, Surveyors, Solicitors

Auctioneers, Land Agent?, and Stewards, in all their several and varied professiona

occupations ;
and for the assistance and guidance of country gfentlemea and other

engaged in the Transfer, Management, or Improvement of Landed Property, wm
tabling Theorems, Formulie, Rules, and Tables in Geometry, Mensuration, an<

Trigonometry; Land Measuring, Surveying, and Levelling; Railway and Hydranlii

Engineering ; Timber Measuring ; the Valuation of Artificers' Work, Estates, Lease

holds, Lifeholds, Annuities, Tillages, Farming Stock, and Tenant Right ; the Assess

ment of Parishes, Railways, Gas and Water Works ; the Law of Dilapidations an)

Knisances, Appraisements and Auctions, Landlord and Tenant, Agreements, am
Leases. Together with Examples of Villas and Country Houses.

By EDWARD RTDE, Civil Engineer and Land Surveyor,
Author of several Professional Works.

To vhich are added several Chapters on Agricoltore and Landed Property,

By Professor Doxaldsok,
Author of several Works on Agriculture.

Cli&pter I. Arithsaetic— Cbap. II. FUnr and So-
lid Geometiy.—Cbap III. Ue> taimtioa.-Ctup. IV.

Tri^oiiOiiictry.— Chap. V. Ccnic Srciions-—Lbap.
>"I- Land Measuring.—Chap. Vll. Land Surreying.
—Chap. Vlll. Leielling.— Chap. IX. Ptoiii..;:.—

Cha;>. £. Computation of Areas.— Ctifcp- XI. C py-

ingUaps.—Chap. Xil. Railway Survcytnt; —Cbap.
Xlll. Colonial Supreyins.—Chap. Xl^. Hydrau
Ucs in connection with DrainatEe. $e«eia^p, and
Water Supply.—Caap. XV. Timber Mesiiuimf.—
Cbiv-XVI. Artiftceca' vadL—Chap. XV II. Valoa-

lion of Estates.—Chap. XVIII. Taluationof Xa
latcc and Tenant Rigi.t.— Chap. SIX. \aluauonu
tarishea.- Chap. XX. Builder'. Prcea.—Chap. XXI
UUapidaiioKS and Nuisances.—Chap. XXII. Th(
Law rrlaiing to Appraisers and AuciiODeera.—Chan
XXUI. Lauuiom and Teiuun.- Chap. XXIV. Ta
bUs.—Chap. 3UIV. Stamp Laws.—Example* of Til
las and Country Houses.

APPENDIX OX LANDED PROPEKTT, hi
FmornsoB I)oxu.Dioii, in £igkt Ckapten.

WHEELER'S AUCTIONEERS', &c., ASSISTANT.

2lmo, clolh boardf, -i. 6J.

THE APPRAISER, AUCTIONEER, AND
HOUSE-AGENTS POCKET ASSISTANT,

For the valuation, purchase, and the renewing of Leases, Annuities, Reversions,
and of Property generally ; prices for inventories, with a Guide to determine the value
of the interiors, fittings, furniture, &c,

Bv JOHN WHEELRR. ValnPr
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TEMPLETON'S WORKSHOP COMPANION. SIXTH EDITION.

In 12mo, price 5s., bound and lettered,

THE OPERATIVE MECHANIC'S WORKSHOP
COMPANION,

And THE SCIENTIFIC GENTLEMAN'S PRACTICAL ASSISTANT; comprising a

great variety of the most useful Rules in Mecliar.ieal Science, divested of mathema-
tical complexity ;

with numerous Tables of Practical Data and Calculated Results, for

facilitating Mechanical and Commercial Transactions.

By W. TEMPLETON,
Author of " The Engineer's Common-Place Book," &c. &c.

Sixth edition, with eleven plates and the addition of Mechanical Tables for the use of

Operative Smiths, Millwrights, Engineers, &c., and practical directions for the

Smelting of Metallic Ores. To which also have been now added several useful and

practical Rules in Hydraulics and Hydrodynamics, and an account of Sundas's Steam
Hammer.

CONTEXTS.

Geometry—Geometry applied to Mechanics—De-
cimal Arithmetic — Mensuration — Instrumental
Aritlimetic—Commercial Tables— Strength of Ma-
terials—Mechanic Powers — Coi;tiDuous Circular

Jlotion—Friction—froperties of Water and Air-
Steam Engine Boilers—Dundas's Steam Ilamaier—
Logaritiinis.

THE BEST BUILDER'S PRICE BOOK.

Fourth Edition, in 12i)io, cloth lioarda. Uttered, 4s.,

WEALE'S BUILDER'S AND CONTRACTOR'S
PRICE BOOK,

Published Annually. Containing the latest prices for work in all branches of the

Building Trade, with items numbered for easy reference
;
and an Appendix of Tables,

Notes, and Memoranda, arranged to afford detailed information commonly required
in preparing Estimates, &c., for Builders and Contractoi'S of Public Works,

WIGHTWICK'S HINTS.

fVith numerow Woodcuts. In Svo, extra cloth, top edget gilt, S«.,

HINTS TO YOUNa ARCHITECTS.
Comprising Advice to those who, while yet at school, are destined to the profession ;

to such a?, having passed their pupilage, are about to t' avel
;
and to those who, having

completed their education, are about to practice : together with a Model Specification ;

involving a great variety of instructive and suggestive matter, calculated to facilitate

their practical operations ;
and to direct them in their Cunduct as the responsible

agents of their employers, and as the rightful judges- of a contractor's duty.

By GEORGE WIGHTWICK, Architect,
Author of "The Palace of Architecture," &c., &c.

rreliminary hints to younu ar-

chitects on the knowledge of

drawing
On scrvtnxhis time
On travelling
His plate on the door
Orders, plan-drnuing
"n bis taste, study of interior*

< arrangements
;nnd Ventilating
'ding, siabling

d villas

l^ Vt>°'>

CONTENTS.
Genernl Clauses
I'oundations
Well
Arvificial Foundations
Brickwork
llubljle masonry with brick
mingled

Stone-cutting
„ (trecian or Italian only
„ Gothic only

Miscellaneous
Slating
TiUnx

Plaster and cement work
Carpenters' work
Joii.ers' work
Iron and metal work
Plumbers' wotk
l»ra'iiage

Well-digging
Ariisirial levfla, concrete, fonn-

d^tinns, piling and planking,
paving, vaulting, beD-hanglng,
pUunblng, and building gene-
rally.
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TEEDGOLDS CAEPENTEY. FOUETH EBITION.

THE
/n O.i': larji VrA. i'o.. 2'.

ELEMENTARY PPJNCIPLES OF
CARPENTRY ;

_- Treatise on the pressure and eqiiilibrium of timber framing, the resistance of

timber, and the construction of floors, arches, bridges, roofs, uniting iron and stone

with timber, &e., -with practical rules and examples ; to -which is added, an essay o:i

the nature and properties of timber, including the method of seasoning, and the

causes and prevention of decay, with descriptions of the kinds of wood used in

building ; also numerous tables of the scantlings of timber for different purposes,
the specLSc gravities of materials, &c.

By THOMAS TREDGrOLD, CivU Engineer.

Illustrated by fifty-three Engravings, a portrait of the author, and several 'VToodcuts.

Fourth Edition, corrected and considerably enlarged. With an Appendix, containing

specimens of various ancient and modem roofs.

Edited by Petes Baxlow, F.K.S.

I EqnUIbriom and pressure of
beams.

3 Pressure cf beams and centre
of |^Ti»y

3 Eqailibrium and pressure of
beams and framing

4 Nailed Hoorins
5 to 9 Roots
10 Hoofs that haTe been ?rented
11 Koof of the riding hnnsF at
13 Domes [Moscow
13 Partitions and centre
H Cerres f r stone bridges :

•: the bridle «t
the Wxterloo
jion Bridge

15 I :;e bridges
16 E.-;.i,-;>

17 Dit:o, double plate
18 Construction of bridges
19 Bndares. lioobie plate
10 Brt<l~s and joints
21 Joints
32 Jo.D^s and straps
23 Roof and consimction of the

Pantheon, Oxford Sleet
3* intto
3S Section of Roof of Hal], Park-

horst Prison
26 Section of roof of New Saloon,

Academ;^ of Ans, Florence

COKTESTS or PL.VTE3.

27 Longit- dintd section of ditto
2i Trass of the roof of the Ducal

riding house, Modens, double
plate

29 Trrmcated roof of ditto
ao Trass of ro^f of ditto.

31 Section of the roof over 'he
Eichantre, Geneva, doable

33 loot of truss of loof o»er the
new thrntre at .^ncoaa ,

ditto,
'
Palazzo Vecchio,

Florence; d:tto. Cathedral,
Florence, double.

33 Boufs of the Cathedral at

Leghorn, doable
34 Details of roof of Cfarixt'a

Hospital, ditto
33 Ditto
36 Lnngitodinal section of St.

Dnnstan'* Church, Fleet
Street, doable

37 Roof and plan of ditto, ditto
38 •etailsof^ditto, ditto
39 Truss at tue Thames Plate

Glass Works: truss at the
|

Princess's Theatre, Oiford :

Street ; trass at a boose in
BerkeipT Square

40 Boor of iron and timber at
Kottin^ham Uater Works,.
treUe plate t

41 Cast-iron roof OTCT the raod^l-
room of the Bntterier Com-
panr, treble

42 Cast-iron roof over the smith-
aj of the ditto, ditto

43 Iron and timber roof over
the engine manufactorj' of
the ditto, ditto

44 Roof to King's College Cha-
pel, Cambrii^e, ditto

43 Ditto, transverse aectioo
4« Details, ditto

47 Details, ditto
43 Section of roof GreatXorther-

Railwaj-, London Term:E\
Pas5<-nger Station

49 Sections and details of ditto
30 Great XorthCTn Railway, Lon-

don Terminus. Goodsf Sta-
tion, transverse sectian

»1 Imn Roof made for tke Clyde
Trustees for the Quay at

Glasgow, with details
53 Details of itvn roof erected for

Messrs. Joseph \Thitwor:h £;

Co.. Manchester
33 Details, &C.. of an iitni roc

erected at the Galny Tenn
nna
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16. Architectuue, Orders of, by \V. H. Leeds Is.

17. Architecture, Styles of, by T. Bury, Architect . . . .1*. 6il.

18. 19. ARCHiTECTriiEjPrinciplesofDesigniiijbyE.L.Garbctt, 2vols.ml: 2».

20, 21. Perspective, by G. Pyne, 2 vols in 1 .2s.
22. Building, Art of, by E. Dobson, C.E 1,..
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in 1 2s.

25, 26. Masonry and Stone-cutting, Art of, by the same, with illustra-

tions of the preceding, 2 vols, in 1, by the same . . . . 2*-.
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2 vols, in 1 2j.

29. Draining Districts and Lands, Art of, by G. D. Dempsey, C.E. Is.

30. Draining and Sewage of Tcwns and Buildings, Art of, by the
same Is. 6d,

31. Well-sSinking and Boring, Art of,by G. R. Burnell, C.E. . . 1».

32. Use of Instruments, Art of the, by J. F. Heather, M.A. . . . Is.

33. Constructing Cranes, Art of, by J. Glynn, F.R.S., C.E. . . Is.

34. Steam Engine, Treatise on the, by Dr. Lardner . . . . , Is.

35. Blasting Rocks and Quarrying, and on Stont;, Art of, by Lieut. -

Gen. Sir J. Burgojne, Bart., G.C.B., R.E Is.

36. 37, 38, 39. Dictionary of Terms usedj by Architects,; Builders, Civil

and Mechanical Engineers, Surveyors, Ai'tists, Ship-builders, &c
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4 vols, in 1 is.

40. Glass Staining, Art of, by Dr. M. A. Gessert Is.

41. Painting on Glass, Essay on, by E. 0. Fromberg . . . . Is.

42. Cottage Building, Treatise on . !• Is.
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44. Foundations, &c,, Treatise on, by E. Dobson, C.E I5.

45. Limes, Cejients, Mortars, Concrete, Mastics, &c., by G. R.

Burnell, C.E Is.

46. Constructing AND Repairing Common Roads, by H. Law, C.E. . Iv.

47. 48, 49 . Construction and Illumination of Lighthouses, by Alan

Stevenson, C.E., 3 vols, in 1 S

50. Law of Contracts for Works and Services, by David Gibbons . 1 .

51, 52, 63. Naval Architecture, Principles of the Science, by J. Peakc,
N.A., 3 vols, in 1 3.^.

53*. Laying off Ships, being an introduction to the Mould Loft of Ship
Building, by James Peake, N.A. in l/ie press . . .Is. 6'/.

53**. Atlas of large Plates to ditto ditto 1». 6^/.

54. Masting, Mast-making, and Rigging of Ships, by R. Kipping,
N.A Is. 6,/.

54*. Iron Ship Building, by John Grantham, N.A. and C.E. . 2s. 6d.
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;

and an explanation
\ of Terms used, with coloured illustrations of Flags . . .2s.

^Warming

and Ventilation, by Charles Tomlinson, 2 voL?. in 1 . 2s.

am Boilers, by R. Armstrong, C.E Is.
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60,61. Land AXD ExGrN"KERi>G ScRVBYixG, by T.Baker, G.E., 2 Tols. in 1; 2s.

62. R-OLWAY Details, by Sir M. Stephenson, Vol. I. ... 1/.

62*. Ratlway Working in Great Britain, Statistical Details, Table of

Capital and Dividends, Revenue Accounts, Signals, &c., &c., by E.
D. Chattawav. 7ol. n Is.

63, 64, 65. Agrictltural Btnn,DixGS, the Construction of, on Motive
Powei^, and the ^[achinery of the Steading ;

and on Agricultural
Field Engines, Machines," and Implements, by G. H. Andrews,
3 vols, in 1 3^.

66. Clay Lan-ds and Loamy Soils, by Prof. Donaldson, A.E. . . . Ss.

67, 68. Clock and "WAXCH-MAKryo, and on Chttrch Clocks, by E. B.

Denison, M.A., 2 vols, in 1 2s.

69, 70. Mrsic, Practical Treatise on, by C. C. Spencer, 2 vols, in I . . 2s.

71. Piano-Forte, Instruction for Playing the, by the same . . .Is.

72. 73, 74, 75, 75*. Recent Fossil Shells (A Manual of the MoUusca),
by Samuel P.TToodwai'd, and illustrations, 4 vols, in 1, Supplement 5s. 6d.

76, 77. DESCRiPTm: Geometry, by J. F. Heather, M.A., 2 vols, in 1 . 2s.

77* Economy of Fttel, by T. S. Prideaux Is.

78, 79. Steam as applied to Gexer.vl Purposes and Locomotive
Engines, by J. Sewell, C.E., 2 vols.inl 2s.

78*. Locomotive ENGiN-E,;by G. D. Dempsey, C.E Is. C-/.

79*. Atlas of Plates to the above . , .... 4s. 6.'^.

79**. On Photography*, the Composition and Properties of the Chemical
Substances used, by Dr. H. Halleur Is.

80, 81. Marine Exgixes, and ox the Screw, &c., by R. Murray, C.E.
2 vols, in 1 23. Gd.

80*, 81*. Embanking Lands from the Sea, by John "Wiggins, F.G.S.,
2 vols, in 1 2s.

82. 82*. Power of "Water, as applied to drive Flovr Mills, bv
Joseph Glynn, F.R.S., C.E ".2*.

83. Book-keeping, by James Haddon, M.A Is,

82** 83*, 83* Coal Gas, on the Manufacture and Distribution of, by
Samuel Hughes, C.E

'. Sj.

82***. "Water "V\'orks for the Supply of Cities and Towns. "Works
which have been executed for procuring Supplies bv means of
Drainage Areas and by Pumping from "WcLLs, by Samuel Itughes, C.E. 3s.

83**. Construction of Door Locks, with illustrations . , Is. 6d.

83 (bis). Forms of Ships and Boats, by"W. Bland, of Hartlip . . . Is.

84. Arithmetic, and numerous Examples, by Prof. J. R. Young . Is. 6rf.

84*. Key to the above, by the same Ij, 6c/.

So. Equational Arithmetic, Questions of Interest, Annuities, &c by
"W. Hipsley 1,,

85*. SuppLESfENTARY YoLorB, Tables for the Calculation of Simple
Interest, with Logarithms for Compound Interest and Annuities
<S:e., &:c., by "W. Hipsley .1,.

86, 87. AlgebPvA, by James Haddon, M.A., 2 vols, in 1 . . . .2s.
86*, 87*. Elesients of Algebra, Key to the, by Prof. Young . . Is. 6d.

88, 89. Descriptive Geometry, by Henry Law, C.E., 2 vols, in 1 . .2s.
90. Geometry, Analytical, by James Hann 1*.

91, 92. Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, by the same, 2 vols, ia 1 2s.
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93. Mensuration, by T. Baker, C.E Ij,

94, 95. Logarithms, Tables for facilitating Astronomical, Nautical, Trigo-
nometrical, and Logarithmic Calculations, by H. Law, C.E., 2 vols,

in 1 2j.

96. Popular Astronomy, by tte Eov. Robert Main, M.R.A.S. . . . li.

97. Statics AND Dynamics, by T.Baker, C.E Ij.

98. 98*. Mechanism and Practical Construction of Machines, On
Tools and Machines, by James Nasmyth, C.E ts, Gd.

99, 100. Nautical Astronomy and Navigation, by Prof. Tonng. 2 vols.

in 1 2s.

100*. Navigation Tables, compiled for practical use with the above Is. M.

101. Differential Calculus, by Mr. Woolhouse, F.R.A.S. . . . U.

101*. Weights and Measures of all Nations
; Weights, Coins, and

the various Divisions of Time, with the principles which determine
Rates of Exchange, by Mr. Woolhouse, F.R.A.S. . . .Is. Qd,

102. Integral Calculus, by H. Cox, M.A Is.

103. Integral Calculus, Examples of, by James Ilanu . . . , Is.

104. Differential Calculus, Examples of, by J. Haddon, M.A. . . Is.

105. Algebra, Geometry, and Trigonometry, Mnemonical Lessons, by
the Rev. T. Penyngton Kirkman, M.A l.». G<?.

106. Ships' Anchors for all Services, by George Cotsell, upwards of
100 illustrations . . . .

'

. . . . , Is. &d.

107. Metropolitan Buildings Act, in present operation, with Notes 2s. 6'i.

108. Metropolitan Local Managejient Acts Ij. M.
109. Limited Liability and Partneiuship Acts . . . .Is. Qd.

110. Srx Recent Legislative Enactments, for Contractors, Merchants,
and Tradesmen . . . .

'

1*.

111. Nuisances Removal AND Disease Prevention Act . . . . Is.

112. Domestic Medicine, by M. Raspail \s.&d.

113. Use of Field Artillery' on Service, by Capt. H. Maxwell, B A. 1». &d.

114. On Machinery : The Machine in its Elements, Practice, and Purpose,

by Chas. D. Abel, C.E., wood-cuts \s.Qd.

115. Atlvs of Plates of several kinds of Machines, 14 plates large
4to 4s. 6

'

116. Rudimentary Treatise on Acoustics : The Distribution of Sound,
by G. R. Burnell, C.E Is. G .

117. 'On Canal Engineering and Artificlvl Navigation, by G. R.

Burnell, C.E
'

Is. 6,'.

118, 119. On the Civil Engineering of North America, by D. Steven-

son, C.E., 2 vols, in 1 3 j.

120. On Hydraulic Engineering, by G. R. Burnell, C.E., 2 vols, in 1 . 3s.

121. On River Engineering and the Construction of Docks and
Harbours, by G. R. Burnell, C.E. Vol. Ill 2s.

122. On Fluids, by G. R. Burnell, C.E Is.

123. On Carpentry and Joinery, founded on Dr. Robison's "Work, with
wood-cuts \s. 6d.

123*. Atlas to ditto is.Qd,
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124. On Roofs for Public axd Private Buildings, founded on Dr.
Robison' 8 Work Is. 6tl.

124*. Recently constructed Iron Roofs, Atlas of plates . . 4^. Gd.

125. On the Combustion of Coal and the Prevention of Smoke,
Chemically and Practically Considered, by Chas. Wye Williams,'
M.I.C.E / The 2 vols. ) „

126. Illustrations to ditto ( in 1. /
'^"

127. Rudimentary an-d Practical Instructions in the Art of Archi-
tectural Modelling, with illustrations for the Practical Appli-
cation of the Art, by J. A. Richardson, Arch. . . .1*. 6«?.

128. The Ten Books of M. Vitruvius on Civil, Military, and Naval
Architecture,* translated by Joseph Gwilt, Arch., 2 vols, in 1, in

the press 2s. 6d.

129. Atlas of Illustrative Plates to ditto, in 4to, with the Yignettes,
designed hy Joseph. Gaudy, in the press is. Qd.

130. Introduction to the Study and the Beauty of Grecian Archi-
tecture, by the Right Hon. the Earl of Aberdeen, &c., &c., &c.,
i/t the press 1*.

ME. WEALE'S
NEW SERIES OF EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

1, 2, 3, 4. Constitutional History of England, by W. D Hamilton . 4?.

5, 6. Outlines of the History of Greece, by the same, 2 vols. . 2*. &d.

7, 8. Outline of the History of Rome, by the same, 2 vols. . 2*. Qd.

9, 10. Chronology of CmL and Ecclesiastical History, Litera-

ture, Art, and Civilisation, from the earliest period to the

present, 2 vols 2«. &d.

11. Gramjiar of the English Language, by Hyde Clarke, D.C.L. . Is.

11*. Hand Book of Comparative Philology, by the same . .> . . 1*.

12, 13. Dictionary of the English Language. A new Dictionary of
the English Tongue, as spoken and written, above 100,000 words,
or 50,000 more than in any existing work, by the same, 3 vols,

in 1 Zs.6d.

14. Grammar of the Greek Language, by H. C. Hamilton , . . la,

15, 16. Dictionary of the Greek and English Langl-ages, by H. R.

Hamilton, 2 vols, in 1 •
2*.

17, 18. — English ant) Greek Languages, by the

same, 2 vols, in 1 2s.

19. Grammar of the Latin Language, by the Rev. T. Goodwin, A.B. . Is.

20, 21. Dictionary of the L^tin and English Languages, by the
same. Vol. 1 2a.

22, 23. — English and Latin Languages, by the
same. Yol. II.

,
. . . . 1«. 6<?.

24. Grammar of the French Language 1#.

''^i"
work, translated by a scliolar and an architect, was originally publislied at

36». It bears the highest reput;ition, and being uow for the first time issued in this
oenes, the student and the scholar will receive it as a boon from the gifted translator.
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25. Dictionary of the French and English Languages, by A. Elwes.
Vol. I L

26. English and FaENCii Languages, by the same.
Yol.II U.6o

27. Grammar of the Italian Language, by the same . . . . L

28. 29, Dictionary of the Italian, English, and French Languages,
by the same. Yol. I, 2j

30, 31. English, Italian, and French Languages,
by the same. Vol. II 2i

32, 33. French, Italian, and English Languages,
by the same. Vol. Ill 2j

34. Grammar of the Sfanish Language, by the same . . . . h

35, 36, 37. 38. Dictionary of the Spanish and English Languages,
by the same, 4 vols, in I 4;

39. Gr.vmmar of the German Language 1<

40. Classical German Keader, from the best authors . . . . L

41. 42, 43. Dictionaries of the English, German, and French Lan-
guages, by N. E. Hamilton, 3 vols., separately Is. each . . 3^

44, 45, Dictionary- of the Hebrew and English Languages, contain-

ing the Biblical and Rabbinical words, 2 vols, (together with the

Grammar, which may be had separately for Is.) by Dr. Bresslau,
Hebrew Professor 7;

46, English and Hebrew Languages. Vol. III.

to complete 3;

47. French and English Phrase Book h

THE SERIES OF EDUCATIONAL WORKS
Are on saU in two linds ofhinding ; the one for use in Colleges and ScJtool

and the other for the Library.

Hamilton's Outlines of the History of England, 4 vols, in 1. strongly
bound in cloth 5<i

Ditto, in half-morocco, gilt, mai-bled edges . , , 5*. Qd

History of Greece, 2 vols, in 1, bound in cloth . . . . 3«. 6;^

Ditto, in half-morocco, gilt, marbled edges ..*... 4.?

History of Rome, 2 vols, in 1, bound in cloth . . . . . Zs.&l

Ditto, in half-morocco, gilt, marbled edges ...... 4j

Chronology of Civil and Ecclesiastical History, Literature, Aiit,

&c., 2 vols, in 1, bound in cloth 3s. 6.-/

Ditto, in half-morocco, gilt, and marbled edges . . . . 4«

Clabke's Dictio.vary- of the English Language, bound in cloth . 4s, 6rf

-, in half-morocco, gilt, marbled edges 5s

V ,
bound with Dr. Clarke's English Grammar in cloth . 5s. 6<f

\ Ditto, in half-morocco, gilt, marbled edges .... 6s
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Eajuitox's Greek axd English aud English a>i) Greek Dictionary,
4 vols, in 1, bound in cloth. 5s.

Ditto, in half-morocco, gilt, marbled edges . . . os. 6d.

— Ditto, with the Greek Grammar, bound in cloth . . 6*.

Ditto, with Ditto, in half-morocco, gUt, marbled edges . 6s. 6cf.

joodwin's Lates" and English and English and Latin Dictionary, 2

Tols. in 1, bound in cloth is, 6ci.

Ditto, in half-morocco, gilt, marbled edges 5s.

Ditto, with the Latln' Gr-UIMAr, bound in cloth . , 5*. 6(1,

Ditto, with Ditto, in half-morocco, gilt, marbled edges . . &s.

El"wes's French -vnd English and English and French Dictionary,
2 vols, in 1, in cloth . . ..... 3s. &f»

Ditto, in half-morocco, gilt, marbled edges 4$.

Ditto, with the French Gr-VMMAR, bound in cloth . . 4s. 6(L

Ditto, with Ditto, in half-morocco, gilt, marbled edges . . . 5s.

Fbench and English Phrase Book, or Vocabulary of all Conversational

Words, bound, to carry in the pocket 1«. 6d.

EL"VfEs's Italian, English, ant) French,—English, Italian, and
French,—French, Italian, and English Dictionary, 3 vols,

in 1, bound in cloth ~s.M.

Elttes's Ditto, in half-moroceo, gilt, marbled edges . . . . Ss.6d.

Ditto, with the Grammar, bound in cloth . . . , Ss.6d,

Ditto, with Ditto, in half-morocco, gilt, marbled edges . . 9*.

Spanish and English and English and Spanish Dictionary,
4 vols, in 1, boTind in cloth os.

Ditto, in half-morocco, gilt, marbled edges.... os. 6d,

Ditto, with the Grammar, bound in cloth &?,

Ditto, with Ditto, in half morocco, gUt, marbled edges . &s. M.

Hamilton-' s English, German, and French,—German, French, and
English,—French, Geum.vn, and English Dictionary, 3 vols.

in 1, bound in cloth 4?.

Ditto, in half-morocco, gUt, marbled edges . . . 4<. 6d.

Ditto, with the Grammar, bound in cloth os»

Ditto, with Ditto, in half-morocco, gilt, marbled edges . os. M.
Beesslau's Hebrew and English Dictionary, with the Grammar, 3

vols, bound in cloth 12s.

Ditto, 3 vols., in half-morocco, gilt, marbled edges . . . 14s,

Now in the course of Publication,

GREEK AND LATIN CLASSICS,
Price Is. per Volume, (except in some instances, aud those are Is. 6c?. or

2s. each), very neatly printed on good paper.

A Series of Volumes containing the principal Greek and Latin Authors,

iccompanied by Explanatoi-y Notes in English, principally selected from
the best and most recent German Commentators, and comprising all those
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Works that are essential for the Scholar and the Pupil, and applicable for

tilt) Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen,
aad Dublin,—the Colleges at Belfast, Cork, Galway, Winchester, and Eton,
and the great Schools at Harrow, Rugby, &c.—also for Private Tuition and

Instruction, and for the Library.

Those that are not priced are in the Press,

LATIN SERIES.

1 A new Latin DELECTtra, Extracts
from Classical Authors, wiih
Vocabularies and Explanatory
Kotos 'Is,

2 Cesar's Commentaries on the
Gallic War ; with Grammatical
and Explanatory N<ites in Eng-
lish, and a Geograpliical In'lcx 2*.

3 Cornelius Nepos ; with English
Notes, <fcc. It.

4 ViEGiL. The Georgic3, Bucolics,
and doubtful Works : with Eng-
lish Notes Is.

5 Virgil's ^NEiD (on the same plan
as the preceding ) . . . . 2i.

6 Horace. Odes and Epodes ; with
English Notes, and Analysis aud
explanation of the metres . . It.

7 Horace. Satires and Epistles,
with English Notes, <fec. . Is. 6d.

8 Sallust. Conspiracy of Catiline,

Jugurthine War . . . li. 6d.

Terence. Andria and Heauton-
tiraorumenos . . . l.». 6cJ.

10 Terence Phonnio, Adelphi and
Heoyra Is. Od.

11 C'iceeo. Orations against Catiline,
for Sulla, for Archias, and for tho
Manilian I^w.

12 Cicero. First and Second Phi-

lippics; Orations for Milo, for

Marcellus, <fec.

13 Cicero. De Officiis.

It Cicero. De Amicitia, de Senec-
tute, and Brutus . . It. 6d,

15 Juvenal and Persius. (The in-

delicate passages expunged).
16 LivY. Books i to v. in 2 parts . 3«.

17 Livr. Books xxi. and xxii. . Is.

IS Tacitus. Agricola ; Germania ;

and Annals, Book 1.

19 Selections from Tibullus, Ovid,
Propkutus, and Lucretius.

20 Selections from Suetonius and the
later Latin Writers. . . Is. 6cJ.

GREEK SERIES,

ON A SIMILAR PLAN TO THE LATIN SERIES.

Uomer.
HOMliR.
Homer.
Homer.
Homer.

. Is.

. 1*.

1». 6d.
Is 6d.

Is. 6tZ.

Is. «d
Is. 6d.

Is 6d.

Introductort Greek Eeader.
On the same plan as the Latin
Reader 1«
Xenophon. Anabasis, i. ii iii. . Is
Xenophon. Anabasis, iv. v
vii.

Lucian. Select Dialogues
Homer. Iliad, i. to vi

Iliad, vii to xii.

Iliad, xiii. to xviii.

Iliad, xix. to xxiv.
Odyssey, i. to vi.

— .. Odyssey, vii to xii.

Homer. Odyssey, xiii. to xviii.
Homer. Odyssey, xix. to xxiv. ;

and Hymns
Plato. Apology, Crito, and Phajdo,
Herodotus, i ii.

Herodotus, iii. to iv.

Herodotus, v. vi and part of vii.

Herodotus. Romuindor of vii.
viii. and ix.

Sophocles ; CEdipus Rex. .

Sophocles ; ffidipus CoIoukus.
SoPHoi UES ; Antigone.
Sophocles ; Ajax.
SoPHooLEs; Philoctetes.

Is.

23 Euripides; Hecuba.
24 Euripides; Medea.
25 Euripides; Ilippolytus.
•.6 Euripides; Alcestis.

27 Euripides : Orestes.

28 Euripides. Extracts from the

remaining plays.
29 Sophocles. Extracts from tho

remaining plays.
80 iEscHYLUB. Prometheus Vinctus.
81 /EscHVLUS. Persaj.

32 iEsciivms. Septem contra Thebas.
33 JE CHYLUS. CUoephora:.
34 jEschvlus. Eumeuides.
35 jEscHVLUS. Agamemnon.
86 jEscHVLUS. Suppliccs.
37 PlutaRCH. Select Lives.

38 Aristophanes. Clouds.
39 Aristophanes. Frogs.
40 Aristophanes. Selections from th

remaining Comedies.
41 Thucydides, i J

42 Thucydides, ii.

43 Theocritus, Select Idyls.
44 Pindar.
45 isocrates.
46 Hesiod.

LONDON : JOHN WEALE, C9, HIGH HOLP>OB,N.

lOLESALE AGENTS, LOCKWOOD & CO., 7, STATIONERS' HALL COURT, fi.O]



WORKS IN GENERAL LITERATURE PUBLISHED BY LOCKWOOD 4 CO.

USEFUL ARITHMETICAL WORKS, BY DANIEL O'GORMAN.

lisTUITIVE CALCULATIONS
;

The most Concise Methods ever published. Designed for the use of all Classes—
Bankers, Brewera, Engineers, Land Surveyors, JIauufacturers, Jlerchants, Wine and

Sjiirit Merchants, Timber Merchants, Prefessors, Teachei-s, ifcc. With au Appendix, oa
Decimal Computation, Coins, and Currency. By Daniel O'Goemax. 22nd Edition, re-

vised byalicentiateofthe College of Preceptors. SJth Thousand, crown 8vo, Zs. 6d. cloth.

AN ORIGINAL AND COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM OF SELF-
INSTRUCTING BOOK-KEEPING BY SINGLE AND DOUBLE ENTRY.
Kevr Edition, 8vo, price os. cloth.

THE PRINCE OF WALES'S NEW TABLE-BOOK, compUed
from the "Intiutive Calculations;" embracing all the Tables in Money, Weights,
and Measures, necessary for the Arithmetician; vrith New Tables of Decimal
Coins. New Edition, 12mo, Sd. stitched.

WORKS BY THE REV: WM. HARRISON, RECTOR OF BIRCH.

THE TONGUE OF TIME;
Or, the Language of a Church Clock. By William Harrisox, A.M. of Brazenose Col-

lege, Oxford ; Domestic Chaplain to H.K.H. the Duke of Cambridge ; Rector of Birch,
Essex. 6th Edition, with beautiful Frontispiece, fcap., reduced to 3«., cloth, gilt edges.
"This is 8 ipiritual little treatise, intended to

|

hours of the dny to the editiciuion of the soiiL"—
improve practicaUy and devotionally the twelve 1 Ckui-chmtt»'i MontAljf Rerine.

THE SHEPHERD AND HIS SHEEP;
AS EXPOSITION OF THE TWENTY-THIRD PSALM.

2nd Edition, enlarged, fcap., reduced to "s. Cd. cloth, gilt edges.

CONSECRATED THOUGHTS;
OB, A FEW NOTES FROM A CHRISTIAN HARP.

2nd Edition, corrected, fcap., 2s. 6c?. cloth, gilt edges.

SERMONS ON THE COMMANDMENTS,
PREACHED IN THE CHAPEL OF THE MAGDALEN HOSPITAL.

2nd Edition, corrected, fcap., it. cloth.

MANUAL FOR THE BEREAVED.
2nd Edition, fcap., reduced to 4^. 6d. cloth,

HOURS OF SADNESS;
Or, Instruction and Comfort for the Jloumcr : consisting of a Selection of Devotional
Meditations, Instructive and Consolatory Reflections, Letters, Prayers, Poetry, &c.,
firom various Authors, suitable for the bereaved Christian.

Cheap and Entertaining Books for Children.

THE STORY OF THE THREE BEARS. 17tli EditioH, with
Illustrations, oblong, now reduced to 6t;. sewed.

THE GREAT BEAR'S STORY ; or, the Vizier and the Woodman.
With lUtistrations, obloug, now reduced to Ctf. sewed.

AN HOUR AT BEARAVOOD ; or, The Wolf and the Seven Kids.
With Illustrations, oblong, now reduced to 6d. sewed.

THE THREE BEARS^ AND THEIR STORIES ; heing the ahove
stories in 1 vol., with numerous Illustrations, reduced to 2i. obloug, cloth lettered.

THE UGLY DUCK. By Hans Akdersek. Versified ; and dedi-
cated to the Readers of "

Tlie Three Beare." Fotir lUusti-ations by Weigall.
Obloug, now reduced to Cd. sewed.



WUliKS IN UENEKAL LlTEKATUliE PU15LISHED JJY LOCKWOOD & CO.

ELEGANT CHRISTMAS, NEW YEAR'S, AND BIRTHDAY GIFTS.

Ninth Edition, fcai). Svo, cloth, gilt edges, 5CS pp., price 6s.,

TRUTHS ILLUSTRATED BY GREAT AUTHORS
A Dictionary of nearly Four Thousand Aids to Eoflection, Quotations of Maxir
Jfotaphore, Counsels, Cautious, Proverbs, Aphorisms, &c. &c. la Prose and Vei
Compiled from Shakespeare and other Great Writers.

_

" An achievement worthy of the highest order of
literary genius."—Morninif Advei-tiser.

"The quotations are perfect gr^ras; their selec-
tion evinces sound judgment and an excellent
taste."—UispofcA.

"We accept the treasure with profound gr
tude—it should find its way to every home.'
Era.
"We know of no hetter book of the kind.

Examiner.

Third Edition, fcap. Svo, cloth, gilt edges, 536 pp., price 6«.,

THE BEAUTY OF HOLINESS;
Or, the Practical Christian's Daily Companion : being a Collection of tipwards of T
Tiiousand Reflective and Spiritual Pas.sages, Remarkable for their Sul)limity, Beau
and Practicability ; selected from the Sacred Writings, and arranged in Eighty-two S
tious, each comprising a different Theme for Meditation. By the Editors of " Trul
Illustrated by Great Autho-s."

Second Edition, fcap. Svo, cloth, gilt edges, nearly 700 pages, with beautiful

Vignette Title, price (js.,

THE

PHILOSOPHY OF WILLIAJ*! SHAKESPEARE.
Delineating, in Seven Hundred and Fifty Passages selected from his Plays, the Mu
form Phases of the Human Mind. With Index and References. Collated, Elucidati
and Alphabetically arranged, by the Editors of " Truths Illustrated by Great Author

Second Edition, fcap. Svo, cloth, gilt edges, 638 pages, with beautiful tinted lithogra
Frontispiece and Title, after the design of Moritz Rctsch, price 6«.,

SONGS OF THE SOUL,
During its Pilgrimage Heavenward : being a New Collection of Poetry, illustrative

tlie Power of the Christian Faith. Selected from the Works of the most emine
British, Foreign, and American AVriters, Ancient and Modern, Original and TrAiislati

By the Editors of "Truths Illustrated by Great Authors," "The Beauty of H(
ncss," &c. &c.

THE SUNBEAM STORIES.

Now ready, the Thirty-second Edition, price 1«.,

A TRAP TO CATCH A SUNBEAM.
Also hy the same Author,

"
COMING HOME," 2s. cloth gilt (just

publvilud).

THE DRE.\M CHINTZ, illustrated by
James Godwin. 2». Cd., with a beau-
tiful fancy cover.

OLD JOLLIFFE, not a Goblin Story. 1«.

SEQUEL TO "OLD JOLLIFFE." l».

THE HOUSE'fON THE EOCK. l»-

"
ONLY

;

"
a Tale for Young and Old.

THE CLOUD WITH THE SILVER LIND

"A MERRY CHRISTMAS." !«• [

THE STAR IN THE DESERT. l»-

SIBERT'S WOLD
;
or. CROSS FURPOS]

Second Edition, 3s. 6d. cloth.

dlinR a simple ftory, and in the manngcnicnt of dialogue, the Author is excelled by few wril

Vont das"—Literary Gazette.

Brcdbury & Evans, rrintcrs, Whitcfilars.
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